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INTRODU C'l'lON.

is the earnest desire of the compiler of this revised
Ca.talogue of the minerals known to occur in Tasmania
to make it such that it may be advantageously referred to
for infonnation on the subject of the great variety of
beautiful, useful, a.nd scientifically interesting minerals
which have been, or are now, recorded as occurring in this
island.
The descriptive articles respecting the occurrence
and peculiarities of the more important have been rewritten so as' to embody the latest information as to association, crystallisation, and paragenesis of the respective
species. As might be expected, much of the matter is
necessarily collated from general sources, but a. consider·
able portion may be taken as original, more particularly
that which treats of localities, This may be attributed
to the unusual opportunities enjoyed by the writer, coupled
with the facilities afforded by several friends who have
been induced to interest themselves on the subject.
Although written in as simple language as the subject per·
mits, it has been assumed that the reader has at least a
slight knowl,edge of the subject dealt with.
The last Catalogue of the minerals known to occur in
Tasmania was published in 1896, Since that year a considerable amount of work has been accomplished by various observers, and a careful record has been kept with a
view to still further elucid.ating the mineralogy of this
island, primarily from a purely scientific standpoint, and
to a certain ext,ent from the inseparable economic aspect j
but as the context will clearly show, the Catalogue is
essentially a compilation for handy reference by those
interested in Tasmania.n mineralogy.
In explanation of its production, it may scarcely be
necessary to mention that to the modern geologist the
science of mineralogy is of ever.increasing interest, as its
methods are still further applied to the elucidation of the
igneous and other rocks which constitute the earth's crust ;
while to the chemist the compounds which form the mineral
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species are a never.ceasing field of observation and interest
on account of their homogeneous combination and peculia.r.
ities of crystallisation. During the pa.st few years a com·
paratively large amount of serious petrographical work
has been accomplished with regard to Tasmania in corre·
spondence with the progress of investigation in other parts
of the world, with the result, as might be expected, of
adding to this Catalogue many minerals of considerable
scientific interest. The important thesis of Dr. F. P.
Paul* on the singular. and to some extent uuique, igneous
&lkaline complex of Port Cygnet and the rocks of the Shannon Tier has been an important factor in a.dding severa)
heretofore unrecorded species of essential and accessory
rock-forming minerals to those already known to our lists
The interest taken in and the assistance rendered by that
veteran in petrographical science, Professor Rosenbuscb,
of Heidelberg, has not only stimulated research in petrology and its resulting mineralogy, but has confirmed or
otherwise the labours of our local workers.
The exploitation of several min ing localities, which were
practically in the early days of their inception 13 years
ago, when the last compilation was published, has materi&lly extended our knowledge of the mode of occurrence,
affinities, and genesis of many of the then appreciated
species, as well as added to the number of metal-bearing
minerals with which we were at that time acquainted.
These remarks more notably refer to the cupriferous
minerals of the Lyell mining field, the lead-zinc mines of
the Mt. Read and Rosebery fields, and the varied metallic
minerals and their associates which recent investigati!:>lls
have shown to occur in the Middlesex, Heazlewood , ana
Bischoff districts.
To the mineralogist the secondary derivatives from the
metallic ores, although as a rule of no great commerci<l.1
importance, have a peculiar fascination owing to the
duplex aspect of 'their generally beautiful colouration,
and because in many instances they present perfect
examples of natural crystallisation. In addition, their
modes of occurrence~ origin, and geological relationship are
to the observant fascinating studies, and in this Ncord an
endeavour has been made to show that even the metalbearing minerals, primary and secondary, have much in
themselves worthy of careful attention, strictly outside
• Beitriige :cur petrographischen Kenulnis einigt"r (oYlLitisch-theralitisber Gesteine aus 'rasmlLnit"n.
Tschermak'lI Minelalogische und Petrographische Mitt£>ilungell. B&~d 25, Heft IV., Wien, 1906.
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of their intrinsic val ue, important as t hat may be. It may
not be out of place in tbis connection to empbasise that
the st ud y of mineralogy does not necessarily mean mining,
practica.l or speculative, although mining unqu estiona.bly
includes dealing with minerals. It more properly refers
to an attempt to elucidate their structure, chemist ry ,
associations, and geological occurrences. In fact, the vast
bulk of what are termed species of minerals, or those which
have received distinctive appellations, are absolutely without intrinsic val&e. It may be said, wit hout danger of
a serious perversion of fact, that of the enormous Dumber
of minera.l substa.nces which are already known to science,
not two per cent. have any direct or indirect commercial
importance; but as products of Nature's handiwork all are
worthy of the study and attention of the chemist, t he
petrologist , and those in terested in natural science. The
mineralogist is always engaged in revelling in the mysteries
oC his study, yet it is ever evident t hat each fresh discovery
still Curther impresses him with the fact that there is yet
more to learn, even about what are apparently the most
sjmple srubstances.
Any explanation of the larger and more abstruse subject
of the genesis of ore-deposits has not been seriously under taken , as that is a task for the advanced specialist, who
would need much collateral information, both local a.nd
scientific, on which to form ulate any rational theories as
t:o the vari ed conditions which govern the deposition of
minerals in t he different classes of lode format ion and
filling.
From the last published Catalogue severai species have
been eliminated, either because th ei r occurrence in this
island has not been confirmed , or that their presumed
identification was in error j bu t to compensate for this a
large number ·-considerably over 100-have been added.
SOIDe few of these had been overlooked, but the greater
number are the result, as already indicated, of investigation during the past rew yean.
The number of species and varieties of minerals herein
reCerred to is approximately 330, which may be regarded
as a remarka.bly large number, consideri~ the comparatively restricted area. of the island. Although this
number may, and doubtless will, be augmented as investigation proceeds, it is reasonable to suppose that we. now
possess a fair knowledge of the mineralogy of the State,
thanks t o the services rendered and encouragement gi ven
by willing Iwlpers.
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The writer is uuder personal obligation for information
to Messrs. R. Sticht, L. K. Ward, O. E. White, W . R. Bell,
W . E. Hitchcock, and several others, who by giving
localities and forwa.rding specimens have rendered valuable assistanoo, and it is to his friend Mr. Vol. H. Twelvetrees that his special thanks are due for so much kindly
advice and help, which have materially lightened his selfimposed t!a.sk.
J anuary 18, 1910.
1.

A CHLUSITE .

(See

TOPAZ.)

(Mdosilicate 0/ Calcium, Magnesium , with
Protoxide o/Iron).
This is the comparatively abundant green-coloured
fibrous variety of amphibole. It crystallises in the monoclinic system, the crystals being long slender prisms, which
aTe rema.rkably brittle. It also occurs in ~brous aggregates which are often arranged in wedg&--shaped masses, and
occasionally assume an asbestiform character.
The radiating variety occurs a few miles south of the
Hampshire Hills on the Upper Emu River. It is found
associated with iron garnet, amethystine quartz, and
fibrous radiating iron oxide, which is proba.bly limonite.
At the Heazlewood it is plentiful in spreading a.nd ra.diating acicular bunches of considerable size and green colouration. Occurs in large masses on the River Forth, about 3
miles from Mt. Claude. On the Whyte River, near the
base of the Mered.ith Range, this mineral occurs of a. dark
asparagus-green colour- much resembling the variety
termed calamite- containing minute bunches of asbestos
and particles of mountain cork, the whole closely intermixed. with bands of a yellowish-brown garnet rock which
rarely contains molybdenite. The mountain cork is of a
spongy and closely-interlaced structure, pale-brown to
brownish-green in colour, and is stained. with iron oxide.
At the Savage River it occurs in considerable abundance
with cupreous pyrites and magnetite. At the Colebrook
Mine, North-East Dundas, it has been obtained as very
fine and beautiful radiating bunches, intermixed with
axinite and pyrrhotite. At this mine it also is found in
a. semi-decomposed condition, with a little cuprite, and is
at times encrust.ed with thin films of native copper. Welldeveloped crystals of axinite are commonly impla.nted and
embedded in this association of minerals. It is plentiful
at Barn Bluff in association with pyrites of various descrip .
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tions, and is often much decomposed, when it readily falls
At Dundas it occurs in limited quantity, but
well developed, of a remarkably bright-green colour:

to pieces.
3.

AD ULARIA

(Polysilicate

0/

Aluminium and Potassium).

This is a variety of orthoclase felspar, which is also
known as moonstone. It occurs in large crystalline masses
porphyritically disseminated in granite. It is usually
alm ost white, but varies to a pale-green colour.
Locality: Coldstream Rivulet, a tributary of the Huskisson River, and also at the Tasman Rivulet, with quartz
of various forms (W. R. Bell).
4.

ALBITE

( Polysilicnte

0/ Aluminium and Sodium).

This triclinic soda felspar occurs in solid, irregular, subtranslucent, and compact masses, which are milk-white,
at the Heazlewood River. It has also been detected in
limited quantity in the mica·.olvsbergite of P ort Cygnet
and at Mt. Lyell.
ii.

ALMANDITE

( Orthosil1:ca te

01

Al'uminium and Iron).

The common aluminium-iron garnet. Occurs in small
crystals, which are translucent and of fair colouration, at
North Mt. Heemskirk ; near George's Bay in &&Socia.tion
with a dark-green chlorite j at Cape Barren Isla.nd
embedded in quartz in considerabie quantity ; and at
other localities.

-

6.

AE GIRITE

( M etasilicate

01

Iron and Sodu-,m).

Also known as acmite. It is a monoclinic soda pyroxene corresponding to arfvedsonite in the amphiboles. It is
peculiar to the alkaline series of igneous rocks. It occurs in
connection with the Port Cygnet complex, and is specially
conspicuous in the eheolite-syenite and si5lvsbergite-porphyry of that locality. which has become noted among.t.
petrologists for its ip.teresting series of igneous rocks.
ALLOPHANE (Hydrated Silicate 01 Alumina).
Found at the Savage River as irregular, fairly large
masses, coated with a pulverulent white powdery substance
of secondary origin. The colour varies from pale-yellow to
a much darker shade. The general appearance of the

7.
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mineral is remarkably gum-like. The composition is quite
unusual, but there is little doubt about the identification.
Analysis by Mr. Watson, late of the Magnet Silvermining Company:Per ,'pnt.

Si (\
Al~

03

Fe,Ol
C.

°

SO,
Ignition

=
=
=
=

19-00
40'40

4'70
"60
1 "61

33"30

-

~

99"70

Very characteristic samples of this amorphous mineral
occur in reniform masses of a pale colour, almost translucent, and with a waxy lustre, at the Upper Forth.

8.

ALUNOGEN (Sulphate 01 Aluminium).
Often abundant as an efflorescent powdery to fibrous
incrustation in caverns and under shelving ledges, occurring in connection with saliferous rocks. It occurs near
Bridgewater ; Brown's River-road j near St. Marys; Mersey River, about 4 miles from Chudleigh, known locally
as the Alum Cliff j Blue Tier, near Beaconsfield; and in
other localities.

9.

AMPHIBOLE GROUP.

This is an important group of rock-forming minerals
which are almost exclusively confined to the Plutonic
series; the exception being those sometimes found in true
lava, i.e., basalt and trachyte. They are chemically allied
to the pyroxenes, but differ in the angular measurement,
their cleavage, and their larger and more blade-like habit.
The a.mphiholes may be termed t he long, while the
pyroxenes are the short, examples of a sim~lar series of rock
constituents, which closely approximate both in chemical
composition and physical characters. The group, although
so closely pa.rallel to the pyroxenes, is less numerous in
species, and so far as described the members also show
less va.riety of form. They nearly . all crystallise in the
monoclinic system, the exceptions being anthophyllite,
which belongs to the orthorhombic, and cossyrite to the
triclinic, system. The various members of the group occur
generally confusedly aggregated in habit, but may be
fibrous or columnar in growth. In lustre they are vitreous
to pearly on cleavage faces, opaque to translucent, and

<
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when massive extremely t ough.
thus: -

They may be divided

(1) With little or no AluminiumActinolite.
Asbestos.
Tremolite.
(2) Containing AluminiumPergasite, or common hornblende.

I
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The localities are under the respective headings.

10.

(Hydrous Silicatt; 01 Sodium and Alu.
minium).
A zeolite that may be recognised by its isometric crystallisation. It is fairly abundant in tbe hatiyne.porphyry of
Port Cygnet and also in the Tertiary vesicular basalt at Bell .
Mount and vicinity. In the trachydolerite so prominent at
Table Cape and Circular Head. it occurs in groups of
diminutive crystals.
As small groups- of w~ll- formed
crystals in basalt, Penguin River.

II.

ANALCITE

(Dioxide of Titanium).
This mineral is also known as octahedrite. It is one of
the polymorphous forms of TiO 2' the others being rutile
and brookite. Anatase crystallises on the tetragonal system, the primary four being the octahedron with a square
base. It assumes variouS' shades of brown in colouration.
It occurs in this island as diminutive waterworn crystals,
and is ext.remely rare.
Locality: Clayton's Rivulet; Ilear Hamilton, on the
River Forth j near Mt. Lyell; and in the small streams
in the vicinity of Brown's Plain.
ANATASE

1'2.

ANDALUSITE (Anhydrous Silicate 01 Aluminium).
Occurs in slightly rhombic, four-sided prisms imbedded
in rocks that have undergone contact metamorphism. It is
very rare and undefined. The locality is uncertain. The
variety chiastolite Occurs sparingly imbedded in Silurian
slate, as radiating and interlaced prisms of small size.
Locality: Near Zeehan.

13.

(Polysilicate 01 Aluminium, Sodium, and
Calcium),
This is one of the varieties of triclinic felspar that are
intermediate between the species known as albite and
ANDESITE
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a.northite. It is also termed andesine. As is usually the
case with the felspar group, it is always of & pale shade
of colour. It occurs as a constituent of the essexite of the
alkaline plexus of Port Cygnet, and has been recorded
from the Mt. Lyell district.
14. ANGLESITE (Sulphate 01 Lead).
Native sulphate of lead was named from its occurrence
in the isl&nd of Anglese&.
With other sulph&tes, it i.
formed by the oxidation of sulphides above water· level ;
that of lead being less soluble, it is often retained, while
the sulphates of zinc, copper, and iron are dissolved and
thus carried away in solution. Galenite is the natural
parent of anglesite, and wherever that mineral has been
shielded from the attack of carbonates, such as calcite, its
oxidation results in the formation of this secondary
mineral. It forms transparent to translucent crystals often
beautifully formed, belonging to the orthorhombic system;
the lustre is adamantine, and they are readily scratched
by a knife. The mineral is often attached to decomposing
galena or implanted on gossany limonite. Numerous speci.
mens of exceptional size and perfection occurred at the
Comet Mine, Dundas. The characteristic dagger.shaped
crystals were of remarkable perfection, perhaps the finest
ever discovered in the Commonwealth. They often ha.d
massicot implanted in the interstices, thus forming beautiful specimens for the ca.binet. It, occurs spa.ringly at the
Zeehan and Whyte River silver-Ie&d fields. At the l&tter
some pretty rhombic prisms ..yith sharp pyramidal terminations have heen obtai ned, attached to the partially altered
galena, and again on ferruginous gossan. At the Magnet
Mine it has occurred of exceptional beauty, associated
with crocoisite and pyromorphite, usually in the capping
of the lode, well advanced in decomposition. It is often
reported to assay somewhat high in silver, in which case
that metal is practically intermixed in the form of a
haloid.
Referring to the crystals of anglesite, Dr. Anderson
writes ('I Records of the Australian Museum," Vol. VI.,
Part 2, 1095) : -" In the museum collection there is one
specimen from this locality (Comet Mine, Dundas) consisting of a group of well· developed lustrous crystals in
a vugh of galena, with powdery limonite. The crystals are
of a. general habit.
The crystal there represented
measures }'2 cm. x 1'9 em. j it is slightly broken a.t the
end of the macro-axis, and the a (100) faces are strongly

,
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striated parallel to their intersection with m (100). The
predominant forms are c (001), a (100), and", (110); tho
others are very narrow. Two faces of a (102) admitted of
measurement; but the pyramids and the dome 0 (011)
were determined from single faces." Then follow the
measurements.
" Clear, colou,dess, tabular crystals up to 2 inches in
length and i-incb in depth occur at the Susannite Mine,
betwoon Zeehan and the Comstock, in the oxidised portion
of a lode carrying a large proportion of pyrite." (L. K.
Ward.)

16. ANKERITE

(Ca'rbonat~

01 Calcium, I ron, Qt1ld
Magnes·i ttm).
This is a brown dolomite, differing from that mineral
in containing a considerable proportion of iron. It occurs
.at the Heazlewood Silver-lead Mine, at the Comet Mine,
at Dundas, and at the Magnet Mine, at all of which localities it forms no inconsidera.ble portion of the lode gangue.
It weathers to a dark-coloured gossan at the outcrop of
the lodes. At the Magnet Mine it is not unusual to find
the ankerite and associated veinstone minerals much
:stained an apple-green by chromic acid, and the same
.applies in a lesser degree to the Heazlewood.
16 ANNABERGITE (Arsenate oj Nickel).
A secondary substance, of a bright apple-green colour
when pure. It is soft and commonly incrusting. It was
.detected ip. small quantity at the silver-lead mine at the
Penguin, and is fairly plentiful, as thin coatings on nie·
colite, at a locality about 2 miles from Leslie Junction,
nundas.
17. ANTIMONY) Native.
Occurs in thin radia.ting patches) about an inch in
.diameter, implanted on a silicious ma.trix. A slab about a
foot square was obtained practically covered with this
.element in the form indicated.
Locality: Spray Section, Briti!;ih-Zeehan Mine, Zeehan.
18. ANORTHOCLASE (Polysilicate oj Sodium, Potassium,
and Aluminium).
A triclinic potash felspar, whose primary form is an
·oblique rhombic prism. It is of a shining white colour
:It occurs in the sOlvsbergites of Port Cygnet.

l
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Calciu/11'f,) ,

This mineral crystallises in the hexagonal system, with
pyramidal hemihedrism. It often occurs in the massive
form, and it is mainly in this condition that it is mined
commercially on the' large scale. Apatite as a. microscopic
mineral is a widesJ?read accessory of ig~ eo u.s r ocks of almost
all kinds ; the mIcro crystals are mam ly long hexagonal
prisms, and it was evidently one of the first minerals in t he
rock-forming magma to crystallise. It occurs macroscopically of a clear greenish colour, with a dull lustre, and , in
the amorphous s.Jate, in limited quantity (mixed with the
veinstone) at the old Hampshire Silver Mine j at Mt.
Bischoff, as small pale crystals in the stan nifer ou s topaz
porphyry; in small crystals and crystalline part icles in
wolframite in the Bischoff Extended Mine; and as minute
crystals, about 10 millimetres in length, of a pale pinkish
(,olour, abundantly scattered throughout a stannifer ou8
granite, at the Crystal Hill, Blue Tier.

20.

ANTHOPHYLLITE

( M p,tasilicate oj I 'r on and Magnesium) .

This is a rock· forming mineral of extremely restricted
distribution, being mainly met with in Scandinavi a. It is
an orthorhombic amphibole which apparently bears t he
same relation to hornblende that enstatite does to augite.
It is peculiar to the schists, and occurs as fibrous or bladed
masses which are thin and without termi nations. In
habit they are commonly aggregated together in such a
manner as to bear a strong resemblance to acti~olite. It
is usually of a pale-- brown colour, varying to a darker
shade, but may be still more rarely of a bright-green
colouratioll. It has oft en a characteristic semi· metallic,
glimmering lustre. In thin section under the microscope it
shows unmistakably straight ex t inction and distinct
pleochroism . It occ urs as a schist upon a. mineral section
which was known as the Great Hercules, situated on
the west flank of Mt. R ead. The miner al in question is of
a bluish .grey colour, with metalbidal lustre, and in habit
is often aggregated together in bunches of irregular fibres
and blades. The latter may be up to 1 inch in length,
and sometimes show an irregular radiating structure.
Anthophyllite schist also occu rs at a locality known as the
Black Bluff, ,:t Cox', Bight, near KW. Cape (L . K. Ward).
The mmeral I S of a grey colour, WIth a somewhat metallic
lustre, and occurs plentifully dist ributed throughou t the
J'O!:k iu fine parallel blades.
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21.

APLOME (Orthosilicate of Calcium and Iron).
A garnet occurring in va.rious shades of brown, but
usually of a cinnamon colour. The crystals occur in considerable plenty and somewhat large size, often reaching
above an inch in diameter. When freshly broken out of
the matrix they are often well-developed rhombic dodecah·edra with an attractive polish.
Locality: In the west bank of the Upper Emu River,
near the Hampshire Hills.

22.

(AI etasilicat e of Sodium, Calcium, and
Iron).
A soda amphibole which is peculiar to nepheline syenite and rocks of the alkaline class. The only recorded
occurrence is " a highly ferruginous variety of amphibole
or black hornblende, containing 1 per cent. of copper. The
copper which it contains exists in part. or all as oxy
chloride coating the crystals" (G. Foard).
Swan Island, Bass Strait (Gould, Pro. Roy. Soc. , Tas.,
1871).
ARFVEDSONITE

2~. ARAC ONITE

( Car bonate of Calcium ) .
This mineral is not by any means abundant in this
State. It is dimorphous with and differs from ordinary
calcite ; which difference may be summarised as foll ows: Calcite Crystals, rhombohedral.
Specific gravity, 2'7.
Hardness, 3.
D eposited from cold solutions or from solutions
taining alkaline silicates.

COli ·

AragoniteCrystals, orthorhombic.
Specific gra.vity, 2'9.
Hardness, 3·5 to 4.
Deposited from warm solutions, or from so:dtionl
containing gypsum or strontianite.

The hard Tertiary basalt at Derby has afforded a few
well-developed bunches of long slender crystals, showing
acute pyramids occasionally radia.ting from the matrix.
They occur in the vughs with zeolites and a little amorphous calcite. This mineral also occurs under similar
conditions in the basalt of Middlesex, Mt. Bischoff, Shef-
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field, and Springfield. It is formed as stalactites in con·
nection with the limestone caves at Chudleigh, Mole Creek.
and probably in other localities of like nature. At the
Magnet Silver Mine small and slender, but highly
resplendent, crystals have been observed in the southern
workings. They were implanted in irregular groups on
sulphide ores. A small crystal, when tested with the blowpipe on coal, gave a. minute bead of metallic lead, thus
showing an approximation to the mineral which has
received the name of tarnowitzite, from Silesia j but other
examples from the same occurrence did not give this result.
It may therefore be concluded that the replacement of
portion of the calcium by lead was accidental, and that the
proportion of the latter element was not sufficient to form
the species referred to, presuming that in the Silesian
occurrence it is a homogeneous compound, which is doubtful.
At Bridgewater aragonite is' found in connection with the:
lime quarries of the locality. Occasional bunches of irregu.
iar crystals occur in the dolomite of the Magnet with
isolated crystals of remarkable length a.nd purity.

24.

ARGENTITE

(Sulphidr of Silv<r).

This mineral is only known in the crystallised form &s
rude, irregular octahedra and illformed cubes.
Ita.
common habit is in dendritic patches and earthy masses.
It is only known under the name of .. silver glance." It
is an extremely uncommon mineral in this island. At the
old Godkin Extended Mine, Whyte River, it has been
found in an almost pure state, assaying . at the rate of
many thousands of ounces of silver per ton-as worn,
rounded" slugs," intermixed with lumps of huascolite and
galena. The slugs were of small size, rarely exceeding a.n
inch in diameter, and were coated with a powdery black..
decomposition product. At the old Hampshire Silver Mine.
it occurred many years ago ill the form of minute indistinct crystals implanted sparingly on other minerals and
in cavities in the veinstone (W. R. Bell). At the Bell'E.
Reward section, Whyte River, a few minute particl~
occurred in company with some embolite; they were
scattered throughout a decomposed silicious matrix of
doubtful origin. At an old mine at the Scamander River
a small quantity was obtained in a silicious gangue with
arsenopyrite. At the Magnet Mine small patches and
scales occur in contact with highly argentiferous galena,
and at the Spray Mine at Zeehan flakes of practically pur~
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argentite have been detected implanted on siderit~ and
other veinstone.
In Prof~ssor J. W. Gregory's report, entitled "The
Mount Lyell Mining Field" (Aust. lnst. Min. Eng., Mel·
bourn~, 1905), the following paragraph occurs, which
records the occurrence of argentite in association with
chalcocite at the Mt. Lyell Mine: - < 4 More i~portant
shoots of the richer ores have been found on the footwall
side of the mine. The largest, known as the Mt. Lyell
Bonanza, was discovered and worked out in 1904; it
yielded 850 tons of ore, which was sent to London and
sold for £105,000. This bonanza was found between the
pyrites mass and the lower continuation of the hematite
of the Iron Blow. It consisted of a vein of copper glance
(redruthite Cu' S) and bornite, with fahl·ore and argentite
(silver glance, Ag~ S). It was found in a. drive from the
No.4 tunnel. The entire shipment averaged 1011 oz. of
silver to the ton, and one specimen which was knocked off
by Mr. Lewis, the Attorney·General of Tasmania, and was
assayed by the Tasmanian Government assayer, is quoted
by Peters as yielding 8765 oz. of silver and 45 oz. of gold
to the ton and 19 per cent. of copper. Some specimens
assayed nearly 50 per cent. silver. As the vein was fo1·
lowed downward it increased in thickness, being in places
2 feet in width. The discovery of this body of rich ore
was of great importance in the history of the field, as it
had a considerable influence in securing the capital neces
sary for the development of the mine."
25. ARSENIC, Native.
In hemihedral crystallisations, !"ith radiated internal
structure; colour almost tin·white, tarnishing black.
Locality: East Bischoff Mine; in lowest level, North
Valley lode, Bischoff, in blades between laminiE of siderite
~ith
fluorite, va.rious pyrites, a.nd black sphalerite
(Ulrich).

26. ARSENOLITE (A.rseniouB Acid or IVhi te Arsentc).
A single lump was obtained at one of the old mines at
the Penguin, associated with arsenical copper, mela.comte.
and a. little na.tive copper.

27. ARSENOPYRITE (SulpharBenite 01 Iron).
This is better known under the vernacular name of
mispickel," a.nd belongs to the class of sulphides some-·
times termed the pyritoids. It is also known to miners
1/
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as a.rsenical mundie. When struck with the hammer or
pick, it emits the cha.racteristic garlic odour of arsenic.
It is isomorphous with marcasite, and like that minerai,
crystallises in the orthorhombic system. It is the parent
of many of the secondary minerals which follow its oxidatiOD, such as scaradite a.nd other arsenates which are
formed by association with decomposed arsenides and sulphides conta.ining copper a.nd even lead. Mispickel is still
mined in Cornwall and Devonshire, England, for the production of " white arsenic," which is obtained by roasting
the crude materia.l. In aU tin -mining countries this
mineral is abundant, as it is a constant companion of
cassiterite, and is presumed to have been produced by the
same solfataric a.nd pneumatolytic agency. The emanations from an acid magma have been the cause of the
alteration of granite and adjacent rocks through depositing this mineral with others so characteristic of tin lodes
and pegmatitcs. As occurring in this island, it is usually
in an amorphous condition, and when in the crysta.llised
state the individual crystals are not so well-fonned as
those which have commonly occurred in other parts of the
world. It is supposed to be a deep-seated mineral, as it
shows vertical persistence in depth. At Mt. Bischoff it is
too abundant from a. tin-mining standpoint, as its contamination of the ore is a serious cauge of trouble and
expense. The same applies to other centres of the industry,
notably at the Cleveland Mine, Heemskirk, and Mt. Rex.
At Mt. Ramsay it is plentiful with native bismuth in
amphibole: also at Mt. Pelion, south of the Surrey Hills
block of the Van Diemen's Land Co. At the Penguin
River it occurs in the old mines now abandoned. The
analysis of the mixed ore from this locality is said to have
given appreciable quantities of nickel, cobalt, and silver.
At the gold fields of Mathinna, Lefroy, and Beaconsfield
it occurs in the auriferous quartz reefs j on the southern
slopes of Mt. \Vellington a limited occurrence has been
reported assaying up to 15 per cent. of cobalt j about
Lyndhurst and east of Mt. Cameron it is abundant, and
commonly highly auriferous: and at the Upper Scamander
River is is equally abundant, and at this locality more
often wholly or partially altered to scarodite. At the Magnet Min e it occurs sparingly, but in beautifully-formed
crystals and tI·illings. At the Colebrook Mine it is fOl. nd
intermixed with axinite and pyrrhotite. At many other
localities the mineral occurs, but does not, so far as known,
present any features of special interest. Occurs as minute
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needles abundantly scattered throughout siderite gangue.
Block 291 , Ringville.

Analysis of the Mineral from th-is Locality.
Fe

As
S

=

-

Per cent.

32'95
43'20
21'48

97'63

with about 2 per cent. of antimony.

28. ASBESTOS ( Fi brous A,mphibole) .
This variety of hornblende is also known as amianthus.
It occurs in short silky bunches, associated with actinolite,
in an adit driven on one of the abandoned mines at the
Heazlewood. It also occurs in small quantity neaT Lynchford.
~9. AS IlOLITE ( llydrated Oxides of Manganese and Iron,
s01netirnes u'ith Cobalt).
This unsatisfactory combination has been fauna at the
Godkin Silver Mine, ,,vhyte River, in bluish-black bunches
and irregular masses. Occurs in fair quantity at Dundas ;
Castle Forbes Bay j Magnet Range, in lode gossan with
other secondary minerals; Castra, Upper Leven ; Penguin
River j Derby, rather abundantly, containing several per
cent. of cobalt ; and other places. When not cont.aining
cobalt this substance is often termed " wad."

an.

ASPHALTUM (Bitumen or Mine1'aJ, P it ch).
Occurs about 4 miles from Chudleigh, on ea.S" ~ bank of
the Mersey River. It is perfectly black, sectile, and burns
with a dense smoke and strong odour. It occurs in a drabcoloured aluminous shale. " A species of it occurs on the
north end of Prime Seal Island" (Gould, Pro. Roy, Soc.
Tas., 18 71 , p. 61); also at Cape Barren Island. At various
times somewhat large lumps of this subs t.ance have been
washed ashore at this and other isla.nds in Bass Straits,
and also as far west as Ta.ble Ca.pe. The pieces are at times
several pounds in weight; their origin has never been
discovered. As occurring in the Straits the material is
of the purest quality, and would be of commercial importance if found in quantity. Tradition says that it has been
used for the purpose of covering the bottoms of boats by
the half-castes living on the islands.

I
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(Uxychloride Of Copper).

This beautiful green ore of copper is occasionally met
with in radiating acicular bunches in the vugbs of ferromanganese gossan ore capping the lode on the property of
the Comet 8il ver-mining Company, Dundas j in small
quantity in mixed oxidised ore, Silver Queen, Zeehan j and
in vughs, Gad's Hill Range, Upper Mersey River.
32.

AUGITE

(A. Dark-colo'.red Variety of Pyroxene ).

The crystals of this mineral are usually, if not always,
stouter proportionately than those of its ally, hornblende,
a.nd they are but rarely much elongated. In the basic rocks
they are fairly developed.
Localities : St. Paul's Plains (Pro. Royal Soc. Tas.,
1854)-io basalt, the crystals are often nearly half an
inch in length ; Paddy's Sugarloaf, Emu River; Hamp·shire Hills, near the Emu River j nea.r Mt. Horror, in an
intensely. black basalt, on the weathered portions of which
the crystals stand out from the surface of the rock; they
are often very clearly defined ..
/I This mineral occurs abundantly in well-formed crystals
up to a quarter of an inch in size in tile basa.lt of the point
of eruption near Hampshire Hills. (The Mt. Bischoff railway-train passes close to the right of this basalt hill going
up.) Crystals can also be washed from the basaltic detritus on the slope of the hilL They mostly form twins
according t o the common law- twinning and composition
plane the orthopinacoid." (Ulrich.)

The embedded crystals in the nephelinite of the Shannon
Tier are of a. shining black colour, and often of remarkably
large dimensions, sometimes one inch and a half long. This
monoclinic sub-species of pyroxene is an essential constituent in many volcanic rocks, such as basalts, as well as
dolerite and other basic igneous rocks. It is almost a.lways
black or very dark in colour, and opaque. It commonly
occurs crystallised, but may be in angular fragments, or
even rounded grains, and is in some instances, such as in
dolerite, of an ophitic character, clearly enwrapping the
feldspathic ingredient. The crystals are generally small
and imbedded, but on the exposed surface of the rock
they are often prominent, and not rarely weathered out,
as is the case with the occurrence at the Hellyer River.

/
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(Silicat e 01 Aluminium and Calcium 'wit'"
Boracic Acid).
This mineral is of some interest crystallographically as a
finely-developed member of the anorthic system, and
chemically from its complex composition, which may be
expressed by t he equation HOn a Als BSi" 0 16 where Ca
is partly replaced by Fe and Mn. An analysis of t he Tasma.nian mineral from Colebrook gave the following
result : AXINITE

SiO, ................. .
Fe 0 + ~[u 0 .... ..
AI, 0, ........... ..... .
C.O ................ ..

-

Per cent .
4,'5
14'7

=
=
=
=
~,go~ :::::::::::::::: =
Loss on ignition H30 =

16'0
18'8
1 '2
3'0
'8

100
Gl'ttvity ,3·23.

I

l"

The late Professor Ulrich stated that "it is found in illformed tabular crystals of dark-brown colour and glassy
lustre in the coarse-grained amphibolite of the bismuth
mine, Mt. Ramsay. Apparently very rare. It fuses very
easily before the blowpipe, a.nd imparts to the flame the
characteristic yellowish-green colour of boric acid. The
borax bead is coloured amethystine in oxidation flame,
becoming yellow in the reduction flame." In all probability the greatest discovery of this somewhat rare mineral
hitherto recorded occurred at North-East Dundas, near
Ringville, at the Colebrook P .A. Mine. At this locality
occurs a r emarkable association of axinite with various
other minerals, which has been fully exposed by mining
operations with a. view to utilising the copper ores CODnected with the discovery. The crystals of a.xinite are as
a rule very finely developed, with the edges highly modified,
even much more so ·t han the noted examples from the wellknown classic localities of the Dauphine, France, and from
Botallack, Cornwall, England. They are of a distinct and
peculiar violet colour, of high lustre, and at times of large
size. They occur intimately and irregularly associated
with milk-white calcite, brown augite, pale-green spicu·
lated actinolite, and more sparingly pale-green datohte,
which last is often exceedingly well crystallised. There are
also immense quantities of pyrrhotite, wl;lich commonly
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a remarkable play of bright colours- blue, red, and
yellow; and a lesser amount of arsenopyrite and chalcopyrite, the latter sometimes superficially altered to native
copper. The association, outside the metallic minerals,
constitutes a mass which has received the rock name of
limurite, and which has been fully described by Zirkel (N.
J ahrbuch flir Mineralogie, 1879). The occurrence at
North-East Dundas is on ly paralleled by that of the
original locality in the P yrenees. The Tasmanian occurrenoe has been microscopically and macroscopically
detailed by Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees and the writer (Pro.
Roy. Soc. Tas., 1897, pp. 1-6, pI. Loc. cit ., 1898-9, pp_
I, 2, 56, and 59).
The foll owing are ~xcerpts from the papers referred
to: -" Macroscopically the axinite is found in large lustrous crystal masses, the individual crystals often reaching
half an inch in length, thus forming specimens of great
interest to the mineralogist. The calcite is at times
obtained in somewhat large masses, in which are ofte"
imbedded isolated crystals of axinite, which can be readily
freed from the matrix by digestion in acids. The actinolite varies from felted aggregations of microscopic size to
radiating collections of blades, occasionally some inches in
length, in the latter case presenting unusually fine
examples of the species. Various metallic minerals are
found a.s accessory constituents, of which pyrrhotite is,
apparently most abundant ; but pyrite, chalcopyrite, and
more rarely leucopyrite occur in patches of variable sizethrou ghout the rock. These are decomposed on the surface to iron oxide, thin films of native copper, and small
quantities of the carbonates of the same metal. In thin
sections. when examined under the microscope, the bulk
mass of the rock is seen to consist of axinite, actinolite,
and calcite, with some hornblende. The other minerals
appearing in lesser quantity are quartz, chlorite, tourmaline, and gran ular sphene." Details of micro ~exa mina
tion: Axinite.- " This is in large irregular, and also
sharply-defined crystals, in section of a pale- lavender colour
to a deeper shade of the same tint. Interference colours,
yellow, blue ; sometimes interpenetrating twins. Cleavage.
lines irregular. Pleochroism scarcely perceptible. The
axinite has enclosures of quartz and fibrous hornblende,
and has been replaced occasionally by clear quartz and
vermicular chlorite, the latter light-green in colour, pleochroic, showing fixed dark cross, and polarising steel-grey.
The quartz is very clear, and contains small prisms and
5iJ'lW5
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needles of strongly-absorptive tourmaline. The tourmalinebearing quartz is probably original, and the tourmaline
may be looked upon as re5ultwg from the same boracic
acid emanations which were involved in the crystallisation
of the axinite. \Vhere the quartz is secondary, replacing
axinite, a.nd augite, it contains long needles of actinolite.
Tbe axinite is in veins and massive patches, and is intergrown with datolite, danburite, and the other minerals
of the rockmass. Professor A. La.croix in bis mem oir on
the limurite of the Pyrenees, is of opinion that the rock
does not belong to a definite petrographical type, as it is
variable in structure, and its mineralogical composition
differs in different parts of the same mass. This remark
applies with unabated force to the Colebrook intrusion,
so far as th.e dyke as a unit is concerned. That there was
a granite reservoir not far off is shown by the tourmaline
quartz porphyry to the west at the South Renison Bell
Mine, between which and the Colebrook is another occur··
rence of axinite, in the form of axinite quartz veins, on
the \Vest Coast P.A. sections, close to the ~ranite. A
slide prepared from this veinrock shows aximte, quartz,
and an abundancy of leucoxene. It is noteworthy that
the axinite is confined to the veinstufJ, as in Cornwall, but
there is no occurrence of limurite. On one of our slides
we notice in the clear substanctl of our axinite some palegreen sub-spheroidal and polygonal translucent crystals,
generally made up of rods or fibres somewhat curved, proceeding from the periphery to the interior. These remind
one of the decomposition products of borocite called
1/ para.site " by Volger, a hydrous magnesian borate.
The
wavy fibres are suggestive of some of the forms met with
in precipitat ions from a saturated solution, and the
phenomena seem to point to the existence of an exceE-J of
boric acid in the rock magma."
The crystals have been examined and described by Dr.
C. Anderson, M.A., B.Sc. (Records of the Australian
Museum, Vol. Vr., Part 3), who states:-<fFrom hand
specimens in the museum ('ollection it appears that t he
macroscopic associates of axinite are calc-ite chiefly in veins ,
cha.lcopyrite, pyrrhotite, actinoli te in radia ting aggregat\.s ,
and datolile i.n crystalline masses. To this list Petterd
and Twelvetrees, from microsco pic examinatio n, add
chlorite, tourmaline, danburite, and sphene, while th ey
find that the main mass of the rock is a pyroxene* which
• Subsequent examiluttlon haa Ihown the principal mineral to
.amphibole, generally actinolitic.

!
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here and there receives accessories of a.xinite and other
minera.ls, thereby becoming ' limurite.' The axinite occurs
as well-defined crystal&, sometimes reaching a length of
15 or 16 mm., imbedded in calcite or datolite, and disseminated through the pyroxene. It is not easy to find a.
detachable crystal suitable for the goniometer, and I am
indebted to Mr. W. F. Petterd for the loan of three crystals, each fragmentary, hut better than any in our collection, and adequate for measurement. The colour is
clove-brown; the specific gravity, determined on a. crystal
weighing 1'0085 gram., was found to be 3'270. The habit
recalls that of the Nundle and Moonhi axinite, the spedm~ns ha.ving the same tabular extension parane! to 'r (111 ).
Here, however, .; (112) is also a. force of considerable size j
both rand .5 are deeply striated parallel to their intersectioh. The prism faces are not prominent, and are
slightly striated parallel to the vertical axes. Th!, crystal
from which the figures were made measures approximately
8 mm. in greatest diameter; it is broken across in the
direction of the edge r x. After preliminary • one-circle '
measurement in two zones, several faces were identified,
and the habit made out; the crystal was then mounted
with the prism zone normal to the vertical circle, and the
co-ordinate angle-s obtained. With the exception of rand
.5 . which have both faces present, all the forms were determined from single planes ; the faces 1 (011), y (021) and
y (131) ga.ve no distinct signal, and were measured in the
position of brightest illumination. Owing to the difficulty of accurately centring, and the 6Dlall size .and
imperfections of some of the faces, the measured and calculated angles do not always agree closely."
Geologically the occurrence of the axinite-bearing rock,.
limurite, is of considerable interest. It has not yet been
demonstrated as to whether it is an intrusive or an altered
contact phenomenon; in all probability it will eventually
be shown that the latter is the more correct interpretation,

34. AZURITE ( Blu. Carbonat. 01 Copper).
This beautiful mineral is only known to occur in this
island as thin scaly masses, and as extremely minute
crystals.
Localities: Hampshire Hills, Gad's Hill, Dundas, Zeehan, Mainwaring Inlet, Mackintosh River, Penguin,
Saxon 's Greek, Cascades, Heazlewood , near Seamander
River, and other placeil
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35. BARYTE S (Sulphate of Barium).
This mineral crystallises in t.he orthorhombic system..;
the crystals vary much in habit, often being prismatic by
extension in the direction of one or other of the axes.
Tabular crystals are common. Its common appellation is
"heavy spar." Although barytes is such an abundant
gangue mineral in the veinstone of the North of England
and on the Continent of Europe, as well as occurring in
wonderfully-developed crystals, as found in this island
it is the very antithesis of the Old World occurrences, for
it does not, so 'far as known, appear in our lead-bearing
lodes ; and it is of the utmost rarity in a crystal form,
although the amorphous heavy spar is extremely abundant in certain localities. It is here usually found as a dense
amorphous mass, quite opaque, or at least exceptionally
in a translucent condition. In colour it varies from almost
white to a pale yellowish-brown. Occurs with galena at
the Linton P.A., North-East Dundas; at: Howard's Plains,
Mt. Lyell, in compact masseS; at Surrey HiBs, containing
a little chalcopyrite and minerals resulting from the decom·
position of same; in veins at the Minnow River, under
Mt. Roland; at Rocky River, a tributary of the Pieman,
with nickel ores; at the Wilmot River, with native copper;
at the Specimen Reef Mine, S'avage River, with pyrites
and sometimes gold j Huskisson River, with pyrite and disseminated galena j near Deloraine, with calcite, siderite,
and galena ; on the banks of the Upper Leven River j
Mackintosh River; at Mt. Read, near the Hercules Mine;
between Mts. Darwin and Jukes j Alma Proprietary
Associa.tion's property; near the confluence of the Forth
and Wilmot Rivers; and in considerable quantity at the
Two Hummocks, Srurrey Hills, 15 miles from Hampshire
a.nd 8 miles from the Emu Bay Company's railway system. It also occurs as an outcrop in a flat 3 miles east
from the Emu Bay Railway Company's line at its junction with the old Farrell tramway, and it forms .an extensive outcrop south of the Murchison River, containing a
little galena.
36.

( Hydrous Phosphate 01 Aluminium and
Iron).
Occurs as dull amorphous indistinctly radiated masses,
of small size, brown colour, w~th a greasy lustre. They
were found associated with vivianite.
Locality, Lyndhurst, North-East Coast.
BARRANDITE
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3i. BASANITE ( A Variety 0/ Si 0,).
This is the lydian or touchstone, a compact black quartz.
~he stone was used for testing the quality of gold by rubbing that metal upon a smooth surface, the colour of the
!treak indicating the amount of impurity.
Localities: Swansea, Conara, and other places.
38.

BA STITE.

(See

SCH ILLER SPA.R.)

39. BATCHELORITE (Hydrated Silicate oj Alwninium).
This apparently new substance is, so far as kn own,
always massive, without any indication of crystallisation.
It has an indistinct cleavage, is imperfectly foliated , and
slaty in general appearance. In feel it is remarkably
smooth, and inclined to be unct.uous. The colour is invariably a shade of green, from what may be termed a pale
apple-green to greenish-grey. Lustre glimmering to shin ing, with an oily a.ppearance on the smoother surfaces.
It is translucent in thin ftakes. Streak, white. Hardness = 4. Specific gravity = 3'3.
Analysis by G. F. Beardsley (as green nodules in
schist): p.,r CI'II[.
Si O~
= 49'~
AI~ 0 ,

H ,O

=
=

•

45'1

5·6
101 I

Answering to the formulaH~O AI~ 03' Q Si O 2

(J. W. Gregory, Aus. Inst. Min. En., 1905.)
This is the substance which has been known as pyrophyllite (Catalogue of t he Minerals of Tasmania, 1896. page
72, No. 207). It has also been termed agalmatolite. It
is generally known on the Mt. Lyell mining field as .. green
schist," a.nd also perhaps more commonly as serpentine, or
even as "greenstone." As it takes a fairly high polish it
has been used, to a limited extent, as watch-chain pendants. Professor Gregory remarks (loc. cit.) " that it is
not a bisilicate such as pyrophyl1ite." It has been named
in memory of the late Mr. \V. T. Batchelor, at one time
mine mana.ger of the Mt. Lyell Mine, to whom the writer
is indebted for many interesting mineral specimens, including excellent examples of this substance in particular.
It is said to occur on one of the walls of the enonnous
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cupreous pyritic ore-body of the Mt. Lyell Mine, and is
remarkable for usually containing an appreciable quantity of gol d; so much so, that it is at times noticeable as
fine granular patches of fair extent. It is reported to be
occasionally extremely rich in the desirable metal.
Mr_ R. Sticht informs me that at the North Lyell Mine
a pale-green amorphous substance occurs, which might
outwardly be mistaken for this mineral. It is apparently
a mixtur>3 rich in alkalies.
An analysis gave the following result: Si 0t
AI, O~
Na 2 0

K,O

Comhined Hi 0

=
=
=

Pet' c!mt.
46-6

39-7
5-52

I-S7
5-4

99-09

Oxygen ratio, 24-85

20-44 or 1-21

1.

40. BAUXITE (Hydrated Oxides of Alu7n'i nium and I ron).
The important 01'1) of duminium from which the metal
i!:i commercially obtained. It usually occurs earthy and
clay-like, and is often discoloured by sesquioxide of iron.
The substance apparently originates from the alteration of
effusive igneous rocks rich in aluminium and low in silica..
A substance from the vicinity of Port Davey agrees fairly
well with the general characteristics of bauxite, although
no complete analysis has been made.
BELLITE (Ch/'ornoarsenate of Lead).
This extremely interesting. and it may be said attractive. new substance usually occurs in delicate tufts aggregated together, and velvet-like coated surfaces thickly
lining and clusttlring in drusy cavities in somewhat soft
iron-manganese gossan. The coated surfaces are often met
with of reasonable size, and have been obtained covering
several square inches of the gossan, more especially whece
vughs and fractures occur. More rarely bunches of galena
are w holly or partially covered by the su bstance. It is
often in crypto-crystalline incrustations, occasionally pulverulent, and more. rarely in bunches of hexagonal crystals
of almost microscopic dimensions. The largest crystals so
far observed were but 3 millimetres in length, but the
outline was sharp and very distinct. The crystals are of

41.
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a.damantine lustre, and remarkably bright red to crimson
colour. Minute acicular patches of crystals ar e commOD,
a.nd under the lens are perfectly dist inct, and thus afford
very fine microscopic objects of considerable attractiveness
The bright crimson colour of the general mass is very
characteristic, and by this feature it is noticeable by the
most casual observer, even when not directly interested in
mineralogy.
It sometimes occurs in aggregates of
extremely minute needles, much like velvet, of a distinct
and bright yellow to orange colour, and in this form it
also occasionally coats somewhat large surfaces. Chrom~
iferous cerussite, and more rarely cr ocoisite and mimetite,
are intimately associa.ted with it. Although so noticeable,
the coa.ting of the substance is usually of such extreme
thinness t hat it was only with the greatest difficulty and
by using the utmost care that enough was secured to make
a complete analysis. This was undertaken by Mr. J . D .
Millen, A,S.T.C., M.S.C.l., Lond., G<lneral Manager of
the Mt Bischoff Company. The following is the result: Per cent.

=
=
=
=

=
=
=

•

61 ·680
22·611
0·106
0·045
6 ' 648
0·012
0·516
(I'OM

=

traCf>
7· 587

=

99· 156

Formu1a-P h Cr O.

+ As, Os

Moisture not determined. The hardness is 2'5; specific
gravity, approximately 5'5. Streak, pale·yellow. Crys·
tallographic system hexagonal. Before the blowpipe on
coal it readily affords a bead of metallic lead, with arsenical
coating and odour. Imparts to salt of phosphorus bead
in OF and RF a fine green, thus absolutely masking the
reaction V 2 O !l in the OF with this reagent. In the wet
t he reaction of V 2 0 5 was only obtained with difficulty,
fol1owing the method of Dr. Ohly (" Analysis of t he
Rare Metals "). The powdered substance was mixed with
sodium carbonate, then fused, and after the addition of
potassium nitrate lixiviated with water, filtered, an d the
clear solution boiled with ammonium carbonate. Acidified
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with hydrochloric acid, a.nd hydrogen sulphide passed
through tha filtrate, the precipita.te gave arsenic and
green solution. The filtrate with concentrated ammonium
of equal volume and treated with hydrogen sulphide
gave a black precipitate which on filtering the solution
left a cherry·red solution = vanadium. This Dew mineral
species has been named in compliment to the writer's
old respected friend, Mr. W. R. Bell, the veteran prospector, whose exertion has done much to advance the mining industry of this State, and who moreover has always
taken a great interest in its mineralogy and geology.
Locality: The upper workings of the Magnet Silver
Mine, Magnet.
42. BERESOWITE (Chromate and Carbonate 0/ Lead).
An extremely rare mineral previously only recorded from
Berezov, Siberla. At the Magnet Mine it occurs as small,
in many cases almost microscopic, lamellre implanted In
gossan. In colour it varies from pale. yellow to orange-red.
It is at times altered to crocoisite. It is confined to the
cracks and vughs in the gossan, where it forms coatings of
minute plates and pseudocrystals, which often nestle in
little bunches. It not uncommonly decomposes to massicot, and is at all times aifEcult to preserve owing to its
slight attachment to the base. Formula for this species,

61'1.

°

3Cr 0 , CO,.

43. BERTHIERlTE (Sulphide 0/ Antimony and Iron).
Usually of t), da·rk steel-grey colour, with a metallic lustre
and irregularly striated surface. Found in considerable
quantity, but low in siJver contents.
Locality : Mt. Bischof!.
(Silicatt! 01 Aluminium and Glucma).
The true emerald has not so far been found here, but
hexagonal prisms which are colourless to bluish-green have
been obtained at Flinders Island ; and also waterworn
pebbles, in stanniferous drift, at !\ft. Cameron. At the
last locality a fairly good example was obtained some years
ago. It consisted of portion of a crystal about an inch
in diameter and the same in length ; it had the true
hexagonal form a:nd characteristic cleavage, and the colour
was dull.green with a translucent appearanc~. The stone
was mistaken by the miners for a peculiar form of copper
ore. More recently another specimen was obtained in the
drift of almost the same colouration, rather less in
44
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diameter, but nearly 3 inches in length. Near the Great
Republic Tin Mine at Ben Lomond this mineral has been
discovered in execept.ionally large and well-formed crystal
groups. The find occurred in surface-trenching across the
graflite rock, when a somewha.t large quantity of the beryl
was exposed, intimately associated with extremely large
and fine crystals of orthoclase. Many of the individual
crystals of the beryl measured fully 10 inches in length
and nearly 2 inches in thickness. The colour is unusual,
being a mottled yellow-brown, with a dull lustre on the
exterior surface. Many of the groups were strangely
united and semi-ma.ckled. but all had the charactEristic
hexagonal form. An approximate analysis kindly made by
Mr. \V. F. Ward, Government Analyst, gave the following
return, viz.:Pf!!, cent.
Silica
= 66'0
Glucinn (Bcl'yllia)
AlumintL
OXIde .,t' iron

=

If

BINDHEIMITE

(Hydrous A ntimonate

•

8·0
IS·n
8·0

Thin sections of this mineral from the lastmentioned
locality, when examined under the high powers of the
micro~cope ,
were found to contain numerous fluid
enclosures (liquid carbonic acid), varying very much in
size, but usually of an ovate form. They are commonly
arranged in lines, with a slight curvature, and graduate in
Size froUl moderate dimensions to extremely minute.
In
these enclosures minute bubbles are very plentiful, and
many have a spontaneol'; motion of variable intensity.
At the Shepherd and Mtlrphy Mine, Bell Mount, specimens
have occurred several inches in length, wholly changed to
gilbertite, fluor, and chlorite. At the same locality small
slender crystals have been met with of a pale-green colour,
intermixed with quartz, topaz, molybdenite, and cassiterite.
The crystals are commonly embedded in a thin film of
pyrite. In a tin-bearing vein traversing the granite on the
St. Paul's River J opposite Brookstead, small bright-green
specimens have been obtained closely intermixed with
crystals of cassiterite.

45.

•

0/

Lead).

Commonly known on the Western mining-field as
canary" and" picas" are. It often occurs in somewhat

-
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large quantity, with carbonate and sulpha.te of lead, above
the sulphide zone in the silver-lead mines. It is occasionJ,11y highly argentiferous. The following mines have
afforded fine examples: -Comet, Adelaide Proprietary,
Silver Queen, Godkin, and Whyte River.

411 . BIS14UTOSPHARITE (Bismuth Carbonatr J.
The anhydrous bismuth ca.rbonate is of uncommon occurren('.e. It occurs in spherical forms aggregated together,
with fibrous radiating structure. The colour is pale-ye Jl ')w
to grey. It is not known crystallised. Occurs sparingly
at the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Ben Mount.
47.

(Ort hosilicate of Pota8sium, Magnuium,
Aluminiu,1n, and Iron).
This is the common black or dark -coloured mica which
forms such an important e8sential in many rocks. It
crystallises in the monoclinic system 'Vith a pseudo-rhombohedral habit, but often with an hexago nal outline. and is
abundant as irregular imbedded flakes or 8cales. It may be
transparent or opaque. Biotite is an abundant constituent
in crystalline rocks, such as gneiss, and is often associated
with muscovite. It is also common in er uptive rocks, such
as granite, syenite, trachyte, a.ndesite, and others. It also
results from alteration in contact rocks, and may be
secondary to many mineral species. It is abundant of a.
greenish colour at Mt. Heemskirk j of a fran dose form at
North Pieman j in somewhat large plates on the east
central side of Flinders Island; and many other localities
in its rock·forming character.
BIOTITE

48.

BISMITE (Oxide of Bismuth).
Of very rare occurrence. It is found as a thin yellowish
earthy coating on other bismuth minerals at Mt. Ramsay ;
in arborescent crystal groups, occurring in the cleavage
planes of country-rock, colour of a greenish-yellow,
Hampshire Silver Mine (W. R. B ell); West Cumberland
Tin Mine, Mt. Heemskirk ; at the- Curtin·Davis Mine,
Dundas, where it is highly argentiferous.

49. BISMUTH, Native.
Abundantly distributed throughout a sub -crystalline
black hornblende or amphibole of massive structure that
occurs as an extensive lenticular formation at Mt. Ramsay.
The metal is freely distributed in small irregular particlos
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and flaky masses, varying in size from microscopic grains
to pieces weighing several ounces. It occurs associated
with blue and white fiuor, scheelite, and axinite, with the
metallic minerals pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite.
The mass of hornblende occurs as a contact formation
abutting upon granite on the one side and an igneous
r ock on the other . At Mt. R ead this metal has been discovered in quartz with fluor ; it has also been obtained at
the Blue Tier in granite, with cassiterite a.nd molybdenite.
Some of the alluvial gold obtained at the Ring River is
said to contain this metal as an alloy j it would therefore
approach the substance that has been named maldonite.
Although bismuth is commonly auriferous it is not SO at
Mt. Ramsay ; the gold at that locality was obtained from
chalcopyrite and mispickel. Obtained as sma.ll waterworu
pieces Wilson's Creek, Pieman Ri ver ; with cassiterite at
Middlesex.

50. BISM UTHIN ITE (Trisul phide 0/ Bis1nuth).
This is also known as bismuth glance. It crystallises
in t he orthorhombic system like stibnite, to which it is
chemically allied, and which it resem hIes in its physical
characters. It commonly affects a bladed habit ; the
cry!ri;als are prismatic, but usually acicular. These needle·

•

L

like forms are of a lead-gray colour with metallic lustre,
and brittle.
Their surface is often tarnished.
The
mi neral has a perfect cleavage parallel to the blades j the
surfaces thus fonned are smooth and highly polished. In
somew hat rare instances the mineral assumes a capillary
form , t he fi laments being n ot infrequently interwoven
with the gangue minerals. Bismutbi nite is in aU proba~
bility an original mineral, but it is easi ly a ffected. and
commonly cha.nges to the carbonate, oxide, or other secondary forms. It is a frequent accessory in t in lodes, and
often accompanies wolframite, molybdenite, and fluorite.
The freque nt presence of t he last-named suggests that
fluorine ma.y have been a.n active a.gency in the deposition
of such minerals as t hose menti oned. I t occurs in small
irregular patches with t.he native metal in t he amphibolite
of Mt. Ram say. It has been met with in t he workings
of t he Federal Tin Mine a.t Heemskirk , and in other mines
in the vicinity, and at t he Blue Tier in t he stanniferous
granite in small q uantity. At the East Hercules it has
qeen met with in chlorite schist with pyrite and a little
fluorite. A t t he South Curtin~Davis Mine, Dundas, and
others adjacent, it has been mined in some quantity, inti·
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mately associated with tetrahedrite and pyrite. The bismuth sulphide occurs as spiculated blades more or less
compact, which are very irregularly disseminated throughout the minerals refe-rred to. At the Mt. Black Mine,
situa.ted near Rosabery, it has been detached in limited
-quantity closely associated with chalcopyrite, pyrite, and
fluorite, both purple and greenish, with a small but
.appreciable amount of amorphous wolframite and intensely
black finely-radiating tourmaline. The most important
occurrence of bisrnuthinite known to exist in the island

is that of the Shepherd and Murphy Tin-Wolfram-Bismuth
Mine at Bell Mount, Middlesex. The mineral appears in
what seems to be a series of small lodes, which are
much faulted, but regular in the direction of throw,
and with a gencral strike east and west. They occur at or
near the contact of quartzite and a metamorphic yellow
ga.rnet rock, the latter constantly without crystallisation,
and comparatively soft near its junction with the former,
but hardening gradually and imperceptibly a.t a distance
from the lodes, being finally in part capped with black
vesicular basalt of the Tertiary type. The ha.rder garnet
Tock contains much magnetite and a salmon-coloured minera.l. The series of small lodes occurs in both the quartzite and garnet rocks, and all have a general quartz gangue,
which is often crystallised in and about the numerous
sma.ll vughs which are commonly met with in practical
mining operations; some topaz is always present in small
·crystals, and a prosopite-like mineral is not uncommon, but
usually altered to achlusite. Fluorite of various colours is
plent'iful, but not in the crysta.llised form ; the main
colours are purple and green, as is usually the case. The
bismuthinite is much a.ltered to the carbonate of the metal
in the upper workings, and is accompanied by pyrite,
and the associates are wolframite, at times in small
crystals or crystalline masses, and intensely black cas;aiterite in small crystals and groups.
Many of the latter
are geniculate, and, with the other metallic minerals,
are often imbedded in a white Iithomargic substance.
Molybdenite in small but fairly well· developed crystals
is occasionally met with.
The blades of bismuth~
inite are often attached to quartz crystals in the interstices of the gangue, and they are not uncommonly, as fine
needles, found embedded in the white lithomargic material
and crevices of fluorite. Tenninated crystals of bisrnutllinite are unknown. The acicular crystals sometimes occur
grouped in the cavernous quartz gangue, or they may be
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in capillary patches, in which case there is usually some
pyrophyllite in close association.
l>1. BISMUTITE (Hydrou.~ Carbonate 0/ Bismuth).
This mineral is only known in the pulverulent and'
amorphous condition, resulting from the alteration of the
sulphide of the metal. It has h<)en detected in small
coat.ings and blebs at Mt. Ramsay, North-East Dundas"
and at the Hampshire. At the Federal Mine, Heemskirk,
it has occurred intima.tely intermixed with quartz and
tourmaline. The Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Middlesex, has afforded by far the largest quantity hitherto found
in this State. It occurs as an accessory in a series of
small lodes in close association with, and at times containing a nucleus of bismutbinite, wolframite, and cassiterite
in a matrix of quartz, with which topaz is intermixed,.
wollastonite, and occasionally fluorite .
[y/.. BLENDE .

(See SPHALERITE.)

53. BORNITE (Sulphide 0/ Copper and Iron).
This mineral is also known under the name of erubes-cite, but that given appears to have priority; it is also
known under the vernacular term of " purple ore " or
" horseflesh ore." Empirically its copper contents are
55 per cent., much more than chalcopyrite, but less than
covellite (the blue sulphide) and chalcocite (the black
or gray sulphide). In crystallisation it is cubic, the crystals being often confusedly aggregated t ogether and commonly very irregular. Although t his species is notably
profuse in this State the crystallised specimens are of
extreme rarity, and only occur very sparingly. When
freshly fractured the mineral presents a bronzy surfaoe,
which rapidly suffers tarnish on exposure; it is often
iridescent. It, usually occurs in the superficial workings
of the mines. but has been known to extend to considerabl.e depths. It is probable that it originates from the
a.lterat ion of chalcopyrite by the action of circulating
waters containing copper sulphaLes.
The most notable
occurrence in this island is in the Mt. Lyell district, where
it occurs as a r eplacement of the schists of the locality; it
is here a most .important ore of copper, and is extensively
mined. At this locality it is usually argentiferous and
auriferous. the silver contents occasionally being remarkably high. It also occurs at Mainwaring Inlet in quartz ~

,
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the Heazlewood district., and to a limited extent at other
1ocalities.

.'

At the 600-feet level of the North I"yell Mine a mixt ure
.of bornite and chalcocite occurs, which upon analysis gave
-the following return: Pel' cent.

Copper
Sulphur
Iroll
Silica.

,~

AlumilJ8.

=
=

59'6
:2 2'0
9'0

5' 8
3'4

ttl~o

Qz,..

per ton .

Silver

Gold

-

la·o

0'01

Discarding the 9'2 per cent... of foreign matter, it appears
that the aggregate consisted of 60 per cent. of bornite
{Cu . Fe S. ) and 40 per cent. of chalcocite (Cu ., S). (R.
Sticht.)
.54.

I

~-

BOULANGERITE

( SUlphantimonit e

0/

L ead ).

Occurs near Waratah with siderite and marmatite in a
lode, the gangue of which is fluorspar and quartz. The
samples vary in structure to some extent; they are commonly fibrous and compact, but may graduate to a form
which often has a granular structure. The lustre is invari.
.ably silky and metallic. At) Dundas it occurs both fibrous
and massive, and is often associa.ted with jamesonite,
pyrites, cerussite, and massicot. At Block 291 it occurs
with arsenopyrite in a matrix of siderite.

.55.

BOURN ONITE

( Sulphantim onile
Copppr ) .

0/

L ead

and

Occurs in patches near the junc t ion of the slates and
granite on the south--east shores of King Island (Gould ,
Pro. Roy. Soc. Ta,., (1871). At Zeehan this mineral occurs
both in the massive state and as well· formed crystals inl:.er.
m.ixed with quartz and galena. On a t'rihute of the Argen t
Company some remarkably fine crystal groups have been
.obtained, associated with siderite and a.nother compound
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sulphide. The bright well-developed orthorhombic crystals gave tbe followi ng result upon analysis: Per cent.

=
=

S
Sb
Pb
Cll
Fe

13 ' 62
28'68
42 '39
11 '93
\ '97

98'40

•

(Si/icumanganate oj Mangamese ).
A dark brownish-black to steel-grey minera.l, with thestreak the same colour . Hardness, 6'65 . Specific gra.vity,
4'75. Occurs abundantly at the West Comet: Mine, Dundas .

56.

BRAUNITE

.j7.

B RONLITE.

(See

5~. BREITHA UPT ITE

E NSTATITE .)

(Antimonit e oj

J.~id:el) .

This substance has a distinctly copper -red colouration
and crystallises in t he hexagonal system.
Analysis by Mr. W. F . Ward : Ni
As
Sb

=
=

Per cenr.
34
23
37

It does not appear to be plentiful.
Locality : Central Balstrup Section, Zeehan.

59. BROOKI TE (Ti tanic Oxide).
This species is of the same composit.ion a.s the more
abundant rutile, but crystallises in the orthorhombic
system. It occurs with it and anatase at Clayton's Rivulet, also near t,he Pieman River and at Back Cr eek, near
Lelroy. At the last locality it is foun d in flaky pIeces.
which are blood-red in colour by t ransmitted light.
60. BRUCITE (Hydrat ed Magnesium Oxide ).
The common form of t.his mineral is massive and
foliated with a somewhat peariy lustre. It is in variably
found in or near serpentine. Occurs in large masses at
the Heazlewood; in hexagonal plates which are embedded
in serpentine, Lower Castray River ; common, west of

L
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Beaconsfield; Mt. Heemskirk, foliated and partly altered
to hydromagnesite (Ballarat School or Mines Museum).
As crysta.lline bunches at Trial Ha.rbour, West Coast.
61. CALAMINE (Carbonate of Zinc).
Although a rare mineral as occurring on t he large scale,
small quantities have been found at several of the Zeehan
and Heazlewood silver-lead mines.
62. CAMPYLITE (Chlo roarsenate of L ead).
Small patches of the characteristic barrel-shaped
crystals of this variety of mimetite have occurred at the
old Britannia. Mine, Zeehan, and near Vvilliamsford , Mt.
Read.
63. CARMINITE (Arsenate of Lead and I ron) .
An extremely rare mineral, which occurs in minute
orthorhombic groups of crystals that usually gather
together in the fractures, and lining the vughs in gossan.
The crystals are of a distinct reddish colour with a strong
R.damantiue lustre. It occurs! in limited quantity, at the
Magnet Mine.

fa.

CALCITE

(Carbonate of Calcium).

This well-known mineral crystallises in the rhombohedral system. The varieties of crystalline form assumed
by calcite eXCEed those of all other minerals, and have
been carefully studied by mineralogists; so much so, that
above two hundred forms have been recorded. With the
exception of quartz, it is the most profuse of all minerals,
occurring in the form of marble a.nd limestone in enormous
quantities. The beautiful Old World crystallisations of
this mineral, such as occur in Derbyshire and the North
of England, are unknown in this island, although in the
massive form it occurs abundantly, the notable localities
being Bridgewater, Maria Island, Gordon River, Beaconsfield, Don River, Mackintosh River, and other places.
As trav-ertine, containing numerous fossil land-shells, it
occurs at Geilston on the east bank of the Derwent ; as
Iceland spar, it is plentiful near St. Marys; as stalactites
it is in profusion at the caves of Chudleigh, near Frankford, and at the Upper Forth River; as small bluecolourea crystals, at the Madame Melba Mine, North
Dundas j and some remarkably fine crystals have been
obtained at the limestone flux quarry of the Mt. Lyell
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Company, near Queenstown. It sometimes occurs in the
veinstone of metallic lodes J but is not known in large quan.
tity in this connection.

,

65.

L

I

CASSITERITE ( D iox'i d e of Tin) .
.As is well known, this is t he common ore of tin, which
is practically the only commercial one of the metal. It
has a wide geographical distribution, but in few localities
do es this ore occur in such quantity as to be of economic
importance. It has been fully established that in all
parts of the world there exists a striking connection
between the occurrence of tin ore and the intrusion of an
acid plutonic magma, resulting in the formation of
granite and kindred rockmasses. It has further been proved
that such occurrences are closely associated with a peculiar
group of minerals characterised by the presence of fluorine,
boron, phosphorus, and arsenic. This connection is so
pronounced, that it was early in the last century that
Daubn!e formulated the now almost universally-accepted
theory that the tin was brought up from plutonic depths
ill the form of a volatile fluoride. The emanations were
probably at a temperature above critical point, or in the
permanently gaseous state, in which condition they would
be the means of producing an alteration in the rocks
which has been termed pneumatolytic. It is believed by
V ogt, who ha.s carefully studied the genesis of oredeposits, that the formation of tin-lodes probably starteQ
before the absolute cooling of the granite. It is also
supposed that many tin-bearing deposits have been favourably effected by the agency of permeating thermal waters.
It has been shown that cassiterite is sparingly soluble in
water containing alkaline carbonates, and even slightly
in distilled water at 80 0 C., which solubility is much
increased by the presence of sodium fluoride. It has been
found that a deposit of opaline silica formed from a warm
spring at Selangor contained on analysis 0'5 per cent. of
stannic oxide. There are records which sh ow that in Cornwall antlers of the red deer have been found in the tinbearing gravels partially transmuted to, or impregnated
with cassit~rite. In the same way beautifully-developed
<:rystais, mostly Carlsbad twins, of orthoclase have been
altered or pseudomorphed to the same substance at the
Wheal Cootes and other mines in th e same Old 'Vorld t inmining locality. In this island much the same thing has
occurred, although to a somewhat less pronounced extent,
in the tin-bearing granite of Mt. Rex, where the outline

.
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of the felspar crystals can be distinctly traced, the whole
being converted to tin ore, and the shape of the crystal
being faithfully preserved. At the Stanley River the
imbedd-ed felspars have also been converted to cassiterite
and green tourmaline, and at Mt. Bischoff the same thing
has occurred with respect to the felspars originally con·
tained in the topaz·porphyry so characteristic of the
locality. The replacement at this spot is not always com·
plete, inasmuch as the interior of the felspar outline may
be but partially filled with the black crystals of cassiterite,
but the whole stands out prominently on the white ground.
mas&. At Cope's Creek, New South 'Vales, masses of
fossilised wood have been obtained in the older drifts
which are 9verlaid by basalt, partially converted to tin
ore. At North·East Dundas breccias, consisting of frag·
mentary rock, probably broken from the walls of a lode or
fault, have been obtained, absolutely cemented together
with cassiterite, which has doubtless been deposited from
circulating waters. The same phenomenon has been recorded
as occurring at several localities in Cornwall, England.
" It is contended by the chemist Bischoff that ordinary
carbonated waters coursing through tin-bearing rock might
be competent to dissolve felspar and to deposit tinstone in
its place " (Rudler, <I Minerals of the British Islands,"
1905). The same remark probably a.pplies to the other
transmutations referred to.
Referring g.enerally to tin-bearing veins or lodes, the
formation or origin of these is the result of such a complex process that there is room for several explanations as
to the different phases of ca.use and development. At
Mt. Bischoff, which geologically stands out conspicuous as
being almost unique, the cassiterite occurs dissemina.ted
in comparatively small crystals as well as in the massive
form in a huge elvan course or dyke composed of quartz
and topaz-porphyry (topazised quartz porphyry), which
doubtless extends upwards from a deep·seated mass of
granite, into the surrounding contorted and disturbed
Cambro·Ordovician slates. or " ki11as," as the rock would
be termed in Cornwall. It has attendant lodes of various
sizes and strike, one at least of which intersects the main,
or, as it is termed, the" Queen" dyke. These attendant
lodes are in the main composed of quartz-porphyry, and 80
far as known only one shows any conspicuous departure in
composition. The gangue of this is apparently a greisen
unusually rich in white mica, much of which} so far as
exploited, is decomposed and stained by iron oxide. Other
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dykes of quartz-porph yry occur in t he neighbourhood of
the ma in seat of mining operations, but that kn own as th.e
Queen dyke is by far the most importan t from a mining
standpoin t. The to pazisatio n of this bas proceeded to t he
full est extent, and in places remarkabl e impreg nations of
radiating acicular pycnite abound, while enormous masses
of a peculiar green tourmaline are strikingly plentiful, as
well as various pyrites and (in a minor d,egree) fluorite,
siderite a nd prosopite, while wolframite is an extreme
rarity. From a mineral ogical standpoint this remarkable
till mine shows a relationship to t he Schneckenstein of
Saxony, inasmuch as several of the usually rarer minerals
are common to both loca.lities.
At both places there
are the advanced topazisation of the porphyry, the abundance of the cylindrical form of that mineral known as
pycnite, and the occurrence of prosopitre, the last being
almost peculiar to the two localities mentioned. The cas.siterite of Mt. Bischoff is not noted for its fine development, as it mainly occurs in remarkably small crystals,
and much of it is in tJhe form of actual slime in friable
topaz. Cassiterite crystallises in the tetragonal system,
and forms one of a group which includes the dioxides of
tin, ma nganese, titanium and lead. They all belong to
the same system of crystallisation, with closely similar
angles and axial raVio. Cassiterite crystals are very commonly mackled, and not rarely show geniculate or
knee-shaped forms.
Zonal structure is often seen in
microscopic sections of the crystals.
This is well illustrated by the beautiful slides produced by sections of tho
pycnite of Mt. Bischoff , containing, as it usually does,
associated tin crystals. T he late Professor Ulrich states
in li t eris: - " The crystals of this mineral (cassiterite)
occurriug at t he Mt. Bischoff Tin Mine a re in the average
small, rarely exc~d ing 5 mm. in size. They are generally also not well developed, ha.ving rounded edges a.nd
ofte n broken faces. Their form is very simple; generally
the unit pyramid and unit prism, with rounded-off edges,
indicat ing an octagonal prism. T winning according to
the common law-t winning and composition plane, the
diametral pyramid is very frequent. " The East Coast
tin-mining area a ffords masses in places of more or less
a.ltered granite, co nta.ining an appreciable quantity of
cassiterite. Much of t his r ock is converted into greisena quartz ·mica rock commonly associated with topaz and
tou r mal ine. The ore-bearing veins appear in most cases
to be a ltered rock, impregnated with cassiterite and the
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minerals usually occurring with it. It is from this district that many remarkably well-developed tin crystals
are obtained. They are frequently found studding the
walls of fissures and vughs in the lodestone. The veins
and impr·egnations are often extremely irregular, varying
in width and length, and even in extension to depth.
In the Ben Lomond district pipes and floors have occurred
with the tin ore occasionally in fair proportion. The
Great Republic Mine is a fair example of the first, containing remarkably fine well-formed crystals of cassiterite
with the companion minerals fluorite and pyrites. The
floors are very similar to like occurrences in Cornwall, viz.,
a narrow crack, now often filled with chalcedony. That
apparently served as a channel for the ascending vapours,
which probably acting on the adjacent rock in favourable
positions deposited the tin ore, which now appears as floors
of limited extent, but often extremely high in tin contents.
The other tin-mining districts are those of Heemskirk,
North-East Dundas, Cox's Bight in the extreme south,
Mt. Ramsay, Bell Mount, and a few outlying localities.
The general characteristics of cassiterite as occurring in
this isla.nd may be thus summarised: - In colour this mineral varies to a remarkable degree j it is commonly black
a.nd in various shades of brown, but is sometimes almost
colourless, red, yellow (pale and dark), white, grey, and
not rarely variegated. In structure it may be compact,
fibrous, nodular, radiating, or crystalline. Aocording to
colour or structure its varied forms are termed by the
miners black tin, ruby, resin, wood, shot-holed, mahogany,
and other local appellations. Alluvial tin is generally
much waterworn or rolled, but in many cases the crystals
are but little abraded; it is usually opaque, but is occasionally translucent to almost clear transparent.
Examples of this latter variety, when cut into gemstones,
displa.y a. brilliancy second only, in their high refractive
index, to the diamond. The adamantine lustre of fresh
crystals, coloured or black, is very pronounced, and the eye
is attracted by the splendent faces. As a rule stre,am or
alluvial tin- as with gold-is commonly richer tha.n that
derived from its ma.trix or lodes. This is probably ca.used
by the outer crust being abra.ded, the richer central portion remaining uncontaminated by any incrustation of
foreign matter.
At North-East Dundas cassiterite is reported to occur
under exceptional conditions in association and inter-
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mixed with solid compact ma.gnetite. A parallel discovery
was made at Carn Chuinneag, in Ross-shire, Scotland
(" Summary of Progress" for 1903, p. 58); and at the
RaDisan Bell Mine it occurs in a dense pyrrhotite, which
is also extremely unusual for this mineral. Occurs of
unusual habit at Mayne's Mine, Beemskirk. The colour
va.ries from a. pale dull-gray t:o almost black, and is commonly of a radiated fibrous structure, in botryoidal and
reniform shapes. Where concentric structure is welldefined, the internal coloura.tion is in bands of regular
width of various shades of gray to brown. In all essentia.l
characteristics this occurrence exactly corresponds with
what is known as H wood tin " in Cornwall. An acute
pyramidal intensel:v block variety. representing what has
been termed sparable or needle" tin in the European
mining districts l occurs at Welsh's tin find near the five·
mile on the \Varatah-Corinna·road.
The crystals are
minute, very pointed, and a good imitation of the Old
World form . At Mt. Agnew the alluvial tin is contaminated by plentiful grains of chromite, while near the Buskisson, to the north-west of the Renison Bell Mine, the
tin ore is intermixed with osmiridium, derived doubtless
from the adjacent serpentine rock. At the Stanley River,
South Esk, Pioneer, and many other alluvial mines monazite is of common occurrence in the form of minute yellowish particles. At the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Bell
Mount, it occurs in a series of small lodes, closely associated with wolframite, bismuthinite, achlusite and fluorite.
At this mine groups of geniculated crystals are somewhat
common, often approaching the rutile law.
" The radiating fibrous variety, with concentric differently·coloured zones-called toad 's-eye tin- occurs in the
alluvial deposits occupying the western slopes of Mt.
Heemskirk in the vicinity of the Federation Mine. . . .
Cassiterite has recently been found on the Oonah lease in
Zeehan. It occurs with quartz and pyrite, forming a finegrained granular aggregate cemented by quartz in the
oxidise<! portion of the lode. . . . . Analyses of the
stannite of the Oonah Mine have disclosed a certain can·
tent of tin in the form of oxide. The proportion occurring
in the stannite is variable, and may represent as much as
15 per cent. of the total tin contents. This oxide is, in
all probability, finely-divided cassiterite.
In all localities quartz and cassiterite are 801 ways
closely intermixed; and at times remarkably welldeveloped crystals of the latter are found implanted on
I(
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the first, or even enclosed as endomorphs. A peculiar
fibrous cassiterite of a deep brown colour, which is appar.
ently pseudomorphous after tourmaline, occurs on the
Boulder mineral section, North·East Dundas.
It is
closely intermixed with arsenopyrite.
It occurred in a
prospecting shaft." (L. K. Ward.)
This island is one of the most important tin-producing
countries of the world l and a. peculiar inrerest is attached
to its discovery, as it was apparently one of t he first
minerals found in Australasia of which we have any
record. Professor Liversidge states (" Minera.ls of New
South Wales," p. 77) :-" The probable presence of tin
in Australia was mentioned as early as January, 1799.
Collins, in his account of the English colony of New South
Wales, states that Mr. Bass, the surgeon of H.M.S.
(Reliance,' found on the beach of Preservation Island
(on the north coast. of Tasma.nia, near the south coast of
Barren Island) a very considerable quantity of the black
metallic particles which appear in the granite as black
shining specks, and are in all probability grains of tin."
The next r-ecord which the writer has met with occurs in
the proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania for the
year 1854, pp. 425·431, in which reference is made to
samples in the museum of a Mr. Thomas Winsmore Wilson, of Barnsley, Yorkshire, England. In this paper the
following remarks occur: _' f No. 25, tinstone--as regards
this tinstone I need not remind you of ita value. If you
could open a mine as rich in tin as this specimen you
would be very fortunate in t.he mining department." This
sample was obtained "on elevated land below the Tier,
St. Paul's Plains. " The wonderfully rich deposit of tin
at Mt. Bischoff was discovered by Mr. James Smith in
1871, and soon after that year many oth-er payable finds
occurred, principally in the north-eastern portion of the
island.
(Ch.loride of Silv erJ.
The well-known silver chloride has been obtained in
limited quantity at the Dundas, Zeehan, Heazlewood, and
Scamander silver-fields.
As found here it occurs as
minute irregular blebs and patches, rarely crystallised, in
ferro·manganese gossan, siliceous lode material, and litho·
margic clay. It is commonly associabed with other
oxidised metal1ic minerals. At the Warrentinna gold·
field it occasionally occurs in the cavities of auriferous
quartz in the upper working of the mines.
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(Carbonatt! oj Lead) .

The na.tive lead carbonate is almost an invaria.ble
doccompaniment, in more or less quantity a.nd perfection,
of the sulphide in lead mines. It is subject to ready
formation by the action of carbonic acid derived from a.
gangue or adjacent rock containing fOluble calcium-carbonate such as ordinary calcite, dolomite or ankerite, and
is thus a secondary mineral, where its formation is due
to epigenic action mainly in the uppcr or more superficial
portions of the lode. It crystallises in the orthorhombic
system, and but few mineral species afford such extreme
varia.tion of crysl:.;l.} habit or diversity of arrangement of
the individual groups or bunches. It is at times in the
form of a white amorphous rnaSS 1 or thin coating on its
parent galena1 or a thin layer of sulphate may rest between
the original sulphide and the external carbonate. Within
t he zone of oxidation it is frequently in enormous quan·
titYl and cavities in the surface C?utcrop or galena may
contain fairly developed crystals; these are often met
with in exquisite perfection. \¥hen attached to a gassany base it attests the superficial origin of the group.
It is frequently in the form of long slender crystals, often
acicular and of extreme delicacy. They may be almost
wa.ter-clea.r or snow.white, in which latter case wblen
implanted, as is not rarely the case, on almost black ferromanganese gossan, they afford specimens of remarkable
refinement. Again, the arrangement of the long acicular
crysta.ls may be in a crudely stellate pattern of equal
attractiveness. Such masses occur in both these states
at the Comet Mine, Dundas. The large vughs which have
occasionally been met with at the Hercules Mine 1 Mt.
Read, have been found on many occasions completely
lined with a comparatJively thick coating of exquisitely
beautiful crystals of this mineral, oftentimes much stained
externally with cupric carbonate and iron oxide, the pure
white of the cerussite strongly contrasting with the green
and blue of the copper and yellow of the iron. At the
Magnet MiM many perfectly-formed group. of crystals
have been frequently obtained. They are often seated
~n t·he parent mineral galena or nestling in the cavities.
In the gossan zone they ar-e very Irequent and of perfect
form , showing single crystals as well as mackles and trillings. In certain posibons they are of a. bright yellow
colour, owing to chromic acid influence, but the clear to
glassy condition prevails. Fairly large quantities have
been mined at the Eilver Queen, Sylvester, Austra.l, and
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other mines at. Zeehan, and the Heazlewood mines have
one and all produced excellent examples, amorphous, suhcrystalline, alld of perfect crystallisation. It is always
an attraetive mineral, and one such as soon arrests the
attenticn of visitors to the silver-lead localities, and t hus
the most elementary collections are almost certain to contain specimens. It frequently assays, in common with the
sulphate, high in silver, as is the case to a notable extent
at the Heazlewood and Magnet Mines. At the Heazlewood and Whyte River Silver-lead Mines, and to a lesser
degree at the Ma.gnet Mine, small almost amorphous
masses of a peculiar gray lead carbonate have been found
" to be remarkably rich in silver, so much so that assays
have been made giving returns equal to considerably over
1000 oz. of that metal per ton of lead. This result tends
to show that the hypot.hetical silver carbonate (selbite)
may have actual existence, and was answerable for the
gray, colouration, but tests generally, though not invariably, result. in proving an admixture of a haloid of the
metal. The selbite has never been isolated, so that its
-occurrence in nature remains unsolved.
Dr. C. Anderson has studied the Tasmanian crystals of
..cerussite and states (Records of the Australian Museum,
Vol. VI., Part 5, 1907), referring to a specimen from Zeehan, " One specimen in the museum collection shows
-several small but well.Je"7eloped crystals, simple a.nd
twinned, on a. matrix of galena with patches of friable
limonite. A doublet on m was measured and yielded the
forms c (001) b (010) m (110) v. (1 30), x (012), k (0 11 )
i (021) v (031)-z-(041) p (111). The faces in the zone
(010,001) are striated and slightly interoscillating. A group
is made up of four individuals, of which I. and II. , also
III. and IV., are twinned to each other on m, while I.
is twinned to III. and n. to IV. on a possible face (760)
for which the" coloura.tion value of 1> is 62 0 24'. Th is
form has not been recorded for cerussite, and it is just
possible that we have here merely a case of accidental
grouping j but the measured angles given agree rather
well with the assumption that a new twinning law is in
operation. "
Respecting cerussite from the Washington Extended
Mine, Whyte River, Dr. Anderson writes: _ H This is
Tepresented in our collection by one specimen, in which
small crystals of cerussite occur in cavities in galena coated
with yellow limonite j in habit it is tabular on b, which is
.slightly striated to prism and bruhy-dome intersections. "
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Referring to the same mineral from t he Comet Mine, Dundas, " The, c rys~als which, occur on a matrix of galena and
powdery hm omte are t hm tabular on b and twinned on
1n; the fig ured crystal is a trilling r esem bling the cerussite of the Magnet Mine. The two crystals t winned to
that in the conventional position a.re small in comparison,
and scarcely penetra.te the larger."
to At
the Magnet
Mine, Tasmania, cerussite occurs in two different ha.bits,.
long prismatic or tabular on the b (0 10) pinacoid, and as
flat tables parallel to the basal plane. In both cases the
crystals are twinned on the faces m (110) and m 111 ,
(110) resulting in trillings of pseudo-hexagonal form. A
specimen in the museum collection furnished crystals of
the first habit, while Mr. W. F. Petterd obligingly lent
some examples of the other. An interesting feature is
that the flat pseudo-hexagonal tables of the second habit
are invariably contaminated with chromate of lead, doubtless in the form of crocoisite, which imparts to them a
canary-yellow colour with occasional patches of red.
The two crystals measured were essentially similar, beingelongated along the vertical axis and tabular on the
b (010) pina..coid . The same forms ar e present in both,
namely c (001), a (100), b (010), m (110), r (130), i (02 1),
x (102), and p (111). In the figure the breadth along the
a axis is somewhat exaggerated, and the three individuals.
are drawn in equi-poise, though really only one is wellformed , the other two being quite subordinate. All the
forms except b are relatively narrow, and t he prism zone
is much striated and interrupted. Of the t hree individu als forming t he trillings, I. is placed in the conven tional
position, whil e II. and Ill. are twinned on the faces (110)
and (1l0) r espectively of 1. Thus t he faces m and pare,
coplan ar with m and p, while 11/.. and p are coplanar with
m 1 a nd pt , and similarly at the other end of the a
axis of I. , but II. and III. have only one coplanar face,
namely the base c. The figure is similar to the weH-known
drawing by Schrauf, but the Magnet mineral has t hree
more forms. The table of angles below giVES the measured
and calculated values for I., and also the observpd angles
belonging to forms on II. and 111., as owing to the small
size and imperfect dev-elopment of the crystals, on the
goni ometer it was impossi~le .~ distinguish .the reflect~on s
belonging to the several llldlviduals, a.nd It was mamly
from the angular measurements that the twinning structure was deduced.
Habit II.- The crystals with this
habit differ fron~ the others mainly in having a large basal
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plane, and in being greatly shortened along the vertical
axis, the result being flat tables approaching the hexagonal
forms. That they are trillings is at once apparent: from
the re-entrant angles on the edges, and the three systems
of striations on the basal plane, which are well seen under
the microscope, crossing at angles of approximately 600
and running parallel to the brachy-axis of each individual.
Crystals of a similar habit have already been observed in
aragonite, but prismatic crystals seem more common with
cerussite. One lot of isolated crystals of a pronounced
yellowish colour average 6 mm. in diameter.
A few
smaller crystals m:easuring about 1 mm. in diameter,
translucent, and of a much :paler colour, were found
implanted on the matrix. These latter supplied the best
measurements on the goniometer. The most prominent
faoe afl<lr the basal plane is the pyramid 0 (112); only
one doubtful angle could be referred to the prism r, which
is accordingly not entered in the figure. The forms recognised are c (001), a (100), b (910) m (110), i (021), k (0 11)
P (111,1 0 (ll ~), The drawing suggests Laspeyre's figure
of ara!'Onite troUt Oberstein; only our crystal has more
forms, and is drawn in ideal symmetry. The measured
agree well with the theoretical angles. "
Analysis of the characteristic form of a yellowish -green
colour from the Adelaide Proprietary Mine, Dundas, by
Mr, J, e, H. Mingaye, F.e.S" of Sydney, N,S,W,;Pb 0
C O~

r:'7

O~

Gangue

•

_

=
=

83'07 per cent.
15'97"
D;linute trace
62 per cent .

.

99'66
CER USS ITE ( Lead Carbonate
with Chromic Acid ).
This attractive variety of a common species is, so far
as known , confined to the Magnet Mine, in the upper
workings of which it is, although local, fairly abundant.
It occurs in fractures and vughs in the gossan zone, in
bunches and sparsely attached as beautiful little crystals,
generally in close association with crocoisite, but never,
so far as observation has gone, intermixed with the normal
form ; although this is somewhat abundant in its usual
a.damantine characteristic habit, often showing remarkably perfect development in stellar and cruciform triplet
crystals.
Variety-

CHROMIFEROUS
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It is noticeable that, while the variety under review is
invariably associated with the chromate of lead, the
common type is rarely if ever obtained in the vicinity.
It is alwa.ys opaq ue, with a shining lustre, but not adama.ntiu~.
The colour is canary-yellow, with an occasional
tinge of red where the crystal has impinged upon the
chromate. The tint does not vary to any serious extent,
although paler examples are occasiona.lIy met with. It is
a. most attractive minera.l, and soon arrests attention.
Its most constant feature is its crystallisation in flattish
frondose and spear-headed groups, twinned by repea.ted
angles across dilIerent faces of the prism (110).
The
striated faces of the twinned groups are the bracnyprisms
011 and 013; these are commonly deeply grooved, a.fford ing a most interesting leaf-life and unfa.miliar appearance.
This variety is perfectly distinct, both as regards colour
and ha.bit of crystallisation.
Moreover, intermediate
variations between it and the normal type have not been
met with. It is undoubtedly one of ou r most attractive
and typical minerals.
Under the blowpipe it gives
reactions for chromic a-cid.

68.

( D ioxide 0/ Antimony) .
Abundant as a. result of the decomposition of antI·
monial minerals, usually as a thin y.ellow coating on
jamesonite, ga.lena., a.nd on veinstone. It is usually masSIve. Madan:e Melba, Cometl, and Maestrie's Broken
HilI Mines at Dundas are prominent localities. It also
occurs in small q uantity F\.t several of the silver-lead mines
in the Heazlewood district and at Zeehan. It has occurred
in small quantity in a quartz :reef known as Ragged J ack,
about 9 miles east of Deddington, with pyrites, galena, and
stibnite.
CERVANTITE

0/
Aluminium, Sodium, and
Calcium).
This abundant zeolite occurs in the cavities of vesicular
basalts. The obtuse rhombohedral crystals are usually
well-formed, clear, and colourless. Abundant near the
rwlway bridge which crosses the Hellyer River. Of small
size, but well-formed groupings, Springfield j associated
with other zeoli t ic minerals, olivine and calcite, Sheffield
and near Mt. Claude ; with ferro-calcite, Lefroy; occurs.
abundantly with vesicular basalt at Mt. Pelion and vicin ~ty : the cry~t~ls a·re wen.~-e:veloped and in fine groupmgs, often hmng the caVItIes.
Rounded, wat;erworn

fi9.

CHABAZITE

( Silicate
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~odules of the black basalt, which clearly show the
Implanted crystal groups, a.re often met with in the
streams, and are sometimes mixed with other species of
zeolitic minerals and ferro-calcite.
The crystals from Bell Mount, Middlesex, have been
examined by Dr. C. Anderson, who states (" Records of
the Australia.n Museum," Vol. VI., Part 5,1907) :-" Some
fine crystals, '75 to 1'5 em. in diameter, have been found
loose and coating a vugh in Tertiary basalt at this locality.
Like the Ben Lomond and Inv-erell minerals, these are
penetration twins on the vertical axis, hut they differ
from the former in the presence of a (1l20) and t (1l23)."

•

70. CHALCOCITE (Sulphide 0/ Copper).
This, notwithstanding the large quantity of copper produced by the Stat.e, is an extremely rare mineral, and
has only occurred at two or three localities. It crystallises
III the orthorhombic system with an empirical composition
of sulphur 20 per cent., and copper 80 per cent. = 100.
It is the native cupreous sulphide, and is also known as
copper glance, redruthite, and vitreous copper ore. It
usually occurs in the upper workings of the mines, a.nd is
regarded as of secondary origin, produced by the alteration of chalcopyrite or yellow ore. It is commonly of a
dark lead-gray colour, and is quite sectile and fusible--so
'lOft as to be easily cut with a knife, and so fusible as to
melt at a low heat. It is often reported to occur, but the
genuine na.tive cupreous sulphide is, as a matter of fact,
but rarely obtained. In all probability the only true
occurrences were in the Mt. Lyell district, and then but
in extremely limited qua.ntity. Crystalline masses of small
size have been obtained at the Lyell Blocks, a.mong other
mines of the locality. Occurred at the King Jukes Mine,
Mt. Jukes. Small crystals have been found disseminated
on schist with bornite at the North Lyell Mine. It has
been obtained in blocks of many pounds weight with
native copper at the King Lyell Mine. Reported to occur
with quartz at Mt. Balfour.
71. CU"'-LCOPYRITE (Sulphide oj Copper and Iron).
This mineral crystallises in the tetragonal system. The
crystals are not by a.ny means abundant; they .aJJect a.
sph'3roidal habit a.nd are very often distorted, with the
faces curved and striated. It is the common ore of copper in a.lmost aU copper· producing countries. It is an
a.lmost constant companion of cassiterite, although the
ba.ne of the tin-miner. The mineral is of a rich golden
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yellow, but easily tarnishes on exposure, when it may
become iridescent, and is then known as "pea.cock ore.'
In practical mining it is often closely mixed with common
iron pyrite, in which case the mixture has a paler colour.
The two species may be easily distinguished by their
respective colouratioD and hardness. Chalcopyrite is comparatively soft, easily yielding to the point of a knife,
whilst the iron pyrites is not only much paler, but resists
being scratched.
The paragenetic relations of chalcopyrite are well understood, as it is so 2ften associated
with quartz, siderite, as well as with cassiterite. The
recent formation of this mineral is shown by the action
of thermal waters o~ objects containing copper.
At
several springs in Central }"'rance, chalcopyrite has been
found on old Roman bronze coins. The sulphur in such
cases is supplied by the sulphates in the waters, which are
reduced to sulphides by the decomposition of organic
matter (RudIer). Copper, probably this ore, was known
to occur in this island as far back as 1822 (Evans' Descrip.
tion of Van Diemen's Land). It occurs, amongst many
other localiM.es, at Mt. Maurice; B"adger Head; Saxon's
Creek, in solid white quartz; Mainwaring Inlet; Cas·
cade River, with cassiterite and schist; auriferous at Mt.
Ramsay, with native bismuth in amphibolite; Dial Range ;
Lake Dora, as an impregnation in schist; Mt. Heems·
kirk; Scamander River, with galena. and arsenopyrite;
Blue Tier, with cassiterite; Bell Mount ; Mt. Bischoff, with
berthierite and chlorophane; Rosebery , with galena and
blende ; Mt. Read, with galena, blende, and huascolite;
Heazlewood; Colebrook, with pyrrhotite in the limurite of
the locality; Savage River; with magnetite and actinolite;
Mt. Pelion; Mt. Balfour, with covellite; Mt. Farrell; but
the most commercially impor tant occurrences are those vf
a metasomatic nature in the vicinity of Mt. Lyell.
The most important sulphide ores of copper are the
following, viz.: Comp"~itirm.

Cu
34'5

Fe
30'5

Crystallographic System.
Tetragonal
2
20
Cu~ S
Orthorhombic
Hexagonal
33'6 Cu S
Tsomt!tric
28'1 CU3 Fe ~3
Isometric
35'4 Cn Fe, 8.
Isometric
53'4 Fe 8 2
S
35

eu Fe 8

I

Chalcopyrite
ChalCOCite .. .
Covellite ..... .
Bornite....... .
Cuuanitp ..... .
Pyrite ....... ..

II

A small proportion of the iron in the last is often
replaced by copper, in which case it may be considered a.
poor are of the metal.

80

66'4
55'5
23'3

.'
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CHALCOPHANITE
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(Hydrated Oxides oj Manganese and
Zinc) .

Occurs in aggregates of small tabular rhombohedra.!
crystals, commonly in muses and botryoidal masses. A
usua.l habjt is coating stalactitic iron-manganese, and often
covering comparatively large areas in the gossan zone of
the lode. At the Comet and other mines at Dundas it ~s
of the most intense black colour with a highly brilliant
lustre and velvety sheen. It is unquestionably one of the
most attractive species amid a large group of handsome
minerals. In the cabinet it rarely fails to attract attention, but from an economic standpoint it is valueless.
Although it was so extremely abundant at the locality
mentioned, it is in nature a mineral but rarely met with,
and then never so fine and attractive as its occurrence in
this &tate. At the Magnet Mine it occurs as a blu~bla.ck
incrustation on psilomelane and other minerals. It sometimes coats the interior of small vughs, and occasionally
has isolated crystals of cerussite attached to it. At all
times it is interesting and attractive to lovers of the
b eautiful in nature.

73.

CHALCEDONY.

(See

74.

CHALCOTRICHITE

QUARTZ.)

(Fibrous Cuprite).
This beautiful variety of cuprite occurs In capillary tufts
of a bright crimson colour, usually surrounded by a thin
coating of native copper in small cavities in the limurite
rock of the Colebrook. North-East Dundas .

•

75. CHIASTOLITE (Silicate 0/ Aluminimn).
This is often classed as a variety of andalusite, which
is of the same composition. The common form has been
obtained sparingly, as knotted masses penetrating sla.te
rock near its junction with the granite at Zeeha.n.

in.

( H ydrated Silicate 01 Aluminium and
Magnesium).
In schist, and as beautiful bright-green fan-shaped
crystals in honeycombed quartz at Crown Lyell Mine.
Species undetermined. Occurs pseudomorphous after fel'par at Block 4891·93M, Ben Lomond (Waller, " R eport on
the Ben Lomond Dist rict," 1901 ). At the East Hercules,
CHLORITE
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Mt. Read, a chlorite schist occurs, which in places is wholly
that substa.nce.,
Occasionally abundant in stanniferous lodes a.t Ben
Lomond and Heemskirk j at Bell Mount, west of Mt.
Claude, with sphalerite; as chlorite schist it is abundant
between Waratah and the West Coast. The substance
occurring at Bischoff that is usually termed chlorite is a
greenish tourmaline rock, which is cha.racteristic of that
locality.
A fibrous radiating variety occurs at Mt. Ramsay and
Hampshire, the former of a pale-green and easily decomposable, the latter of So darker colour J more durable in
nature. At the Laurel Creek, near Mt. Housetop, the
mineral occurs as a. vein in So mineralised dyke; it is of
various colours and much stained with iron oxide. At the
Prince George Mine at Heemskirk in sheaf-like aggr<7
gations, which cross each other, and are sometimes radia.ting j at the Hampshire Hills as chloritic porphyry, in two
dyke-masses running a.lmost parallel, which are traceable
for a. considerable distance. On the north-eastern tinfieLd
this mineral is distributed, but usually in small quantity;
it occurs as a constituent of protogine, a stanniferous rock,
at Ben Lomond and Gould's Country.
Chlorite in rea.lity forms a group of minerals whicb
appear to merge one into the other, and they are at the
best most unsatisfactory. The numerous varieties occurring in this island have not been carefully investigated.
A dark-green variety of chlorite occurs at Stony Ford,
near George's Bay, which shows the unusual association of
cassiterite with garnet, blende, and copper pyrites.
77.

CHLOANTHITE

(Dia1'sen'ide 0/

-.

.r ickd ).

A greyish-white isometric nickel mineral, remarkable
for readily altering or sweating ou the surface, when specimens are in a moist atmosphere, to the hydrated arsenate,
which ou giving off its excess of hygroscopic moisture
apparently becomes annabergite. It occurs in limited
quantity, with other nickel minerals, in the lower levels of
the Long Tunnel Mine, Rocky River.
Several fair-sized masses of this mineral have been
obtained from what h.. been reported to be a small lode
situated on a minera.l section known as the Central Balstrup, at Zeehan. They all show distinct, but somewhat
distorted, isometric crystals, which are much intergrowll.

•
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( Hydrated Silicate of Calcium, M agnesium, and Aluminium).

This is a substance with much the general appea.rance
of ordinary chlorite, to which group it apparently belongs.
In structure it is radiating, with a silky lustre, and is
lavender-blue in colour. It is always accompanied by fine
granular quartz. Several specimens were obtained as loose
boulders; it has not been found in situ.
Locality: A tributary of the Rocky Ri ver, which strea:n
fa.lls into the Pieman.
79. CHROMITE (Oxides of Chromium and Iron).
This mineral is a.pparently widely distributed throughout the north-western portion of the island, but has not
been recorded as occurring in large quantity. It is always
to be found in more or less profusion wherever serpentine
occurs, sometimes intermixed with that rock in the form I)f
minute crystals, but more often as irregular patches ,.,f
various sizes, which occasionally form somewhat extensive
masses. At the Heazlewood it is fairly abundant in the
massive form, but not, so far as exploited, in large quan tities. Occurs in crystalline masses in a small vein occurring between serpentine and quartz, near the River F or t h j
at Harmon's Rivulet, Huskisson River, as small crystals as
well as massive; Dundas, in limited quantity; plentiful
in the bed of the Arthur River, below its junction with th e
Waratah River ; in the serpentine at Anderson's Cre ~ ic.
F orth Ri ver, Styx River, and th e head of the Florentino.

80.

CHRY SOBERYL

( Aluminate of Reryll1·nm ).

Variety- Alexandrite .
A remarkably fine example, with a few of indifferent
cha.racter, of this highly-prized gem-stone was obtained by
Mr. J. A. Thomson at the W eld River, in stanniferous
drift, during the ordinary process of dressing tin ore. It
is of a somewhat pale but attractive green colour, red by
transmitted light, as is characteristic of the variety. It
wa.s, by the kindness of Mr. Thomson, tested with t he
dichroiscope by Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees, Government
Geologist, with the result that its identification was placed
beyond doubt. It is remarkable that this is the first cut
specimen which has come under notice. In all probability
this gem has been looked upon as a pale transparent corUll-
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dum , which is comparat ively abundant at the locality, as
is also the zircon.
81.

CHRYSOCOLLA

(Silicate of Gopper).

This mineral usually occurs as a thin crust on other
copper minerals. Colour : Various shades of em eraldgreen, passing to pale- blue. Obtained as a thin coatin g in
small patches, Star of P eace Mine, Cascade.
82. CHRYSOLITE (Silicat e of Magnuiutn and I ron).
This is also known as ali vine. As a rule rocks containing
this species are no good for the important metallic minerals,
and its occurrence may with some certainty be looked upon
as an indication of their non-existence. Large specimens
form the green stone termed peridot, but those occurrhg
here are u sually too small to be of use to the jeweller.
}I'ound in pale-green semi-transparent particles in basalt,.
Dundas ; in amygdaloidal basalt at Bischof! and the Wilmot River; Upper F orth River, massive in basaltic dyke ~
of a yellowish-green colour in coarsely crystalline dolerite.
Paddy's Sugar Loaf Mountain (W . R . Bell); near Hamp ·
shire Hills; Deloraine; as somewhat large crystals, often
a t hird of an inch in diameter, which are of a bluish colour
and opalesoent tarnish, in partially-decomposed basalt at
t he Emu River ; commonly scattered as small blebs in
black basalt, Table Cape ; in large masses, often inter
mixed with zeolitic matter, Sheffield; in basalt at D erby,.
as well as in most basaltic rocks occurring in this island.
83. CHRYSOTILE ( Hydrated Silicat e of Magnesium).
Almost all of the locally termed asbestos belongs to th is
species; it usually occurs as seams and patches in serpentine. Abundant near Beaconsfield and the Asbestos Range.
The fibres are occasionally up to 4 inches in length, pale in
colour, silky and beautifully soft to the touch. It is
easily separable from the more compact rock. Samples
occasionally occur which show a gradual t ransition to
hematite, with which it is closely associated . At the
Heazlewood it abounds in t he serpentine, but is short in
fi bre and amiantb us-like. About Mt. Heemskirk it occurs
wherever its parent rock exists, sometimes as short
entangled masses of a white colour; in gr eater or less.
quantity at Mt. Claude and Dundas; and it is said to
occur east of the Mussel Roe River, North-East Coast.
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84. CU.WLITE (Hydrou. Silicate 01 Al"",;nium).
A white clay-like substance, apparently identical with
tha.t known under this name, occurs as &. deposit Dea.r St.
Leonards, and is often termed locally II meerschaum." It
is of a. smooth compact texture, with a. dead-white colour
and subconchoidal fracture.

85.

(Basic Silicate of M agnesiu'm and
Aluminium).
A monoclinic member of the chlorite group that often
occurs in fairly well formed, large crystals. It has a. distinct micaceous structure and a somewhat pearly lustre.
Near North Mt. Heemskirk it occurs in large masses that
occasionally show crystalline bunches, with a sporadic welldeveloped crystal. The colour is the characteristic pale
metallic-green. At Anderson's Creek it OCcurs in minute,
almost microscopic, radiating bunches of a shade of green
that is somewhat darker than usual (W. H . Twelvetrees).

86.

CLINOCHLORE

COAL.

River Don; Mersey j Port Arthur ; Seymour; Schouten
Island ; South Cape; near Waterhouse; Three Hut Point ;
New Town ; York Plains; Eastern Marshes; Jerusalem;
Cullenswood; Mt. Nicholas; Sandfly; Adventure Bay ;
Port Cygnet i Hamilton ; Richmond ; Prosser's River;
Spring Bay j Mt. Munro; Fingal; Longford; Jericho;
Inglis River ; Mersey River; Western Bluff ; Gad's Hill;
Magnet Range ; Hellty River.
Full detailed descriptions of our bituminous coal
measures, with numerous analyses of samples, will be found
in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Tasmania, 1851,
J ohnston's " Geology of Tasmania," 1888, and in the Tas.
man ian Official R ecord, 1892; also in the geological
reports published by the Mines D epartment.
Variety- A nth1"ocitt.
This occurs in irregular grains up to i·inch in size,
enclosed in calcite and siderite, in the abandoned lead mine
North Valley, Mt. Bischoff. The grains are of dense black
colour with splendent lustre, and frequently iridescent
tarnish ; fracture conchoidal. This interesting and ra.re
occurrence of a mineral coal in an ore· lode is also recorded
from ore· lodes of several mining districts in Germany"
(UlriCh).
In the workings of various quartz reefs in the Beacons.
field goldfield a hydrocarbonaceous substance Occurs which
I.
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has been identified as anthracite by Mr. F. Danvers Power J
F.G.S., and as a variety of lignite by Mr. A. Montgomery,
M.A., Government Geologist, a.nd Mr. W. F. Ward,
A.R.S.M., Government Analyst (U Notes on a. Carbonaceous
DEposit in Silurian Strata at Beaconsfield, Tasmania," Pro.
Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science,
1892). The material is from a,' dark-brown to an entirely
pitch-black colour, extremely pulverulent, shining, and
has occurred at times in rather large quantity.
Messrs. Montgomery and Wa.rd state (lac. cit.): -" Two
main lines of quar tz reef traverse the Cabbage Tree Hill,
one worked by the Amalgamated West Tasmania, MooDlight, Olive Bra.nch, and Little Wonder, in all of which
mines the substance has been obta.ined. It occurs ib the
Tasmania in hard beds and patches of a coarse quartz grit
in the principal workings of the mine; in the Moonlight
at a depth of over 422 feet from the surface. It is also
found in the cracks and joints of the gritty masses to quite
90 feet below the present sea·level." Messrs. Montgomery
and Ward consider that the substance is not older than
the Tertiary epoch, but it may be of much greater
geological age.
" The average composition was found by analysis to be as
follows:Ctt.TOoII
Hydrog-en
OxygeH and nitrogen
~ by; di ffert'nce)
Su p ur
A!lh

Moisture,
1000 C.

lo~t

=
=
=

Pel' cent.
88·91·
8·08
21 ·60
2·36
1~·OO

ttt
22·10
100'00 "

87.

COBALTITE (Arsenide 0/ Cobalt and Iron).
This mineral occurred in small patches, with pyrites,
galena, and grey copper ore, at the old Penguin Silver
Mine, Penguin River (James Smith). It has also occurred,
but in very small quantity, embedded in schist near Lake
Dora.

88.

COPALITE (Fouil Resin).
A brownish·yellow, hydro·carbonaceous substance with
a. semi· pearly sheen. It is very brittle, soft, and of uneven
fracture. When heated it melts to a dark· brown varnishlike mass, burning with a. yellow flame, during which it
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gives off much smoke, at the same time emitting a strong,
r esinous, aromatic odour. A sample was submitted to Professor Krause, late of the BaJlarat School of Mines, who
stated that it comes near a fossil resin known as middletonite, and that a similar substa.nce has occurred in coal
in Victoria.. It is found in lumps which vary in size from
extremely small to, in rare insta.nces, masses weighing "'few pounds. It occurs impregna.ting beds of lignite at
Macquarie Harbour.'
A fi ne large mass of a S'imilar substance was obtained
from alluvial tin workings at Cape Barren Island . It has.
also occurred with lignite and slate (containing leaf impressions) at the old Don Tin Mine at Mt. Bischoff, and also,.
with lignite, near Evandale Junction.
89. COPfAPITE (Yellow Sulphat e of Iro n ).
This sulphate occurs in limited quantity, as a r esult of
the alteration of melanterite, in the old levels at the Mt.
Bischoff and other mines. It is commonly found as an
incrustation in melanterite, bein$ a transmutation of that
mineral by loss of water. Cabmet specimens of pyrites
often decompose to this and ot ~er sulphates. In the
vicinity of Barn Bluff much of the schist rock of the
locality is more or less impregnated with decomposable
pyrites which soon alters to the sulphate.
90. COPPER, Native.
The native metal is cubic and holosymmetric. The
crystals' are commonly much elongated, and occur in more
or less crystallised groups. It is plentiful at several
localities on the West Coast. At Mt. Lyell and vicinity
it has been found in considerable abundance, individual
specimens often weighing severa.l pou nds, a.nd in extreme
instances reaching to as much as from 70 to 80 Ibs. At.
the Lyell Blocks Mine it has been mined on the large scale.
At; this mine it occurs embedded in a fossiliferous lithomargie clay of va.rious tints. I t is occasionally auriferous
at this locality. At Mt. Bischoff a highly-polished native
copper foil of extreme tenui ty has been ohtained coating
the cleavage faces of the kiIlas or metamorphic slate, near
its junction with the porphyry dykes.
At the Montagu
and Duck Rivers th is metal occurs as smaH lumps and filmy
scales, irregularly dispersed throughout a dark-coloured
igneous rock (diabase '); also at Birch's Inlet, on Macqu arie Harbour, under the same conditions. It occurs
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a vein of garnet at.: the Hampshire; with
barite at the Wilmot River; as a flaky coating
on limonite at Nolan's Crook, near the Pieman;
in chlorite, with blende and galena, at Laurel Creek, which
is a tributary of the Blyth River. At the Dunyan Range,
near Circular Head, small quantities have been obtained.
At the Rio Tinto Mine, Savage River, it occurs with magnetite and actinolite, much of the metal at this locality
being in the form of felted masses that are composed of
capillary filaments. At the Argent River, nea.r the Reni son Bell Tin Mine, native copper occurs cementing together
granular quartz and other rock fragments, the patches of
rock being at times almost encased with the metal. It
also occurs at numerous other localities in small quantity,
but not, so far as known, of any special importance.

91. CORUNDUM (O:ride 0/ Alumi";",,,).
A well-known mineral occurring in many varied colours,
several of which have received well-known appellations,
such as ruby, sapphire, corundum, and emery. It answers
to the formula AI:.! 3 , and crystallises in the rhombohedral system. Its common mode of occurrence as crystals
is in six-sided prisms, which very rarely exhibit any
tendency to flat triedral tenninations. It is more commonly granular or in the amorphous condition, or again as
small rolled fragments. It may be opaque to translucent,
and is sometimes almost colourless; but it usually shows
some tint of grey, brown, or greenish, with an occasional
chatoyant lustre. The term corundum is by common use
confined to the dull-coloured opaque variety, and emery to
the granular dark-coloured form that is usually intermixed
with magnetite. The ordinary dull-brown coloured form
of this mineral is often met with in the stanniferous drifts
of the north-east mining district. It gradually merges in
tint and translucency to the clear blue sapphire, although
clear gemstones of the highly valuable Oriental standard
are of exceptional occurrence,. Nevertheless fine coloured
stones have been and are still found, that are almost, if
not quite, equal to the average from the East. The colour
of the gem as occurring in this island varies through all
shades of blue, green, and purple, and they are not rarely
parti-coloured- at times showing tints of blue and yellow
in the same stone. The valued asteriated variety is not
uncommon. A somewhat fine example of the parti-coloured
sapphire was obtained in the 'Veld River, weighing 264
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carats, and stones, often of remarkably good colour, are
not rare weighing from 4 to 12 carats. Many of the stones
have been cut and mounted, but the trade in them is
extremely limited. The sapphire has not be"e n detected
in &itu , although the granite of the mining districts may
fairly be considered its matrix.
The amethyst and ruby of the Oriental or corundum
variety are not known to occur, but the Oriental topaz.
has been obtained at Main Creek and the W eld River.
Prominent localities are Mt. Cameron j Thomas' Plain;
Weld River; Main Creek; Branxholm; and Moorina ; all
on the north-<>ast alluvial tin-mining fields. At the Blyth
River, corundum occurs in the opaque form from almost.
colourless to dirty-blue and grey. At Boat Harbour, near
Table Cape, clear blue, rolled fragments occur intermixed
with zircon and quartz. N ear B ell Mount in the Middl&sex district a. few small fra.gments of opaque corundum
have been obtained, and the same r&mark a.pplies to several
other localities.

92.

COSSYRITE

(Titmiosilicate 0/ Sodium,
Aluminium).

b ·on.

tLful

This is a triclinic amphibole, of somewhat rare occurre nce. It is found as irregular microscopic shreds, with
prismatic and hexagonal sections, of a dark red· brown
colour, as an accessory in the garnetiferous-mica-solvsbergite of the peculiar alkaline rock plexus of Port Cygnet.

93. COVELLI"rE (Sulphide oj Copper J.
The cupric sulphid e (Cu S) is usually found as a blUE>
incrustation on other copper-bearing sulphid es. It is a.
secondary mineral, principally deri ved from the alteration
of cbalcopyrite and bornite. It is commonly known as.
indigo copper ore, since it resembles indigo in general
colouration. It has been found at the Cascade and at
Blue Tier, in association with cassiterite, in the porphyry
arid granite rocks. At Murray'8 Mine, near Mt. Balfour,
it, is a well- recog nised enrichment of the prevailing yellow
copper ore. At the Heazlewood it has occurred in limited
quantity. and is known in several other localit ies.
Respecting the mineral mixture of covellite, ten orite,.
&c., that occu rs at the North Lyell Mine, Mr. R . Sticht
writes: H It is of special inte:rf:lSt, because it occurs at the
500-foot level of tbe North Lyell Mine. I n that min"
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nea.rly all the ore is of a sulphide nature, 90 that this is a
somewhat unique occurrence in the mine,"
The analysis is &8 follows:Silica.
Iron
Sulphur

_
_

Per ~nt,
43 ' 2

=

Coyper
_
Not df'termined, but
probably oxygen =

6'8
13'4

31· 5

100·0

Assuming that the foreign matter merely consists of quartz
and iron pyrites, which is correct as far a.s we can see with
the naked eye, the specimen shows the following composition as a whole: •

Per cent,

Qua.rtz
_
Iron pyrites (Fe 8,) =

43' 2
14'59

Covt>lhte (Cu S)

::: 16'73

0)

=

25'50

Tenorite

<pu

100·02

Taking into account only the mineral portion, the mixture
would seem to consist ofIron 1,yrites (Fe 8,)
Covell". (Cu S)
Tellorilf! (Cu 0)

=
=
=

Per cent.

25'00

30·00
45'00

100·00

The point of interest is t hat t hese decomposed a.nd oxidised
products occur at such a. low level in a sulphide mine. Of
course the occurance is very restricted. At the surface of
the North Lyell ore-bodies there is very little similar
material present, if any.
\J4. CROCOISITE (Chromate 0/ Lead).
N o mineral discovery p er se has accomplished so much
in advertising this State am ongst mineralogists and those
interested in geological science as crocoisite, It is at once
one of the most beautiful in colouration as well &8 most
perfect in crystallographic growth tba.t tbe world ba.s pro-
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duced, far surpassing that from the original classic locality
in Siberia. As has been well rema.rked, H With their
superb colour, high lustre, and remarkably perfect crystallisation, they ar& the most beautiful natural objects,
scarcely surpassed by crysta.ls of any other known minera.l."
The first discovery of the mineral was made about the
year 1895 by Me..rs. Smith and Bell at the Headewood
Silver-lead Mine. It there occurs in bright, shining, hyacinth-red crystals, small as we now know them from other
portions of the island, arranged in acicular bunches, penetrating and attached to a very friable clayey gossan, intermixed with a little cerussite, and more rarel;r pyromorphite.
They then occurred at the Why1:e River Mme more plentifully, and often intermixed wlth the soft country-rock on
both walls of the lode as well &8 in its capping. The
crystals often coated the fractures and clea.vages. Patches
of the doubly-terminated monoclinic crystals of small size,
but perfect form, have been repeatedly obtained. Some of
the specimens were of an unusually pale colour, and perceptibly faded upon exposure, a characteristic not noticeable in the Dundas occurrence. At the Magnet Mine this
mineral is plentiful in the oxidi!¥.!d lode capping, sometimes
in the form of entangled masses of fine prisms, 2 to 3 inches
in length, and less frequently in loose, perfectly terminated
crystals of small size. In vughs, coated occasionally with
black manganese oxide, the crocoisite crystals were inti
ma.tely associated with yellow cerussite and other salta of
lead. At the Adelaide Mine at Dundas an enormot1&
quantity was passed through and partially mined. It was
of good colour, and freely attached to and intermixed w~th
cerussite of a pale--yellow colour and local habit. P siloDlelane and massicot were often companions, which tended
to add var~ation to the beauty of the specimens. At times
patches of the rare and local du ndasite were peppered
over with exquisitely beautiful little crystals of the chro ~
mate. The most important find of all, both as regards
quantity and quality, occurred at the Dundas Extende~
and the West Comet Mines. Here it was obtained in the
greatest profusion, many of the enormous crystals reaching
tbe unparalleled length of 10 to 12 centimeters, with per fect terminations. These naturally caused a mild sensation
when available to mineralogists in all parts of the world.
They were extremely brilliant, of an intense scarlet colour,
and translucent to almost transparent. The varied crystal
forms have been studied and described by Palache, Vaa
Name, Anderson, and others. The crystals have been
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known to have various types of terminations from a. 8iu 61e
face (clinadome 3 ) to as many as six or seven terminal
planes. The lode outcr op of the Central Dundas Mine was
of considerable height above the natural surface, and
through its ferruginous mass large isolated crystals of
crocoisite were found. They were often intimately mixed
with masses of chalcophanite and manganese oxides. This
wonderful find is now practically exhausted, and it would
need much explorat ory work to attempt to discover another
patch. The species has only been reported t o occur, and
then in extremely limited quantity , at the Colonel North
and Silver Queen Mines on the Zeehan F ield. At both
mines it was obtained as small crystals in gossan. A small
quantity is said to have been detected at Broken Hill,
New South Wales, and it is known to occur in association
with free gold in Western Australia.
The origin of the chromic a.cid of the crocoisite has
hitherto been somewhat of a mystery, but it may be
explained by the presence in t he und olomitised websterite,
in which the Magnet lode occurs, of numerous irregularly
dispersed well-formed crystals of picotite (chrome spinel)
of an intense black colour and high lustre, which on decomposition have doubtless afforded the chromic acid essential
for the secr.etion of the chromate. The Magnet silver-lead
bearing fiss ure lode occurs in a ~yke of more or less, but
generally completely dolomitised websterite rock, which
traverses slates of Cambro-Ordovician age. The lode-filling
essentially consists of dolomite, siderite, ankerite, and
rhodocrosite, usually arranged in remarkably regular vertical laminations with a central crustification, and in part
is not rarely coloured by green chromic acid. The dolomitisation of the websterite would appear to have had
the effect of decomposing the picotite, as no trace of this
mineral is observable where the alteration is well advanced,
but the whole is distinctly stained in numerous places
throughout the mine a more or less intense green colour
by C 0 3 , The Heazlewood occurrence of crocoisite is likewise in a lode, occurring intimately associated with green
-chrome-stained dolomite. The picotite at this localit.,·
occurs plentifully distributed in the adjacent serpentine;
so much 80 that it may be collected in considerable quan·
tity in the detrital material in the streams.
At Dundas the metalliferous lodes from which the
mineral has been collected in such remarkable profusion
and unusual development are closely connected with an
intensely green serpentine rock, in which the cb rome-bear-
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iug mineral is known to occur. At the Adelaide Mine
green-stained dolomite also occurs in connection with the
lode, and has been plentifully produced in the ordinary
mining operations. I t may be mentioned that chromite
(Fe Cr 2 U.) occurs in moderate quantity throughout t he
serpentine area of the Heazlewood district, but is not
known in t he vicinity of the Magnet.
The small doubly terminated crystals of crocoi~ite from
t he Magnet locality have been studied and described by
Dr. C. Anderson, M.A., B.Sc. (fl R ecords of the Aus"raliaD
Museum," Vol. VI., Part 3). He states:-" The matrix
is a rath er friable limonite, in which the crocoisite is partly
embedded. The largest specimen carries numerous crystals
about 2 moo. in length; in the other cases, where in ntu,
the crystals are quite minute.
Qualitative analysis proves their composition to be chromate of lead, and,
like the larger crystals, they agree morphologically w;th
crocoisite. The habit is remarka.bly constant throughouL,
the crystals being prismatic by extension along the zone
axis !It.
This zone, being the only well-developed one,
was made equatorial, and a stereogram constructed from
the co-ordinate angles obtained. From this the forms were
identified by means of P enfield's protractors, and the
identification was confirmed by calculation of t he normal
angles. AU the faces are small, with the exception of t
(111) which gives a.n excellent image and a. peculiar
r ounded face , which could not be determined, but is possibly x (301); the pinacoid b (010) is very small when
present." The Dundas crysta.ls have been fully studi ed
and described by C. Palache ~/j American Journal of
Science," 1896, page 389), who states respecting the crystals
from the Adelaide Mine, Dundas : I< The specimens were
implan ted on limonite, and consisted of numerous crystals
clustered upon bases of la.mellar gangue. The crystals are
of a light hyacinth-red colour, quite translucent, and with
ada.mantine lusVre.
They vary in size from minutest
noodles to prisms of 2 em. and 3 mm. dia.meter. The
habit is prismatic and the crysta.ls are never doubly terminated, being attached at ODe end to the limonite. The
larger cryst6ls are often ca.vernous, giving rise to hollow
prismatic forms. As is usua.lly the case wit h crocoisite,
the crystal planes are even and brilliant, giving good
reflections on the goniometer. The faces of the prism zone
are, however, strongly striated, parallel to the prism edges,
and this renders t he identification of some forms d oubtful. F ou r crysta.ls were subjected to measuremen t. and
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shewed the following forms, most of which were present
on each crystal. The letters used are those of Da.na. : ,. (110)
I
(120)
i - 2
d (210)
i - 2"
'S (10 ' 3'0) i - ~
'T(580)
v- t
b (010)
i-I

f

K (fOl) 1 -

1
(011) 1 - i
"' (012) . - i
y (021) 2 - i
t (Ill) - I

.,

v (Ill)

•

I

The following table shows some of the measurements
a.nd the angles ca.lculated from Dauber's elements: Calculatted.
86° 19 ' 86° 14
110" 110
83 38
" A 3'l 011 " Oll
48 12
wAw
012 " oii
Y Ay l 021" Mi 121 40
35 41
101 " III
k
T"b 5'3 ' 0" 010 59 55
74 13
S "blO'3'0 " 010
mA7n

"V

14
1
1
1
1
1
:l

The two prisms (10.3.0 and 5.3.0) were represented by
exceedingly indistincC faces, reflections from which were
only dimly visible with the 8 ocular of the Fuess instrument. The first form S (10.3.03) is unrecorded; the
second, T (5.3.0), is enumerated among doubtful forms
by Dauber. The remaining forms are in about a.n aver·
age development; but their proportions va.ry widely in
various crystals with either t (Ill) v (Ill) , or forms of
the clinodome zone predominating. This combination of
forms is exceedingly like that shown by Dauber (Berichte
Akad. Wi.n., XIII., fig. 93, PI. 11, 1860) on crystal of
crocoisite from Berezov in the Ural, which is somewhat
surprising considering the widely different paragenesis of
the mineral in the two localities.

95.

CUBANlTE

(Sulphide of Copper and Iron).

Much of the cupriferous pyrites occurring a.t many
localities in the western mining fields in rea.lity belongs to
this species. It is cubic in crystallisation, although commonly occurring massive a.nd dissemina.ted. It is much
lower in copper and higher in iron contents than chalcopyrite, the empirical analysis given by Dana. being S
35'4, Cu 23'3, Fe 41'3 = lOa. Common at the Mt.
Read mines j Mt. Balfour; and Mt. Lyell.
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96. CUPRITE (Red Oxide 0/ Gopper j.
In the vicinity of Mt. Lyell this mineral occurs in some
abundance in finely-formed isometric crystals, which, both
as regards size and colouration, are of the prevailing octahedron habit and its modifications. They are often
attached to or partially embedded in blocks of nodular
limonite, and occasionally the cavities in the nodules are
literally coated with the bright, sparkling mineral, which
irom its ruby colour contrasts well with the brown iron
oxide. The lS\tter is often stained a shining black with
manganese oxide and stilphnosiderite. Recently obtained
in considerable quantity, intermixed with iron oxide (tile
()re), at the Eastern P.A. Mine, Scamander River; also :n
limited quantity at Curlin-Davis Mine, Dundas .
.97. CYANITE (Silicate of Alu1n'ni'lLm).
A pale-blue mineral, crystallising in the triclinic system,
and usually occurring as long, bla.ded, four·sided prisms,
which are irregularly terminated, and embedded in micaschists. It has been detected at Clayton's Rivulet, River
Fcrth.
98. CYANOSlTE (Sulphate 0/ Gopper j.
Originates from t he decomposition of cupriferous sulphides ; generally occurs stalactitic or as an amorphous
efflorescence in old mine workings. Colour: Various
shades of blue to bluish-green.
From adit, North
Valley, Mt. Bischoff; Gad's Hill Range, Upper Mersey
River, after a. brass-yellow variety of chalcopyrite, often
intermixed with blebs of galena and blende; Rio Tiuto,
Savage River, and the old drives at the abandoned Aus·
tralasian Slate Quarry, Back Creek, at which place it is
commonly intermixed with the bla.ck oxide of copper; in
the No.4 level at Mt. Lyell, as an incrustation derived
from the leaching of cupriferous pyrites in the country·
rock.
99.

DAMouRITE

( H ydrated Silicate of
Potassium).

Alumin.ium

and

A rock~ f orming mineral of common occurrence; it is an
altered muscovite-potash mica.--which forms one member
of a group of alteration products often termed hydromicas. It has a pearly lustre and unctuous feel, a.fter the
manner of ordinary tlalc. It passes from the distinctly
fibrous variety known as sericite to that of a compact
nature which is termed pinite. It may not only be d erived
in some of its forms from the alteration of muscovite.
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but is not rarely also produced by the alterat'ion of other
minerals. Occurs in the Mt. Lyell schista. (J . W. Gregory, " The Mount Lyell Mining Field," Aus. In. MiningEng., Melbourne, 1905.)

100. DANBURITE (Silicate of Calcium and BaTon).
This uncommon mineral crystallises in the orthorhombic
system, and is always pale in colour, of some shade of
yellow to almost colourless-. It occurs sparingly with the:
next species in the limurite of the Colebrook, Dundas.

]01. DATOLITE (Bas'ic Orthosilicatt 0/ Boron and Calcium).
This species crystallises i'n the monoclinic system.
Occurs in glassy crystals and crystalline aggregates j has a
vitredus lustre, and is always of pale colouT, usually a
shade of the palest green. It is of secondary origin, possibly
formed after axinite and calcite, with which it is closely
associated at its only locality in this island, viz., the Colebrook Mine, North-East Dundas.
Writing of this Dr. C. Anderson states (" Records of the
Australian Museum," Vol. Vr. , Part 3): - " The mineral
was first obtained in sinking a shallow shaft in the western
portion of the limurite outcrop. It is found associated
with axinite, calcite, and other minerals as already
described under axinite, and sometimes occurs in large
brilliant crystals. It is colourl ess, greenish, or yellowish.
Crystallography. - The crystals have mutually interfered
during growth, but one small projecting crystal was found
and measured.
The habit of the figured crystal
seems characteristic so far as can be judged by inspection
of others j it is prismatic by extension parallel to the a
axis, and measures about 6 mm. in length. It is fa.irly rich
in forms, but, as is usual with datolite, many of the faces
are wavy, and give but poor reflections. The three faces.
b (212), 11' (231), and x (102) are dull, and were measured
in the position of maximum illumination."
The result of Dr. Anderson's a.nalysis was as follows,.
viz.: -

H,

°
B, °

Si 0,
AI , O.
F,,~ Os
Ca

0,

-

=
=
=
-

Per cent.

6'48

36·28
'95
3:')·21
20' 48
99'40
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102. DEWEYLITE (Hydrous Basic Silica.te of Magnesium) .
This is an amorphous, greasy, smooth, and translucent
substance, which in colour affects the paler shades of yellow, brown, and bluish. It is brittle and comm only much
fractured, and at times it appears as if in layers. It contains more water than serpentine, of which it appears to be
an alteration product. It occurs in rather narrow seams,
at times reaching to as much as a foot in width, traversing
.and closely connected with serpentine.
Locality:
Harmon's Rivulet, near Parson's Hood
Mountain. It also occurs in the vicinity of Nortlh Mt.
Heemskirk.

103. DIALLAGE (Silicate of Calcium and Magnes ium).
A rock-forming pyroxene, which occurs in various shades
-of green, grey, and brown. Its lustre is vitreous and occallionally rather pearly. It forms extensive ultra-basic
masses on the west side of the Heazlewood River, and in
-the vicinity of the Hampshire Hills; also as a constituent
-of the ga.bbroid rocks at the Vlhyt.le River, Mt. Agnew, and
at Dundas.
104.

DIALOGITE

(Carbonate of Manganese) .

(See

RHODO-

C HRO SITE.)

105. DIAMOND (Pure Carbon).
It is beyond doubt that several veritable diamonds have

.'

I'

~

II

~

l

been discovered in this island at a locality on a small tributary of the Pieman River, and at Harvey's Creek, which
falls into the Savage River and also flows into the Pieman.
'They were obtained in alluvial drift with a little gold. All
-the specimens obtai ned showed good crystallisation, of the
prevalent octahedral form, with the characterisVic rounded
'fa.cets. They presented a remarkable uniformity as to size,
nearly all being about i-carat in weight, although one
Teached !-carat, and all ha.ve one exact tinge of yellow,
.although one or two had a tendency to be paler at the
apices of the crystals. They were obtained in shallow
.alluvial and quartz grit and clay, and did not show any
.appreciable amount of attrition. The total number found
which can be satisfactorily authenticated does not exceed
sixteen, or at the outside eighteen. Altogether not less
than seven have passed through the writer's hands. When
several were tested by being placed within the influence of
.a. tube containi ng radium bromide of 1,000,000 strength,
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all exhibited the strong glow of incandescence which is
peculiar to the substance under raqium emanations. Tradition has it that many years ago a parcel of gem sa.nd
from the Hellyer River was sent to England by the Va.n
Diemen's Land Company for expert examination, and in it
was found a single minute specimen of the diamond; but
this bas not been authenticated. It may be mentioned
that a presumably careful examination of Harvey's Creek,

from which two or three of the small specimens were
obtained, failed to reveal any of a larger size.
]06.

DIA S POR E

( H!ldt'at e of Alu'1n'inittm).

This mineral crysta.llises in the orthorhombic system,
but is usually in the a.morphous state. A substance having
the general physical characteristics of this species was
obtained by Mr. A. Montgomery, late Government Geolo·
gist, at the tip-head of that portion of the Bischoff Tin
Mine known as the Sta.nhope.

107.

(Metasilicate 0/ Calcium, Iron, and Mag·
nesium).
This is a.n almost white, to various shades of green,
variety of augite. It is at times quite translucent. It
occurs both massive and crystallised at the mine known as
the Tenth Legion, Comstock district.
Analysis: DIOPSIDE

Si 0,
AI, 0 3
.II!! 0

C. 0
Fe 0

-

=
=

-

Per cent.
52'1

H'O
15 ' 0
27 ' 7
2 '3
100'1

Specific gravity, '3 '23 ; hardness, about 6, (G, Waller:
" Report on the Iron and Zinc· lead Ore.deposits of the
Comstock District," Feb, 1, 1903- Mines Department,)

108.

DOLOMITE (Carbonate 0/ Magn esium and Calcium).
The pure crystallised form is of exceptional rarity, but
the ordinary massive kind is of common occurrence, and is
sometimes met with in considerable quantity. The gangue
of the silver· lead lodes of the Heazlewood and Dundas dis·

•
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tricts is often composed of an irregular mixture of brownspar, siderite, and calcite, with a limited quantity of
qua.rtz, most of which is more or less stained with the
oxides of chromium and nickel. At Dundas a blue-coloured
variety has been obtained associated with galena. The
massive form occurs at Mt. Claude, near Mt. Pelion,
Heazlewood, and Dundas.
A somewhat unusua.l occurrence, in the form of small
attached, doubly-curved, or saddle-shaped crystals, which
are opaque and white (Magnet Silver Mine, Magnet).
Analysis of the pure white form. from the Magnet Mine
(F_ 0_ Hill):Ca 0 31 . 72 per cent.
MgO IS'60
"
Fe
3'92
"
Mn
1'80
"

-

-

Ca. Co, 56'64 per cent.
lIIg Co, 32'76
"
Fe Co,
8-26
Mn Co,

3-76

"
"

109. D U FRENTTE (PhosphatlJ 01 Puoxide 0111'071,).
Occurs as a thin, irregular encrustation, of an olive to
blackish-green colour, on siderite at the Bell's Reward
Mine, Heazlewood.
110_

DUFRENOYSITE

(Sulpharunite of Lead)_

This mineral was obtained as thick orthorhombic crystals, which are deeply grooved longitudinally, colour leadgrey, highly polished, and occur implanted on and in the
cavities of crystalline siderite. Several of the beautifully
developed crystals exceeded 1 inch in length and i-inch in
width_
Locality: Block 291, North-East Dundas_
Analysis:Per Cf'nt..

32-88

Pb

Cu

A.

Sh

9-08

=

F.

S

A~

=

21 -60
8-58
6-42
21-79
0 ' 22= 73 oz. 3dwt, 11 gr. perton.

100-52

,
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(llydruted Carbono ~ pho8phatt 01 Lead
and Alum.inium,).
This new mineral compound forms an incrustation on
ferro-manganese gossan. It is composed of small spherical
aggregates, usually closely matted together. Under the
lens these bunches show an extremely fine radiating structure. Th e colo ur internally is silky milk-white, with a
velvety outer crust of a dusty yellow-brown. The surface
often bas numerous adherent crystals of crocoisite, which
not rarely penetrate the mass. These crystals are always
minute, but remarkable for their extremely fine development and acute angles. Its general habit of occurrence is
in somewha.t small rounded aggregates, which show white
radiating tufts on separation, It is easily disintegrated into
fine silky fibres after the mann er of chrysotile. In many
instances the individual tuft has as a nucleus a minute
crystal of the bright hyacinth-red coloured crocoisite, which
is again sometimes implanted on its surface. It often
occurs coating the interior of vughs in the harder gos:san.
It is sometimes coated with a bright green film of extreme
tenuity; this is probably a substance allied to pyromorphite. Again it is wore rarely stained on the exterior
with a salt of copper to a pale bluish-green, and still more
rarely discoloured by brown hydrated iron oxide.
The qualitaLive reactions of this new substance are as follows: - In the matrass it becomes yellow and yields water.
It is infu sible before the blowpipe, but on coal, with fluxes ,
yields a considerable quantity of metallic lea.d, and coats
the surface with the characteristic yellow sublimate. When
moist ened with sulphuric acid it gives distinct reaction for
phosphoric acid. In nitric acid it di&olves with strong
effervescence; the residuum from the solution strongly
defiagrates and gives phosphoric reaction. The powdered
material, when moisten ed with cobalt nitra.te, clearly shows
the beautiful blue colouration of alumina. With limewa.ter
gives the turbidity of carbonic acid. Hardness about 2.
L ocality: Adelaide Proprietary Mine, Dundas.
The foll owing is a complete analysis of this new
species: Per cellt.
41 'B6
Pb = 38'84 per ceut.= PL
AI,O,
26' 06
Fe=3 'B5
5'50
., = Ft', O,

111.

DUNDASITE

°

H,O

+ Co,2B' OB

101'50

Formula for this species-

Ph 0 AI, 0 , 2CO, 4H, 0,

•
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The Fe ~ and O :-l ' or a portion thereof, may be foreign
to the substance, as it is next to impossible to perfectly
separate it, since it almost invariably occurs as an incrustation on the mineral from the original locality at Dundas.
A trace of P ::I 0 3 was also found; this was certainly
obtained from an extremely thin coating or skin of pyromorphite, which is often present, and gives an external
green colouration to the surface of the mineral. At the
Hercules Mine, Mt .. Read, a mass of snow-white cellular
quartz has beeu obtained, throughout which are scattered
crystals of cerrusite, gibbsite, and numerous patches of
dundasite, the whole forming one of the most attractive
associations of minerals as yet obtained in this State.
Referred to in Dana, <I First Appendix to the Sixth
Edition of the System of Mineralogy," page 23 .
This mineral has been more recently found at the West
F oxdale Mine, Trefriw, Carnarvonshire, Wales, by Mr.
H. T. Collins (G. T. Prior, Mineralogical Society, 1905, and
<I Nature,"
April 13, 1905). Thus we have the novelty
of a new Tasmanian mineral being subsequently discovered
and recognised in \Vales.
(01"thosilicate 01 Sodhun, PotlUJsium, and
Aluminium).
The coarse massive form of nepheline. It is compact,
with a greasy lustre. It occurs as an essential of several of
the alkaline rocks of P ort Cygnet.

112.

ELAEOLITE

1 J~ .

EMBOLITE

(Chlo1'obrom£de of S1"lver).

Founn in limited quantity, but at times quite pure. As
is usually the case, well-formed crystals are difficult to
obtain, but moderately good specimens are not rare.
Occurs intermixed with ferro-manganese gossan and earthy
lode-matter. The more important localities are the following mines: - -Central Dundas a.nd West Comet at Dundas;
the Queen, Sylvester, and Junction at Zeehan; the Godkin.
Washington Hay. and Whyte River in the Heazlewood
district; and the Beulah at Scamander River.
Emb:-l.ite merges gradually into cerargyrite, the two
species being isomorphous. The mixtures occur both here
and in Australia in varied proportions, so that the ODe
species may gradually merge into the other. In 'minute
but perfectly cubi cal crystals, which are occasionally octahedra. It occurs in an irregular seam of gossan at the
Magnet Silver Mine, Magnet.
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] 14. ENARGITE (Sull)harsenide 01 Copper).
It is only known in the massive state as occurring In
this island, the orthorhombic crystals not having been
detected. The usual colour of this mineral is iron-black,
with a distinct metallic lustre and black strea.k. The fractUre is uneven and somewhat brittle. It has been obtained
in small masses, intermixed with arsenica.l pyrites and
fahlerz, a.tthe Curtin-Davis Mine, North-East Dundas.
It also occurs in limited quantity with' other ores of copper
at the Mt. Lyell Mine.

115. ENDLI CHITE (Chloroarsenate and Vanadate 01 Lead).
Found as minute, milk-white, hexagonal crysta.ls at the
Heazlewood and Magnet Silver-lead Mines. It is somewhat
rare.

] 16.

ENSTATITE (Silicate 01 Magnesium and Iron).
A rhombic pyroxene, apparently synonymous with
bronzite. Occurs in subcrystalline masses of considerable
extent in connection with serpentine at the Heazlewood,
with other allied forms of almost similar chemical com·
position j abundant with its varieties, Huskisson River j
Parson's Hood j Magnet Range.

117. EPIDOTE (Silicate 01 Iron and Calcium).
Crystallises in the monoclinic system. It is always some
shade of yellow-green. This mineral frequently occurs in
richly metalliferous rocks, and in a lesser degree it is widely
diffused. It is usually of a peculiar and characteristic
pistachio-green colour, but it often affects a reddish-brown
shade when occurring in serpentine. Common in greenstone west of the River Leven and at other places (J.
Smith) j abundant in clefts of rocks, Magnet Range; near
Table Cape; about the River Forth j vicinity of Mt.
Bischoff; with quartz as veins in an igneous rock, usually
occurring in bunches of crystals (some of the individual
specimens often met with up to an inch in length), Dunyan
Ra.nge, Duck River ; Woolnough, of clear colouration, but
small size. At the Whyte River it has been found in the
clefts of lode material with bunches of calcite and pyrites;
at Dundas it is fairly abundant in quartz. Occurs very
well crystallised, and of good colour, on the Melba Flat,
North Dundas. At Calstock, near Deloraine, it occurs
sparingly in quartz. In the yicinity of the R ound Hill
Silver-lead Mine, near Mt. Claude, this mineral is fairly
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abundant, occurring in connection with a dense white
quartz (W. H. Twelvetrees). It has also been recorded
from the Mt. Lyell district .

118. EpSOMITE (Sul phate of Magn.esium).
F ound as sub-crystallised, aggregated, and delicately
fibrous masses, but also commonly as a more or less compact
incrustation. It occurs in caverns and rock-fissures, and is
derived from saliferous r ocks. Abundant in the neighbour hood of the Dromedary Mountain; about the Upper Lake
River j near the W estern Tier j at Exton; Alum Cliff
caverns, near Chudleigh; Kangaroo River, near Campania,
in a considerable deposit (Montgomery).
lJ9. ERYTHRITE (Arsenate of Cobalt).
This mineral may be at once known by its characteristic
peach-blossom colour. An extremely small quantity has
been obtained, intermixed with earthy ferruginous gossan,
at the Penguin Silver-lead Mine, Penguin River ; and in
small patches of distinct colouration as a coating on lode
gangue, probably derived from the transmutation of an
arsenide, at t he Hampshire Silver Mine, Hampshire Hills
(W. R. Bell). Also occurs coating schist, Lake Dora.

120.

EUDIALITE

( M etasilicate 01 Sod';ufn, Calcium, Iron,

and Zirco'!l.·i um Oxychloride).

•

Described by Dr. F. P. Paul as an essential in the nepheline-eudialite basalt of the Shannon Tier. The rock is
greenish-grey coloured, and close-grained, and is considered by Dr. Paul as a distinct type of basic effusive,
which is of extremely unusual occurrence, if not unique.
It is a phase of the interesting rocks of t he loca.lity to
which it is apparently confined. It occurs in the conical
outcrop locally kn own as the" Beehive." The eudialite is
colourless, and as accessories soda.lite and apatite occur.
The Zr 02 = 0'21 of the mass, or 2 per cent. of the rock
consists of the minera.l in question. It is also found as an
occasional accessory in the melelite-nepheline-basalt of the
same locality. In the lastmentioned rock an apparently
new mineral also occurs, which Dr. Paul states is related
to olivine. According to that petrologist the analysis
i. Ca.,Si 2 0., hnt be reg'~l'd s en 2 Si 0. as highly proba.ble.
In thin section it is colourless to light-grey in large irregular individ ua ls. Refraction and double refraction rather
strong, and differ little from those of t he ferruginous
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olivine. Its crystallisation period was at a la.te stage in the
consolidation of the rock.

121.

EULYTINE (Silicate 01 B ismuth).
A very rare mineral, occurring in minute globular
patcbes, of a. yellow to brown colour, with a resinous lustre
It was identified by the late Professor Ulrich.
L ocality: Hampshire Silver Mine (W. R. Bell).

122. EVANSITE ( Hydrated Phosphat e 01 Aluminium).
A rare species, occurring as botryoidal incrustations
which are often almost colourless, but sometimes milkywhite, at all times having an attractive pearly lustre. The
examples were obtained in a silver-lead lode with galena
and sphalerite.
Analysis of this minera.l from Zeehao) by Mr. H. G.
Smith (Pro. Roy. Soc., N.S.W., 1895):Per cent.

P, 0 ,
0,
H, 0

AI,

-

=

18 ' 11
40'19
4 ] '27

99'57

This mineral a lso occurs at several localities at Dundas.

123.

(BaBic Oalcium, Aluminium, and Iron
S'ilicate).
This variety of epidote appears to be somewha.t abundant
on t he Upper Emu River, opposite the north-west shoulder
of Valentine's Peak. The crystals are at times quite half
an inch in length, but are commonly broken and decomposed. Flakes of molybdenite sometimes occur disseminated
in the masses of the substances. It is associated with
massive white. wollastonite.
EX CHERITE

FAHL UNITE (Hydromica) .
Several forms of the hydro-mica group occur at Mt.
Bischoff, the Hampshire Hills, Mt. Lyell, and elsewhere.
The identification of t he species is at the best doubtful in
almost all the members of this very unsatisfactory group.
The Bischoff sam pIes are soft, compact, and grey in colour j
that from the Hampshire is much darker, almost black in
colour, with a shining surface.

124.
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125. FAYALITE ( Iron Olivine).
This variety of the common olivine is abundant as microscopic crystals, which are of a bright-red colour by transmitted light, in the fayalite-meliIite basalt which occurs
as an extensive sheet at the Alexandria BatteryJ near.
Hobart.
126.

-

(Polysilicates 01 Alu1ninium, Potassium, &:c.).
The principal scientific interest a.ttached to this group
is the fact that they are the most important of all rockforming minerals. The classification of the greater number
of igneous rocks depends upon the species of felspar forming the essential constituents of the mass. The rock-forming members of the group are found for the most part only
in microscopic crystals or portions of the same, but orthoclase often occurs of considerable size individually and in
large masses. In pegmatite dyke& they assume compara.tively gigantic proportions. They are all brittle, have a
conchoidal fracture, with ready cleavage in certain directions; hardness about 6. They decompose to kaolin. They
may roughly be divided into two large crystallographic
divisions, viz., the monoclinic or orthoclastic and the triclinic or plagioclastic. In composition they are silicates of
aluminium with either potassium, sodium, or calcium, and
rarely ba.r ium. Magnesium and iron are never present.
They are always of pale shades of colour-from white and
translucent to yellowish, red, or green. The specific gravity
ranges from 2'5 to 2'9. The felspars are classified first as
regards form and Ilext as regards composition. The monoclinic comprise orthoclase, potash felspar; soda orthoclase,
pota.ssium.sodium felspar , and hyalophane-ba.rium felspar.
The triclinic species include microcline and anorthoclase,
potassium-soda felspars; albite, sodium felspar ; anorthite,
calcium felspar; celsian, barium felspar; as well as the
intermediate sodium·calcium or calCIum-sodium felspars,
oligoclase , andesine
The followin~ are the more important species of the
group as occurrIng in this island, viz.: - .
OrthorlaBe occurs in our granites, syenites, elvans, and
quartz porphyries. The most common combinations are
(010), (In'), (001). Carlsbad twins [twinning plane
parallel to the orthopinacoid) (100) are frequently seen.
The crystals are generally turbid from decomposition into
kaolin, or muscovite. Replacement by pinite, chlorite, &c.,
has occasionally taken place. Porphyritic cryst..ls of an
FELSPAR G ROUP

I
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inch or two in length are common in the granite of the
East and North-East Coasts.
Sanidine.-This pellucid monoclinic felspar is found in
the alkali syenites and elaeolite syenite porphyriea of Port
Cygnet. It frequently shows zonal structure.
•
Plagioclase Felspars, albite, oligoclase, andesine, la.bradorite, bytownite, anorthite, form a. continuous series, in
which, according to Tschermak, albite and anorthite are
opposite extremes. The intermediate felapsrs have been
shown by Schuster to be isomorphous mixtures of albite
and anorthite.
A lbite occurs as replacement of the groundmasa of porphyroids or keratophyres at Mt. Read ; in larger crystals
in the actinolitised slates in the North Dundas district.
Intergrown with orthoclase, it forms microperthite ; seen
in granite at Anderson's Creek and in alkali syenite at Port
Cygnet.
Lab1'a,zorite is the felspar of our basalt and dolerite
(diabase). Labradorite-bytownite and bytownite-anorthite
felspars characterise the gabbros at the Heazlewood, Ba.ld
Hill, &c.
Oligoclase, with its narrow twin lamellre, is the plagioclastic felspar of our granites. A ndesine occurs in essexite
at Port Cygnet.
Alicrocline, though chemically identical with orthoclase,
is triclinic in crystallisation. Basal sections microscopically
show a characteristic cross-hatched twinning, due to the
intersection nearly at right angles of the twin lamellce of
two types (albite and pericline), Seen in granite porphyry
at St. Marys, and in granite efsewhere.
Analysis of the flesh-coloured veins in the garnet rock
which occurs so a.bundantly at t he Shepherd and Murphy
Mine, Bell Mount: " Silica.
Alumina.
Peroxide of iron
Lime
Magne!ia
Po....h

-Sod.

Loss at red beat

=
=
-

=

=
=

Per cent.

56'5
17'4
4'7

5'6
0'7
12'0
1 '1
2'0
100'0

The rock fuses before the blow-pipe, bubbling slightly,
and forming a somewhat blebby white mass. It appears
to consist mainly of felspar. " (F. W . Ward, Government
Analyst.)
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(Oxides 0/ Iron, Mangant!8t, and
Zinc).
A mineral with metallic lustre, dark- almost blackcolour, and characteristic reddish·brown streak. Obtained
in amorphous and crystalline bunches intermi~ed with
galena, mainly at the 200-feet level, Silver Queen Mine,
Zeehan.
FRANKLINITE

12R.

FREIDEROITE (Argt!ntift!rou8 Tt!traltt!dritt!).
Silver ' fabl ' ore is usually of a much darker colour than
the normal substance, and is, moreover, more liable to
decomposition. At the Hercules Mine comparatively small
pockets of this ore have been met with, which sometimes
assayed up to nearly 3000 oz. of silver per ton, and at
several of the Dundas fahl ore mines it bas been obtained
assa.ying high in silver contents, nota.bly at the Ring V &lIoy
and Curtin·Davis Mines.

129.

GAHNITE (Aluminate of Zinc).
Also known as zinc spinel. Occurs as small octahedra,
of a pale·green colour, imbedded lD a soft kaolinic matrix,
at Mt. Bischoff.

J30.

FLUORITE (Fluoride of Calcium ) .
This is also known under the names of fiuor, fluorspar,
and to the Cornish miners as "cann." It crystallises in the
isometric system, and is commonly in extremely well·defined
cubes of perfect regularity. Fluor is so generally con·
sidered a fairly constant associate, and to be intimately
connected with the occurrence, of cassiterite, as a tin-carry.
ing fluoric companion, that the comparative ra.rity of the
mineral at the majority of the ti.n.mining districts of the
island is very noticeable. Many of the so-called tin·bear·
ing lodes are totally destitute of the mineral, and its pres-cnce in a pronounced _form is exceptional. It is almost
unknown at the silver-lead mines, a.nd is, in fact, of
somewhat rare occurrence under a.ny conditions. Since
-fluorine i9 believed to be an important factor in the formation of tinstone as a carrier of the meta.l, it is remarka.ble
how limited is the occurrence of this mineral throughout
the island. It perhaps shows more diversity and variation
in colouration than any other known mineral, varying from
perfectly water-clear to many shades of green and purple,
and even that of a distinct pink tint is not unknown.
Colourless fluor when clear and pellucid is a rarity, and is
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of considerable intrinsic value for the manufacture of
microscopic objectives, which when used in conjunction
wi t h Jena glass are kn own as apochromatic. Where plentiful it is used as a fluxing agent in metallurgical work , and
is .e mployed in the manufact ure of a milky glass, as well as
in the prOduction of hydrofluoric acid and various fluorine
compounds. The phosphorescence of fluor is a well-known
phenomenon, a.nd this property is strongly exemplified in
that obtained at Hampshire, and also in that from Mt.
Bischoff. The minerals from these localities belong to the
variety which has been named chlorophane. Both afford a.
clear bright pale-green when their powder is strongly
heated. U uder the influences of radium fragments of
mineral from both localities instantly glow intensely with
a pale-green light. Well-developed crystals are not infrequent at the Mt. Bischoff Tin Mine. They are up to 1
inch in size, of light amethystine colour, and are accompanied by siderite, quartz, pycnite, and (more rarely)
apatite. The crystals are generally octahedra, modified
by small faces- of the cube. It is also obtained in similar
crystals, but mostly of light-gr eenish colour, in the
amphibolite of Mt. Ramsay, associated with scheelite and
native bismuth. At the Mt. Black Mine, near R osebery,
the fluor is abundant in a narrow lode with chalcopyrite,
pyrite, wolframite, and tourmaline. It illustrates many
varieties of colou r, from a.lmost white to shades of purple
and green, the purple predominating. Some remarkably
fine specimens of this mineral have been obtained at the
Great R epublic and other mines situated at B en Lom ond.
The crystals are individually small, but beautifully defined,
well and clearly cut cubes. They are from almost colourless
to pale-purple, with the apices of the acute angles distinctly
stained an intensely dark purple. Modifications of form
and in tergrowths are not un common. This is at once the
most attractive and interesting occurrence in this island.
At th e Th omas' Blocks Silver-lead Mine on the south bank
of the Murchison Ri ver much flu orite occurs in the lode,
intermix ed with the prevailing quartz gangue; siderite is
also present, but in a su boruinate degree, which is unusual
in the silver-lead mines as occurring in this State. The
country-rock is slate, more or less ind urated by interpolated schists; but the lod e minerals indicate that acidic
intrusive rocks are not far distant. The flu orite is us'Ually
in fairl y large masses and crystalline. Good crystallisations have been observed j in colour the common tints are
a. pale shade of bluish-green to almost colourless. It is not
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unlikely that clear pellucid material may be found if a
lookout is kept for such. Occurs at t he Oonah Mine, Zeehan, with pyrites and st..annite j it is always more or less
associated with quartz. The other known occurrences of
this mineral are purely of a minor character, and do not
call for any special remarks.

131.

GALENITE (Sul phide.of Lead) .
This mineral-the most abundant are of lead- is widely
distributed over the nort hern and western por t ions of the
island, occurring in all its man y variations of structure,
from t he steel-grained to the coarse cubical ore, often
exhibiting extreme variation in this respect in the same
district, or even in the same mine. In geological occurfence it also varies to a greater extent than almost any
other mineral. Here it is common to the t in-bearing
granites of B en L omond ; to the fossiliferous Silurian
slates and sandstones of the Zeeban field; as well as occurring in the dolomitised rocks of the Heazlewood and Magnet ; and is even found to a limited extent in the auriferOllS quartz reefs of the Mathinna, L efroy , and other districts. From nearly all localities th e lead su lphide, as
occurring in this State, is characterised by the unusually
high assay returns of silver that it yields. As is usually
the case in lead-producing countries, the comm on ore of
lead is the sulphide. It crystallises in the cubic system,
b ut the occurrence of crystals in this island is quite
exceptional. It admits of remarkably perfect cleavage,
readily breaking into cubes.
Among the minerals bearing parage netic relations hip
occurring h ere are ferrous-carbonate, blende, and pyrites.
Except in rare instances, what are known as the " sparry"
accompaniments of the Old W orld lead-mining localities.
s uch as fluorite and calcite, are usually a bsent. Galena
readily suffers decomposition or alteration near the
~ xp osed surfa.ce, due to the action of oxygen and carbonic acid, owi ng to which anglesite, cerussite, and other
secondary lead salts are produced by chemica.l reactions.
In rare instances the gradual change from the crystalline
.sulphide into lead-carbonate and sulphate-carbonate, or ,
when antimony is present, into bindheimite, is readily
detected, the Comet Mine at Dundas affording excellen t
i llustrations of the latter alterat ion, where the graduation
can be distinctly traced. At tim es, when such an alteration does take place, a nucleus of unaltered galena may be
l ound , which is perfectly surrounded by either one or other
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of the secondary derivatives. Galena easily tarnishes, in
which case it sometimes shows a brilliantly iridescent sur·
face, exhibiting beautifully striking shades of blue.green
and red. This phenomenon is specially noticeable in much
of the ore obtained at the Junction and Queen Mines at
Zeehan. Cavities occurring within the zone of oxidation
often exhibit a marginal coating of unaltered galena, with
beautifully developed complex crystals of cerussite in the
interior.
The coarsely crystalline ore is generally considered to be

poor in silver contents, but this is not always the case, a.s
such an ore may at times contain higher values in silver

than the steel.grained material which, among miners, is so
universally cOllsidered such a.n acquisition. As a. rule lead
sulphide is richer in silver from lodes occurring in slate,
less so when from granite, and is commonly poor in the
desired compa.nion when from limestone.
Many of the silver· lead lodes occurring in the Zeehan
mining district exhibit, especially nea.r the walls, an
unmistakable graphitic substance, which appears not to
have originated from altered organic matter, but rather
perhaps from the decomposition of metallic carbides of
deep·seated origin under favourable conditions. At the
Sylvester Mine, Zeehan, a large quantity of beautiful
dark-green pyromorphite, with lesser quantity of cerussite,
overcapped the lead ore. Native silver, often in arborescent patches, has been frequently obtained attached to the
galena, notably at several of the Zeehan mines; and at
the Murchison, at Farrell, and at the Godkin Mine, Whyte
River. At the Comet Mine, Dundas, an extensive body of
argentiferous carbonate lead-ore has been worked; it
formed a capping to the primary lead ore. The ferromanganese lod e-capping, or gossan, of the Adelaide and the
\Vest Comet Mines in tbe same locality have b"!come somewhat oelebrated for the wonderfully fine ma~s of crocoisite which they have afforded. The unusual association
of magnetite with galena occurs at the Kynance Mine at
Zeehan. At the Farrell Mine, at Tullah . a remarkabl e
pipe of galena has been worked, which in portion showed a
quant..'ity of greenish lithomarge surrounding and
throughout which occurred a ronsiderable number of
finely-developed galena crystals, varying ill size from
very diminutive to about 1 inch in length.
("h-ey
represent ma.inly cuba-octahedra and perfect octa.hedra: many single with excellent terminations, whileothers are irregularly bunched together. They may be said:
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to represent the finest discovery of its nature that has
occurred in this island. At the White Hawk Mine, east of
Mt. Farrell, the lead ore is associated with milk-white
calcite, and is unusually poor in silver. At the Thoma.s'
Blocks Mine, south of Murchison River, quite an unusual
quantity of fluorite occurs, which indicates the proximity
of the mine to the granite of the region. The spar is
remarka.bly pale in colour, in some instances almost, if
not quite, white. The associated gangue is quartz, with
less siderite than is usual. The characteristic gangue or
lode-matrix of the silver-lead mines throughout the island
is a compact form of siderite or carbonate of iron , which is
occasionally varied by a. small quantity of quartz and
rhodocrosite. At the Magnet Silver Mine somewhat fine
pseudomorphs of the mineral under considera.tion after
sphalerite, have occasionally occurred. They are usually
in irregular groupings, with drusy surface and glimmering
lustr,e. The occurrence of galenite at this mine is
of special interest, since it illustrates what is to
all appearance a deep--se&tea lode ; as is shown by
the laminated arrangement of the seams of are on
either side of a central crustification. At the Rex Hill
Tin Mine the surface workings contained a. considerable
quantity of galena, associated with blende and chalcopyrite.
The antimonial minerals zinkenite and jamesonite are
common associates, as is instanced by the comparative
a.bundanre of the former at the Magnet Mine, and the
latter at the Madame Melba, Spray, Comet, and other
mines. At the Stirling Valley a coarse cubical va.riety
occurs, associated with pyrite, which is in crystalline
masses. It occurs near Deloraine with barite and dolomite,
in laminated bands, alternating with sphalerite.
In the
auriferous districts of Beaconsfield, Lefroy, and Mathinna
galena. is of common occurrence in the quartz reefs, intermixed with arsenopyrite. sphalerite and pyrite, and more
rarely with stibnite.
At the abandoned mines at the
Penguin it occurred with nickel and cobalt minerals.
The geologica.l a.ge of the Zeehan and a.djacent Dundas
silver-lead regions is Cambro-Ordovician to Middle
Silurian. The prevailing rock is ~n argillitic slate, with
sandsto ne, which in places contains nume.r nus testacean
fossils. It is bounded on the west by serpentine and the
stanniferous granite of Heemskirk, on the north-east by
similar rocks, and on the east and south-east by the older
rocks of the Read district. The lodes, which are very
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numerous, a.ppear generally to be true fissure veins, with a.
prevailing strike west of north. The argentiferous material
may be crud ely divided into three vertical zones, but with·
out defined bands of demarcati0ll, the upper or surface portion mainly consisting of a lithomargic or clay-like body,
usually much seamed with iron oxide. This is known to
he of very limited extent, but occasionally contains high
va.lues in silver , which is mostly in the form of chorobromide (emholite) or filiform masses of the na.tive metal.
The second, or middle, zone is apparently enriched to
some degree. and extends to an undefined depth, from the
surface, of several hundreds of feet. This portion of t h e
metalliferous lode comprises the highly argentiferous
galena for which the field in qu estion is celebrated. At
still greater depth much of the sulphide ore appears to give
place t o siderite, which is the prevailing gangue mineral
of the district. J n portions of the Zee han field a light.
coloured mela-phyre, locally known by t he miners as <I white
rock," occurs, which is at times distinctly interstratified
with the ordinary slate rock. It is stated, by those having
an extended experience of this mining locality, that when
the lodes occu r in connection with this igneous rock the
ore has a much high er silver content. This interbedded:
and perhaps occasio nally intrusive, melaphyre has been
described in detail by Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees (vide Pro.
R oy. Soc. Tas., 1896). It is an altered vesicular basalt, or
otherwise a basic lava . It is in a varied state of a ltera·
tion, and is embedded with the slates of the district , which
have been allocated to t he base of the Middle Silu rian
epoch. The melaphyre apparently follows the st rati fica·
tion of the slates. In colour the igneous rock is a light·
grey, somewhat mottled with a darker shade. It contains
num erous macr oscopic and microscopic steam pores or
cavities, now filled or partly filled in numerous instances
with delessite and calcite, or sometimes with both. Sider·
ite is also olentiful throughout th e base, and calcite also
occurs in the form of thin veins. These min erals are pre·
.mmably an impregnation after consolidation, and are
responsible for t he pale colour of the r ock.
The complex sulphide ores of the Mt. R ead and Rosehery
,h",t,rict.s in t.heir ~eological. and to some extent their
mineralogical , features present a marked contrast to those
which occur at the adjacent mining fields of Zee hau on the
one hand and Mt. Farrell on the other , and although
differing in their meta.l and economic production, the
salient points ge nerally have a marked similarity, and
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afford a parallel to the occurrences at Mt. Lyell. More·
over, the same felsitic igneous intrusions are common to
both, these being a pronounced characteristic along the
line from Lyell on the south to the northern flanks of Mt.
Read, and thence some distance further north. This felsite
has been described by Mr. \V. H. Twelvetrees and the
writer (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., May, 1899). In this paper
reference is made to the relationship of this extensive
igneous mass. An endeavour is therein made to show that,
so far as known, the igneous intrusive does not contain
any appreciable metallic sulphides, and t hat as soon as
this rock is intersected in the various mining workings, the
characteristic ores of the locality at once disapp ear.
The mixed sulphides consist, as a rule, of a fine granular
mixture of galena, sphalerite, and pyrite, with a small
infusion of chalcopyrite, the whole giving varying assay
returns for gold and silver. Occasionally fair·sized masses
of highly cubical galena are met with, as well as patches
of sphalerite. It is characteristic of the Hercules Mine
at Mt. Read that some so-called lodes, or lenticles, may
be in parts unusually rich in either lead, zinc, or copper,
and again in places the gold is much higher than the
normal occurrence. The same remarks apply in a modified
degree to the ot.her occurrences on the Mt. Read field
as well as at Rosebery. These mixed sulphides form lenticular masses, often with an irregular outline, in the
argillaceous and other schists and phyllites usually parallel
with the planes of foliation. The lenses of ore have probably been produced by a molecular process of chemical
replacement, originating from circulating therma.l solutions, which followed lines of weakness throughout the
rock. The segregation and disposition of the metallic
sulphides were doubtless subsequent to the marked fo1iation of the ore· bearing Tocks. It bas been shown by
mining operations that as the ends of the metallic lens
become too small to be remunerat.ive a crosscut at the
extremity may often intersect the s tarting ~ point of another
mass. These lenses vary in size from a mere thread, in
many cases following the foldings of the encasing rock,
and imperceptibly dying out, through substantial &;!ams
a few inches in thickness, thence to huge masses of great
size, which are practically solid mixed sulphides without
any noticea.ble included rock or ga.ngue. These inter·
mixed masses of mixed ore are not peculiar to this island,
but are known to occur in many mining regions, notably
in France and other places' in Europe, America, in Angle-
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sea. in Wales, and in Leinster in Ireland. That in Anglesea. is reported to have been of large dimensions, and was
locally known as " bluestone," The intimate mixture
occurring in Ireland has been termed " an argentiferous
galenitic-blende," and has been named kilma.cooite. It
generally contains, however, not only lead and zinc as sulphide, but also, subordinately and in variable proportion,
sulphides of iron, copper and antimony with silver, and
thus is an exact counterpart of the Tasmanian ores. It
has been stated that large quantities of this ore were raised
from the Kilmacoo lode in the Connary Mine (" On an
Argentiferous Gallenitic Blende at A voc&," by C. R . C.
Tichborne, LL.D., Pro. Roy. Soc. Dublin, Vol. IV., 1885).
The earliest recorded discovery of ga.lenite in this island
was apparently one of an unimportant nature made at
Norfolk Plains in 1851 (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1851), and it
was many years afterwards that practical mining for
silver-lead commenced. The first was at the Penguin, about
1870, which was followed by the Bischoff Silver-Lead Company in 1876, and about 1880 mining operations of a similar nature were commenoed at the Scamander .River .
Assays from t he mixed argentiferous minerals obtained in
the mine at the last locality gave variable returns up to as
high as 200 oz. of silver per ton, and a bulk test of about
50 tons produced at the rate of 32 oz. to the ton, with a
fair proportion of lead. In the authorised Catalogue of th e
International Exhibition, Tasman ian Section, 1851, the
item " Galena " occur.s, reported by Dr. J. Milligan as
occurring in mountain limestone at Franklin River. The
more important discovery of the existence of galenite at
Mt. Zeehan on the West Coast was made by Frank Long
on the 8th of December, 1882 (Tilley, " The Wild West of
Tasmania," 1891 ) , but mining for this mineral did not
commence un til about five years . later.
The principal loc&lities for the occurrence of ga.lenite
a.re; - Zeehan ; Dundas ; Ben L omond; Bischoff; Mt.
Claude; Dove River ; H eazlewood ; Mt. Lyell j Mt. Black j
Mt. Tynda.ll j Mt. Pelion ; Penguin j F orth ; Henty Ri ver j
Lake Dora; Mt. R ead j Dial Range j Mt. Farrell j Magnet.

132. GARNET GROUP (Silicate 0/ Various Base.).
This group includes a. considerable number of species
with a constant crystallographic habit, belonging to the
cubic system. They occur in rhombic dodecahedra, cositctrahedra, as well as sometimes massive and granular. The
lustre is vitreous to resinous. Colour varies from alm ost
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white through brown, red, green, yellow to black. They
may be transparent to opaque, with great variation in this
respect. When the colours are rich and 'free from flaws
they are looked upon as gems of minor value. Garnets are
abundant in ma.ny mica, hornblende, and chloritic schists,
occurring often in gra.nite, syenite, crystalline li:fI1estone,
and (more rarely) in serpentine. They are a product of
contact metamorphism, more particularly in the zone connecting limestone and the crysta.lline rocks. Small pink
garnets occur numerously scattered throughout a darkgreen chlorite, which is rich in cassiterite, with some
blende and copper pyrites. This chlorite occurs as a band
connected with the granite.
Locality: Stony Ford, about a mile from George's Ba.y,
East Coast.
" Yellow crystals (grossularite I) occur at Mayne'S Tin
Mine, south of Mt. Heemskirk. The forms developed are
the trapezohedroD, or a combination of this form with
the rhombic dodeca.hedron. Similar crystals are found
in t'he ore-body of the old Silver Stream Mine at the Comstock, usually in combination with lime-bearing silicates.
The garnet also forms a gangue mineral in the sphalerite
ore of this mine. Clear blood-red crystals also are found
at Mayne's Tin Mine." (L. K. Ward.)
Undetermined species occur at the Hampshire Hills,
where tl\ey are found in pro~usion. They vary from brown
to black ill colour, and often reach an inch in diameter.
On the south side of Cape Barren Island they exist in situ
in a quartz porphyry, also free in the detritus derived
therefrom, usually mixed with cassiterite.
At several
localities in the north·eastern tinfields they are plentiful
in the drift, but generally of sma.ll size; common in the
vicinity of Mt. Heemskirk, usua.lly opa.que, but sometimes
of good colour and transparent. Near Mt. Claude a solid
compact to sub-crystalline garnet rock of yellowish-brown
colour occurs, apparently belonging to the sub·species
grossularite. At Mt. Ramsay another rockmass has been
found of a dark-brown colour. At this locality wellformed crystals have been obtained, embedded in a soft
ma.gma that allows them to be easily extracted. Near
Highwood, on the Emu River, clea.rly·cut dodecahedra,
of a translucent white to light-yellow colour, occur in lodematter (W. R . Bell); and on the Whyte River, near t he
Meredith Range, in minute crystals and compact masses
of reddish-yellow colour-apparently belonging to the
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variety essauite-with actinolite and molybdenite as aeces·
sory minerals.
See a.lso ALMANDITE, APLOME , GROSSULARITE, JOHNS TONOTITE, MELANITE.

( Hydrated Silicate 01 Nickel and Magnesium).
A few small specimens of this nickel gymnite, showing
the characteristic apple-green colouration, have been
obta.ined from the workings of the Heazlewood Silver-lead
mines. They occurred as a thin incrustation on the dolomite veinstone of the lodes. It has also been found
sparingly on the pentlandite which occurs in the vicin'ity
of Mt. Agnew.

133.

GENTHITE

134. GIBBSITE (Aluminium Hydrate).
This is found as a white incrusting mineral, with an
obscure fibrous structure. It also occurs in small coralloidal a.ggregations, mamilla.ry patches and prisms,
implanted on limonite and manganese minerals, at the
Central Dundas, W est Comet, and other mines at Dundas.
Plentiful as an incrustation, accompanied by native copper
and earthy matter, at the Rio Tinto Mine, Savage River.
At this locality it varies in colour from clear pellucid to a
pale-green, and (more rarely) to golden-yellow ·with a
bronze lustre. It forms a thin seam on the wall of a copper lode at the Burnie Copper Mine, Blythe River. This
mineral is also known under the name of hydrargillite.
135. GJLBERTITE (Alt,,·ed Potash Mica).
A common result of the alteration of muscovite is the
formation of giloortite j this is especiall y noticeable in the
stanniferous granites and porphyries. It might correctly
be termed a hydrated muscovite, and thus comes near the
substance which has been named margarodite. It varies in
colour from yellow to a pale-greenish, and has a glimmering lustre. At the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Bell
Mount, it often contains embedded crystals of cassiterite
and; at times, wolframite. It abounds at most of the tin
mines in tJhe Ben Lomond and Blue Tier districts,

136. GLAUBER SALT (Sulphate 01 Sodium).
<?ccurs on the floor and walls of caves and shelving
sahferous rocks as an efflorescent coating, and is commonly
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intermixed with other sulphates and earthy ma.tter. It is
monoclinic in crystallisation, the primary form being an
oblique rhombic prism; but crystals are a rarity. Occurs
at the Alum Cliit, River Mersey ; near Chudleigh; in aD
old adit at the abandoned slate quarry, Back Creek, and
other favourable places.

137.

GLAUCODOTE

( Sulpharsenide of l ·r on and Cobalt).

Crystallises in the orthorhombic system. It is in reality
cobaltic variety of arsenopyrite, with which it closely
agrees in crystal habit. Samples of this mineral have been
obtained at North-East Dundas which gave on assay 20 per
cent. of Co.
.
&

138. GOETHITE ( H ydrated Pero .'t ·ide 01 1r01l ).
This is a good mineral species, crystallising in the rhombic system. It may be known from other iron minerals by
its blood-red colour when seen by transmitted light , and
brownish-yellow streak. It is often globular and stalactitic
in habit, and but rarely in crystals. It occurs sparingly,
as a coating, at the Magnet Mine ; more abundant at the
Dial Range; Blythe River, with hematite; and some
rather nice specimens have been obtained at the Penguin.
It occurs at Dundas in the ferro-manganese gossan cappings of the silver-lead lodes, and in smaller quantity at
several other localiti es.

189. GOLD.
The early history of the discovery of gold in Tasma.nia
is involved in obscurity by the unreasonable reports of the
occurrence of the precious metal in unlikely localities, but
it is beyond doubt that its existence was known as far back
as between the years 1840 and 1845, small quantities
having been obtained in the George Town district, near the
present Lefroy and Beaconsfield goldfields, on either side of
the River Tamar. Towards the end of 1851 many persons
returned to the island with experience of alluvial gold~
mining gained in Victoria, and apparently some of these
began prospecting in the Fingal district_ It would appear
that the first paya.ble discovery was made early in 1852, on
the estate of Mr. James Grant at Tullochgorum, near
Fingal , the locality becoming known as Golden Valley.
Gold is obtained as alluvial, in quartz reefs, and as
an accessory in copper-silver mining, as at the Lyell dis-
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trict ; with complex lead·zinc sulphides, as a.t Mt. Read
and the Rosebery districts; with silver-lead, as at the
Devon and other mines of like character; and with
alluvial tin ore, as at various places in the north-east
mining districts.
The auriferous drifts are of la.te Tertiary age, and. some
of the fields have produced la.rge qua.ntities of the precious
metal, notably the Lisle fieJd, which is reputed to have
produced from 10 to 15 tons of gold. The basin of the
King River , vicinity of the Pieman River, Long Plain,
Lefroy, Beaconsfield, Bell Mount, and Mathinna have each
produced large quantities in the past.
The average purity of Tasmanian gold is a.bout 96 per
cent., toe balance being the metals of the pl3,tinoid groups.
The two largest nuggets obtained were discovered at the
Rocky River, a tributary of the P[eman, in 1883. Their
r espective weights were 143 and 243 oz. Auriferous quartz
reefs have been discovered in almost all portions of the
island where the older Palreozoic formations occur. The
strata. are presumed to be the L ower ~ilurian (Ordovician)
epoch, but those of the Queen River and Middlesex districts may be of Upper Silurian age. The prevailing rocks
are slate and sandstone, except in the Golconda district,
where the auriferous reefs apparently exist in the intrusive
granite which has pierced the sedimentary rocks of the
locality.
A few peculiar features as to the paragenesis of gold and
other local peCUliarities may be interesting and worthy of
record. At the Campbell's R eward Mine, near Mt. Claude,
a few miles below the bridge at Lorinna, the preciou~
metal occurred in a very small vein or fracture plane in a
rock that has been termed porphyritic syenite ; the gold
was faced on to the rock with a ba.cking of decomposed
felspar, and occurred in fern-like arborescent pa.tches
occasionally altering to radiating masses, the whole presenting a very peculiar and unique appearance. Much of the
separated metal had the appearance of irregularly chopped
hair, each fragment as seen under the microscope being
covered with extremely minute recurved barbs. Scattered
throughout the mass were also flakey plates of extreme
tenuity, the surface of these being covered with subcrystalline reticulated impressions. The general structure
of the metal and its mode of occurrence differ very much
from any other auriferous formation known to exist in the
island. The Long Plain alluvial goldfield was noted for
the numerous and remarka.bly fine crystal groups of the
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metal that were obtained. Many individual crystals were
found measuring more than i-inch in length, and they
were often aggregated in masses of considerable size; sometimes presenting an exquisitely beautiful arboriform
structure, and others again in a filiform mass, the latter
occasionally so intermixed as to present a sponge-like
structure. It is to be regretted that more examples of
these peculiar masses were not secured as museum specimens, for now their occurrence bas almost become a matter
of history. The gold, was, aao a rule, but little waterworn,
and apparently originally occurred in small lenticular veins
composed of siderite, quartz, and pyrites, interlaminated
in the folia of the schistose coun try-rock. In some of the
Lefroy mines very fine examples of "slickensides" occur,
which are often faced with striatio!ls a.nd patches of gold,
the whole being furrowed and highly polished. At the
Queen River an almost white gold has been obtained,
caused by its admixture with silver, and thus forming the
variety known as electrum. At McKusick's Creek, 'near the
King River, a. considerable number of crystals were
obtained, the prevailing form being much elonga.ted, in
many instances reaching nearly an inch in length. On the
property of the Union Prospecting Association, at Back
Creek, the metal has been discovered scattered throughout
a matrix of white friable sandstone, which apparently
forms the wall of a quartz reef, and at lliddlesex it bas
occurred in a similar rock. At Mt. Ramsay tbe cupriferous
pyrites, occurring in the characteristic hornblendic rock
of the locality, has been found by analysis to be highly
auriferous. At Mt. Lyell the ironstone, principa.lly
micaceous hematite and limonite, contains more or less free
gold, which is a.lso the case with the pyrites and native
copper occurring at the same locality. At the Specimen
Reef Mine and other places near the Sa.vage River a large
quantity of gold has been obtained in and closely associated
with siderite, which mineral appears to be the main matrix
of the metal at this locality. At Lefroy and in the F ingal
district when galena is met with in the mines it often
contains gold, and the small qua.ntity of spbalerite that
occurs is invariably auriferous. At 'Vaterhouse and vicinity a considera.ble quantity of auriferous mispickel and
marcasite occurs in the quartz reefs of the district, a.nd
the greater portion of the various pyritous minerals of the
Beaconsfield , Lefroy, and Fingal gold-mining districts areso rich in the precious metal as to make their metallurgical
treatment of considera.hle importance to the various mines _
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At Middlesex gold has been found associated with car·
bonate of bismuth, a peculiarity not kn own to exist at any
other locality in the island. In the vicinity of the Pieman
River district the auriferous drifts often contain a. comparatively large quantity of osmiridium-Badger Plain,
near the Savage River, being a noted locality. In the
stanniferous drift near Branxholm small flakes of gold are
often met with, but not in sufficient quantity to render it
of any economic importance. Much of the alluvial gold
obtained on the Lisle field is often coated with a dark,
almost black, substance, which is apparently ferro-manganese. Gold occurs sparingly in a soft siliceous tufa of a
yellowish-brown colour, in a body of considerable extent in
connection with all igneous rock at the Castray River . In
the same formation grains of iridium are often met with,
and numerous fine grains of titaniferous iron. At Mt.
Stourmont, about 4 miles from Black Bluff, Middlesex, a
peculiar filiform variety of gold has been obtained in small
seams traversing a siliceous rock.
At the Tasmania Mine, Beaconsfield, variolls metallic
minerals occur disseminated throughout the quartz reef ,
including tetrahedrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, and
pyrite. The gangup. also contains a large quantity of the
carbonates of magnesia, lime, and iron, probably in the
form of dolomite, siderite, and calcite.
At the Lisle
alluvial field sl1)all specks of gold have been detected in the
blocks of the solid sandstone which occurs in and about
the auriferous detritus. At the Black Bluff, Middlesex,
gold has been discovered embedded in micaceous hematite.
Some very rich specimens have been exhibited from this
locality. The gangue is apparently a rubbly quartz. A
thin seam of greenishrcoloured batchelorite, extremely
rich in gold, has been mined Oll the footwall of cupriferous
pyrites at the MO. Lyell Mine. At the H ercules Mine,
Mt. Read , zinciferous lead ores. rich in both gold and
silver, have been exported for metallurgical treatment.
Regarding the occurrence of gold in the Mt. Lyell
Company's workings, Mr. R. Sticht kindly supplies the
following note :-" The Mt. Lyell ore-body as a whole has
been getting lower and lower in gold contJents with the
depth of the workings, but to our astonishment we found
a. local enrichment in gold a few months a.go, which is
unique enough perhaps to be mentioned when referring
to the subject of gold in the Catalogue. The occurrence
is in the ordinary mine run of Mt. Lyell pyrites, as
enriched by fahl-ore. On the whole the conjunction of
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gold and fahl-ore is somewhat rare and unusual.
assay was as follows:Cu
7'97 per cent.

Ag

24' 22 ozs. per ton

Au

6' 78 ozs. per ton
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An assay of another piece, taken from the same spot, is as
follows: Cu

8' 4, per cent.
24' 0 ClZS. per ton
6' 8 azs. per ton

The locality is the footwall of the Mt. Lyell ore-body,
in No.7 level, which is 500 feet below the surface of the
outcrop of the ore-body."
In addition to the common occurrence of gold with
quartz, pyrite, and arsenopyrite, it haa also been found in
Tasmania in association with the following minerals,
viz. : Batchelorit<.-Mt. Lyell.
BOT'n ite.-Mt. Lyell.
Bismutite.-Middlesex.
Gassiterite.-Branxholm .
Ghalcopyrite.-Mt. L.y ell j Rosebery Mine, North-east
Dundas; Mt. Read district.
Ghromite (as minute crystals).-Castray River.
Cuprifero'U8 Pyrite.-Mt. Ramsay j Mt. Lyell j R0gebery~
North-E,agt Dundas; Hercules, and other mines at Mt.
Read; Rio Tinto, Savage River; Scamander River.
Galenite.-Zeehan; Mathinna; Devon Mine, MiddleSex.
H e.matite (Micaceous}.-Bla.ck Bluff, Middlesex; Mt.
Lyell.
Huascolite.- Hercules Mine, Mt. Read.
Limonite.- Mt. Read; Mt. Lyell; North·East Dundas.
Native Copper.-Mt. Lyell.
Osmirid1:um.--Fieman River district; Blue Tier, near
Beaconsfield; Castray River.
Pyrrhotite.-Beaconsfield.
Rutile.- Lymington, Port Cygnet.
Sandstone.-·Glenn Prospecting Association, Middlesex.
Siderite.- Specimen Reef, Savage River.
Sphalerite.- Mt. Read; North·East Dundas.
Stannitf.-Eilver Queen ¥ine,. Zeehan.
Titamlerous Iron Sand (lserine). - Pieman district ;
Lisle Goldfield; and other places.
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(Hydrou8 Sulphate

0/

Zinc).

This vitriol occurs as small mammillary and investing
bunches, which are usually stained with iron oxide, in the
dry workings of the older mines. It may be detected by
its characteristic astringent and na.useous taste.
It
occurred in some abundance, intermixed with other sulphates, in an adit at the Blue Tier, near Beaconsfield ; and
also at the Comstock Mine, near Zeehan.

141

GRAPH!TE

(Plum bago, Carbon).

Of common occurrence as graphitic slate, of no commercial importance. At the silver-lecad mines of Zeehan
and Dundas it often occurs in the walls of the lodes more
or less intermixed with earthy matter, and more rarely in
the cleavages of the are. In the vicinity of the Ring River
a small seam occ urs a few inches in thickness. At the
North Valley at Bischofi' a somewhat loose mass occurred
with a high metallic lustre. On the beach about 2 miles
west of the Leven River it is ai.>undant in the form of
graphitic schist. It coats the joints of a crystalline lime·
soone at the \Vilmot River. It is r epo rted to occur in
considerable quantity, but of indifferent quality, at Cape
Barren Island ; and at the Rocky River Mine.
142.

GROSSULARITE

(Calcium-Aluminium Gar-n et).

This mineral occurs as a subcrystJa.llised to a somewhat
compact rock of a pale olive~green to brown colour, and
rather vitreous lustre, near Aft. Claude. What seems to
be this species of garnet occurs abundantly in t he maseive
form at the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Bell Mount,
Middlesex. It is of a peculiar yellowish~green col()ur, very
compact and tough, with a vitreous-oily lustre. It often
affects an irregular undefined banded habit, and is a.lmost
invariably closely intermixed and parallel with an intensely
black finely gran ular magnetite. Both the garnet and the
ma.gnetite are traversed by narrow bands of a pink to
. sa.lmon~coloured wollastonite, and the magnetite may con~
tain minute specks of pyrites scattered plentifully through.
out its substance. At Mayne's Tin Mine, Mt. Heemskirk,
this variety of ga-r net occurs as a narrow seam with closely
packed characteristic crystals of a brighiryellowish brown
colour. The crystals are very miuute, but often well
formed. (L. K. Ward).

•
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143.

GUlTERMANITE (Sulphide of Arsenic and Lead).
A massive minera.l occurs in the No.1 south workings of
the Magnet Mine, which has much t.he physical appearance
of the above, and agrees with it as regard6 colour and
hardness ; but it is extremely difficult, if not impoasible, to
isolate the pure materia.!; and the same applies to the
original guitermanite from Colorado. It is provisiona.lly
placed under that species. It is bluish gray in colour, with
an obscure metallic lustre, always intimately mixed with
galena, sphalerite, and sometimes zinkenite. Upon being
struck it emits a strong odour of garlic.

144. GYPSUlI (S'!dphate of Calcium, or Selenite ).
This is not an abundant minera.l as occurring in this
isla.nd. It is found at the Grunter Hill, Upper Meney
River, as veins, occurring in blue limestone, and as radiating
masses of considerable size, which have an iridescent tarnish. It is also in limited quantity at Circula.r Pond
Marsh, near Ga.d's Hill. At Trial Harbour and some other
10ca.1ities a. small quantity has been noticed, while in
fractures in the dolerite rock at Launoeston. minute crystals ooeur rather plentifully. At Trefoil Isla.nd, off Cape
Grim, small irregular specimens, clear and translucent,
have been obtained.
145. HALITE (Chloride of Sodium) .
It would appear that some portion of the Mesozoic sandstone as exposed in the midland districts is constantly
saliferous, so much so that a restricted area is the source of
a permanent and apparently inexhaustible supply of chloride of sodium , or common salt. It has been coll-ected in a
limited quantit y for a lengthy period, and is loca.lly used
for domestic purposes. No wholly, or even partially, solid
bed of salt has been discovered in this or any other por tion
of the island. It is therefore highly probable that the
repeated renewal of the supply is derived from the sur·
rounding rocks, which are preS'Umably saliferous. The
source of the mineral is a series of small lagoons or lakelets,
which contain saline water, or what are known locally as
the
salt pans."
These are situated approximately
between Tunbridge on the BOuth, and Ross on the north,
and comprise portions of the following estates, viz.:Lowe's Park, Ba.llochmyle, Ellenthorpe, and Mona VaJe.
The so-called pa.ns" are at least ten in number. and are
in area from 1 to 100 acres. They extend in a so uth~ast
tt

tt
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by north-west course for a distance of about 7 miles, and
it is rema.rkable that on either side of this strike, although
in close proximity, other small lagoons occur which are
devoid of any appreciable quality. This may be owing to
the non-saline lakelets having outlets, by which overflow
the proba.ble original saline contents are exhausted. The
most prolific <I pa.ns " in the mineral are those situated on
the Bal10chmyle a.nd Mona. Vale estates, which in favourable dry seasons have been known to yield many tons of
sa.lt. The surface of the" pans" is during the dry season
coated with an efflorescence of the salt, by the
evaporation of the water, to a. depth often as much as
2 inches in thickness. This has been scraped up for
domestic use, and the lo'\\--er or conta.minated portion used
for manure. The supply is apparently renewed without
any reported diminution in quantity year by year, as
evidenced by the fact that quite recently some at least
of the H pans " vrere observed to be coated with the white
incrustation of the .alt. It has been stated that t his salt
was formerly a source of wealth to the now extinct
aboriginals, who laid claim to the surrounding lands) and
the vicinity was often the soene of hotly contested battle
and bloodshed. (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1889, pp. XXII.XXII!').

146. HALLOYSITE (Hydrated Silicat e 0/ Aluminium).
This extremely unsatisfactory substance is presumed to
contain more silica than kaolin and more aluminium than
smectite, but there may be an indefinite variation from
oue to the other. When it contains an admixture of iron
oxide it varies to a substanoe that is known as bole. It
occurs at numerous localities.

147.

HALOTRI CHITE

148.

HAUYNITE

(H'ydrou8 Sulphate 0/ Iron and
Aluminium).
This iron alum occurs at severa.l localities as an efflorescence or as small stalactitic growths in old mine workings. It also forms fibrous silky masses. which are commonly stained with iron oxide. It has been found at
Alberton. Mt . "Heemskirk and other olaces
(Orth08ilicate 0/ Sodium, Calcium, and
A luminium, 'With 80mi Sulphate 0/ Sodium.)
This is a rare alkaline accessory rock-forming mineral
which is usually associated with sucb minerals as nephelite
and leucite. In crystallisation it is cubical, and its habit
~ffects the rhombic, dodecahedron, but it is generally in

L
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micro-crystalline grains, or may be massive.
The pure
unaltered substanoe is commonly some shade of bluishgreen or pale-blue, and is translucent. It occurs sparingly
as micro-crystals in the fayaJite-melilite basalt of One Tree
Point, near Hobart, and pseudomorphed to limonite in the
ha.iiyne-trachyi;e of Port Cygnet.
J49. HE)IATITE (Peroxide ollron).
The native ferric oxide, which is so widely known as
hematite, usually occurs massive in this island, and is
almost unknown in a well-crystallised form. It. is at once
one of the most abundant and widely diffused minerals
occurring in the northern and north-western portions of
the State. It crystallises in the rhombohedral system.
The crystals are usually in t,h e form known as H specular
iron." They have almost invaria.bly a highly splendent
lustre, which cha.racteristic is strongly noticeable with
much of the flakey material occurring in association with
the massive ore at the Penguin, and in a more limited
degree as regards qU~f1tity with that associated with wollaswnite near Rocky Ca.pe (N.W. Coast), where it is in
irregular crystalline scales superimposed upon each other.
The same applies to other occurrences, from which habit
originates the universal application of the term "mica,,ceous iron ore." In occurrence hematite is commonly
associated with the hydrated oxides gOethite and limonite.
These species usually form pori'ions of the surface-outcrop,
which at times passes, by the admixture of alumina or
magnesia, into a soft ochre. .It may sometimes be derived
from the hydrates by ' the removal of water. but the opposite alteration by the hydrat.ion of the red-ore is · in all
probability much more frequent.
When occurring in
quantity its usua.l habit is in irregular deposits, often in
the planes of sedimentary rock bedding. It is at times
more or less siliceous; crystals of quartz are not infrequently closely intermixed, and occasionally line t he
int.erior of cavities, or are gathered together in patches
or buncbes. The views which have been advanced from
~ime to time to explain the origin and distribution of this
substance are varied to a degree. The origin of the ore
itself is one thing, and the origin of the deposit another;
so tha.t, singly or combined, there is presented a subject
which affords argument for a variety of hypotheses.
Doubtless each separate locality affords local peculiarities
which are characteristic of itself, and would lend support
to a. given line of argument.
It is the opinion
of m.any authorities, confirmed by local observation,
tha.t 10 • vast number of cases the hematite masses
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have originated by the substitut ion of iron, which
has in other words been replaced by metasomatic
action. Pseudomorphs of various minerals to this ore are
not by any means rare, and organisms such sa oortain
mollusca and corals are occasionally so a.ltered. Such
examples offer emphatic evidence in favour of the replacement theory , which may have been carried on in fa.vour a.ble rock-masses, which were likewise suitably located.
On the other hand, ferruginous matter may, under certain
conditions, by precipitation a.nd percolation have occupied
vughs or ca.vities in the rocks, and after consolida.tion
Dlay have been exposed by denudation. It has bEen stated
that the intrusion of acid rocks, such as the gra.nites,
has been a prima.ry factor in many occurrences, and there
is evidence to show tha.t t his assumption is not without
reason. At t he Blythe River an enormous mass, which
boldly outcrops on the banks of the stream, is well known .
It has been estima.ted to contain many millions of tons, a
ca.lculation which is confirmed by the prospecting opera.tions which have been carried out. It is a hard massive
ore of a bluish purple colour, which gives the normal
redd ish-brown powder. Throughout small cavit ies occur,
which are occasio nally lined with minute crystals. It is
reported to be well adapted for the manufacture of pigiron, and to be remarkably free from d elet.erious substances.
An a.verage sa.mple over the whole deposit gives the fol lowing complete analysis:-Ferric oxide ....... ....... . 86'954 (63 059
.
per cent. tron
Ferrou!'! oxide ........... . 3 '074 { . Silics. .... .. ......... ... ... .. _ 7' 3 l2 per cpnt.
Alumina ....... .. ....... ..
J '756
"
Lim e ... .. . .. ............. , 0'068
"
MRgne~iH. . ....... .... . .. .. . 0'07J
"
Sulphur trioxide .•... ... . 0'060 per cent., 0'024 per cent.
sulphur
Phosphoru s pentoxide ... 0'083 per cent., 0'036 per ce"t.
phosphorus
Titanic acid ... .. ... .. . .. O' 03 per cent.
Copper .......... ..... .... . Trace
Arsenic .. . .. . . ..... ........ . Trace
MangtLnese .... ..
Trace
Chromi ullI ........ ........ . Absent
Combined wa ter ........ . 0 ' 324 per cent.
Mnisture ... ... ........ .... .. . 0'160

"

09'892

(" .Report from the R oyal Commission on " The Bonuses
for Manufactures Bill," The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1904.)

.-

"
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At Ilfracombe, near the west bank of the Tarna.r Heads,
there occurs a vast qua.ntity of hematite in associati(lr.
with other ores of iron. Attempts have been made to
treat this economically, but the pig-iron resulting was
reported to contain au appreciable quantity of chrome,
which at t he time was considered detrimental to its com·
mercial use. From the Penguin River a considerable tonnage has bgell mined and exported to other States for
fluxing and other purposes, and the same applies in a
lesser degree to the deposits on the banks of the Tamar
River. At Zeehan it occurs pseudomorphous after cubical
pyrites. The other somewhat numerous occurrences of
hematite in this State do not call for special mention, as,
generally speaking the mineral as known here does not
present features of serious concern to the mineralogist,
notwithstanding its obvious interest- geologically and commercially. Almost all the many forms it assumes have
been obtained in greater or less profusion; these may be
d.ivided into four principal groups, viz.: --

(1) Specular Iron-the crystallised form.
" Hepatic form in well-defined crystals in the
south end of Flinders Island, on the beach in
basalt, south·west of Mt. Eliza " (Gould, Pro
Roy. Soc. Tas., 1871) ; Forth River ; Black
Bluff Mountain; Arthur River, near the
Hellyer; Dial Range, with manganese oxid'e;
Mt. Lyell;
Ilfracombe ;
·B lythe, Leven.
F orth, and Penguin Rivers; Meredith Range :
at Ilfracornbe a variety occurs which is termed
"needle ore "-the crystals are often of considerable size and much intermixed.
(2)

Ma ~iSive ,

ur Rut Hema,t·i te .
Forth River, near its junction with the Dove j
it is foliated, and has a highly brilliant lustre .:
it occurs in a quartz-porphyry and covers a
consid.erable area; at the Blythe an enormous
mass occurs in practically an inexhaustible
quantity and very good quality; on the west
ba.nk of the Tamar extensive deposits exist
which have been economically worked; Cir.
cular Head; Blue Tier; Mt. Heemskirk: King
River; Pieman Riv.er; Flinders I sland;
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Arthur River; Dial Range; Mt. Lyell; Red
Hills; Mts. Owen, Jukes, and Darwin; and
many other places.

(3) Micaceous.
Of minute scaly structure. White River, in
quartz; }.ott. Read j Macquarie Harbour; Pieman River; Dundas j Mt. Heemskirk; Mt.
Lyell, where it is in part highly auriferous.
At this locality a variety occurs in minute crystals, forming a. black powder, which is reported
to be also auriferous; assays have been made
up to 15 ozs. of gold per ton of material; a.t the
Black Bluff, Middlesex, it occurs highly aurifer_
ous. Common in the schist regions of west and
south-west Tasmania.

•

"

(4) Reddle.-Red ochre or earlihy oxide.
This variety commonly occurs with the other
forms from which it is disintegrated ; it is often
impure by admixture with earthy matter.
Occurs in considerable abundance at many
places on the West Tamar and along the northwest DOrtion of the island; Flinders Isla.nd;
Mt. Lyell, where it is often intimately mixed
with powdery baa-ire, in which state it has been
termed ., volcanic mud '" and "crocus '" at
this locality it often cont~ins free gold.
'
It has
been stated (" Tasmania and its Minera.l
.Resources, 1888 ") that " early in the oentury Lieut.Governor Collins fonvarded a quantity of the ore to England, but without practical results, though Mr. Commissioner Bigge subsequently st'ated in his report on the trade
and agriculture of New South Wales (of wWch this colony
was then a dependency) that analysis made in England
proved it 'to consist of pure protoxide of iron, similar
to the black ore of Sweden, a.nd furnishing a very pure and
malleable metaL'" Surveyor-General Evans sta.tes (" A
Geographical, Historical, and Topographica.l Description
of Va.n Diemen's Land, 1822"): "\\,Tithin a few miles of
Launceston there is a most surprising abundance of iron.
Literally speaking, there are entire mountains of the ore,
which is so remarkably rich that it has been found to
yield 70 per cent. of pure metal."

•
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150. HERCYNITE ( Iron Aluminat~).
Iron spinel occurs in fairly large lumps in tin drifts. It
is amorphous, dull , of a. bluish·black colour, and fine
granular.
Analysis by Mr, J, D, Millen:Fp,O l

Cu
Si

C.

C)

"

U

Cr, 0 3
AI, 0 3

-

-

Per cent.
46'91
'005

'0892
'086
'049
41'69
99'87

Locality : Near Moorina.

151.

HISINGERITE (Hydrated Ferric Silicate).
In amorphous masses of an intensely black colour, with
. a conchoidal fracture. In lode-matter exposed in the
lower tunnel of the Comstock Mine, Comstock district.

152. HISTIUXITE (Sulphide of Antimony and B ismuth).
A new mineral occurring in radia.ting groups of prig·
mwtic crystals, which are occasionally in confused bunches,
and oommotily stained externally with a dark brown coating. The crystals are orthorhombic, with acute but india·
tinct terminations, and striated longitudinally.
They
sometim'Els reach over 2 inches in length by -i·inch in width.
~lightly sectile . with a hardness of about 2.
Lustre
eminently metallic, shining on fresh crystalline surfaoes;
.colour and streak steel-gray. \¥hen ma.ssive it present8 a
foliated structure, and tarnishes to blue and purple iridescent colouration. The crystals occurred interpenetrating
a vugb from a hOOdi ng of a mixture of iron and copper
pyrites. It was found in a somewhat ma.ssive body of
tetrahedrite, with which were associated bismuthiniie and
pyrites, and appeared to be of very exCeptional occurrence.
Results of two analyses of the pure ma.teria.l: Per cent.

S

= 24'05
= 55-93

Hi
db =10'08
Cu =

6'86

Pe

5' 18

=

102'10

S

Hi
Sb
Cu
FA

Per cent.
=23'01
56'08
9'88
= 6'12
0'44

=
=
=

99'98

Answering to the formula7Bi, S, + Sb, S, + 5Cu Fe St
Locality: No.1, Curtin-Davis Mine, Ringville.
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This mineral occurs massive at several of the North·
East Dundas mines, where it is cla9Sed under the common
designation of "fahl·ore," a term applied to several distinct minerals with the general physical characters of
tetrahedrite.

•

15:1.

BUASCOLITE (Sulphide of Lead and Zinc).
In the fiue granular ga.lena-blende ore-bodies which axe
80 cb~,ra.cteristic of the Hercules-Read mines, a. substanoe
occurs. which is apparently homogeneous, and fairly corresponds with the double sulphide huascolite. It has a
massive granular structure, is lead-gray in colour, with &
lustre rather duller than ordina.ry galena..
It occurs
closely iutennixed with the fine particles of galena and
blende, but can be sepa.ra~d. If the metals are chemically
com biued, it will to a great extent account for the utter
impossibility of mechanically separating the lea.d and zinc
contents of these ore-bodies. A substance of similar cha.racter has been obtained at the Comstock Mine, Zeehan, '
and at the Godkin Extended, Whyte River. The mineral
as mined at the Hercules Mine contains approximately 35
per cent. Zn, 20 per cent. Pb, with a. variable quantity of
A(: and a little Au. At the Godkin Extended Mine the
mmeral was obtained associated with blocks of ga.lena and
slugs of argentite. the whole affording high assay value
in silver.

•

1~4. BYALITE

( Tfydrated Silica).
Occurs in cavities of a hard lode gangue in white to
pale-green botryoidal masses.
Locality: BeU's Reward
Mine, Heazlewood.
At the Argent Mine, Zeehan, in
masses of considerable beauty with opalescent reflections.
155. HYDROCERUSS ITE ( Basic Lead Carbonate)
In one of the adits of the Hercules Mine, Mt. Read, a
white fluidal substa.nce was ob9~rved in decomposed lodematter, which on giving up its hygroscopic water, assumed
a silvery white appearance, and which under the microscope is resolved into very minute scales, but with little or
no hexagonal structure. In all essential res~cts the substance agrees with this species.

166. HYDROMAGNESITE (Hydroca·rbonate of Magnesium).
An amorphous mineral resulting from the alteration of
brucite. It has not been found in a cryst.allised condition,
its usual mode of occurrence being in the form of chalk-like
crusts. In serpentine . with brucite. Locality: Nea.r Mt
Agnew. or appa.rently ra.re occurrence, in thin incrust&.-

L
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tions, Heazlewood; occurs in solid, almost white, radiating
bunches at the Comstock Mine, Zeehan.

157.

HYPERSTHENE

158.

HYDRONEPHELITE

(Silicate of Mag-n.esla, Calcium, and
Iron).
An orthorhombic pyroxene, related to enstatite, the
fonner being rich in iron, and the latter conta.ining a
much smaller amount of that element. On the east side
of the Parson's Hood Mountain this mineral occurs with
schiller spar and dia.llage rock. Fairly abundant at the
Heazlewood; on the Forth River; Meredith Range ; Dundas.
"Thin sections of gabbro received from Mr. W. R.
Bell as occurring in the Parson's Hood Range show under
the microscope crystals of hypersthene more or less converted into bastite."
(Ulrich.) In granite, St. Mary's
Pass.

I

(H-ydrO'U8 Silicate oj Sodium and
Aluminium).
This zeolite commonly occurs as a white massive mass,
usually having a strongly perceptible radiating structure;
it also affects a tufted habit when occurring in ca.vities
or vughs.
It has been detected in the elreolite syenite of Port
Cygnet, and at the Shannon Tier. It is remarkablyabun.
dant in the nephelinite of the latter locality. .In some
instances the mineral occurs in rather large patches, which
a.re snow-white. and thus strongly contrast with the
intensely black augite and grey ba.se of the rock.

0/ Calc1,.u.m and Aluminium).
Also known as vesuvianite. This species is a member of
the tetragonal system. The general form of the crystals is
a rectangular prism, terminated by planes, with the edges
of the prism sometimes replaced. The facets are highly
polished. It occurs at the Hampshire, near the old silver
mine, often massive, closely intermixed with brown garnet,
with patches of highly-coloured amethystine quartz, and
thus forming attractive specimens; about a mile northwest of the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, at Middlesex, it
occurs associat,ed with much magnetite j sparingly found at
Anderson's Creek, near Beaconsfield.
159. IDocRAsE (Basic Silicate

16(). IODYRITE (Iodide 0/ Silver).
This rare ore of silver crystallises in the hexagonal
system, with a hemimorphic habit. The colour is pale
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It has been reported to occur in small quantity

a.t what was known as the Washington Hay Silver Mine,

•

Heazlewood.

161.

IRON, METE ORI C ( Iro n, lYickel , &:c.).
This element is only known to occur in this State in the
meteoric form, of which three occurrences have been
recorded, viz.: 1. The Blue Tier S'iderite.-This is a comparatively sma.ll
meteorite, weighing but 3 lb., which was found at the Blue
Tier, East Coast. (Cata.logue of Ta.sma.nian Minerals,
1893.)
2. The Castray Siderite.- A diminutive specimen, weighing only 51 gr., that was obtained by a. miner in 1899, with
two others of similar size, when ground-sluicing auriferous
drift on the banks of the Castra.y River, a tributary of
the Heazlewood River. (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1900.)
3. The Lefroy Siderite.·- This is a still smaller specimen,
whose weight is but 3'328 grains. It was found by 8. prospector in testing a dish of alluvia.l drift for gold at Lefroy
in 1904. (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1905.)

162. ISER INE ( Titan-ilt-rous Iro1" Sandj .
A hundant in many localities; Pieman River; south of
Macqua.rie Harbour ; Beaconsfield; Lisle goldfield.

163. IVAARI TE (Siiicot'itaw1te 0/ Caic,i1."m, and h ·on).
This is a very dark-coloured and garnet-like mineral,
which is of complex composition, but ricb in titanic acid.
It is normally, when in a. fresh undecomposed condition, of
high lustre, intensely black, and quite opa.que. It is an
extremely rare mineral in nature, and is apparently
restricted to the elreolite rocks. In this State it occurs in
the form of small crystals, which are commonly in a high
state of d~omposition to a brownish-coloured substance,
a.nd are irregulady scattered in considera.ble numbers
throughout the eheolite.syenite porphyry of Port Cygnet.

164.

JAMESONITE

(Sul phantimonite of L ead).

Occurs in somewhat large quantity at the Silver Cliff
a.nd the old Waratah mines at Mt. Bischoff. At this locality its common mode of OCCUITe-llce is filiform and amorphous, the entangled fi bres often forming large masses of
a dark, almost black colour. At the Madame Melba Mine
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at Dundas it was discovered forming a dense compact lode,
the fractures of which contained bands and coatings of the
mixed oxides of antimony and lead. At this locality it
occ&sionally forms bunches of fine acicular crystals which
are implanted upon brown spar, and it is not uncommonly
intermixed with boulangerite and galena.
At Zeehan a considerable quantity of this mineral closely
resembles schultzite. In colour and streak it is lead-grey;
lustre dull, metallic, and silky; very brittle, with a Bubconchoidal fracture j hardness, 2'5 j specific gravity, mean
of five examples tested, 5'98. On coal it is very fusible,
depositing white antimonial sublimate. It is found in
masses, often with blend~, intermixed with galena, in
various mines at Zeehan.
Analysis of a sample from the Magnet Mine: Ag

0'12 pel' cent.

As

=

_

40-82

Sb

_

21-48

Fe
S
Insol

_
_
_

4'91
17-51
11' 51

Pb

= 89 oz. 4 dwt. 10 gr. per ton.

2-H

98-8~

Analysis of a sample from the Silver Spray Mine, Zeehan, by W. F. Ward, Government Analyst:Per cent.

Pb
Sb
S

40

29
18
87

Analysis of a columna.r and striated sample from Mt_
Bischoff: Per cent.

Ag
Pb

A.

Sb
Fe
S
Si 02

Al

-

=
=
=
=
-

0-12
82-08

tnt.ce
26-74
5- 6

17-82
14-28

trace
96-60
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HiD.

JOH NSTONOTITE (Mangane8~ Garnet).
This presumably new manganese garnet was named and
described by Messrs_ Macleod and White in the proceedings of the R oyal Society of Tasmania, 1898-99. It occurs
abundantly distributed in the mica-solvsbergite of P ort
Cygnet. It is of a brownish-yellow tint, in crystals, sometimes over a quarter of an inch in diameter , and shpws
well -develop ed trapezoidal faces.
The cavities containing the garnet a re often lined with

a coating of purple fluorite, and a small qua.ntity of
arsenopyrite is usually prese nt in addition. Pseud omorphs of marcasite after johnstonotite are occasionally
to be found in the rock.
U uder t he microscope zona.l ba.nding is observable, and
in many cases aegirine-augite is enclosed..
The following is the analysis, viz.:-

Si 0,
AI 0,

°

Fe
MgO

en

~1n

0

0

19uition loss

=
=
=
=
=
=

Pel' cent.
36-87
7"!8
17-12
12 -49
11 -98

IS -68
-29
99- 71

166.

KAMM ERER ITE.

H,7.

KAOLINI TE

(See STICHI'rE.)

( Hydrated Silicate of Alu.minium j.

The ordinary porcelain clay or kaolin which, when pure,
does not contain any alka.line s ubstance, and should not
fuse on extreme heating. The maj or portion of the numer ous clays termed kaolin are more or less fusible, and therefor e impure, if not misnamed. The mineral is the r esult
of the alteration of felsp ars which have undergone extreme
change through the proba.ble action of hydrofluoric emanatiODS from profound depths_ It has been noted that there
is a co nstant and conspicuous presence of flu orine-bearin g
minerals, notably fluorite , throughout the China clay districts of Cornwall, England . The true kaolinite has superficially extremely local distribution, but considerable down·
ward extension, and it is supposed that it ma.y represent
pipes up which Hu oric and boracic vapou rs escaped (" Summary of Progress of Geological Survey for 1901-1902 ," p_
~5). The super ficia.l alteration or kaolinisation of felspa.r

,-
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still admits of application in numerous occurrences, which
action may be through the circulation of meteoric waters
containing carbonic acid. Kaolinite is known to occur at
Killikrankie Bay, Flinders Island; Middlesex ; Mt. Housetop; Derby; near George's Bay and near Alford, Lower
Piper River.
168. KEROSENE SHALE.
This is a substance which ha.s been described as neither
shale nor cannel coal, but rather as an intermediate variety
between the shale-cannel group and bituminous coal, and
further, it would probably produce benzines rather than
oils. It occurs as seams in the. sandstones and clay-slates
belonging to t'he lower coal measures of the Permo-Carboniferous epoch in the parish of Preolenna, which is situated between the Jessie and Flowerdale Rivers, and is thus
about 16 miles south of the seaport of Wynyard, near
Table Cape, North·West Coast.
The shale and coalfield covers an approximate known
area of about 2 miles by 1 mile J and the shale itself has
been exposed at two point's. One of the seams is 20 inches
in thickness, and is composed of 6 inches of the kerosene
shale in question, with 14 inches of bright and splint (I)
coal.
The shale is black. has a decided pitchy lustre,
strongly marked conchoidal fracture, and is remarkably
tough and somewhat sectHe. As fragments of the shale
have been observed at various points, mostly in the beds
of the streams, it is highly probable that it covers a larger
area than has been exposed, It may also be noted that
for many years past samples of the shale have been
obtained on the coast mainly in the vicinit'y of the Inglis
River; these have probably been washed downstream for
a considerable distanoe, or they may represent an extension
of the Permo-Carboniferous area to nearer the coast. An
analagous mineral. from New South Wales has received
the name of woollongonite, but this is a misnomer, as it is
not known to occur at the locality indicated by the term.
It differs so much from the ordinary torbanite, dysodile,
and cannel that it would seem a specific appellation is
desirable unless the term kerosene shale may be deemed
sufficient.
Sam pIes tested at the Tasmanian Government laborar
tories yielded the following results, viz,
Fixed Carbon.

Gues, .te.

:Moi8ture.

No. 1......

21'0

76'2

No.2......

23'2

7\'6

0'5
l' 1
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Sa.mples have also been analysed in the la,borat'ories of
the New South Wales Government, with the following
results, viz. : No.3... ...

Fixed Carbon.

GU88, &e.

Ash.

Moisture.

28'51

67'32

2'92

1'25

(See " Report on Kerosene Shale and Coal Seams in the
Parish of Preolenna.," by W. H. Twelvetrees, 1903.)
The pelionite of Barn Bluff is a somewhat similar
ma.teria.l, but it has not been discovered in &itu j it is only
known as loose surfaoe fragments of va.rying size.
Mr. W. A. Dixon, F .I.C., of Sydney, New South Wales,
states: _ 4 1 Coal of this quality should be of value for gasmaking, but it will be of.little use for oil-making, as it
would yield more tar than oils. which would he difficult
to purify. I am satisfied from ita appearance, and
behaviour when subjected to beat, that it would give rather
a.romatic hydrocarbons (benzine, napthalio, &c.) than fatty
ODes (olefines and paraffin). It is not a ca.nnel (from which
oils are not made) and not a shale (from which they
are made). I would be inclined to name the mineral
I pitch coal,' as being most expressive of its appearance."
Average of analyses made by Messrs. Dixon , Wa.rd,
Sharp, and Newberry gave the foll owing results, viz.:Fixed Car})jm.

42 ' 4

GUN, &te.

Ash .

Sulpbur.

Wat~r.

52'8

4'3

0'7

0'2

169. KILMARCOOITE. (See GALENA. )
(Sul phate 0/ Ohromium, Iron , and
Aluminium ).
Occurs as a. granular sugar-like substance of a pale-green
colour. From adit at the Victoria Gold Mine, Salisbury.
Analysis : Per cent.
S 0,
_
80'32
8'47
Cr,0 3
=
170.

KNOXVILLITE

AI,0 3

-

=
Lo88 on ignition =
Fe, OJ

2 '48
IS'86
40'56

97'59

The identification is somewhat doubtful.

171. KERMESITE rozy.ulphide 0/ Antimony).
Occurs in attached tufts of radiating capillary crystals,
which are usually of a shade of red. It has been obtained
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in extremely· limited qua.ntity implanted in the fractures
of jamesonite at the British Zeehan Mine, Zeehan.

172. KYANITE (Silicate of Aluminium).
Occurs crystallised in long oblique four-sided prisms,
irregularly terminated. Colour usually very pale-blue,
commonly translucent, but may be transparent. Occurs
in characteristic pale-blue prisms near Mt. Cameron ; a.lso
near Ha.milton-on-Forth; Clayton Rivulet (Gould, Pro.
Roy. Soc. Tao., 1873).
(Poly&ilicate 0/ Aluminium, Sodium,
and Calcium). ,
The common rock-forming triclinic felspar which is the
essential constituent in all basalts and dolerites. It is
only known to occur in this island in its micro rock-forming character.

173.

LABRADORITE

(Hydrated Silicate 0/ Aluminium and
Calcium).
A monoclinic zeolite of extremely decomposable na.-ture.
It is flesh-red in colour, but soon fades on exposure. It
occurs in the ca.vities of a meta.morphic rock which a.buts
on to the granite, and forms druses in the bornblendic
veinstone at the Hampshire Silver Mine. The crystals show
only the unit prism with a steep orthodome. Occurs of a.
pink colour in lode-fissures at the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine, Middlesex.

174.

•

LAUMONTITE

175. LEAD , Native.
In its native state this metal is of extreme rarity. Two
small specimens were obtained at a mine which was known
as the South Nevada at Dundas ma.ny yea.rs ago, and more
recently an example was procured from the gossan outcrop
at the Comet Mine, Dundas.

176. LEADHILLl'l'E (S1tl phocarbonate 0/ Lead).
This mineral crystallises in the monoclinic system with
the common ha.bit of a right-rhombic prism. It is characterised by its pearly lustre on the clea.vage face, grey to
yellow colour, a.nd chemical reactions. At the Victoria.
Magnet Mine, Whyte River, it has been met with in the
form of somewhat large a.morphous masses, which rarely
have minute crystals attached. They occurred embedded
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in a. soft clay-like matrix, associa.ted with earthy pyromorphite and cerussite. It has occurred rarely at several of
the Dundas silver-lead mines, and at the Magnet it has
been found attached to the interior of small vugb s in the
gossan capping the ore-body.
( Basic
Fluosilicate 0/ Potassium,
Lithium, and Aluminium),
Commonly known a.s lithia. mica. It usually forms coarse
granular masses of flexible scales, which are t ranslucent
and of a purplish colour, varying to silver-white.
It
occurs as a. narrow vein or dyke between metamorphic slate
and an igneous rock at Me. Ramsay.
177.

LEPIDOLI TE

(Silicate of I run, Aluminium, and
Potassium).
A da.rk-coloured variety of mica, occurring in granite,
usually found at the contact of the plutonic and sedimentary rocks.
Occurs at Mt. Heemskirk. Occurs in large six-sided
tables, occasionally 1 inch in breadth, of a black colour,
and highly adamantine. Transpar,ent in very thin laminre,
showing a beautiful emerald-green colour. The crystals
for the species are remarkably fine, and well-developed.
They are found aggregated in association with a peculia.r
amphibole and quartz, and evidently form portion of a
contact rock on the fringe of granite.
Locality : Hampshire, near t he old silver mine.

178.

LEPIDOMELANE

179. LEucocHALcI'rE (A rsena.te 0/ Copper) .
A small quantity of this substance was obtained as a
fine fibrous coating of a milk.whi te colour with &Xinite
and chalcopyrite at the Colebrook, North-East Dundas.

180.

(lJ'asic Silicat e 0/ M(tgnesiu,tn and
Aluminium).
A chlorite poor in iron, and thus pale in colour. Only
detected microscopically in the variolite rock at the Magnet
Mine.
LE UCHTENBERG I 1'E

181. LEU COPYRITE (Arsenate of Iron).
White arsenical pyrites is not so abundant as arsenopyrite, but it is by no means a ral'e species.
At North-East Dundas it is occasionally met with, and
at th e Colebrook Mine it is the prevailing arsenical iron
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ore, occurring in irregular patches in the interstices of
and disseminated throughout the axinite-bearing rocks.
At various mines in the North-East Dundas district this
species occurs in more or less quantity.

182.

LILLIANITE

rSulphobismutite

0/

Lead).

Found disseminated in association with bismuth sulphide and other minerals in a quartz matrix at the Osborn
Blocks, Mt. Farrell.
This is an extremely unusual mineral, which was named
after the Lillian Mine, near Leadville, Colorado; it is also
recorded as occurring in Sweden. A1;, found in this State
it is highly argentiferous, often assaying several hundreds
of ounces of silver to the ton of ore.

183.

LIGNITE

rBrown Coal).

A semi-formed coal, retaining the texture of the wood
irom which. it was formed. Bischoff; Breadalbane ; Evandale; Macquarie Harbour; Launoeston ; Young Town;
Pig Island; and other places.
At Beaconsfield a peculiar variety is found, which
appears -to be close to a form that has been named dop plerite. It is an extremely brittle, intensely black, highly
polished, jet-like hydro-carbonaceous substance that has
been obtained from the Tasmania and other gold mines
.at Beaconsfield. It occurs at considerable depth from the
.surface in the workings of the mines, which are in Silurian
strata, and apparently originates from infiltrated water
charged with organic matter. A mineral with much the
:same appearance and nature ha.s been found in the Bischoff
Silver-lead Mine; it occurred filling cleavage pla.nes and
in vughs in the lode gangue. At the Upper Arthur River ,
..about 3 miles from Bischoff, a. similar substance occurs in a
hard siliceous rock, again filling cavities.
184.

LITHOMARGE

( Hydrated Silicate of Alumin·i um ).

A soft, unctuous, cla.y-like substance, more or lees
·coloured by iron oxide. In common with similar substances, an unsatisfactory mineral.
Near Conara; Piper River ; Mt. Claude; Flinders
Island; Mt. Bischoff. Abundant at Mt. Lyell, often conta.ining native copper j Blue Tier, near Beaconsfield j often
met with on the north-east tinfields, where it a.pparently
Tesults from the decomposition of felspars of the granite.
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Mag.nesium).

Occurs in serpentine, Parson's Ho6d Mountain; in vein8~
Trial Harbour ; Meredith Range ; Dundas; Heazlewood .
This mineral has only been detected in comparatively
limited quantity, although usually not by any means a.
rare species under favourable conditions. It is always
massive, a.nd often contaminated with earthy matter. The
pure matel'ial is milk-white, a.nd of a. close, compact texture. When free from silica and lime it is of considerable
commercia.l imporlance.
.
(IIydrated Silicate 0/ Alumin ium and
Calcium).
This substance belongs fu the class of basic brittle micas
which form a. transition from the micas proper, or those
mineral species which are cha.racterised by their distinctly
elastic laminoo, and the chlorites, which latter are commonly foliated or show a. granular aggregate of scales, and
which are, moreover, usually coloured green by ferrou8
iron. Margarite or calcium mica. crysta.llises in the monoclinic system, but! is rarely in distinct crystals; it usually
occurs in aggregates of pearly subtranslucent scales of pa.le
tints. It is an alteration product, which is not rarely a
common ingredient in the geologically older schistose rocks.
It occurs in the schists of the Lyell-Read districts, which
are presumed to be mainly of igneous origin. Professor
J. W. Gregory remarks, -" The rocks of the Mt. Lyell
schist9 are, moreover, very poor in lime; accordingly they
cannot include any considerable amount of the lime-mica,
margarite " (" The Mount Lyell Mining Field," Aus. In.
Min. En., 1905.) The indefinitA! substance which has been
termed margarodite is also referred to in the same report
as forming the base of the Lyell schists, and may be
regarded as composed of a. very fine-grained intermixture
of paragonite (white soda mica) and one of the varieties of
damourite (white potash mica) , with occasional inclusions of margarite. " These minerals are n ot always present in a crystalline form, but the crystalline patches
pass off imperceptibly into crypto-crystalline and granular material. The matlerial has no doubt been formed
from the decomposition of an alkali felspar, from which
most or aU of the alkalies have been leached a.way"
(IDe. cit.).

186.

MARGARITE

187. LIMO N ITE (Hydrated P eroxidt of Iron).
This is not what ma.y be termed a good species, as it
never occurs in distinct crystals. The streak is always
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yellow, by which it may be known from hematite and magnetite. It often forms a cementing medium of breccias
and conglomerates. At Dundas is occurs pseudomorphous
after siderite, and is then known locally as " tomahawk
iron." On the banks of the River Tama.r extinct Tertiary
species of fresh-water bivalves belonging to the genus Unio
aro occasionally obtained, similarly changed to limonite.
At Beaconsfield, at the easte.rn tin fields, and at the Savage
River crystals of pyrites have been found altered in the
same manner. It is abundant at the Heazlewood , Meredith Range, Savage River, Ilfracombe, Beaconsfield,
Blythe, Dial Range, Mt. Claude, Middlesex, Housetop,
Mt. Lyell, King River, Mt. Ramsay, Mt. Read, Magnet,
Bischoff, Dundas, Zeehan, and many other localities.
Much of the material usually termed gossan on all the
mining fields in this s.~ate-. in common with what prevails
in most mineral-producing centres, is limonite. In mineral
veins carrying the unstable pyrites, cbalybite, or other
iron-bearing minerals, it is usual to find the capping or
upper portion of the mass consist~ng of much brown oxide
of iron, more or less contaminated, or otherwise gossan.
This alteration is created by oxidising agencies. This
characteristic is almost invariable in regard to copperbearing ore-bodies, or any lode containing pyrites in any
form, and in this State is a prevailing feature of our
larger metallic veins. Sometimes the rusty material is
in connection with quartz as gangue, and then the latter
is generally honeycombed, due to the loss of the original
pyrite. The- presumed connection between the outcrop and
the ore which may exist below is expressed by the old
adage " A lode that wears no iron hat
Is never likely to be fat."
The ferric hydrate or limonite occupies naturally only the
superficial portion of the lode or vein, or above the waterlevel of the country below which the primary sulphide of
.t he metals may be expected to occur with little alteration.
Enormous masses of this substance have been worked at
many of the mines occurring in this State, notably at the
West Comet, Hercules, and' Magnet. At the Hercules
much of the gossan contained pa.yable quantities of both
gold and silver. A limited quantity was exceedingly richup to as high as 20 oz. of Au with 3 to 400 oz. of Ag.
At the lastmentioned mine many thousands of tons have
been mined, containing high values in both lead and silver,
the former in the form of disseminated oxide and car-
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bonate, and the latter mainly in the fonn of minute particles and crystals of chIaro-bromide or analagous minerals.
Sometimes it happens that the agencies of Qxidisation affect
the lodemass t o considerable depths, as bas occurred at the
Ma.gnet Mine, where the gossan has been mined at a. depth
of over 500 ,feet, but the decomposed ore is in diminishing
length as level succeeds level. This is probably the greatest.
depth to which the gossan is known to occur in this State j
but in the well-known Dalcoath Mine, Cornwall, England,
the oxidised products have been found to a depth of 197
fathoms (Collins, Journal R. lnst. Cornwall, Vol. IX.,
p. 471).
Regarding the associated secondary minerals, it bas been
shown that metallic sulphides exposed to the influence of
water free from carbonates are usually converted to sulphates, but the presence of ca.rbonates determines the
formation of oxides, hydrates, and carbonates, the chromic,
vanadic, and other acids obtained from th e minerals of the
adjacent rocks or the lode constituents also affecting those
which are fonned in the material resulting from the alteration of the original lode and contents, The gossan generally bears a relation to the normal ore-body, but it does
not always follow that a. rich outcrop will cover a correspondingly rich material below the zone of oxidation. The
gossan outcrop of silver-lead or copper lodes is of great
interest t o the mineralogist, as it is from this that he
secures many of the most beautiful minerals occurring in
nature, both as regards attractive colouration and crystallisation. It is 'in this laboratory that the oxysalts have
their origin, and form numerous homogeneous chemical
combinations known as mineral species. The beautiful
chromates, phosphates, arsenates, carbona.tes, a.nd other
secondary minerals are almost confined to the zone of
oxidation , and would be practically unknown but for the
influence of this, Nature's alchemist.
Limonite has the property in a high degree of agglutin ating sand and grav el into concretionary forms, which vary
in size from quite minute to masses a foot or more in
diameter. Although the shapes assumed are generally
very irregular and capricious, they are often more or less
rounded, occasionally tubular or box-like. They ma.y show
a hollow interior surrounded by a comparatively thin crust,
enclosing mud, sand, or a loose stony kernel, in which latter
case they may distinctly rattle on being shaken. Such
examples are common about Ravenswood and numerous
other localities where decomposed effusive rocks have been.
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subjected to the influence of meteoric waters. At the Vale
of Belvoir remarkably-shaped worm-like and other fantastic
concretiona.ry forms are abundant. In cavernous vughs
which a.re occasionally met with in mines, such as have
occurred in the gossanous upper workings of the Hercules
Mine, limonite is not infrequently found in stalactitic
forms, pointing to its deposition from surface waters.
These a.re sometimes of considerable length, and are
not rarely blackened by manganese hydrate.
More
rarely they are more or less coated with minute crys ~
tals of mimetite, and even still more rarely they are ornamented with blebs of dundasite and crystals of cerussite,
which scintillate when seen by artificial light.
This
mineral forms in most part what is commonly known as
"bog-iron ore," generally containing more or less m&nganese j and occasionally a fibrous structure is developed,
as is sometimes seen in lode outcrops. What is known as
" ochre" is this minera.l mixed with aluminous material.
In this form it becomes a valuable substance, used as a
colouring medium in the manufacture of paint. This iron
ochre is fairly abundant in many localities, and is reported
to be industrially worked near Carlton. Limonite in
irregular elongated cylindrical forms is aoundant in the
recent clays used for brick manufacture in the vicinity of
Launceston. These have been mistaken for fossilised portions of trees, organic remains, and even for reptiles.
At Mt. Lyell blocks of concretionary limonite which are
hollow often contain implanted crystals of cuprite. Speci·
mens have been obtained showing exceptionally well-formed
crystals of this mineral, which are occasionally of a remarkably large size for the species. At the Dundas Extended,
Adelaide, Magnet. and 'Vhyte River silver·lead mines
magnificent samples of crocoisite have been obtained penetrating and implanted upon limonite in association with
manganese oxides. It may be remarked that chalcophanite, cerussite, gibbsite, and other well~kn o wn minerals are
commonly similarly connected, which occurrences are
referred to under their respective heads. Native copper
has been found associated with this mineral at the Rocky
River and in the vicinity of Mt. Lyell; and native silver
in capillary masses has been collected at several mines at
Zeehan, at the Murchison Mine at Mt. Farrell, as well as
other finds of a similar nature of less importance. At the
celebrated Bischofi' mines it forms the major portion of
that part of the mine known as the" Brown Face," which
was beyond reasonable doubt a huge mass of pyrites con-
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ta.ining disseminated cassiterite, and in parts extensive
bodies of tourmaline and other minerals. At the Mt.
Cleveland Tin Mine large quantities occur also containing
finely disseminated tin ore.
Hudlestone has remarked (Pro. Geol. Assn., Vol. XI.
1889, p. 104) that iron in rocks is rendered locomotive
by means of carbonic a.cid, a soluble acid carbonate being
formed, and is fixed by means of oxygen, the solution of
bicarbonate on exposure to air depositing the hydroxide as
" kind of bog-ore.

188. MAGNETITE (Se'guiaxide a/ Iran).
Crystallises in the isometric system with a. common
octahedron habit, hut also occurs in dodeca.hedra; the
cubic form is ~xceedingly rare. The pure mineral contains
empirically 28 per cent. of oxygen. It. may be recognised
by its strong magnetic character, its effect upon the compass, and by its black powder. With menaccanite it
forms large quantities of black sand, which results from
the disintegra.tion of the crystalline rocks. Microscopically it is a.lways present as a constituent in all d'ense dark·
coloured rocks of the basic type. I t apparently separated
from the molten magma at an early phase of the consolidation of the rock, and is often found embedded in other
constituents. The irruption of granite or other plutonic
rocks is supposed to cause, in many cases, a metamorphism
to magnetite of other ores or adjacent rock-masses. It may
also be the result of the deoxidation of hematite or of 000tact with effusive rocks. It is supposed tha.t amphibolite
often a.lters this mineral. Martite is presumed to be a
pseudomorph after hematite. A remarkably pure, highly
magnetic form occurs in la.rge quantity at the Hampshire
Hills. It is somewhat granular in structure, and often
presenta a striking iridescent tarnish. At Meredith Range
to the vicinity of the Pi'ernan River it is in great plenty;
llfracomoo, with hematite and other ores of iron; at the
Blythe River, near Housetop Mountain j Mt. Pelion; Dundas, near Mt. Black. At the Savage River it shows strong
polarity and forms enormous masses 8.£sociated with pyrites
and limonite; plentiful at Mt. Agnew. In the vicinity of
Bell Mount, Middleeex, the massive ore is abundant, occa.sionally in close intermixture with garnet. It also occurs
at this locality as beautifully-formed little octahedra, and
occasionally dodecahedra, which are really excellent specimens of their kind. At the Tenth Legion, near Zeehan,
it is found massive, with occasiona.l vughs, in which large
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well-formed crystals are not rarely obtained; abundant at
South Mt. Darwin. " A massive intensely black and shining magnetite, which shows strong polarity, occurs in connection with the serpentine at t·he Serpentine Hill, over the
Argent tunnel, on the Emu Bay Railway Company's line.
It ofuD shows a. fibrous structure, which is at times
remarkably distinct, and may be dislocat:ed.
In the serpentine of Dundas a.nd North Dundas there
is a. notable development of fibrous or columnar magnetite
in veins throughout the rock. The fibres and columns a.re
usually straight, and stand at right angles to the course
of the veins. At times they are strangely contorted into
sinuous curves, The magnetite is commonly polar."
(L. K. Ward.)
There are less important occurrences of magnetite at
several other localities.

189. MALACHITE (Green Carbonate of Copper).
This mineral, which is so abundant in several of the
mining districts of Australia., is here compara.tively rare,
and only kllown to occur ;n a thin coa.ting or incrustation .
H eazlewood: Cascade; Mackintosh River: Badger Head ;
Frankford, &c. Eastern Proprietary property, Sca.mander
River, in a mammi11ated form, with pyrite and chalcopyrite.

•

...

190. MANGANITE (Hydrou8 Ma nganese StSqtlioxide).
This m3lterial crystallises in the orthorhombic system.
It occurs in bunches of striated columnar crystals, whch,
under favourable conditions, are among the most perfect
exam pIes of mineral crystallisation. It also occurs massive
and radiating.
As small bunches of well· formed crystals. Hampshire
Silver Mine.

191. MARIATITE (Sulphide of Zinc and Iron).
This is a variety of blenM, portion of the zinc being
replaced by iron. It is dark-coloured, almost black, with
sub-metallic lustre.
8ta.r of Peace Tin Mine, Cascade; Rex Hill, near Ben
Lomond; Mt. Bischoff; and other localities.
192. MARCASITE (Sulphide of Iron).
This extremely varia.bIe mineral, both a.s regards composition and habit of occurrence, is also known as
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white " iron pyrites. It is pra.ctically dimorphous with
ordinary pyrite, but is often contamina.ted with arsenic,
which element replaces portion of the sulphur. It crystalH

lises in the orthorhombic system with the primary form
of the right rhombic prism, with numerous modifications.
It often occurs in reniform and botryoidal masses, and at
times assum-es a. capillary habit. In colour it varies from
a pa.le bronze-yellow to almost tin-white.
It readily
decomposes, and is the parent of several 9Ulphates of iron.
Alterations to limonite, spha.lerite, and other minerals are
reoorded , and pseudomorphs are common. It occurs after
wood at Cox 's Bight a.nd e lsewhere. The rounded co ncretions of the ,/ orbicula.r ., rock which occurs in the vicinity
of the Magnet Mine are at times trans muted to this
mineral, while a.t Beaconsfield Teritary fossil-fruits, m st
with in the deep auriferous alluvial. a re similarly altered.
In the stanniferous drift of Cane Barren Island these
fossil-fruits have also been foun·d, and are 1n many
instances altered in the same manner. Marcasite is apparently of comparatively recent origin , and is of common
occurrence in connection with clay, lignite, and the coal
measures.
It often occurs in the Mersey and D on coa.l measures;
at Beaconsfield , Scamander River, and many other
localities.

193.

( li ydrous Silicate 0/ Aluminium and
Caldllm).
This is a member of t he sca!Jolite family. Its mode of
crystallisation is in the tetragonal system, but it is commOllly in t he massive state.
This mineral was obtained as loosened rounded boulders
from a vei n in a seam of asbestos occurring in the serpentine at Anderson's Creek, near Beaconsfield. It was mistaken by the miners for quartz, which it somewhat
resembles. It bas, howevE'r, a slightly greenish tinge, and
its hardness is only between 5 and 6. It is soluble with
difficulty in H CI.
Microscopical characters confusedly crystalline, with
the larger crystal faces obscurely divergent. The crystals
often form rosettes. Double refraction higher than quartz.
Extinction straight in longitudinal sections. N o sensible
absorption.
Scapolite occurs mostly in metamorphosed rocks, ophitEs,
amphibolites, gneiss, a.nd altel'"ed gabbro. At Anderson's
Creek ita occurrence is proba.bly due to vein-forming proMARIALI TE
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cesses. It also occurs at the Heazlewood in limited quan·
tity of a pale-green colour.
1

194.

MAllMOLITE ( Foliated Serpentine).
Serpentines vary to a l..'Onsiderable exte nt, both in
colour and structure. This is the distinctly foliated
variety.
Bona.nza Mine, Dundas (Montgomery).

195.

MASS I COT ( Yellow L ead Oxide).
U suaIl) occurs as a. powdery coa.ting on the sulphide or
oxidised. lead ores; it is but rarely met with in a massive
condition. It is often closely intermixed wit h t he oxides
of antimony and iron .
Obtained in compa.ratively large quantity with galena,
cerussite, and a nglesite, Comet Mine, Dundas; with ferro.
manganese, oorussite, and galenite, but rarely associated
with crocoisit.e, Adelaide Proprietary; incrusting jameson
ite and gale nite, usually intennixed with antimonial ochre.
Madame Melba, North Dundas ; in limited quantity at
several of t.he H oeazlewood and Zeehan silver-lead mines.
At Dundas this ore gives high assay returns in silver,
which metal probably occurs as a.n interm ix.:d chloride.

196.

MATLOCK ITE ( Oxychloride ot L ,ad).
A mineral first d iscovered at the old mining locality of
Matlock, in Derbyshire, England, and he:1ce the name
given to it. It crystallises in the tetragonal system, but
affects a tab ul ar habit, due to t he development of t he basal
pinacoid, and thus may be distinguished from its congener
phosgenite, which has a prismatic habit, although falling
into the sam.e crystallographic system. It is often pearly on
planes of cleavage, and may be tra.nsparent to t ransl ucent.
It was found in tabular crystaJs of a greenish-gr ey colour.
apparently rare l associated with mixed sulphide and carbonate ores of lead at the Sylvester Mine, Zeehan ; in
small patches of a honey-yellow colour attached to galena
at the Montana Mine, Zeehan . At the Magnet Mine it
is not rare, occurring of the nonn al form in smallish paleyellow crystals attached to gossauy ferro·man ganese, in
association with minute crystals of crocoisite and purplish
chalcophauite.

197. MELACON ITE ( Black Oxide ot Copper).
This mineral is also kn own as tenorite. Rarely found
in quantity; its common mode of occurrence is as a thin
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coating upon other copper minerals.
It is found at.
several mines at Cascade.
At this locality it was
met with disseminated and filling small pockets in the
granite, often occurring with chalcopyrite and cassiterite;
Penguin Copper Mine, with pyrites and gray sulppide of
copper; Saxon's Creek, near Frankford, in the defts of
lode quartz, with cupriferous pyrites; in considerable
quantity, associated with tile ore and chalcopyrite, Eastern
Proprietary Mine, Scamander River; in an old adit, Australasian Slate Quarry, Back Creek; Burnie Copper Mine,
Blythe, coating chalcopyrite; Mt. Balfour and Mt. Lyell
with other ores of copper.

198.

MELANCHROITE (Basic Chromate of Lead).
This form of lead chromate differs mainly from croCflj·
site in its darker colour and hrick-red str'2ak.
Judging from the small quantity obtained, it appears to
be of rare occurrence. That exammed was found on some
specimens of ferro·manganese gossan from the Adelaide
Proprietary Mine, at Dundas. It occurred in small amor·
phous patches, mixed with larger masses of its congener
and flakes of galena.
Hitherto its only recorded locality has bgell the silverlead mines of the Ural, Siberia, so that it6 detection here
is of interest to mineralogists.

199. MELANITE (Calcium-Iron Gamet ) .
As small dod~cahedral crystals in the haiiyne-trachyte
and elreolite-syenite of Port Cygnet.
The crystals are
occasionally boautifully formed (HO), often with splendid
zonary structure, as seen in section under the microscope,
and in grains.

20(1. MELANTERITE (Hydrous Ferrous-sulphate).
Doubtless originates from the decomposition of pyrites ;
it is usually found in old mine workings, where there is a
slow percolation of water.
In adit level, Mt. Bischoff j Silver Crown Mine, Zeehan j
Blue Tier, near Beaconsfield. At the Tasmania Gold
Mine, at Bearonsfield, it occurs in considerable quantity in
the older workings.
(Silicate of Alttminium ~ Iron, Calcium,
Magnesium, and Sodium).
As microscopic rock-forming crystals in the melilite·basalt
of the Shannon Tier, and One Tree Point, near Hobart.

201.

MELILITE

•
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m.

MENACCANITE (Titanic Iron Ozide).
This, with pleonaste, constitutes the "bla.ck jack " of
the Easfl Coast tin-miners.
It is extremely abundant,
its principal localities being the Blue Tier, Cascade, Mt.
Claude, Denison, Dundas, Blythe River (blue-black to
bla.ck); G<>Orge's Bay, and other plaoes.
The variety
nigrine is said to occur abundantly at Rocky Point, West
Coast.
It occurs fairly abundantly in small, well-formed, a.nd
highly modified crystals impregnated in the hornblende
rock of the Mt. Ramsay Bismuth Mine.

(Hydrated Silicat. of AIu",inium, Calcium,
,md Soda).
A zeolite occurring as small globules of a fibrous
structure.
In baealt, near railway-bridge, Hellyer. River ; Bell
Mount, Middlesex, with other zeolites ; Myrtle Bank and
other places under like conditions.

203.

•

MESOLITE

204. MICA GROUP.
The various and somewhat numerous species belonging
to this important group are all strongly characterised by
their basal cleavage, thus yielding easily perfect lamime
of extreme tenuity; or in other words they ha.ve a micaoeous structure. The la.minre are remarkably tough, and
more or less elastic. All the micas have a splendent
pearly and metalloid lustre, although they vary in colour
to a remarka.ble extent. All the members of the group
resemble each other, their perfect basal cleavage permitting smooth plates to be sepa.rated, which are noted for
their elasticity. They all belong to the monoclinic system
of crystallisatIOn, but they have a pseudo-hexagonal habit,
differing from all other monoclinic minerals in the form
assumed by the crystals, and by their optical behaviour.
The acute bisectrix or first median line is not absolutely
normal to th~ basal plane, although it seldom makes an
a.ngle of more than five or six degrees with the direction
of cleavage, and frequently one of less than half a. degree.
For this reason cleavage plates of mica. show interference
figures under convergent pola.rised light. The micas are
essential and important constituents of ma.ny igneous
rocks, such as granites, gneisses, schiste, and others. In
pegmatite veins the crystals and plates Me often of large
dimensions, even up to several feet in diameter in the mica.
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mines of India, Russia, Canada, and even in Central Aus·
tralia.. Several of the species are of considerable commercial importance, being employed as electrical insulators
and for other uses. Lepidolite is the main source of lithium used in the pharmacopceia. In chemical composition
they are difficult to classify, a,s they have a tendency to
merge one into the other. They may be conveniently
divided into-

(1) Ferro-magnesium mica = biotite.
(2) Alkali mica with potash = muscovite.
"
"
soda. = paragonite.
"
"
lithia :::: lepidolite.
That rich in both iron and lithium is termed zinnwald-

ite, and that containing high magnesia and little iron is
termed phlogopite. Muscovite is an essential in mamy
granites and porphyries, but is not contained in effusive
lavas. I t also occurs in rocks subject to regional metamorphosis. Lepidolite occurs in pegmatite granites usu~lly
associated with tourmaline and minerals containing fluor.
ine. Zinnwaldite is invariably present, if not, masked by
alteration, in the acid tin-bearing rocks. Biotite is found
in some granites, and is common to many rocks of volcanic
origin, and also to the crystalline schists. Many minor
varieties have been named owing to local peculiarities or
variati0t:I in constituent composition, such a.s fuchsite
(chrome-mica), roscoelite (vanarlium mica), alurgite (manganese mica,) , and many others.
See BIOTITE, LEpIDoLI 'rE , MUSCOVITE, PHLOGOPITE ,
&ERICITE, ZINNWALDITE.

205.

MICRO CL INE

(Polll l'o-ilfcate
Of
Aluminium).

PO taSJoilum

and

A triclinic potash felspar occurring a.bundantly in the
hypersthene granite of St. Mary's P ass.

206.

MILOS CHINITE

( Hydrous Silicate of Alumini um and
Chramif: Acid).

This is also known as chromic ochre. It is a soft c1aylike pulverulent or earthy mixture, which is coloured
various shades of green by chromic acid. It occurs plentifully at the Blue Tier, near Beaconsfield ; at Dundas, near
Mt. Claude ; and at Zeehan.

8il
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207. MILLERITE (Sulphide of Nickel).
Occurs in the form of delicate brass-like fibres, usua.lly
in the fissures of serp~ntine and other rocks. It may have
been introduced into the rock as nickeliferous pyrites.
The pure mineral contains approximately 64 per cent. of
nickel.
Occurs as capillary filaments near Leslie Junction, Dundas, with pentlandite; in serpentine near the Colebrook.
It has been reported to occur wit h galena and other minerals at the old silv'e r mine at the Penguin . At the Blue
Tier, near Beaconsfield. it has been noticed in small quan"
Lity.

\

208. MIMETITE (Chloroarstnate oj Lead) .
This and its congen er pyromorphite are not by any means
rare species, sinoo they are commonly found in more or
less quantity in the upper levels of ma.ny lead mines, where
they doubtless originate from the decomposition of galena,
the alteration of arsenopyrite affording, directly or
indirectly, t he acid radical to the lead for the mim etite.
Isomorphous admixtures, with its ally pyromorphite, are
abundant j in fact the one grades into the other imperceptibly, a.nd they have several characteristics in common.
They exhibit optical anomalies; the chiaro-arsenate is
always biaxial, and the chloro-phosphate is uniaxial ; in
proportion to the degree of admixture of the firstmentioned
it changes to the biaxial. Both crystallise in the hexagonal
system. A t times there may be a pronounced curvature of
the prism faces to such a degree as to form almost spherica.l
masses. This variety is known as campy lite.
Occurs in minute bunche6 of crystals on t he wall of the
lode at the Hampshire Silver Mine; at the Magn et Min e
the mineral is often found in well-formed crystals, which
are fr om almost colourless t.o the normal brown. Occurs
at the Britannia and other Zeehan silver-lead mines ; at
the H ercul es in white to dark-brown crystal groups : at
North -East Dundas it has been obtained in the usual small
crystals, at times fairly plentiful.
V ariety- C h'romi/ero!t8 Mimetite_
This variety never assumes the barrel-like shape so
common to the typical mineral. It is found in short
hexagonal prisms and plates, with basal termina.tions,
usually a.bout 1 millimeter in breadt.h and length. The
colour varies from a. decided brownish-green to deep
orange ; it is shining and opaque. The streak is orange
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to siskin-gr~n. Before the blowpipe in salt of phosphorus
it remains green when cold after both flames. In closed
tube with splinter of charcoal and heated intensely it gives
very strong and characteristic reactions for As 0 4 ; with
cupric oxide gives flame reactions for el, and in closed tube
with magnesium wire the odour of P20 ~ It is reduced to
metallic lead with soda on coal. This is a variety sufficiently distinct in composition, colour, and habit to be
worthy of record. It is rarely met with at its only known
localit.y, and then in comparatively small groups of crystals,
but its peculiar coiourization, combined with the habit of
usually occurring in thin plates, at once arrests a.ttention.
The chemical reactions show that it is more allied to
mimetite than to pyromorphite, a. chromiferous variety of
which has been recorded. Locality : The Magnet Mine,
a.ttached to the gossan in the superficial workings.
Variety- P etf erdite. (Twelvetrees, Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas,
1901.)
It has been shown by Dr. C. Anderson that this presumed new mineral species is but a crystallographic variety
of mimetite (Anderson, "Records of the Australian
Museum," Vol. VI., Part 3). Referring to the crystals
the writer states, loco cit., " Three crystals, each almost
4 mm. in diameter, were measured in a two-circle goniometer. The angles obtained are only a.pproximate, as the
faces are interrupted, wavy, and slightly curved, usually
yielding only a vague patch of light in the telescope. The
basal plane is rough, and gives no reflection; therefore the
crystals were centred by the prism faces. The system is
hexagonal, the forms present being G (0001) and (ll21).
Pyramidal faces do not occur in all the crystals, and the
pyramid (lOll) is the commoner and better-developed.
From the measurement 0001 {\ 1011 = 380 42 ' , the length
of the vertical axis was found to be -69 38. The measurement angle 0001 1\ ll21 is 53 0 20', calculated 54 0 13'."
Occurs in the form of somewhat thin hexagona.l plates
or crystals, which are usually about 5 mm. in diameter,
but occasiona.lly up to 9 mm., and still more rarely of a
large size. The colour is white, passing to a pale-grey on
the surface. Locality: The Britannia Mine, Zeehan.
209.

MINERAL PITCH.

(See

ASPHALTUM.)

210. MINIUM ( Red Oxide 0/ Lead) .
Occurs as a pulverulent coating on other lead min~rals
and lode-matter. The colour is an unmistakable bright-red,

L
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with a feeble lustre. Locality: Whyte River Silver-lead
Mine.
At the Adelaide Proprietary, Dunda.s, the cerussite
crystals are occasionally pitted with .. dull black leadoxide, which may be this species discoloured with powdery
oxide of manganese, or it may prove to be its more rare
congener the binoxide (plattnerite). The minute quantity
noticed prevents a careful examination.
Obtained as small encrusting patches of the usual brightred colour in the superficial workings of the Long Tunnel
Mine, Castray River.

•

•

211.

MIRABILITE.

212.

MIZZONITE

(See

GLAUBER SALT.)

(Chlorosilicate of. Calcium and Aluminium).
A scapolit.e, which occurs as small tetragonal crystals,
with the habit' of four-sided prisms. It is of a pale-brown
colour, and is translucent, with a distinct vitreous lustre.
The small crystals, which are somewhat irregularly grouped.
together, forming thus a matted mass, are individually
divergent, and at times much inCermixed. The crystals.
are elon~ated with distinct vertiC&1 striation. This mineral, as IS not an unusual feature in the majority of the
members of the seapolite group, is specially and readily
liable to extreme al&ration by decomposit.ion, this when
well advanced assuming the form of a dull, chalky, white,
almost powdery substance, which is atLached to, and
encrusts in irregular patches, the matted crystals which
remain unaltered. The mass of the material containing
the mizzonite is usually in a very crumbling condition,
and is commonly discoloured by associated earthy matter
as well as by the oxides of manganese and iron. Locality:
North -East Dundas.
The same species of mineral also occurs at the base of
Valentine's Peak, Upper Emu River. At this locality it.
occurs mainly in the amorphous form, showing a granular
structure, with an occasional slight fibrous tendency. The
cavities or fractures are lined or coated with a thin layer
of small crystals, which are fairly well developed. The
crystals are irregularly interwoven, and of a very palebrown colour.
The massive mineral is always of a somewhat pa.le colour,
varying from almost white to a light shade of brown; more
rarely there are ill-defined seams and patches of a. bluish.
tint. It appears to b. fairly abundant.
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213. MOLYBDENITE ( Disulphide 0/ Mol!/bdu/'Um).
This substance is found as very characteristic graphitelike flakes, with a high metallic lustre, which are readily
severa.ble. The crystals are often met with; they a.re
hexagonal in form , tabular, and slightly taoering, and are
usua.lly implanted in fi ssures and cavities of the granite
or other acid rock to which the species is peculiar.
Although fo und dissemina.ted throughout granites and
porphyries, it is more abunda.nt in qua.rtz veins traversing
these. rocks, and also in pegmatite dykes a.nd pipes. Small
crystals fairly well formed are often found at Cape Barren
Island , at the Blue Tier, and at the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine, Midd lesex, but nothing aoproa.ching such ma.rvellous
crystals and plates of this mineral have been discovered
in this island as have been obtained at the Kingsgate
mines near Glen Innes, N .S. Wales. No discovery has been
made of any commercial importance, although t he mineral
is widely distributed in the North-Eastern and Western
tin fields.
Occasionally the mineral is obtained coated
with a t hin layer of molybdic ochre, an oxid·e resulting
from the alteration of t he original sulphide, and examples
in the matrix from near L ottah show a decomposition to a
di's tinct blu&oblack substance, which is very likely identical
with ilsemannite, which is said to be a. molybdate of molybdic acid . In t he granite and porphyry of the B lue T ier
molybdenite is not uncommon, as small flakes and patches
in association with cassiterite. It occurs at H eemskirk ;
with magnetite and amphibole at a locality 6 miles east
of Hampshire, and west of the Blythe River; at South
Flinders and Cape Barren I slands with tin ore; in garnet
r ock, Upper Emu River ; in tough siliceous rock with
col umn ar hornb lend e at Highwood on the Upper BlytJhe
River: with garnet and hornblende in small flakes at the
\Vhyte Riv er ; at Schouten I sland ; and many other localities of minor importance. The most important use for
m olyb~enu~ is. in the manufacture of molybdenum steel,
to whIch It gives hardness, toughness, and elongation,
without any deteriorating effect when heated and welded.
It has min or uses in analysis as a reage nt, as a disinfect ant, and in pottery glazes.

~n 4:

MOLYBDI TE ( M olybdic Acid or O:ride ).
Obtained in small quantity as a pulverulent incrustation
of a clear yellow colour and dull earthy appearance on a
ha.r d dark-coloured siliceous base a.t the Hampshire Silver
Mille (W. R. Bell); on lode-matter, mainly greisen and
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quartz porphyry, as a thin powdery crust with molybdenite,
at the Blue Tier ; on white opaque quartz at t he River
Iris, with the sulphide and cassiterite.

•

•

215. M ONAZ I TE (Ph08phate 0/ Ceri1J.m Metals).
The late Professor Ulrich states (" Minerals of Tas·
mania," 1906) :-" This rare monoclinic mineral occurs in
aggregations of small, ill-formed crystals of light-brown
colour, generally associated with wolframite, in the lodestone of the West Bischoff Tin Mine.
Its discovery and
determinaVion are due to Professor Stelzner, of the Mining
School of F reiberg, Saxony, on specimens contained in a collection of minerals from the Mt. Bischoff district sent to
Freiberg by Mr. Kayser." In t.he alluvial tin-wash of the
Stanley River a heavy sand occurs, which is left in the dish
by the ordinary process of prospectling. It is very fine, paleyellow in oolour, and semi to quite transparent. Under t he
microscope' it is found to be 5ubcrylftalline, and much
waterwom. This' is monazite, and the same remarks apply
to the mineral as found at the other localities mentioned.
At Salisbury, near Beaconsfield , it is extremely pale in
colour, almost white, but otherwise the same. At the sou th
side of Mt. Stronach, near Scottsdale, it occurs in fairly
large quantity, and an attempt was made to work the
deposit commercially, but it was found, upon analysis, that
it only contained about 2 per cent. of t horium oxide, which
is the valuable accessory substance that is required. The
use to which the thorium oxide is put is for the production
of thorium nitrate for the manufacture of incandescent
mantles for illumination. At t he Fraser River , King
Island, an extensive deposit of fine alluvial ma.terial occurs,
laid to be rich in monazite (reported to be also poor in
Th). It is associated with extremely minute particles of
cassiterite and other hea.vy minerals, all in a remarkably
fine state of subdivision . At the Cleveland Tin Mine, situated at the foot of the MereditIb. R ange, t he mineral under
review is fair ly plentiful in the tin-drift; at the Briseis,
Pioneer, and South Esk Tin Mines it is not uncomm cn,
but not of any commercial importance. It occurs at and
near the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Middlesex. In t he
vicinity of L ottah some comparatively eoarie specimens
have been obtained, but: it does not appear to be plentiful
at this locality. At North Haem, kirk a fine ~ranular
monazite is somewhat plentiful in the alluvial tm drift.
It differs from that from most other localities, inasmuch as
it is darker in colour, approaching more to brown than the
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usua.l yellow. No analysis has been made as to the can·
tained Th 0 .") . In shor t, this mineral may be said to occur
in almost ali the alhlVial tin workings, as well as in the
vicinity of many of the acid eruptive rocks. The com mer.
cial supply of monazite, which is remarkably similar to that
occurring in this island, is obt.:a.ined from beach workings
near Bah ia, on the coast of Brazil, a nd from alluvial
workings in North Carolina, U .S.A.

16.

( H ydrattd Silica t e of A lurn in ium ).
A soft unctuous clay-like substance, of peach blossom
colour. It occurs in t he vicinity of Chudlei gh.
MONTMO R ILLONITE

217. MOR ENOS ITE (Sulphat. of .~·ick el) .
This has occurred in small quantity in one of the old
abandoned mine levels at the Blue Tier , near B eaconsfield.
It was found in close inVermixture with othe r sulphates.

218.

MO SANDR ITE

2 19.

MUS COV ITE

( Titano-fluo- silicate 0/ Cer;i um , Calcium,
and Sodium) .
An accessory minera.l characteristic of the elreolite or
alkaline series of i~neous r ocks. In writing Mr. W. H .
Twelvetrees respectmg the garnetiferous mica-sOlvsbergite
of Port Cygnet, Professor Rosenbusch states that under
t.he microscope it was found to contain II a colourless
mineral, in short laths, which, judging from its refraction
and doubl-e refraction, may possibly be mosandrite." The
professor also states, <f There is, furth er , present sporadic·
ally, in separate grains, a strongly refractive rusty-brown
transparent mineral, which I cannot identify. " Referrin g to
a peculiar mica which also occurs in this solvsbergite
he r emarks that there are " wisps of a pecu liar brownishyellow mica, slightly pleochroic, optically negative, apparently uniaxial ; its cross in convergent light does not open
out appreciably.
This mica takes readily the form of
rosettes, which in one place have collected into rect'a ngular
aggregates, the outline of which reminds on e of the form
of amphibole."
The garn et which is referred to unde r the name johnstonotite is abundant in this rock , also titanife rou s magnet.ite, and some pyrites.
( Orthosilicate n/ Potassium and Aluminium).
The common monoclinic white mica, which usuall y
occ urs in irregular scales and sheets without any r egular
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form, owmg to the retardation of development by other
surrounding rock constituents.
The cleavage is alwa.ys perfect, parallel to the basal
plane. It is at times sufficiently transparent, coupled with
the size of the sheets, to be of great' economic importance.
It is an essential constituent in most acid rocks, such as
granites, gneiss, and similar rocks. The large sheets are
usua.lly confined to pegmatite veins, in which case the
other essential minerals, with those of an accessory nature,
also show an abnormally large development, and t'hus
become of special interest to the mineralogist, as often
such species a-s topaz, tourmaline, beryl, and garnet, among
others, reach their maximum growth. In addition, such
veins often contain the rarer mineral compounds.
Muscovite occurs foliated and flexible in the granite
district between St. Valentine's Peak and Houset'o p
Mountain (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1851). At Killikrankie
Bay, Flinders Island, this mineral occurs in large sheets in
a distinct pegmatite. It is abundant in all the granite
districts.

,,

(Hydro,ted Silicat~ 0/ Aluminium and
Sodium).
Although orthorhombic in crystallisation, this mineral
almost constantly affects a. globular, radiating structure.
It is usually perfectly white, and ma.y be transpa.rent or
translucent. It is an abundant zeolite in the alkaline
igneous rocks, but: is not a.bsolutely confined to that class.
The thin radiating films which occur in th~ clefts of the
dolerite that is so profuse throughout the island have been
attributed to this species. It is somewhat abundant as
massive crystalline bunches and pockets of a.~glutinated
'rhombic crysta.ls in the nephelinite of the Shannon Tier.
Pseudomorphs of this mineral after soda.lite are not
uncommon in the elreolite syenite of Port Cygnet, and in
the Tertiary basalt of Middlesex, especially in the vicinity
of Bell Mount, fine rounded masses are abundant', having
the characteristic radiating structure. It also occurs in
the trachydolerite of Table Cape and Circular Head.

220.

NATROLITE

221.

NEPHELITE

(Orthosilicate oj Sodium, Potassium, and
Aluminium).
This species occurs crystallised in regula.r six-sided
prisms, with or without terminal planes. The compact
massive form is known as elceolite, which is an essential
constituent in the alkaline series of plutonic rocks.
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Nephelite readily alters to some of the zeolite group of
minerals, such as thomsonite and analcite. It occurs as
micro crystals in the trachydolerite of Table Cape and
Circular Head j plentiful as an essential in the nephelinite
of Shannon Tier j fairly abundant in t he solvsbergite
porphyry and hauyne-tra<:hyte of Port Cygnet.

222.

NICCOLITE (Ars ~ nide 0/

Nickel) .

The hexagonal crystals of this minera.l are exceptionally rare. Its common mode of occurrence is massive,
reniform, and sometimes columnar. It is also known from
its colour (it does not contain any copper) as copper nickel
and kupfernickel.
It is an important.: are of Ni, which is a.lways of an
unusual copper-red colour. It contains empirically from
40 to 45 per cent. of Ni.
It occurs in solid to vesicular masses at a locality about
10 miles from Leslie Junction, North -East Dundas. Not
infrequentiy it is partially coated with annabergite,
derived from its alteration. It has been obtained in sma.ll
quantity near Mt. Agnew, and at the Rocky River Mine it
has occurred in small particles disseminated in other nickel
minerals. .. Occurs at Zoohan in the Austral Valley, near
the foot of Manganese Hill, on the old Central BaJstrup
lease. The mineral is massive or forms reniform crusts in
a vein carrying galena and some antimonial lead ore in a.
gangue of siderite.
With it ruby silver ores may be
found." (L. K. Ward.)

223.

NICCOC UROMITE

(Dichromat e 01 N ickel?).

A yellow powdery substance accompanying zaratite on
chromite in serpentine from tbe Heazlewood. A yellow
in crustat'ion, presumed to contain nickel, also occurs at
Trial Harbour. The identification is extremely doubtful ,
but that the first mentioned substance contains Ni is
beyond doubt.

224.

NONTRONITE

(Hydrated Sil'icate

0/

Iron).

This is a variety of chioropal, and is always amorphous.
It is of a dull greenish colour, with an unctuous feel , and
somewhat waxy lustre. It: always bas a conchoidal frac·
ture. Occurs near New Norfolk ; as veins in the ma.;,:netite at Hampshire; and of a pale ye llow-green colour
near Bell Mount, Middlesex.
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(Silicate of Aluminium and Sodium,
with Sulphate of Sodium).
This exceptionally rare minera.J, as occurring in Aus ·
tralia, is only known as a pseudomorph to limonite in the
elreolite-syenit.e of Mt. Livingstone, at Port Cygnet.
In the elreolite-syenite porphyry of t he same locality the
micro crystals may prove to be an analagous mineral,
known as hauyne.
In both occurrences the minerals are practically microscopic, and they can be det.iected in thin section under the
microscope scattered throughout the slide.

225.

.
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226. OBSIDIANITES or AUSTRALITES ( Acid Meteorit es).
The remarkable small objects which have received the
above appellations arE certainly not to be consid·ered true
mineral species, but the general interest which has been
recently aroused respecting them, and the fac t that i'hey
are still from time to time unexpectedly occurring. principally in alluvial mine workings- in which case they are
generally the cause of much speculation as to their cause
and origin- must be accepted as the reasons for any reference to them in this Catalogue. Moreover, it is not by
any means unusual for these objects to be considered fit
subjects for elucidation by the mineralogist.
In composition they may be taken as a t'rue natural
glass, of an external dark- almost black- colour, but which
shows in the thinner portions and on the edges a translucent brown bottle-green colour. In form they may be
crudely classed as falling into four distinct types, viz.,
those of a dumb-bell form , more or less contracted in the
middle, and often with a marginal groove or beading. In
size these rarely exceed 3 inches in length by about i-inch
across the spatulate ends. Secondly, those which have
a discoidal form, often flat on one face and discoidal on
the reverse, with a marginal rim , which is occasionally
distinctly impressed on the extreme edge of the flatter
surface j or this form may vary to hi-convex with a medial
fluted region. Thirdly, those which may be bung or
"Stopper-shaped, more often wider at one end than the
other, and altogether much more bulky than the lastmentioned.
This is apparently the commonest fOrTh,
especially in certain localities in .the V\,Test Australian
region. Lastly, those which affect an ovate outline, or
which may conveniently 00 termed elytron-shaped. These
are more or less rounded on either side, and but rarely
reach more than 2 inches in length by about i-inch in
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width, and are occasionally remarkably small and propoI
tionately narrow. At the same time, it must be clearly
understood that there is no arbitrary rule as to form , as
intermediate shapes and sizes are to be met with, as well
as fragments of all sizes. The forms referred to can
usually be detected in fairly large collections of these
remarkable objects.
The surfaces of the objects are often covered with shal·
low, extremely minute, pittings, which are probable gas
pores, and in rare instances are of comparativ.ely large
siz-e. In a few specimens the ca.vities are large and CODspicuous. The surfaces also in rare instances, when the
preserva.tion has been perfect, present clear and distinct
evidence of the irregular- at times curved- flow , as if
of a viscid substance, which has occasionally elongated the
pores or fittings referred to. A wonderfully preserved
elongated specimen, of the dumb-bell type, from the
alluvial workin~s on the Purdue Mine, near Mt. Cameron,
illustrates this III a marked degree. The specimen is absolutely perfect, without any sign of abrasion. Thin sections
under the microscope show a. pure glass, with minute
vesicles and unmistakeable optical evidence of irregular
st'rain and stress.
They present from all localities a notable similarity in
physical characters. Although not unknown in the southern portion of this island, the majority have occurred in
tlie northern part, perhaps owing to mining operations on
the a.lluvial drifts, which have proved safe repositories
for these object:s.
On the mainland they ha.ve principally occurred in the
western portions of Victoria. They are reported to be
notably abundant throughout South Australia in the
central region. In middle and northern West Australia.
they appear to be plentiful, more particularlY about KaIgoorlie and Coolgardie. In New South Wales they are
of somewhat rare occurrence, and from Queensland none
ha.ve been recorded.
It is remarka.ble that ...hey are not rarely obtained in
patches ; for instance, in this State a batch of 17 was
collected within a restricted area a short dist:a.nce north
of the Pieman Heads; within another small area at Camden , on the flank of Mt. Barrow, a. patch or nest of nine
or ten was obtained in sluicing alluvial for gold. Nearly
60 yea.rs ago a. parcel of above 50 specimens of various
shapes and sizes was collected at Mt. Talbot, County
Lowan. \Vestern Victoria, and sent to the Hobart Museum,

.•
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where a portion of this lot is still on exhibition. They are
known as " Emu stones" in the north-western portion of
Australia, and about Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie the natives
attribut;,e medicinal properties to them.
Specimens from all t he States of the Commonwealth,
except Queensland, have been catalogued, with the result
that a remarkable conformity is apparent, which distinctly
suggests a common origin . The analysis further shows
that' they are practically distinct from all kn own acid
rocks, and t hat they are certainly not of artificial origin .
It is also certai n that t hey have no connection with any
kno wn volcanic rocks, as t hose of the Tertiary epoch , so
far as known, are all of basic composition. As a rul e, they
show a remarkable similarity as regards surface abrasion,
although in rare instances some specimens appear perfectly fresh, as if they had been recently cast in a mould,
in which case t hey have in all probability been thus preserved in a yielding clay or other soft substance.
Apparently they were first referred to by Charles Darwin, in his " Geological Observations on Coral Reefs, "
185 1. The specimen therein described was given to him by
Sir Thomas Mitchell. It was found at a locality between
the Rivers Darling and Murray, and was of the di scoidal
form.
Si noe that time various authors have written
respecting t hese mysterious objects, and diverse 'theories
have been formulated to explain their distribution and
origin. Some of these theories are unreasonable, and only
remarkable for their originality. One writer (Mr. W. H.
Twelvetrees, " Record of Obsidianites in Obsidian Buttons
in Tasmania," Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1905) states , I< How
difficult it is for geo logists at a distance to appreciate the
mode of occurr,e nce," a.nd, it might be added, to also appreciate a reasonable theory as to t heir origin .
Amid the various writers on the subject the beautifully
illustrated t hesis by Dr. Franz E. Suess, of Vienna (Die
Herkunft der Moldavite und Verwandter Glaser Wien,
1900), stands ou t prominently for its careful and laborious
investigation and elaborate detail. Dr. Suess brings strong
evidence to show that there is no reasonable doubt that
these objects are of cosmic origin; a.nd the same applies
wit h equal force to two other known occurrences of a similar character, viz., t hat of the well -known bouteill-enstein
of Bohemia, a nd that described by Dr. R . D. W . Verbeck,
fr om the island of Billiton, in the Ma.lay Archipelago, all
of whi ch are confined to Quarternary shall ow alluvial
deposits.
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The writer has already expressed the opinion that probably but one shower of these objects occurred (Pro. Roy.
Soc. Tas., 1905) in past Pliocene times, which impinged
upon the earth in a generally north-easterll track crudely
extending from this island to western Victoria, and thence
to \Vest Australia, thus coinciding with their line of profusion as DOW found.
Dr. Suess, in his treatise, propvses to call these natural
glasses tektites, and to divide the group into three sections,
viz.- ( 1) Moldavites, for those so long known as occurring
in Bohemia. These are often fairly large, very irregular
in shape, and all deeply indented and furrowed. They
are of a clear transparent green, and have been used as
gems afl<lr passing through the lapidary's hands.
(2)
Billitonites, for those from the island of Billiton, and also
occurring in South-East Borneo and Java. These glasses
are of medium size, oval form to almost round, with
strongly but irregularly and deeply grooved surfaces. They
are transparent, of a greenish-brown colour, in splinters,
and nearly colourless, in extremely thin flakes. They
would seem to vary in colour to a light-green. (3) Australites---or, as termed by R. H. Walcott, F.G.S., obsidianites C' The Occurrence of E'o-called Obsidian Bombs in
Australia," Pro. Roy. Soc. of Victoria, 1898).
Finally it may be said to be now almost generally
accepted that these obsidianites or australites, with their
congeners, are of cosmic origin, and that they must be
accepted as acid meteorites hurIed from space over the
regions indicated; those occurring throughout the Com·
monwealth having their parallels in the bil1itonites and
moldavites, as referred to so briefly.

227.

(Polysilicate of Alu,nu'nium, Sodillm, alld
Calcium J.
This is a tricl inic felspar t hat is in termediate between
albite and anorthite. It often accompanies orthoclase in
many variiies of granite and trachytes, and is an essential
constituent in porphyrites and andesites. It occurs in
well·formed crystals in the alkaline rocks at Oyster Cove.
The plagioclase felspars generally are characteristic of
rocks of intermediate and basic composition.
OLIGOCLASE

228. OLIVINE. (8ee CHRYSOLITE .)
This is a common accessory constituent in most Tertiary
basalts, and is an essential in the ultra· basic rocks of the
Heazlewood district. (" On some Igneous Rocks from the
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Heazlewood District," by W. H. Twelvetrees and the
writer, Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1897).

,.

229.

ORTHITE

230.

ORTHOCLASE

(Orthosilicate of Cerium, Yttrium, Calcium,
and Aluminium).
This mineral is also known as allanite. It is found as
occasional phenocrysts and as scattered brownish crystals
in the haiiyne-syenite-porphyry at Mt. Livingstone, and in
the siilvsbergite porphyry south of Regatta Point, Port
Cygnet.
(Polys1'licate of Aluminium and Potaslium).
The common potash felspar that is characteristic of the
acid rocks comprised in the granite, elvan, and rhyolite
families.
Exceptionally well-developed monoclinic crystals of this
felspar are abundant in the immediate neighbourhood of
Killikrankie Bay, Flinders Isla.nd (G<>uld, Pro. Roy. Soc.
Tas., 1871). The individual crystals arc often 3 to 4
inches in length and proportionately wide. They are of a
milky-white to yellow-brown colour, and are remark able
e'Lamples of the species. The occurrence is in pegmatite
veins, which traverse the granite rock, and the associated
quartz and muscovite are also unusually enlarged. Druses
of crystals are not uncommon, with which well-developed
topaz is not unusual. Near the Great Republic Mine,
Ben Lomond, many very fine crystals have also been collected.
Orthoclase occurs massive and highly crystalline, of a
"flesh-red colour, on the east bank of the Mersey River,
above Gad's Hill; a.nd of a white to pale-green colour,
on the west ba.nk of the Mersey, distant about 2 miles
above the crossin~.
An angulated variety occurs in a pegmatite band penetrating the granite at Harmon's Rivulet, near the Parson's
H ood. Fairly good crystals occur, with microcline (a triclinic potash of feIspar) as a vei n. in the granite near
George'l:! Bay. It is abundant in syenite,near Liena, Upper
Mersey River. Somewhat fine crystals can be readily
broken out of the gran,i te at Mt. Stronach, near S'Cottsdale. It occurs as a constituent in the porphyroid of t he
Lynchford·Rosebery districts.
The glassy variety known as sanidine is abundant, often
in well-developed crystals, in alkaline rocks of Port
Cygnet.

•
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At Womba.t Hill, about 5 miles from Warata-h, the
granite on the road-side shows la.rge crystals of this felspar
thickly dispersed throughout the mass.
The localities mentioned afford the most remarkable
occurrences of orthoclase that ha.ve been detected. In its
normal condition it is naturally abundant throughout the
granite regions of the north-eastern and north-western
portions of the island.
231. OSMIRIDruM ( I ridium and Osmi'u,m, in varying pro-

portions, with some Platinum, Rhodium, Ruthenium,
and other Metals).
This mineral is usually found in the form of thin, shining, tin-white scales, or irregular crystalline plates of small
si~; but occasionally nuggets are obtained weighing up to
3 to 4 dwt. One such, from the Whyte River, near its june.
tion with the Pieman, weighed 60 gr., the specific
gravity being 19'5. Another specimen of about the same
weight shows a distinct crystalline surface, and has the
appearance of an agg'I."egate of crystals. A specimen has
been reported from the vicinity of the Hea.zlewood River
measuring about seven-eighths of an inch in d·i ameter. It
has only been obtained in alluvial drift, but it doubtless
owes its origin to the serpentine and peridotites of the
region. At the Badger gold di~gings, west of the Savage
River , as well as in the Sava.ge Itself, it has been obtained
in somewhat large quantities associated with gold and
menacanite. At the Castray River and vicinity it has
been worked under the same conditions, but intermixed
with considerable quantities of picotite and fragments of
chromite. At the Salisbury goldfield, near Beaconsfield,
it has been obtained in small quantity, and at the Huskisson River it occurs in comparative abundance. A t the
Nineteen-mile Creek , which rises on the Bald Hills a.nd
flows into the Savage River, two small nuggets were found,
with the normal scaly material, which w-eighed respectively
2 dwt. and 1 dwt. 4 gr. (F. W. Gill).
Other members of the platinoid group, such as platiniridum, iridium, and platinum, have been reported to occur,
but their identification needs confirmation; the lastmentioned was stated to occur at the Wilson River, which falls
-into t he Pieman.
Although it is known that a considerable quantity of
osmiridium is, and has been for some years past, won by
alluvial miners on the West Coast, mainly in the vicinity
of the Savage and Pieman Rivers, no information is avail-
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able as to the quantity thus obtained, a.s it is the custom to
dispose of the mineral to private buyers.
Mr. L. Keith Ward, B.A., Assistant Government
Geologist, in his report, entitled !' The Tinfield of North
Dundas " (1909), thus refers to the occurrence of osmiridium in the vicinity of the Pieman River: -" The creeks
which carry the largest proportion of the osmiridium are
those which traverse a broad belt of serpentine
at a distance of about a mile from the junction of the Piema.n a.nd Huskisson Rivers
In mineralogical
characLer the serpentine does not a.ppear to differ essentially from the other occurrences of the rock in the district. It varies in colour from dark-green to a dull greenish-yellow, and from the weathered surfaces crystals O[
chromite sometimes stand out in relief. The surface of
much of the serpentine is entirely covered by a dense crust
of residual limonite, a fact which led to the pegging of
the whole outcrop in the boom days by inexperienced prospectors, who thought the iron oxide to be the gossan of &
large lode-formation.
The extraordinary feature
of these' alluvial deposits ' is the a.lmost complete absence
of 'wash.' The creeks have for the most part clean smooth
beds, with occasional deposits of sedimentary material an
inch or two in depth. The osmiridium is recovered by
scraping up the bottoms of the creeks, which consist, as a.
rule, of soft decomposing serpentine. There are numerous.
limonite-stained crevices in the bottoms of the creeks"
and t.hese act as natural riffles and hold the osmiridium.
Especial care is therefore taken to clean out these crevices.'''
232.

PARGASITE

(Silicate of Calcium, Mttgnt8ium, Iron,
<1&c.)
.

Occurs massive, forming a large lenticular rock-mass at
Mt. Ramsay. The rock is fine to fairly coarse subcrystalline in structure, of a black colour with a dull lustre. It in
many respects resembles a.n analagous forma.tion a.t Biggenden, Queensland j there is also a strong resemblance a.s
regards the associated minerals, both containing the metal
bismuth, pyrites of various kinds, and gold. In the Biggenden 'Mine the metallic minerals occur of a. more oxidised or secondary character than at Mt. Ramsay, but both
have many striking points of resemblance to each other.
The same variety of rock is also abundant at the Hampshire Hills, but without many of the minerals common
to the Queensland locality and Mt. Ramsay j columnar
hornblende occurs at. a locality about 6 miles east of the
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Ha.mpshire Hills and west of the Blythe River; it is
found in combination with a Jarge deposit of magnetic iron
ore. The blades of this mineral, if they occurred without
cleavage plane, could be obtained up to nearly 2 feet in
length. The colour of the mineral is a very dark green
to almost black. To the south-east of the Hampshire
Hills a peculiar fibrous brown variety occurs: it is found
in masses baving much the appearance and structure of
crocidolite from South Africa, and examples have been
broken out.. measuring above 1 foot in length. At the
Heazlewood an extensive mass occurs which is many feet
in thickness; it occurs as aciculated crystals, intermixed
with chlorite, which are interlaced, forming an almost
solid compact rock of a pale asparagus-green colour. On
the western side of the Heazlewood River a dark-grey
coloured form has been found in considerable quantity.
Abundant near the Ma,d ame Melba Mine, North Dundas; at the Upper Arthur River it forms a rock of fine
texture and intense black colour; at the head of the
Savage River it occurs in large quantity as a rock of
medium texture and dark colouration; at Dundas semiserpelftinised hornblende occurs, as well as the characteristic form.
Found at the Mt. Ramsay Bismuth Mine frequently in
long prismatic blade-like crystals, showing the combination of the unit prism, minus pyramid and basal plane;
generally intergrown with pyrrhotite. Also in similarly
developed small crystals in the drift of the Emu River, and
of some creeks draining into the latter in the neighbourhood of Hampshire Hills. The common black amphibole,
containing aluminium, or pargasite, with the non -aluminous
species tremolite and actinolite, have already been
recorded -(Catalogue of the" Minerals of Tasmania, 1896 " ),
but there are several others occurring in this island which
have not so far been satisfactorily identified.
·At the Hampshire Hills a remarkably developed black
amphibole occurs.
It is in large crystals, which often
reach several inches in length, and is closely associated
with pyrophyllite and amethyst. In thin section under
the microscope it,is dark sombre-green and yellowis:h-green,
according to the orientation. Intensely pleochroic c=b :> :> a.
Extinction angle about 140. Crystallisation irregularly
prismatic and flaky, structure poicilitic, enclosing apatite,
fluor, iron oxide, &c., and pierced , with quartz grains;
often surrounds feIspar plates. Professor Rosenbusch, in
a letter under date January 12, 1899, mentions this min-
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eral as & peculiar weakly hi-refringent monoclinic amphibole, bluish-green in colour; a grey-green, b brownish·
green, C bluish-green to .blue, 2 E (the apparent optica.l
axial angle) small, optical character + a.nd with strong
dispersion of the axes. It recalls strongly the blue-green
amphiboles of the crystalline schists in the Scara Vale, in
the centre and north of Norway, and elsewhere."
,
The series of phonolitic rocks of Port Cygnet afford one,
and perhaps two, species of soda. amphibole, but their specific
identification is attended ,w ith considerable difficulty.
Many of the rocks referred to have been microscopically
examined by Professor Rosenbusch, and that well-known
authority, in a communication to Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees,
refers to one of the hornblendes as being barkevikitic.
This is the prevailing form which is seen in rock sections
from the locality indicated. It is myrtle-green in colour
by transmitted light, and in the absorption b ;0. t ... a, in
this respect appertaining more to katoforite, but differing
in the pleochroism.
In the fractures and joints of the
elreolite syenite from the same place a black amphibole is
occasionally developed, having much the general appearance of a.rfvedsonite. It is usually plentiful, occurring as
long narrow thin laths and aggregates, sometimes reaching
a trifle over 2 inches in length; they do not show terminations, but have an irregular brittle structure. Fragments
examined under the microscope show the substance to be
green by transmitted light. It is apparent that the soda
hornblendes at Port Cygnet differ in some degree from
those recorded from similar rocks in better known localities, and that they require further investigation before
they can be satisfactorily determined.
Specimens of the alkaline rocks of Port Cygnet have
been submitted by Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees to Professor
W. C. Brogger, of Kristiana, with a request for that
authority's opinion as to the definition of the hornblende
therein contained. . The Professor, in reply, states: " The
hornblende is certainly a peculiar alkali hornblende, which
I have found. quite similar in various N orwegia1.l nordmar kites.
The mat.e rial is not sufficient for an exact
examination. The weak a1:>sorptioll with light bluishgreen as principal colour, as well as the la.rge extinction
angle, showed the hornblende would proba.bly contain a
fair proportion of a glaucophane molecule in association
with a riebeckite molecule of less quantity. Titanium
conten~ must be small, though certain sections remind
me a little of. hornJ?lend.es which pass into the katophorites."
fl
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233. PECTOLITE ( Metasilicate 0/ Sodium and Calcium ) .
This substance occurs in fibrous radiating bunches of
a pure white, with a. silky subvitreous lustre ; Upper Emu
River. It is also found sparingly, of a light·green colour,
in the tinguaite of Mt. Mary, Port Cygnet.
234. PELIONITE (A Variety of Cannel Coal ) .
A bituminous substance, bearing a. close re&em bla.nce
to the cannel coal of Scotland. From its physical a.ppear·
ance it has been termed H pitch coal " C1 Cata.logue of the
l\.fiJlerais of Tasmania.," 1896).
Locality : Barn Bluff, near Mt. Pelion .

( Basic Silicate of Magnesium, Aluminium,
and Iron).
This is a. member of the chlorite group. It occurs in
da.rk, olive·green masses and pseudo·rhombohedral crystais, many of the latter being f -inch in diam.eter. It:
a.ppears to be closely associated with granular quartz.
Tha.rsis Copper Mine, Mt. L yell.
Very fine implanted crystals, which are often as much
as 2 to 3 inches across, are fairly abundant at Hampshire,
near the old silver mine. They are of the characteristic
dark-green, almost black, colour, and often have granular
quartz attached.

235.

PENNINITE

230. PENTLANDITE (Sulphide of Iron and Nickel) .
This is one of the principal ores of niGkel, as it1 is extensively mined at S'Udbury, Ontario, Canada. The crystallisatIOn is isometric, but the crystals are extremely rare.
It has a. bronze-yellow colour, with metallic lustre. Apparently in fair quantity with meCalliferous pyrites and
pyrrhotite near Leslie Junction, Dundas; near Mt. Agnew
in small qua.ntity.
Variety-H eazlewoodite.
A distinct variety of Ni ore occurring in the Hea.z1ewood district. It differs from pentlandite and its congener beyrichite in severa.l important particula.rs, which
ma.y justify naming it as a variety.
It is distinctly of a metallic light-yellow-bronze colour,
streak bright, light bronze.
Mean specific gra.vity of
several samples tested, 4'61; ha.rdness, 5. It occurs in
rather na.rro~ ba.nds in the characteristic serpentine rock
of the Heazlewood. It: is mined in fair-sized lumps, which
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are usually from !·inch to 2 inches in thickness. One
peculiarity is that it is in all instances coated with a
somewhat thick varnish·like film of zaratite: another is
tha.t it is highly magnetic.
So far as is known, no
full analysis has been made of this mineral, but the result
of numerous assays distinctly shows that it is very rich
in Ni. Some of these tests have given a return as high as
38 per oont. The normal beyrichite is lead·grey in colour;
specific gravity, 4'7; hardness, 3 to 3'5. Pentlandite has
about the same hardness and specific gravity, but t'he
usual colour is bronze, with a ' bronze~brown streak. So
fa.r heazlewoodite appears to be confined to the locality
above given, the Ni ores of the Dunda.s district belonging
to distinct minerals.
237. PEROVSKITE (Tita.mte of Calcium).
This somewhat rare mineral occurs microscopically ;11
the melilite~nepheline ba.salt of the Shannon Tier, as
grains and small crystals of a yellowish~red colour. It js
developed in the nepheline..eudialite ba.salt of the same
locality in larger forms and without crystallographic
boundaries. Dr. Paul states that it often enwraps other
minerals, including eudialite in wrea.thed aggrega~s.

(HYM-atea Suicate of Aluminium and
Calcium).
This is a variety of the zeolitic mineral chabasite, which
occurs in modified crystals of lenticular form.
It is
abundant in basalt rocks.
It occurs in plenty in the
vesicles of the Tertiary basalt at Waratah, Hellyer River,
Lefroy, O'heffield, Springfield, and Middlesex.

238.

PHACOLITE

239. PHARHACOSIDERITE (Arsenate 01 Iron).
The primary form of crystallisation of t'bis mineral is
the cube, by which cha~act.er it may be separated from
scorodite, which is rhombic. It ranges in colour from
shades of olive~green to brown. It is eectile and resinous.
It occurs in some of the auriferous reefs of the Fingal
district in drusy coatings of minute cubes of a grass-green
colour, generally in holfows of quartz rich in arsenopyrite.
The little cubes often show tetrahedral truncations of the
corners. Also at Waterhouse in the quartz reefs, and at
the Magnet Mine in coatings of microscopic crystals of a
green colour, and bright lustre in the vesicular ferro·
manganese gossan capping the lode.

1311
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(Hyd'r ated Silicate of Aluminium, Galcium, and Potassium ).
This mineral is a common zeolite, which occurs in many
basaltic rocks. It crystallises in the monoclinic system,
commonly occurring as twin and compound crysta.ls.
Near the bridge crossing the Hellyer River it is very
plentiful in the vesicles of the basalt j at Springfield with
oth-er zeolites; at Sheffield a.nd in the vicinity of Bell
Mount. it is equally profuse.
PHILLIPSITE

( Fluosilicate of Potassium, Magnesium,
and Aluminium),
This species is also known as magnesia mica. It crystallises in the monoclinic system, with the habit of forming
oblong six-sided prisms, which are more or less tapering.
It occurs sparingly in granite at the Upper Emu River,
near the Hampshire Hills. It also occurs on mineral section No. 5367-93M) in hornstone, associated with very large
bodies of magnetite and zinc-blende. It is found in large
h exagonal crystals with a perfect micaceous cleavage.
The colour is bright-green, varying sometimes to greyishbrown.
Locality: Near Mt. Heemskirk.
241.

PHLOGOPITE

242. PBOLERITE (Hydrated Silicate 0/ Aluminium).
This is a soft friable substance with a submetal1ic,
almost pearly, lustre, and scaly structure. It is so soft as
to be fria.ble between the fingers. It occurs at Mt. Bischoff;
North Heemskirk, and at the South Curtin-Da.vis Mine at
Dundas.
(CMor(}r.arbonate 0/ Lead).
The chemica.l formula of this distinct species is written
Pb CI, PbCo •.
It crystallises in the tetragonal system, and has a
strikmg prismatic habit.
It is highly adamantine,
with a pale to pure white colouration, and is usually
tra.nslucent.
It has been found in the old slags of
Laurion, Greece, where ihe essential chlorine has been
supplied by the sea-wa.ter of the locality. In general, it
may be assumed that the chlorine is derived from
adjacent rocks, or with still more probability, by surface
waters ca.rrying a. small percentage of chlorides. The lead
is provided by the alteration of galena, to which the crys243
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tals of phosgenite are sometimes attached. Many remarkably fine specimens have beell obtained at the Comet Mine.
Dundas; the Adelaide Mine has also afforded a limited
number; and at the Magnet some beautiful sharply-cut.
crystals have been from time to time found, although
usually at this locality they are small in size. It is considered by mineralogists to be of somewhat rare occurrence
in nature. It has also been named cromfordite, from its
origina.l locality, Cromford, Derbyshire, England. The
mineralogist Breithau:pt's name, phosgenite, has priority
over that of cromfordlte, given to the substance by Greg
and Lettsom.
2!4. PICOTITE (Aluminat e 0/ Magnesium and Chrome ) .
This is also known as chrome spinel. It occurs in sma.ll
but perfectly formed octahedral crystal, of an intense
black colour and high lustre. .
It is extremely ,plentiful at certain places in the alluvial on the banks of the Heazlewood Ri-.,rer, not uncommonly in associa.tion with pa.rticles of gold and scales of
osmiridium. In the websterite dyke occurring at the
Magnet, which is partially weathered, this mineral occurs
sparsely scattered throughout the mass, which, on its
decomposition, imparts 8. greeu c"\louration to the rock, as
it becomes dolomitized.

:l45. PI,cROLITE (Fibrous S erpentin e).
A pale-green, somewhat radiating, variety of serpentine
fairly agrees with the above. It is often translucent, and
occasionally almost asbestiform. It occurs with bastite and
chrysobile at North-East Dundas; with magnetite and
pyrite of the Rio Tinto, Savage River. With the former
it is often closely associated.
246_

(Hydrated Silicat e 0/ Aluminium and
M angane8<).
An altered variety of actinolite which has been termed
rock cork." It occurs in felted fibrous masses, of a pale.
grey to almost white colour, in considerable quantity at a
spot east of the II Red Face " at tJhe Mt. Bischoff Tin Mine.
P'LOTITE

H

247.

(Hydrated Silicate 01 Aluminium, Nick el,
and ltfagnesium).
This doubtfully homogeneous substance is always of an
apple-green colour. It is of rare occurrence as small nodu-

L

PIMELITE
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lar patches in the veinstone of the Heazlewood Silver·lead
Mine, attached to siderite, which is itself often stained
green by chrome and nickel; it also occurs as an incrustation on other nickel minerals near Trial Harbour, West
Coast.
24B.

(Hydrou& Silicate 01 .Aluminium and Pota.·
.ium).
U oder this name are included many amorphous alt.eratioD products of various minerals, such as feispars, micas,
a.nd others. The chemical .composition practically represents muscovite. As occurring in this island it is in the
form of irregular lumps, which are a close representation
of tha.t peculiar variety of quartz which is known as
.. slashed " or " chopped" quartz, occasionally found in
the stanniferous drift of the eastern tin mines, as well
as in the auriferous drift of the Lisle goldfields. The
pinite appa.rently filled cavities that had been in the
granite, and taken impressions of a.ngular crystals, which
protruded from the wa.lls of the cavity. This substance
has occurred a.t Moorina. and other localities.
PINlTE

249. PITTI CITE ( Arseniosulphate o/Iron).
A doubtfully homogeneous amorphous substance, of a.
dark, almost black, colour, and greasy lustre, that would
appear to result from the alteration of arsenopyrite. It
occurs in limited quantity in the vicinity of the Scamander
River; at Mt. Pelion (Montgomery); and at: North-East
Dundas it occurs as a. thin coating, of an intense brown
colour, on niccolite.
:l50. PLAGIONITE (Sulphantimonite of L ead).
This mineral occurs as indistinct small tabular crystal.
lisations, that are grouped together in druses, and as
irregular massive specimens of small size. In colour the
samples obtained are of a dark·grey, but are generally
much tarnished.
Locality: The HeazI-ewood Silver·lead Mine.

21)1. PLATINUM, Native.
This metal bas been reported to occur at St. Paul 's
River; at the Pieman goldfield ; as minute flakes in
auriferous wash at Salisbury, near Beaconsfield, and at
'Vilaon 's River (which is a tributary of the Piema-n). All
t he id-entifi cations are doubtful, and need confirmation.
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2.52. PLEONASTE (Aluminate of Magnesium and Iron).
Also known as black spinel and as ceylonite. It is
intensely black, opaque, and has a high polish with a
strong conchoidal fracture. It is one of the minerals
termed .. black-jack" by the norlh-eastern tin miners.
It is extremely abundant in the alluvial tin-drift, usually
occurring as waterworn lumps of small size, and but rarely
showing any indication of crystal outline. It is commonly
associated with zircon, sa.pphire, a.nd quartz.
It is plentiful a.t Weldborough, Moorina, Branxholm,
Mt. Cameron, Hampshire, in small pieces at the Blythe
River, and in small quantity at the Denison goldfield.
The red and other coloured spinels are not known to occur
in this island.
253.

PLINTHITE

(Hydrous Silicate of Aluminium).

An amorphous clay-like substance of a brown colour,
with conchoidal fracture, but of doubtful homogeneity,
being in all probability but an indurated mixture. It
occurs near Falmouth.
254.

PLUI4BOGUI4MITE

(Hydrated Phosphate of Lead and
Aluminium).

Occurs in stalactitic and irregular globular and botryoidal forms of a pale--brown colour, with a resinous lustre.
It was found attached to partially decomposed gal<na at
the British-Zeehan Silver-lead Mine.
255.

.",

POLYSPHOERITE

( Hydrat ed Phosphate of Lead and
Calcium).

This mineral occurred as minute rounded pellets, which
had an internal radiated structure. Colour brown, with
a somewha.t greasy appearance. It was found intimately
associated with bunches of pyromorphite and cerussite at
the Sylvester Silver Mine, Zeehan (A. J. Taylor).
256.

PORCELLANITE

(Silicate of Aluminium).

This is a milk-white l compact, and smooth porcelainlike substanceJ with a glimmering conchoidal fracture.
It is not strictly a mineral species, but is apparently an
indurated clay. It occurs sporadically in the vicinity of
Mt. Lyell.
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257. PRZIBRAMITE (Sulphate 01 Zinc and Cadmium).
Cadminiferous blende has been obtai~ed near the
Seamander River, on the East Coast; at several localities
in the Ben Lomond district; and more sparingly at the
Reazlewood. .
258. PSlLOHELANE (Hyd,.ous Mangan ~&e Manganat e).
Amorphous, botryoidal, and stala.ctitic, of a. d.a.rk colour,
with suhmetallic lustre. The oommon mode of occurrence
is in the' stalactitic' habit in cavernous gossao, and it is
often w~ry impure.
It is abundant a.t the Penguin River ; at the Heazlewood and Dundas it occurs in the lode outcrops, and forms
considerable proportion of the outcrops ; at the Heazlewood and Magnet it also occurs in quanti ty.
259.

PYCNITE.

(See

TOPAZ.)

(1lydrou8 Aluminium and Calcium
Fluoride).
Occurs as a granular powder, which is often kaolinised.
Its probable origin is from the decomposition of topaz
porphyry. It occurs closely ini..ermix-ed with partially
decomposed green tourmaline at Mt. Bischoff.
26(1. PROSOPITE

261. PROUSTITE (Sulpharsenite 01 Silver).
This a.ttractive mineral was first detected in minute
bright crimson patches, intermixed with other minerals, a.t
t he Bell's Reward Mine, Heazlewood, and has more reoentty
Dcc'urred at many of the silver·lea.d mines, but only in
small quantity. At the Magnet Mine it oft.ln occurs as
patches of extreme tenuity coating the dolomite gangue.
These patches are at times intermixed with or surrounded
by native silver, appearing as if the latter were derived
from its decomposition. A small number of bright, sharply
cut crystals have occurred, but they are of extreme rarity.
At the Hercules Mine the surface of the schist rock, and
at times the complex mixture of zinc and lead sulphides,
aTt~ often coloured red by a thin coating of this mineral,
with which the da.rk ruby silver, pyrargyrite, is sometimes
a.ssociated. At the Zeehan mines it has been detected,
notably at the British·Zeehan Mine. It has been found at
the North Farrell Mine, at Tullah; at the Long Tunnel
Mine, at Heazlewood; and in several other localities ; but
always in small quantity, a.nd usually as thin films.
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(Silver Sulphantimonitej.
Ruby silver ore has recent ly occurred at several mines,
notably at the Magnet, where it is not by any means rare,
in patches and blebs in close association with galenite.
The mineral is sometimes surrounded by frondose and
granular native silver, and the combination, needless to
say, a.dds materially to the silver assay value of the ore_
At the Mt. Stewart Mine it occurs sparingly, and in small
vughs little nests of micro-rhombohedral crysta.ls have been
detected, which are probably t\lis mineral. At the Mt.
Farrell .Mine it has been noticed embedded in galena.; also
at the Confidence Mine near Waratah, and at the Hercules
Mine, Mt. Read, it has been seen in micro-crystals attached
to filaments of native silver. Reported to have been found
at the Oonah and British-Zeehan Mines at Zeehan.
The light ruby silver ore (proustite) is sometimes associated with the pyrargyrite; the latter appears to be the
more often noticed, but the exact determination of the
species has not been made in the majority of occurrences.
At the Magnet Silver Mine this mineral has recently
been obtained in small, but perfectly-fonned , characteristic rhombohedral crystals nestling in cavities in the lode
gangue associated with galena and blende in the southern
working of the mine. They are dull-black in colour, due
to tarnish, but readily give the bright-red. streak, as well
as the conchoidal fractur-e, when broken. The mineral in
its compact and investing forms is not by any means rare,
but the crystals are extremely so; in fact, they appear to
have been first detected in this State.
268.

~.
•J

L

PYRARGYRITE

PYRITE (SullJhide 0/ Iron).
With the exception of quartz, this is,
all probability,
the most widely distributed and 8 bundant mineral in
nature, and it is especially plentiful in many portions of
this State. It is commonly known as iron pyrites in contradistinction to copper pyrites; and also as mundic, a Cornish
term, which is now universally employed. The composition
is iron disulphide, with occasionally a few atoms of iron
replaced by copper, in which case it may be termed a
low-grade copper ore, the empirical composition being
S 53'4, Fe 46'6. The large proportion of sulphur renders
~t of the utmost importance in the process of pyritic
smelting, and also in the manufacture of sulphuric acid,
more particularly in the production of superphosphates.
Pyrite crystallises in tb~ isometric system, and is commonly found in well-defined cubes, which often reach a

,0
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compa.ratively large size, specimens occurring occasionally
nearly 6 inches in diameter. The pentagona.l d odecahedron is so cha.racteristic of pyrite that it is known as the
pyritohedron. It is often found in sharply defined, highly
polished crystals. Many other modifications of crystallographic structure are well known, and they form a distinctive group. The auriferous pyrites is well known, and
is of considerable economic importance; the gold is not
chemically combined, but in the form of minute particles,
as may often be detected by the aid of the microscope,
scattered throughout the substance of the pyrites, or
implanted in the lamellre.
The auriferous variety occurs at Beaconsfield, L eiToy,
Mathinna, and at the other reef gold-mining localities. Notable localities for the massive, granular, and sub-crystalline varieties are Mt. Read ; Dial Range, in extensive
bunches of crystals; River Forth; Mt. Kershaw, north of
the Pieman River; Savage River ; and many other places.
Interesting bunches of well·formoo crystals have been
obtained at the Curtin-Davis Mine, in association with
tetra.hedrite. At Heemskirk some rather fine crystals of
t he pyritohedron habit have been collected, and numerous
other localities have a.fforded crystals of more or less
interest, but they are usually somewhat small. In the Mt.
Lyell copper-gold·silver mining district t.his mineral has
been discovered and mined in enormous quantities, the
most importan~ being tha.t operated upon by the Mt. Lyell
Company. It comprises a vast contact d eposit-bounded
by quartz conglomerate and schist of doubtful origin-of
pyrite, containing small quantities of copper, gold, and
silver. The main body is apparently of oval form,
approximatel y about 900 feet in length by 700 fe ot in
width, and gradually lessening in bulk as depth is attained .
There are occasional enrichments, consisting mainly of
irregular masses of bornite and stromeyerite. At the Stirling Valley, between Tullah and Rosebery, a deposit
DCCUrs, with which are associated several bands of cubical
galena. The pyrite is for the most part granular, with
pockets of small, fairly·developed crystals.
" At the Federation Mine, Mt. Heemskirk, in a lode·
iormation in altered granite, there occ ur very symmetrical
crystals. Striated cubes and smooth· faced or striated
pyritohedra are found as simple forms, and combinations
of both cube and pyritohedron are common. The extent
to which the two forms are represented in the combina-tions is variable. All forms found at this locality are
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remarkable in this respect, that they carry anhedral grains
of cassitlerite sporadically distributed. Pyrite occurs in
the form of small but perfect octahedra in vughs in the
pyritic ore-body of the Montana No_ 2 Mine at Zeehan_
The forms are simple and quite free from striz." L. K .
Ward_)

264.

(Oolumbate and Titanate 01 Calcium,
Lanthantum, Cerium, &:c.).
This rare mineral, or a. species a.llied thereto, hae been
discovered on what was known as the Shekleton Mining
Syndica.te's property, whose sea.t of operations was near
Table Cape_
.
It occurs in a granula.r conditd.on, of a brown colour, in
a.lluvial drift, with zircon in abunda.nce, and more sparingly
sapphire, the main portion of the wash being a quartz
grit. " The Australian Mining Standard " of October,
1896, states that an analysis by Dr. W. H. Craze gave the
fonowing result, viz. : If A
mobate of ura.nium and chromium, a variety of
pyrochlore : ~
PYROCBLORE

Ur
Ch
Ti
Ni
Fe
Al
Ctt.
Si

to

l)i

7'1';

La

6-2 to
1 . 0 to
1'6 to

Th
Yt

..,

Per cent. Per cent..
5
10
0'6
10'5 to 12'0
12
to 18
4'0 to
2'5
2t)'5 to 27'7
7-3 to
6 '2
2'6 to
1 '5
16
to 12

0'5
2-2

tmces
tr8C~S

Professor Rosenbusch, the eminent petrologist, in a communication to Mr. W. H. Twelvetrees, states that the mica.
solvsbergite of the Port Cygnet complex conta.ins a. mineral
in small quantity which may belong to the pyrochlore
group. It is st.rongly refractive, red, transparent, and
isotropic,

265 _ PYROMORPHITE (Ghloropho.phat. 0/ L ead).
This is the most important member of an isomorphous
group of arsenates, arsenophosphites, and phosphates of
lead, which crystallise in the hexagonal system. The ori~in
of all the species forminl;: this group is in all probabihty
to be BOught in the mlspickel or apatite in the lodema.t'ter of its vicinity, by affording the acid radica.ls to
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lead supplied by the alter&tion of lead sulphide. Thes.
secondary minerals in their highest development are found
some distance from t he actual outcrop. In pyromorphite
the phosphorus sometimes gives way to arsenious acid,
and by this change the mineral graduates to the chlaroarsenate, or vanadie and chromic acids may act in the
same manner, and thus constitute the other members of
the group. The Sylvester Mine, at Zeehan, has afforded
the largest and most perfect crystallised masses of this
mineral so far obtained in this State. T~ crystals are
intricately interwoven 1 the normal colour being an intensely
dark-green. At the Godkin Mine, Whyte River, it is found
in minute crystlals, and as earthy pyromorphite in large
blocks, being in this condition mixed with clay, and at
times pyrolusite; in small veins with cupriferous pyrite
and ga.lena in a quartz gangue at the River Lee. At the
Hercules Mine a limited qua.ntity of attractive crystal
groups has occurred.
At the Ma.gnet Mine the crysta.ls
are well developed, but usua.lly somewhat small. The
colours vary at this locality in a remarka.ble degree, ranging from milk-white to pale and dark green; -again yellow
and shades of dark port--wine tint. It is found also
at many of the silver-lead mines of Zeehan, Dundas, and
the Heazlewood; but these minor occurrences do not need
special reference.

266. PYROLUSITE (Oxide of Manganese ).
An abundant and widely distributed mineral, commonly
found in botryoidal, radiating, or granular masses, rarely
crystallised. It is black or bluish-black in colour, and is
much softer than psilomelane.
Alluvial drift is often oemented into a compact mass by
ferro -mangan_, which is a mixture of this mineral and
Its more important localities in this island
limonite.
are :-Penguin River, Heazlewood, Vale of Belvoir, Mt.
Claude, Zeehan, Dundas, Meredith Range, Pieman River,
Fingal, and the Dial Range. At the Balstrup Manganese
Hill Mine, at Zeehan, small crystals occur intermixed with
the more profuse radiated masses.
267.

1
I

( lJisilicate 01 Iron, MafJ1l-e.ium, Calcium,
&;c.).
A petrologically important family of ferro-m~gnesian
rock-forming minerals, which are well represented 10 those
of igneous origin. They are divided into two well-estab1ished grou ps, viz : PYROXENE

•
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(I) Rhombic Pyroxenes_
Enstatite, with less than 5 per oont. of Fe O.
Bronzite, with 5 to 14 per cent. of Fe O.
Hypersthene, with above 14 per cent. of Fe O.
The most highly ferriferous is termed amblystegite, and
the fibrous variety is known as bastite.

(2) Mono.cl-i-12'ip Pyroxenes.
Augite, dark-coloured variety,
Diallage (this alters to schiller-spar), and
Various green to white varieties.
The first are abundant in various rocks of igneous origin,
such as diorites, porphyrites, andesites, and some peridotites. The last occur also in pI utonic and volcanic rocks,
especially those of a basic nature- basalts, gabbros, andesites, &c.

268_

PYROPHYLLITE

(Hydrated Silicate of Aluminium) .

This mineral is very plentiful at the Mt. Bischofi' Mine
in close association with various forms of pyrites and cassiterite. It forms radiating aggregations of thin scales,
which have a yellowish-white colour and glimmering lustre.
Before the blowpipe the substance exfoliates and swells to
a large size, and with nitrate of cobalt solution it strongly
reacts for aluminium. At the Shepherd and Murphy
Mine, Bell Mount, it is fairly common in small radiating
patches, which are often implanted on quartz, and may
contain imbedded crystals of cassiterite. At North Hoomskirk it is also plentiful under the same conditions, but it
is usually at this locality of a paler, almost white, tint.
Mr. R. Sticht has very kindly forwarded me several
examples of what is undoubtedly pyrophyllite from the
Mt. Lyell district, as well as one from a locality a few
miles north of the Emu Bay Railway Company's bridge
crossing the Pieman River. That from the North Mt.
Lyell Mine is a massive form, with a micaceous scaly structure; it has a glimmering lustre, and is of a pale-greensh
colour.
The analysis gave the following result:cent.
62-3
31-4

POI"

Silica
~\lumina

Ignition loss, i.e.,
com bined water

=

6-02

99'72
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Respecting this substance, Mr. Sticht remarks :.. Judging from the anal;rsis mentioned below, there might
be slight traces of alblles present, but these would have
no special bearing on the composition otherwise."
It
occurs at the 850-feet level, associated with the quartzite
schist, a.nd in connection with a. 15-inch seam of chalcopyrite, 15 feet from the conglomera.te or the contact of the
same with the schist.
At the 700-feet level of the same mine a variety of this
mineral is found close to the conglomerate. It occurs
a. a finely-divided aggregate of scales of a pale yellowishgreen colour, with a semi-metallic sheen. It is much less
compact than the one a.bove referred to.
The a.nalysis shows the following composition:Per ceot.

Sili<:8.
Alumina

Potassium oxide
Sodium oxide
MagnesiulD
Lime
Ignition loss, i.t .•
combined water

-

60-20
31-90

=

0-20
0-07
nil
nil

=

7-50

-

99-87

At the Lyell Company's Chester Pyrites Mine, in the
North Pieman district', the mineral occurs in considerable
quantity; in fact, it forms the great bulk of the countryrock in which the pyrites is contained. At times it constitutes veins in the solid pyrites. It is composed of small
white scales with & distinctly silvery sheen. Apparently
it has partly undergone kaolinisation, and this may
account for the slight divergence in composition from the
normal type. This alteration is shown by the analysis,
which is as follows:Per cent.

=

Silica
Alumintt.

Ignition loss, i.e.,
combined water _

~pecific

grllvity

59-8
SS-8
6-0

2' 78.

I t would appear that tbis almost compact to scaly
granular pyrophyllite forms the base of some of the
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schistose rocks which are characteristic of the localities
indicated.
" At the North Lyell Mine a compact massive form of
this substance occurs. It is of a pale-green colour, has
a smooth and unctuous feel, and exhibits distinct translucency at the margin of thin flakes.
" Upon analysis it gives the following result: 8i 0, =
Ai,O, =
Combmed H2

°=

Per cent.
59'0

32'05
7'2
98'25

The oxygen ratio is 31'5 : 15 ' 1, practically resembling
the mineral from the Chester Mine, North Pieman." (R.

Sticht.)

269.

PYROSTILPNITE (Silver Sulphantimonitf:).
A rare ore of silver (containing 59'44 per cent. of Ag)
known as " fire-blende. p It crysta.llises in the monoclinic
system, and is sometimes tabular l but its common habit is
in imperfectly terminated sheaves or irregular buncheslike stilbite-but of almost microscopic dimensions. It is
of a hyacinth-red colour, but is generally tarnished. to
an almost black discolouration.
When free from discolouration it has an adamantine lustre and decided red
streak. In minute vughs it may be detected in association with nests of small quartz crystals_ \Vhen coating
cleavages in its extremely silicious gangue it soon arrests
attention from its peculiar habit of occurrence in radiatin g
and irregular bunch-es, by which feature it may be known
from proustite, although both have t he same bright colour.
Before the blow-pipe it fuses easily, giving off white antimonial fumes, and with soda affords a bead of silver. It
occurs in limited quantity, but quite enough to make an
appreciable difference in the bulk silver assays. Locality :
The Long Tunnel Mine, Heazlewood. Associated with this
is another silver mineral of an orange-yellow colour with
yellow streak. It affects a frondose habit, and is found
in exceedingly limited. qua.ntity as aggregates in the cleava.ges of the gangue.
It may be xanthoconite (a silver
sulpharsenate, crystallising in the rhombohedral system),
but the quantity is too small to make reasonably certain
of it's exact identification. Pyrostilpnite occurs at the
Oonah Mine, Zeehan, closely associated with pyrite in oellu~
lar quartz.
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270. PYRRHOT ITE (Sul phid< 0/ I ron).
Also known as magnetic pyrites. It crystallises in the
hexagonal system, but the crystals are extremely rare.
The only known occurrence of the crystals in this island is
at the Colebrook, North-East Dundas, where they occur
of the usual diminutive size, in small clusters on the parent
mineral. The amorphous substance also occurs at this
locality in immense quantity in close association with axinite and a little arsenopyrite, datolite, and chalcopyrite. The
pyrrhotite is of the u sual bronze colour, with a noticeable
tarnish of the brighest shades of red, blue, and green, which
gives it the pseudo appearance of being an ore rich in
copper. Occurs as a large massive forma.tion near George's
Bay; at Mt. Ramsa.y in amphibole rock, with native bismuth and other minerals j in main arlit at Mt. Bischoff the
samples weather to a normal bronze lustre j at Hampshire
in amorphous masses, which have a decided red tinge, and
also of a grey colour, disseminated in a hard metamorphic
rock; Penguin River, where it is highly nickeliferous j
Dundas, said also to carry nickel; samples from the Blue
Tier, near Beaconsfield, haye been found to contain nickel,
and in the old adits the mineral has decomnosed to a
mixed sulphate of that metal and iron j :BeaconSfield,
where It is often auriferous ; Mt. Pelion, in enormous
masses; Rocky River and Savage River, in considerable
quantities j Barn Bluff, with actinolite and pyrites.

271. QUARTZ (Silica).
This abundant and widely diffused mineral is common
both in the amorphous and crystallised form . The crystals occur as hexagonal prisms, which sometimes have
pyramidal terminations at both ends.
It is found in
many parts of the island, often in considerable abundance.
The crystallised form more especially is met with in profusion in the tin-mining districts, where examples of large
size, more or less water worn, and showing a wide range of
colouration, form one of the main features of the stanniferous drift. On Flinders Island and in the vicinity of
Mt. Cameron individual crystals weighing many pounds
are commonly obtained.
They are known as " rockcrystal," and are beautiful representations of the species.
In the auriferous districts the quartz is usually more or
less milky-white owing to enclosed vesicles, but extremely
fine bunches of clear colourless crystals have been obtained
at several loca.lities. At the Heazlewood, quartz, often
coloured green with the oxide of chrome, is an a.bundant
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admixture in the lode gangue of the silver-lead mines ; and
on the West Coast crystals coloured red with iron oxide
have been obtained. At Beaconsfield a honeycombed form
occurs; this apparently has resulted from the decomposition of pyrites. Masses of a similar character have been
found at the Pieman River and other places.
At the Vale of Belvoir, quartz occurs pseudomorphous
dter tremolite, and silicified wood, which is of similar
origin, is abundant in many places.
At Ben Lomond,
in t he workings of one of the tin mines, quartz has been
found pseudomorphous after felspar; the specimens have
a peculiar mottled a-ppearance of various shades of brown.
A peculiar variety known as " hacked quartz " occurs at
several of the East Coast alluvial tin workings and at the
Lisle goldfields.
Some specimens from the lastmen t~oned
locality are remarkably fine and fresh, as well as being of
unusually large size-at times quite 2 feet in length. The
origin of this variety has caused no little speculation. Its
original home was p"obably formed by the infiling of vughs
in the granite rock. The peculiar hacked impressions on
most of the faces of the irregular mass are the imprints on
felspar or other crystals which originally lined the cavity.
It would appear that silica in solution percolated through
the granite into the cavity, and in hardening, retained
the image of its form and linin~ , thus becoming the veritable casts which are now found 10 the alluvium.
At the Hercules Mine, Mt. Read, many of the small
quartz crystals are both "left-handed " and also II righthanded," and in some cases, in addition to the Wand
Y trapezoids, show the rhombic face e. The last has
also been detected in some of the crystals from t he vicinity
of Bell Mount, Middlesex. At the North Lyell Mine
many small quartz crystals occur, which are flattened in
the plane containing the principal axes, and mackled with
another crystal on 521 intersecting in a zig-zag line. These
twins are known from the Dauphine, and also from Japan.
On the sand hillocks skirting portion of the coastline of
Flinders' Island, Bass StraiCs, novel forms of siliooous concretion have been collected. They are known as fulgurites
or vitrified sand, produced by the action of lightning on
the sand dunes. They are circular, thin, about
inches
in diameter, with a concentric structure, and more rough ened on what is apparently the upper surface than
the lower.
On the Linda track l between the Rivers Collingwood
and Franklin, a remarkable pisolitic variety occurs as loose

2,
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boulders.
It is difficult to account for this granular
growth, which appears to be in layers ODe over the other,
and has the appearance of a siliceous oolite. The concretionary spherules are individually about 1 mill. in
diameter. " (L. K. Ward.)
.. A finely fibrous, somewhat silky-looking va.riety of this
mineral, in inter laminations up to i-inch thick, much
resembling some aragonite deposited from thermal springs,
occurs in the Australasian Slate Quarry, Back Creek. "
(Ulrich.)
Endomorphs in quartz, which is usually more or less
cloudy in appearance from enclosed substances:Rutile.-Moorina; Mt. Cameron.
Cassiterite.-Gould's Country.
Tourmalintl.-Ben Lomond; Moorina. j Mt. Heemskirk.
Irun OXlde.-I n capillary fibres (known as venus hair
stone) , Kindred-roadl near the River Forth.
Manganite.- In solid dendrites in semi-opal, NorthEast Co.st.

Princ'ipal Variet·ies 0/ Quartz.
Rock-crystal.-Vitreous form with a glassy appearance,
commonly transparent and colourless, but occasionally
tinted with yellow and brown. Mt. Cameron, Gould's
Country, Moorina, Thomas' Plains, Lefroy, Mt. Maurice,
Mt. Heemskirk, Beaconsfield. Dundas, Ben Lomond,
Flinders and other islands in Bass Strait, and other
localities.
Cairngorm.. -Smoky-brown of va.rious shades.
Blue
Tier, Moorina, Mt. Cameron, Flinders Island, &c.
False Topa:.-Of • clear pellucid yellow colour. Mt.
Cameron, Moorina, Gould's Country, &c.
Hyalbit e.- This variety has been found in the form of
beautiful globular concretionary masses and incrustations
with a pearly lustre. Zeehan, Gould's Country, Rio Tinto
Mine (Savage River).
"Occurs in small mammillary
colourless transpa.rent cQa.tings in hollows of the basalt
nea.r Surrey Hills Sta.tion on the road to Mt'. Bischoff. "
(Ulrich).
Res-inite.-A form of semi-opal of dull-brown colour and
resin-like appearance. Flinders Island.
IV ood Opal.-Silicified wood, usually of a pal,,brown colouration, with a stria.ted structure.
In
drift, Derby ; Flinders Island; Epping Forest; Long-

•
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ford; Launceston; in concentric layers, Franklin Rivulet;
East Arm of Port Sorell j near Latrobe; Kentish Plains j
white, of a fine silky texture, Queen River, east of
Howard's Plain j of a. bright colouration and compact
form, Little Forester River; Lake Sorell; Conara; ~an~
sea; pseudomorphous after stems, Hoba.rl.
Cacholong.-A milk-white, compact, siliceous substance,
occurring as thin veins and filling cavities in basalt j it is
opaque, and usually somewhat dull in lustre. Near Launceston.
Prase.- Amorphous, usually of a yellowish-brown and
waxy lustre, Hampshire Hills; as brown to dark-green
waterworn pebbles, Lake Sorell; with adularia and ordinary quartz in the granite rock near its junction with met.
morphic slate, Tasman Rivulet; a brown porcelain-like
form is abundant at the Magnet Range.
Agate.-A.. variegated variety of quartz, the colours
being a.rranged in bands, conoentric la.yers, and cloudy
masses. River Leven; Cranbrook, near Swansea; River
Forth ; Flinders Island; Cornelian Bay j Lake Sorell;
Heazlewood j and other places.
Morion.-Black quartz. Blue Tier; Flinders Island;
Ben Lomond; a mammilated black quartz in a solid compact form occurs on the west branch of the Savage River,
nearly opposite Long Plain.
H ornstone.-A variety resembling flint, opaque to
translucent, dull and glimmering lustre. In colour, from
white to black Lydian stone.
Lilydale; Oyster Bay;
Flinders Island; Cornelian Bay ; Mt. Nelson; Mt. Bischoff; Pieman River; Macquarie Harbour; River Forth ;
and elsewhere.
Common Opal.-An amorphous hydrated form of a
milk-white to pale-brown colour and vitreous lustre.
Port Cygnet j Lake Sorell; Cornelian Bay; Macquarie
Harbour ; Supply Creek j Mt. Cameron; Pieman ; Dugam
Ra.nge, near the Montagu j Proctor 's-road, near H obart.
M enilite.-A dull brownish to white translucent va.riety
of common opal, occurring in irregular reniConn lumps or
nodules, which are impressed on the surface with a.ngular
depressions. In stanniferous drift, Gould's Country.
Geyserite.-A white hydrated form , occurring in cellular
masses mixed with native sulphur. Mt. Bischoft'.
R Qlje-quartz.- Of rare occurrence, and then not nearly
so clear as that obtained in Bavaria and other places.
Local examples are generally somewhat ferruginous and
cloudy. \Vest Coast; Beaconsfield ; Moorina.
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A methy,t.-O f a beautiful clear violet colour. A gemsto ne much in use for ornamental work.
In large
detached abraded crystals in stannifer ous drift at
Mootina. ; in the Emu River, about 4 miles south of the
Hampshire Hills; also occurs at Mt. Cameron and Blue
Tier.
Cl~alcedony.-Semi ·transpar entJ with a wa.xy lustre ;
often in mammilla.ted fonn, but never in a crystallised
condition. Of a. greenish and brown colour, apparently
in filtered in cavities and seams at Beaconsfield; in banded
brown-coloured masses at Flinders Island; a.s waterworn
pebbles, &wa.nport; Lake Sorell j Ta.mar Heads; Cornelian
Bay; Li91e; Mt. Cameron; Meredith Range ; Heazlewood;
Pieman River j Zeehan; as crustified masses, Corinna., Pieman River.
Cornelian.- Of a more or less variegated red colouration, often banded with white and yellow, and sometimes
'Showing crystalline aggregations. Finga.l ; Flinders I sland j
Swansea; River Forth ; Cornelia.n Bay; Lake Sorell;
Ilfracombe; Supply Creek; Longford ; and many otlber
localities.
Jasper.-Usually dull -red colour, but sometimes green or
yellow. Nea.r Corinna in alluvial drift with crustified chalcedony and quartz; a close, compact green variety, not
unlike the New Zea.la.nd greenstone, occurs in the Arthur
River, about 6 miles below Waratah.

272.

RANDANITE

( I n fus orial Earth).

F ound in small quantity; conta.ins many fresh-water
forms of diatomacere. Inglewood , near Oatlands (Burbury) j in depressions between the dolerite hills of the
neighbourhood j it has been found in thin seams occasionally ranging up to as much as 12 inches in thickness, and
sometimes very pure.

273.

RESTORMELlTE

( Hydrou s Silicate 01 Aluminium and
Iron).

As a.t its origi na.l loca.lity, Restormel Mine Cornwall
th is substance occurs as a coa.ting on psilomelan~ and othe;
mang~niferous materia.l. It is white. to pale-greyish blue,
sometimes almost a clear blue. The mcrustation is invariably thin, but quite noticeable and distinct.
Locality: The Comet Mine, Dundas.
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274. RETINALITE ( Y ellow Serpentine).
A massive, resinous yellow va.riety of this mineral sub·
stance. It is usually translucent. It occurs at Dundas
with the normal variety.
" This variety of serpentine, in roundish pebble-like
pieces of light-yellow to brown colour. and translucent,
much resembling resin, was found by Mr. W. R. Bell, on

I •

~

the Parson's Hood Range. "

(Ulrich.)

275. RHODONITE (Silicate of Mangane.,).
Information from Zeehan states that this mineral has
heen found there, but the statement requires confirmation.
It usually occurs massive, opaque, and flesh-red in colour,
often coated black externally from exposure. Some beauti.
ful examples ha.ve been obtained from the New England
District of New South Wales. (Cox and Ratte, " Mines
and Minerals.")
Massive, in a somewhat impure form, forming part of a
vein of scapolite in a large asbestos seam in serpentine on
the ground leased to the Australasian Asbestos Company,
a.t Anderson's Creek, west of Beaconsfield. Called " red
quartz" by the miners. (W . H. Twelvetrees.)

(Titano.-fluo-silicate of Sodium, Calcium, and
Cerium).
A substance t hat is presumed to be this occurs some~
what plentifully in the garnetiferous mica solvsbergite of
Port Cygnet. It is colourless to rose without crystallographic outline, and with imperfect cleavage. It belongs
to the minerals of the first generation in this rock.

276.

•

RINKITE

277. RHODOCHROSITE (Protocarbonate 01 Manganese).
This well-marked and attractive rose-red-coloured mineral is also known as diallogite. It has been obtained at
several of the Zeehar:. mines commonly coating ferro-manganese cavernous gossan, the hollows often containing
somewhat fine aggregations of the substance. At Dundas
it occurs under similar conditions; while at the Magnet
Mine it is not unusual to see it in bands alternating on
either side of the central crustification of that laminated
ore-body. The finest development of this minera.l as occurring here is at the mines at Mt. Read, with more especial
reference to the Hercules Mine, at which most attractive
specimens h;t.ve been obtained. These mainly consist of
finely cut crystals and nodular patches, intermixed with
small water-clear quartz crystals and pale tinted fluorite.
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Cavities in the ore-body are sometimes found completely
lined with the substance, with which the sulphide ores are
intermixed. It also forms seams and masses of the charact.eristic rose colour.

278.

RUT[LE ( Binoxide of Titanium).
This mineral crystallises in the tetragonal system, and is
one of the modifications of the trimorphous body 1'1 0 t ;
the others being brookite and anatose.
Titanium dioxide has been formed artificially by the
reaction of titanium fluoride and water vapour. The pro.
cess is therefore really analogous to that which has yielded
cassiterite; indeed, stannic oxide and tita.nic oxide stand in
close chemical relationship. Pneumatolytic action may thus
be invoked as a possible explanation of the genesis of these
minerals (Rudler). The species of titanium oxide have
been formed artificially, and are dependent upon various
tempera.tures, rutile being formed at a red heat; at a tern·
perature such as would volatilise zinc brookite was pro·
duced; and at a temperature just below that at which
cadmium may be volatilised anatase results. This minera.l
is a.bundant in the alluvial drift, but much rounded, at
Brown Plains ; about the south·west base of Mt. Lyell; in
wa.terworn fragments, and occasionally as well· formed
crystals, Claywn Rivulet; in red·brown to almost black
capillary bunches penetrating quartz crystals, Moorina and
other places.
Occurs in large quantities in grains and slightly water·
worn crystals up to !·inch in length in surface·drift, and
enclosed in a brecciated sandstone on the top and slope
of a hill situated a short distance from Hamilton·on-Forth.
The crystals are usually well· formed, including angulated
twins, but have mostly rough faces. The colour varies
from light to dark·reddish brown. Metagenic twins are
of frequent occurrence. The variety called nigrine, of a
very dark·brown to black colour, occurs abundantly ;n
small waterwom grains and imperfect crysta.ls in drift at
Rocky Ca.pe. It is very plentiful in auriferous drift at

Lymington, Port Cygnet.

At the Penguin River and

vicinity it is fairly common.

279.

280.

SANDBERGERITE

=

KUPFERBLENDE. (See TENNANTITE.)

SANIDINE ( The Glassy Variet y of Orthoclase ).
This is the glassy variety of potash felspar that occurs
in imbedded crystals in various igneous rocks. Plentiful
as fine bold crystals, often showing zonal growth, in the
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sOlvsbergit&porphyry and the elreolite-syenite of Port Cygnet.
281.

SAPONITE

(Hydrous Silicate

0/

Aluminium and Mag-

nesium).
A soft, massive substance, which becomes extremely
brittle on drying. It occurs in patches of a yellow to
brown colour, with chrome ochre and loose quartz on the
hanging-wall of an irregular quartz reef, at what was
known as the Duchess of York Mine, Salisbury, near
Beaconsfield; also occurs as a white amorphous substance
near Trial Harbour, West Coast.
282.

SAPPHIRE.

283.

SCAPOLITE.

(See CORUNDUM.)
(See MARIALITE.)

284. SCHEELITE (Tfmgstat< of Calcium).
This mineral is tetragonal ill crystallisation, but in habit
the crystals are the bi-pyramid, which have a striking
s-imilarity to the regular octahedra. The colour is always
pale in tint, with a vitreolH lustre, inclined to resinous
on the surfaces of fracture, which is uneven to subconchoidal and brittle, streak white.
The substance was
named in compliment to the chemist Scheele, who discovered the element tungsten in this mineral. Occurs at
Mt. Ramsay in well-fonned, rather long, opaque crystals,
often up to 1 inch in length, and more rarely in twins or
crystalline bunches. The colour is pale-yellowish brown,
sometimes with a slight greenish tinge. It is sparingly
disseminated in the black amphibolite contact· rock, in
association with native bismuth, pyrite of various kinds,
and a little purple fluorite. It is not connected with the
tin ore of this locality. It is stated to occur sparingly as
tabular crystals, which are nearly white, in connection with
a garnet rock at the Upper Emu River. In limited quantity it occurs closely intermixed with amorphous wolframite at a locality a short distance north of Pieman River
Heads, West Coast. On the south-east coast of King
Island, Bass Straits, this mineral is reported to be discovered in considerable quantity intermixed with quartz,
apparently in connection with a decomposed dark-b.rown
garnet rock. The forma.tion conta.ining the imbedded
mineral is said to be of great width, and to be a.bout 100
feet above, and 12 chains distant from, the sea.-Ievel. The
locality is about a. quarter of a. mile from Grassy River.

,I
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The scheelite is greenish-grey in colour, opaque and vitreous in appearance. It is irregular in deposition, often in
intergrown crystalline bunches, and well-fonned crystals
singly and in groups are not rare, which show pyramidal
hemihedrism. Nothing practical has to date been done
to el ucidate the geology of this find.
The following is an a.nalysis of the roughly concentrated
material, viz. : - Ca. Wo.,. - 65-3 per cent., which gave
Wo ~ = 52-68 per cent.; the ore contained Ta 2 0;') = 2'6
per cent. It is apparently a contact formation or lode
intimately connected with the granite of the vicinity. The
scbeelite occurs in thin seams, with small quantities of
associated molybdenite and native bismuth.
Excellent pseudomorphs, partial and occasio nall y complete, of this mineral to wolframite are not uncommon at
a locality about 1 mile east of south of Mayne's Tin Mine,
Heemskirk. They are perfect crystals in form, sometimes
only t ra.nsmuted to a very limited degree; then, again, the
whole substance of the crystals may be changed to the iron
manganese- t ungstate, in which case they assume the dull
surface appearance so generally typical of pseudomorphous
action. Some very nice crystals of the pure substance also
accompany the rest. These are from opaque to semitransparent, and of a pale-yellowish colour. 'Vith this find
wolframite also occurs in excellent crystals, both pure and
partially so, For information respecting these, see Dates
under that mineral. A yellowish brown substance may
occasionally be detected as minute blebs and veins on the
scheelite in connection with this occurrence, which may be,
and apparently is, the hydrated tungstic oxide, meyma.cite (WO :_p 2H 2 0 ), which is formed by alteration.
It is not of any importance, except as a mineralogical
curiosity. Ana.lysis made by Traube (Neue's Jahrb. Min.
Bei1. Bd. VII., 1890, p. 232), of a sample of the scheelite
from Mt. Ramsay gave the following result, viz.:-

,V 02
M 03
Cft 0

-

=

Per cent
79'77
trace
19·60

99·42
6·09
Referring to a. crystal from the same locality, Dr. Anderson remarks (" Records of the Australian Museum," Vol.
VI., Part 5, 1907) : H It occurs on hornblendic rock in well.
Specific gravity

•
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formed crystals up to 1 inch in length and iu crystalline
bunches. The measm:ed crystal is about 1 em. in t he
direction of the vertical axis, and is grayish and semitranslucent. The faces are fairly brilliant and gave good
signals; only the pyramid e (101) is present:Measured.

e /\ e l =

e 1\ e vii

=

101/\ 011
101/\ 011

= 72° 45 '

=

107° 15 '

Calculated (Dana.) .

72° 40, '
107 0 19f

At Gould 's Country scheehte occurs of a translucent
resin-yellow colour with a crystalline surface. (W . H.
Twel vetrees.)

285.

SCHILLER SPAR

( Hydrated Sil·icate o/llfagnesium).

An altered form of diallage, which is one
clinic pyroxenes. It occurs at the Parson 's
tain; in connection with serpentine at the
of foliated structure and pale-green colour
at Dundas.

of the monoHood Moun·
Heazlewood ;
in serpentine

286.

SCHROTTERITE (Hydrous Aluminium Silicate).
A soft, brittle, white to houey-yenow-coloured gum-like
substance, occurring as an incrustation in patches in a
fissure in Silurian slate. It decomposes to a white P9wder.
Occasionally it is stalactitic or mammillated, and easily
falls to pieces. Obtained near the Pieman River.

287

(Hydrated Silicate 0/ Alumina and Calcium).
Occurs in oblique crystals or as acicular tufts, and sometimes of fibrous radiating structure.
A radiating zeolite, occurring in the dolerite rock of
Launceston.
SCOLE C'ITE

288.

&MITHSONITE (Carbonate 0/ Zinc).
Only observed in small patches on limonite, Magnet
Mine.

289.

SCHLEROSPATHITE

(Sulphate

0/

Iron and Chromium).

This substance occurs with the presumed knoxvillite at
the &alisbury Mine, Blue Tier, near Beaconsfield. Like its
congener it has a highly fibrous habit. It is found in
large, compact, felted masses, which are extremely tough
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under the hammer, and comparatively heavy from CODtained hygroscopic water. The fibres are minute, short,
and silky white. The surface is often nodular and rough
from protruding fine spiculre.
An analysis of this substa.nce gave the following
result : S 03
Fe 2 0 3

=

Cr2 0 3
Loss on ignition over
Gangue

=

P er cent.

27-20
14-0

10-64
39-19

10-77
10\- 80

Before the blowpipe the substance swells and forms a.
brown-coloured mass, which is easily powdered. With
soda after trituration, it leaves a. loose powdery residuum,
which is readily attracted b;r the magnet_ The fused mM.
with borax bead gives reactIons of iron and chrome oxides.
It is readily soluble in water, and if kept in a dry situation gives up much of its hygroscopic moisture.

290_

SCORODITE (Hydrated ArBenate of Iron)_
Formed by the decomposition of arsenopyrite, and
usually found where that mineral is abundant. It is commonly met with at the Scamander River and vicinity;
Golconda, Mt. Bischoff; in the cavities of siliceous skeleton
rock as beautiful green crystals at the Upper Emu River;
amorphous in considerable quantity at the Waterhouse
goldfield, at which locality it has been obtained in greencoloured crystals in the gold mine which was known as the
Southern Cross; near Mt. Pelion in quantity, the masses
occasionally showing the gradual transmutation from the
original arsenopyrite.

291 SENARMONTITE (Teroxide 01 Antimony).
Has occurred in small quantity at the Long Tunnel
Mine, Whyte River; and at the Madame Melba Mine 1
North-East Dundas.
292.

(Orthosilicate 01 Alumini1.tm and Potassium).
OccUJ's in foliations of rocks of schistose structure;
colour, greenish to silvery white, with a silky lustre.
SERICI TE

.-
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Abundant as sericite-schist at Mt. Lyell, Mt. R<lad, and
other localities.
293. SERPENTINE (Hydrated Silicate 0/ Magnes1·a).
This is in reality a rock rather than a mineral species,
resulting from the metamorphism of intrusive igneous
rocks, such as the ultra-basic peridotites, which are rich
in olivine as a constituent. The mineral olivine is much
prone to alteration, and its conversion to serpentine can
be distinctly traced in rock sections, and even macroscopically. The eliminated iron from the olivine may be
represented as granules of magnetite, or it may be wholly
changed into the ferric state, and thence into the minerals
hematite and limonite.
This mineral occurs as a rockmass of considerabl~
extent. Its normal colour is green, of many shades, but
almost every known variety of t·he substance, both in colour
and structure, has been obtained in this island in more or
less quantity. At the Heazlewood and vicinity it occurs
in considerable amount, often containing a perceptible
quantity of nickel silicate, which gives it a bright applegreen colour, in which case it approaches that from New
Caledonia, which is worked as an ore of nickel. Along
the banks of the Heazlewood River and some of the smaller
streams much of the serpentine often contains large quantities of minute intensely black crystals of chrome spinel,
and, more rarely, large amorphous bunches of chromite.
Brucite, schiller-spar, and narrow bands of chrysotile also
occur with it as accessory minerals. At Anderson's Creek
and neighbourhood extensive masses of this rock exist, in
many places containing asbestiform chrysotile, and steatite;
north of Trial Harbour it often contains long fibrous asbestos, and is connected with an extensive bed of remarkably
pure talc j also occurs at Huskisson River, Clayton Rivulet, and at the Parson's Hood Mountain. Exposures of
serpentine occur on the Styx River and at the head of the
Florentine. At the Serpentine Bill near the Renison Bell
Tin Mine the serpentine occurs in part transmuted to an
intensely black magnetite, the specimens often presenting
the at'tractive appe~ra,nce of being one-half a beautiful
green serpentine, and the balance black magnetite.
294. SHALE ( Hydrocarbon) .
Argillaceous shales of a more or less bituminous character, a.nd of various shades of brown and black, occur at
.several localities. They are all inflammable to some extent.
So far they have not been determined.
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Ben Lomond; Dilston; Beaconsfield; Karoola.; George
Town; Heazlewood j ' Blue Tier; Inglis River; Gad 's Hill;
and other places.

295. SICILIOPHITE (Silicified Serpentine).
This peculiar altered substance is extremely va.riable in
colour, and occasionally almost opalescent.
Near to the Long Tunnel Mine, Castray River.
296. SIDERITE (Carbonate · of Iron).
Occurs of sub~crystalline structure and pale-brown
colour, with quartz, both of which often contain gold,
Specimen Reef Mine, Brown's Plain: in translucent masses
of a vitreous appearance, rapidly weathering brown; a.lso
a.bundantly in the opaque form, but rarely in well-formed
crystals, Mt. Bischoff; in veins, usually of lenticular
form and often containing gold, Brown's Plain, Lucy
River, Rocky River, and other places in the vicinity of the
Pieman. This mineral appears to be the principal auriferous ma.trix of the loca.lity j on the S'urface it is usually
decomposed to the oxide. Abundant nea.r the River Forth
in compact masses; at Port Sorell it is found intermixed
with quartz j in great profusion. at Zeehan, Dundas, and
Heazlewood, where it forms the common lode gangue of
the silver-lead mineS'. The crystals are rarely obtained,
still at the lastmentioned field they are occasionally met
with, but small in size. It is more often found in the lode
cavities in semi-lenticular forms aggregated together. In
the Hea.zlewood silver-lead and adjacent mines it is commonly coloured pale-green by the admixture of the oxide
of chrome.
,
"In the adits driven outside the main tin deposit of
Mount Bischoff there occur druses of fine quartz crystals,
amongst which generally appear brown saddle-shaped
rhombohedra and aggregations of rhombohedra of this
material. In places it occurs also massive, of a deep brown
to nearly black colour" (Ulrich).
297. SIEGENITE (Sulphide of . Cobalt and Nickel).
Occurs massive, of a steel-grey colour, intermixed with
magnetite, pyrite, and niccolite. Rocky River Mine.
298. SILLMANITE (Anhydrous 8il'icate of Aluminium).
Occurs in the form of sillmanite-schist at the Lucy
River, a tributa.ry of the Pieman, and at Mt. Stewart
Heazlewood district.
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299. S'ILVER, Native.
The free or native metal is not infl"equently met with
on all the silver-lead mining fields of the State, but never
in large quantity. Although occasiollally in arborescent
patches of extreme tenuity, it more commonly affects a
capillary form, varying from fine hairs to wire-like fila·
ments. In habit it occurs in irregular tangled growths,
but rarely showing any sign of crystalline structure. The
surface of the metal is always somewhat discoloured by
oxidation, usually yellowish to even almost black. It is
invariably a secondary mineral, reduced from the state of
sulphide, or deposited from salts in solution. It ma.y
reasonably be assumed that much of the capillary silver :8
produced from circulating solutions through the reduction
of metallic sulphides. This is illustrated at the Magnet
Mine, by the deposition of hair-like entangled patches of
native silver nestling in the fractures and cleavages of
zinc sulphide, evidently resulting from the effect of sulphuretted hydrogen. It also occurs as minute frondose
branching patches in goss-an at the Penguin Silver Mine,
at the Murchison, at Tullah, and at several of the Zeehan
mines. It occurs in the same form and under like conditions in clefts in the siliceous lode material of the Hampshire Silver Mine, where ' it was the principal ore of the
metal; on galena in attached flaky masses, Owen Meredith
Mine; in and on calcite, ankerite, and blende at the
Godkin Mine, \Vhyte River. At this mine some exceptionally fine examples have been produced, some having arborescent clusters of microscopic crystals, and occasionally
small vughs are coated and partially filled with the fibrous
metal; in gossan with embolite, South Curtin and Davis
Mine, Dundas. A t the Hercules Mine some remarkable
finds of the metal have been made, showing the wire-like
filaments growing amid and embracing crystallised masses
of cerussite. This occurrence was, perhaps, the finest
noted in Tasmania.

300.

SMALTITE (Diarsenide 0/ Cobalt).
A tin -white mineral, but S11bj~ct to superficial tarnish.
It is fairly hard = 5'5 to 6, and has a fine-grained to
uneven fracture. It is isometric in crystallisation, usually
affecting the cube, octahedron, and their modifications. It
is an important ore of cobalt, containing empirically from
11 to 28 per cent. of t'hat m<!tal, with small quantities of
iron and nickel. It commonly occurs ;n the amorphous
condition. It has been stated to occur as an almost solid
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vein at the North Pieman; in small quantity at the old
Hampshire Silver Mine j in company with other metallic
minerals at the abandoned Penguin Silver Mine j Castle

Forbes Ba.y (Johnsto n, " Geology of Tasmania")
North Mt. He.mskirk.

j

and at

301. SMECTlTE (Hydrous Basic Aluminium Silicate),
This is an extremely soft substance, with a metallic,
almost silvery, sheen. It easily separates into folire of
remarkable tenuity. It is obtained in masses of almost
gelatinous softUElSS, but soon iJecomes harder by loss of
hygroscopic moisture.
It occurs at the North Mt. Lyell Mine and at North
Mt. Heemslrirk.
Respecting this substance, Mr. Sticht remarks :_4< The
composition of this substance is not in Dana, the analyses
given in the work being rather different, to such an extent
that it is rather difficult to classify it as any varieties of
the obscure substances mentioned in the book. Origina.lly
it was very gelatinous or glutinous, i.f., thinner tha.n gum,
there being also evidently a high percentage of water in it.
The humidity was great enough to allow it to be very
easily moulded with the fingers, like melted wax, although
it was much more transparent than that substance. It
had a yellowish.green colour while moist, and an acid,
astringent taste, which it stJiU retains, and there was a.lso
some copper in the moist portion. The water-soluble part
was removed before analysis, and all mechanically·contained foreign substances, like bits of quartz, «c., were
likewise removed. The analysis therefore representS an
attempt ':0 get at the composition of the pur·e stuff itself.
It was as foll ows:Per cellt.

Silica
Aluminll.
CtLlcium oIide
Sodium oxidf"
Potassium oxide
L08s all ignition

-

46·8
36·8
0·8
0·7
3·2

-

11·S

=
=
=

99·8

The ignition loss is considered to be combined water. The
loss found in drying before analysis at 1000 C. was 13-10
per cent. Probably the presence of potash is exceptional.
It is doubtless a decomposition product under the inBu·
ence of sulphuric acid or sulphate solutions. It is not very
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common in the mine, and may be an unrecorded variety
of halloysite."

l

302. SODALITE (Chlorosilicate 0/ Sodium and Aluminium) .
An accessory constituent in the comparatively rare
alkaline series of rocks that contain nephelite (or elreolite)
and minerals of that character. It belongs to the isometric
system, and usually occurs crystallised in rhombic dedeca··
hedra ; it is also known massive. In colour it is invariably
of a pale tint and translucent. It occurs as natrolitic
pseudomorphs in the elreolite~syenite of Port Cygnet.

303.

&.pHALERITE (Sulphide of Zinc).
This common substance is more generally known on
mining fields as "blende/' or <C zinc blende," and more
rarely as " black jack." It crystallises in the cubic system,
but is subject to many modifications. It has a brilliant, at
times almost su b~metallic lustre, and varies from almost
colourless to clear translucent yellow to pale-brown, and
thence to opaque darker shades, increasing to intensely
black. In common occurrence it is amorphous, with dis~
tinct cleavage. It affects an intimate association with
galena, and but few occurrences of that mineral, if any~
a,re known without more or less admixture of blende, either
in the massive or crystallised form. As blende is less
stable than galena in the zone of oxidation, it is the first
ingredient to be attacked j and as zinc sulphate is readily
soluble, and is more mobile than the lead sulphate, it is
usually left beh ind to indicate the lead contents of a
gossan. At times cadmium and iron replace portions of
the zinc, and on Tare occasions it may carry fair values in
silver, as is the case at the Magnet Mine; while the rare
elements, iridium, gallium, and thallium, are also known
to occur as replacements. In the mixed lead-zinc deposits
of the Mt. Read and Rosebery districts it is extremely
profuse, while at the Hercules Mine very beautiful patches
of remarkably well~developed but complicated crystals
occur in the cleavages j they are not rarely of a clear
pellucid yellow colour, and with them small crystals of
galena occur. At the same mine large qua.ntities of
intensely black massive blende occur, but the major portion of the mineral is intimately mixed with the lead-sulphide in the form of diminutive grains, thus forming a
solid, compact, metalliferous mass, almost devoid of gan~
gue. It is plentiful at Zeehan in the argentiferous galena
lodes, associated with quartz and the prevailing gangue

t
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mineral, siderite; occasionally druses of crystals occur of
various colours. up to ~- inch in size. The crystals are often
well developed, prese nting th e octahedron with small
planes of the cub e term inati ng the corners. Fine octahedral twins on the spinel law are not uncommon. They
sometimes vary from a resin to a greenish colour , but the
pre vailing tint is a shade of dark-brown. Abundant in
groups and masses of amber-coloured crystals at the Mariposa and other min es at North-East Dundas. At the
Silver Crown Mine at Zeehan bunches of somewhat large
crystals occu r of a brown colour. At the Godkin Mine,
\Vhyte River, a richly argentifer ous blende occur s in amorph ous masses- it is of a mah ogany-brow n colour with a
dull lustr e. It is found associated with patches of native
silver and masses of galena in a white and dark coloured
calcite, a n d more rarely in ankerite. At the H eazlewood
Silver-lead and oth er mines in the viciuity minu te but
remarkably well- formed complicated crystals are abund ant. They are of a clear yellow to red colour, and are
us'Ually obtai n ed implanted in t h e fractures of si d erite or
quartz ,vith crystals of galenite. At the Heazlewood Mine
it als o occ urs more rarely, in beautiful sharp-angled
crystals \vhich have a purple, green, and red metallic tarnish; abu n dant in a massive form of a black colour, east
branch of the H ellyer ~iver ; plentifully and thickly dissem inated in a vein a t the H ampshire Silver Mine, where
it presents a peculiar copper-r ed colouration; of a darkbrown to black colo ur with chlorophane and various forms
of pyrites, Mt. Bis-choff ; scat tered throughout a dyke
forma tion, with galena in granite rock, Meredith Range;
as minute crystals of a pale-green colour with galena,
Australasian Mine, Du ndas : in limited quantity, Ben
L omond; in a lode, which is' m ainly composed of a mix tur e of this mineral , arsenopyrite, and galena, Scamander
Ri ve r : Penguin River Silver-lead Mine: Mt. Claude;
Middl esex, with p yrites and ga lena j often highly a uriferous, but in very small q ua ntity, L efroy a n d Mathinna.
A p ecul iar variety of phosphor escent blende occurs at the
Castray River: it Wf\S obtai ned in trenching across a
decomposed lode formation as rounded lumps, brown in
colour , and of small si ze , with mass€s of galena and
pyrites as accessory minerals. The phosphorescent character is clearly distinct wh en the material is struck or
scraped with a knife-blade. It is locally kn own as "elect ric calamine." At the H ercules Mine a comparatively
small portion of the massive zinc su lphide shows strong
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evidence of decomposition, the mass becoming much softer
in consequence; on the faces of fractures and on the walls
of ca.vities in this partially-altered ore are sparingly
scattered small spangles of an extremely thin white mineral
which has a highly glistening lustre, and which, from its
physical characters, would appear to be zincaluminite, but
the scales of the attached substance are so extremely thin
that it is difficult to secure sufficient for a satisfactory
qualitative test.
" Sphalerite is often found well crysta.llised in the Zeehan district. Some of the crystals in the western portion of
that field (Comstock) are well formed , consisting of supplementary tetrahedra, so that perfect smooth-fa.oed octahedra result occasionally. In other cases the tetrahedral
faces are striated in the charact:eristic manner. Simple
twins occur in which the twinning-plane and combinationplane are identical with a tetrahedron face. In such cases
as t hose in which equally-developed supplementary tetrahedra are twinned according to this law, the resultant twin
crystal closely resembles one of the characteristic twins
of a mineral in Che spinel group.
These crystals of
the Comstock district are black and opaque.
On the Silver King-Bell line of lode at Zeeban the veinmatter often carried massive ruby and resin bien de, and
occasionally crystals occur in the vughs. These crystals,
usually brown in .colour, are not so perfectly developed as
those of the Comstock district.
To the north of
Zeehan, in the area drained by Parting Creek there is a
notable development (If sphalerite orystals which are
almost invariably pa.le in colour- from yellowish-brown to
yellow. These crystals are highly complex forms and are
often distorted. " (L. K. Ward.)
Dr. C. Anderson, M.A., D.Sc. (Edin.), has supplied the
following notes upon some rare sporadic sphalerite crystals
which were obtained at the Heazlewood Silver-lead
Mine: " The cryst:a.ls measure up to '8 cm. in diameter, and
have a brilliant, almost meta.llic, lustre on some of the
faces. They are accompa.nied by siderite in sharp-edged
crystals. The largest crystal was measured on the goniome ter, a.nd found to be a complex quartet, consisting of
one large individual with three smaller ones twinned on
different tetrahedron faces, and partly in juxtaposition,
partly inter-penetrating. The forms are a (l()( I), d ( 11 0),
o (Ill), 1n (113), q, (33 1); in addition there are certaiD
dull planes not admitting of exact an~ulal' measurement,
but which seem to belong to (3 , (522). The largest faces
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belon~ to 0, here taken as the positive tetrahedron; they
a.re shghtly striated parallel to their intersections with m.
The faces of a, 0, m are bright, of d less so j q is mostly
dull."
These beautiful and interesting examples of crystallization occur in small vughs implanted on crystal1ine siderite,
associated with steinmannite and yellow translucent crysta.ls of sphalerite of the normal character. They are of
extreme rarity and exquisite development, although usually
small in size.

304. SPHENE (Tita=te and Silicate 0/ Calcium).
This mineral is also known as titanite. It is an abundant
accessory in various igneous rocks, and is of some petrographical importance, and of interest to the mineralogist,
when in macroscopical crystals. The large crystals have
been used as gems, after passing through the lapidary's
bands; but that is quite exceptional. It occurs frequently
in small, da,rk~yellow to brown, ill-formed tabular crystals
ot resinous lustre in the amphibolite of Mt. Ramsay ;
generally in specimens showing both scheelite and ilmenite.
At first glance it might be mistaken for the much rarer
axinite, but on trial before the blowpipe it imparts no
colour to the flame, and the microcosmic salt bead lightyellow in the oxidation flame turns to the-for titanic
oxide-characteristic violet colour in the reduction flame.
In small wedg~~shaped crystals iu the a.lkali and elreolite
syenite of the Port Cygnet complex; abundant as micro~
scopic crystals and particles in hornblende granite from
the vicinity of the Heazlewood River; common accessory
ingredient in the rock from the Parson's Hood Afountain.
This mineral decomposes to a white, earthy titanite,
which is known as leucoxene. a.nd is abundant in micro sections of many igneous rocks.

305 .

SPINEL BLACK.

(See

PLEONABTE.)

306. SPHEROBIDERITE (Carborw.te a/Iron).
This form of iron carbonate is peculia.r to amygdaloidal
basalt, in which it occurs in globular concretions of va.riable size; it is u sually solid , but may be in tiers or scales,
with an invariable fibrous structure. It is in various
shades of brown, from pale to dark. As occurring in this
State it rarely exc~eds an inch in diameter of the globules.
It is commonly mistaken for a form of zeolite, or even for
ferrocalcite, to which latter it is closely allied. It is
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abundant in the vescicles of the basalt at Rouse's Camp:
near Waratah; at the railway bridge ' which spans the
Hellyer-rrlad; and also in less profusion in the basalt at
Springfield.

307. STANNITE (Sulphide 0/ Iron, Copper, and Tin).
This somewhat uncommon mineral was first obta.ined in
this island at what was known as Cla.rk's, or No.1,
Tribute, Silver Queen Mine, Zeehan, and apparently
occurred in considerable abundance intermixed with
galena, chalcopyrite, and pyrite. Many assays proved it
to contain about 90 oz. of silver with approximately 3 dwt.
of gold per ton. Many of the samples appeared to merge
into chalcopyrite on the one hand, and into ordinary Iron
pyrite on the other. It is mined at the Oonah S.M. Company's property, Zeehan, somewhat extensively, the occurrence being in many respects parallel with the occurrence
at the Conrad Mille, Howell, New South Wales. It does not
occur either at Zeehan or at its New South Wales locality
in a. cryst.allised state; but it has been obtained at its class'c
locality, Cornwall, England, where it is also known a~
.. bell metal ore," in a crystalline condition or showing
imperfect crystals.
More recently well crystallised
examples have been obtained at Oruro, Bolivia. It has
been found that the species belongs to the tetragonal
sy,stem, and presents forms closely related to those of
('opper pyrites. In Cornwall an extremely rare silicate
containing tin and calcium, stokesite, crystallising in the
orthorhombic system, has been obtained at St. Just's. It
may not be out of place to note that stannite occurs in
Bolivia in close company with four interesting sulphides
~culiar to that country, viz: -cylindrite (Pbs Sb~ Sn s
S,,), canfieldite (Ag, (Su & Ge) S.), franckeite (Ph, Sb,
Sn~ 8 12 ), and tea.llioo (Pb Sn S~).
None of these rarer
tin-bearing species of minerals have so far been detected
in Tasmania, but as they are found associated with the
stannite in the localities mentil)ned, it would not be sur·
prising if some of, or analagous forms to, these minerals
should be discovered.
308.

(Carbonatohydrate
oj
Magnt!siu,m,
Chrome, and Iron).
This is beyond doubt an unrecorded mineral species
which has hitherto been known under the na.rne of kam mere rite, and is referred to by the writer under that appel-

1...._
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latioD in the " Catalogue of the Minerals of Tasmania,"
1896. A specimen was exhibited by Messrs. Stitt and Cullingsworth at the Tasmanian E xhibition held in Launceston in 1891, a nd named by these gentlemen kammererit:e,
which term has bee n retained until t he present time.
This error was doubtless caused through its' remarkable
similarity to the mineral indicated, both as regards colour
and general physical characters, a resemblance so close, in
fact, as to be r eadily excusable, since the supposed identity
was made out without' a complete analysis. It bas been
aptly referred to by Mr. R. Sticht in a letter to the writer
as " masquerading under the name of a massive form of
kamm ererite." The writer has great pleasure in dedicating
this new mineral species to Mr. R obert Sticht, the well
kno wn and able general manager of the Mt. Lyell Mining
and Railway Company. who has rendered material assist.:ance in the production of this Catalogue. At t he sam e
time it is necessary to state that its detection as a substance of special interest is due to Mr. A. S. W esley, the
chief chemist to the Mt. Lyell Company, who, by the
analyses now published of a portion of a specimen contained in his mineral cabinet, and by subseq uent research,
established its sp eci5c distinction from any mineral species
hitherto described.
It is related, a nd may be said to belong, to the genus
pyroaurite
CR.-" 03' 6Mg 0 , CO.' A3 H . 0),
the greater portion of the Fe. 0 3 being repJaoed by Cr.
0 3 , or otherwise a carbonato-hydrate of Mg, Cr, and Fe,
developed from the alteration of the numberless minute
~hromite crystals and particles in t he presence of serpentme.
An analysis gave the following result: Per cent.
Cr~
F e~

O.
03

Mg 0

C O'J

H,O

-

=

1l ' 5
g ·o

86'0
7 '2

ao'l

99'S

CR. Sticht.)
Answering- ~o the fo,·mul. (Cr Fe.) 0 3' 6M\l' 0, CO 2 13
H 2 0, m WhlCh Cr 2 0 3 : Ff!:2 0 3 = approxImately 3: 2.
Hardlles~ = 1'0. Spec:itic grlJvity (determined by Mr. L.
K. Ward) = 2· 20; that of a second and almost pure example
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(that is, with onl,v two or three small specks of yellow·green

serpentine)

= 2 -12.

At the same time t he specific gravity is desirable of
an absolutely clear and fresh specimen. The streak is a
very pale lilac to almost white. Its wet chemical reactions
are that it is soluble in Hel with effervescence, which is
very brisk when the acid is heated. It affords an intensely
brigh trgreen solution with a limited flocculent turbidity
as a precipitate. The pyrognostic characteristics are t hat
it assumes a bronze colour when heated on coal, and then
becomes perceptibly magnetic.
This new species of mineral is only known to occur in
the amorphous condition. I t may be foliated to compact,
.and is not rarely granular. Its colour is a most beautiful
and intense lilac sha.de, and is t hus of considerable attractiveness. In respect of colouration it stands a.lone amongst
the minerals of this State. It weathers on exposed surfaces to a brown tint, and is considerably roughened by
numerous slightly protruding fragments of partially
.decomposed chromite. The smaller samples of the stichtite often have as a nucleus one or more minute fragments
of the chromite, which thus to an extent reveal its origin.
In habit it forms irregularly-shaped masses, veins, and
blehs in a pale yellowish·green serpentine, more rarely
'showing ill-defined bands of the new mineral. At times
the serpentine is irregularly speckled with patches of lilaccoloured st'ichtite, which vary in size from extremely
minute to 10 or 12 mm .• and then form mineral soecimens
.of a unique character and peculiar beauty, the green of
the serpentine contrasting strongly and favoura.bly with
-the lilac stichtite.
Mr. L. K. Ward, who recently visited the locality of this
interesting discovery, has kindly supplied the following
note:I i This
mineral forms irregularly-shaped masses, veins,
and blebs in serpentine at Dundas, in the neighbour.
hood of the Adelaide Mine. Wea.thered surfaces are
deep-brown, but the fresh mineral varies in colour from
lilac or rose·pink to deep-purple. It is at this place
usually associated with crystalline chromite. The chromite
,crystals appear to have in many cases served as nuclei,
about which the stichtite has developed. Its distribution
13 sporadic. Microscopically it appears to be built up of
.:radia.ting plates and tufts.
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Optical P1"op ertie!l in Thin Section.
Colour- Pale-rose to brownish-rose.
Pleochroism- Absent.
Birefringenoo--Strong, glvmg 2nd to 3rd order
colours, in section not exceeding 0-03 mm. in
thickness.
Extinction of Fibres-Straight.
Opt ical Character (measured with respect to the
elongation of the fibres)- Positive.
Structure--Fibres and tufts, sometimes curved, radially disposed about nuclei of chromite. The
radiating aggregates are wra.pped round with a
mosaic of small scales a.nd fibres.
H N oTE.Optical properties require further investiga.tion . Only one thin section available for examination ."
309 ,

STEARGILLITE

(Hydrous

Basic

Silicate

oj

Alu-

minium).
An unsatisfactory clay-like mineral t hat is apparently
allied to tlle a.bove occurs in the vicinity of Derby. It is
a pale-yellow, almost white, substance, with a strongly conchoidal fracture, and slightly opalescent, smooth surface.

310

STEATITE ( H ydra t ed Silicate "/ Magnes ium).
This is more generally known as soapstone. It is the
massive variety of talc, with a characteristic soft unctuou s
feel, and is so soft that it yi elds to the nail. It is first
in th e scale of hardness. It is a very abundant substance,
and is useful for many minor industrial purposes.
It is abundant in connection with serpentine, Asbest os
Mountain ; also known to occur at the following, among
other places: - Mt. Bischoff j Heazlewood j Mt. Claude j
and near Beaconsfield.

3U.

STEPHANITE (Sul phide 0/ Silver and Antimony).
This well-marked species is orthorboJl?bic in crystallisa
tion, occu rring either as short prisms or as tabular crystals, which are oft-en mackled, but is commonly massive
or in clusters. It is soft and sectile. Know n also as
brittle silver ore. It is black and dull in appearance, with
a black streak It is found in thin irregular patch,.!",
implanted on a siliceous gangue, often in company with
(, fi r e blende," at the L ong Tunnel Mine, Castray River;
it has also occu rred at the Owen Meredith Mine implanted

L
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on galena; and bas been reported as occurring at the old
Silver Mine.

Scamand~r

312.

•

STEINMANNITE

(Sulpl,ide of Lead and Antimony).

What is apparently this mineral occurs in small but
perfectly developed r:.ctahedra,l cryst.als of a tin-white
colour and bright lustre. They range from 1 to 5 millimetres in diameter. In habit they are found singly or in
bunches of th ree or four crystals implanted in cavities of
the green-stained dolomitic gangue, and more rarely as
small reniform masses, the surfaces of which are often
studded with well-formed crystals. In the druses they are
usually accompanied by bright little yellow crystals of
sphalerite, and equally well-developed crystals of quartz
Before the blowpipe on coal they give unmistakabl ~
Teactions for lead and antimony.
So far these crystals have only been detected in the
workings of the Heazlewood Silver-lead Mine.

313.

STERNBERGITE

(Sul phide

0/

Silver and Iron) .

A rare silver ore that belongs to the orthorhombic
system. The crystals are thick, tabular, but more often
they occur as thin plates. The lustre is metallic, but commonly much tarnished.
The only known occurrenCe in this State was at what
was known as the Godkin Extended Mine. where it was
found in close association with huascolite ~nd galena .

.314.

STILBITE

:315.

STIBICONITE

(Hydrated Silicate of Aluminium and
Calcium).
This mineral has occurred, with other zeolites. as a
somewhat finely divergent mass of a yellow-brown colour
in the amygdaloidal basalt in the vicinity of Bell Mount,
Middlesex. Its common mode of occurrence is in diverging and radiating groups, the prisms of which are not
Tarely several inches in length. In crystallisation it is
monoclinic. The crystals are often in the form of cruci·
form penetration twins.
(Hydrou. Oxide of Antimony).
A pale pulverulent mineral which occurs in amorphom
.earthy masses. It has occurred in small quantity at th~
_British-Zeehan Mine, Zeehan.
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(Sulphide of Antimony) .
This is the principal commercial ore of a.ntimony, a.
metal which, with arsenic and bismuth, forms an alliance
of brittle metals. It is usually found massive, with a distinctly bladed habit, is very brittle, and ma.y be mistaken
for bismuth sulphide. It crystallises in the orthorhombic
system. It may be recognised by its perfect longitudinal
cleavage and by horizontal lines on the cleavage surface.
It has occurred in massive irregular bunches of considerable size in quartz reefs at Lefroy, with the usual
columnar structure, notably at what was known as the
Orlando Gold Mine. It did not carry the precious metal
to any appreciable extent. In very limited quantity near
Mt. Claude; in schist in apparently fair quantity at Port
Davey; as a lode at Hall's Creek, near Lynchford, of very
fair qualit,V ; found as a diminutive vein at Rosebery,
R eported to occu r at Mt. Bischoff a~d North-East Dundas, but in both lDstances the antimonial mineral W ,'lS not
stibnite.
STlBN1TE

317. STILPHNOSlDERI TE (Hydrated P eroxide 0/ Iron).
Occurs of a. dark blackish-brown colour, with a conchoidal fracture, shi nin g and brittle. It is generally found
in a stalactitic form, or as a varnish-like coating on limonite or manganese minerals, more particularly on psilomelaue.
Central Dundas Mine; rarely, Mt. Bischoff ; lining
vughs of ironstone with cuprite, Mt. Lyell; Central Balstrup Mine, Ze'ehan, coating masses of limonite, which
are commonly of stalactitic form.
318.

STRIGOVITE

Basic S'i-licate 0/ I ron and A lvminium).
A chlorite-like mineral, consisting of a black shining
aggregate of minute plates, in the fractures decomposed
to brown. Occurs as a narrow band a few inches wide in
granite near the Great Republic Tin Mine, Ben Lomond

SI!!.

STROMEYERITE

,V hen

I

~

I

(.A

(Sulphide of Silver and Gopper).

pure this mineral contains about 52 per cent. of
metallic silver. It crystallises in the rhombic system, and
is iso mor phous with copper glance. In colour it is steelgrey, with a metallic lustre and shining streak. It is soft
and perfectly seetile. It occurs disseminated, with bornite
and chalcopyrite, in a quartz matrix at Mt. Lyell. Assays..

I
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of the mixed material ha.ve given returns at the rate of
several thousand ounces of silver to the ton of ore. It is
reported to occur on the footwall of the extensive interbedded formation of cupriferous pyrites for which the
l,)cality is now well known.

Analysis of an amorphous slug from the Mt. Lyell
Mine:Per cent.

~t

,

I.,

Cu
As
Sb
Fe
S

=
-

la" 80
1"60
32"46
3"17

=

4507 oz. 19 dwt. 23 gr. per ton.

trace
19 '26

38"27
98"66

--

320.

STRONTIANITE (C<wbonate of Strontium).
Found in small veins and pockets', us'Ually of a white
satiny appearance, at the Hampshire Silver Mine (W. R.
Bell). This substance is not known t9 occur at any other
locality in the island. It was obtained irregularly mixed
up with lode-matt:er, with fluorspar, apatite, and severa.l
minerals, which, like it, are almost peculiar to this interesting locality.

321. SULPHUR, Native.
The decomposition of pyrite gives rise in some cases to
the elimination of native S1llphur, as has been the case in
portions of the Bischoff Tin Mine. It , is an extremely
rare substance in Tasmania; the occurrence mentioned
being the only instance affording a.n appreciable quantity.
It occurs as a powdery masS' intermixed with pulverulent
quartz resembling geyserite " at the south-western face of
that portion of the mine known as the " Brown Face," and
is naturally in close association with masses of iron pyrites,
which occur more or less underlying a highly ferruginous
crust, which probably originated through the alteration
of the pyrite. It has been detected in small quantity as
extremely minute microscopic crystals encrusting the fractUres of galena of several of the mines at Zeehan.

322.

SYMPLESITE (Hydrous I ron Arsenate).
A rare mineral that has only occurred at the Magnet
1v.line. It is monoclinic in crystallisation and prismatic in
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habit, with the faces vertically striated. It occurs thickly
coating cavities in the harder ferro-manganese gossan as
small radiating blue-green tufts packed, in many instances,
closely together, and covering fairl y large surfaces. Under
the lens it is a mineral of considerable attractiveness

323.

TALC

(Hydrated Silicate of Magnf ,i"mj.

A beautiful snow-w hite form occurs at the Arthur River
near its junction with the Hellyer. On the west branch of
the Clayton Rivulet this mineral occurs as a vein of a
yellowish-white colour, and is about 2 feet in width. About
1 mile north of Remine, on the coast, a beautiful semitransparent form exists in considerable abundance; it
abuts upon the serpentine outcrop j it varies in colour
from translucent wh ite to a clear pale-green. A large
formation occurs on the Meredit h R a.nge, near t he Castray
River; it is massive, compact in structure, and very pure;
the prevailing colour is a beautiful pale sea-green, shining,
and extremely unctuous. Of subcryst.alline structure in
large masses, Magnet Range; in radiating masses with
cassiterite, North Valley, as well as impure and massive
at other places at or near Mt. Bischoff; Asbestos Mountain, near Beaconsfield; near the Parson's Hood Mountain;
Ben Lomond; Blue Tier.

324.

TA SMANITE

( H ydrocarb on).

A grey, earthy, arenaceous shale, more or less impregnated with circular, punctuate, brown, microscopic fossil
spore cases of a highly resinous nature, which have been
named Tasmanites puncLatus (Newton).
The spores yield an oily product in considerable quan tity, but of poor illuminatory power. As much as 100
gallons of oil has been obtained by distillation per ton
of shale. In beds of considerable extent on the banks of
the Mersey River.
The American black paraffin shale bas been found to be
extremely rich in spore cases of a similar structure and
character to those so abundant in tasmanite. The origin
of the shale is supposed by some authorities to have been
the accumulation of the shell spores of a species of marine
algre, similar to that now existing in t he Saragossa Sea.
Dana states (" A Textbook of Mineralogy ") that this
hydro-carbonaceous substance is If remarkable in contain ·
ing sulphur, r·eplacing part of the oxygen."
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An analysis by Professor Penny (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tag.,
1855) gave the following results: Per cent.
Volatile matters
_
k
Fixed
carbon
Co e Ash
Sulphur
_
'Vater

I

=
=
=

2O·4J
6·60
71·20
·78
2·J6
100·00

Collins, in his
Mineralogy," gives the following
analysis : -<1 Carbon, 79'34 j hydrogen, 10'41 ; oxygen,
4'93; sulphur, 4'93; after rejecting S'14 per cent. of ash,
or agreeing closely \vith succinite, in which pa.rt of the
oxygen is replaced by sulphur. Burns readily, with a.
smoky flame and disagreeable odour; fuses partially, yielding oily and solid products; not dissolved by ether, alcohol,
benzine, oil of t.urpentine, or bisulphide of carbon; not
acted on by R CI; slowly oxidised by RNO,; readily
carboni sed by H~S04 with evolntion of H 2 S."
The ta~manite oil shale which oocurs over a considerable area in the basin of the Meney Riv-eI', near the township of Latrobe, has from its unique features received
considerable attent'ion from the scientific aspect of ite
probable origin, as well as from its oil-producing properties, although it has not so far become of any economic
importance. The seams of tasmanite occur just below the
upper marine Permo-Carboniferous beds associated with
the sandstone of the area, and thus approximately correspond with the Mersey coal measures, although the precise
relation with the coal seam has not yet been exactly correlated.
Many species of marine Permo-Carboniferous
fossils are recorded from the beds, such as productus,
sperifers, cardiamorpha, pachydomus, and pleurotomaria.
The shale-bearing area is approximafuly about 6 miles
long by 2 miles in width, and lies east of the railway·line
between the townships of Latrobe on the north and Railton to the south. The seams, of which there are apparently several, vary in thickness up tb as much as 9 feet.
The sha.le itself present.s a. pale-brown coloured, finegrained sandstone, occa-Siona,lly with irregularly scattered
larger particles, and more rarely casts and impressions of
pleurotomaria and other fossils, the whole being closely
packed with very minute flat discs, which are evidentAy
charged with the oily substance. It readily ignites from
the fla.me of a. match, burning with a yellow flame, giving
off much dark-coloured smoke, and emitting a strong
pungent odour.
In 1902 a syndicate origina.ting in South Australia carried out some exhaustive experiments under the direction
U
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of Dr. J. G. Black, M.A., D.Se., Lecturer in Cbemistry at
the University of Dunedin, New Zealand, and Mr. Thomas
Esdaile, A.O.S.M., late Lecturer in Chemistry at the Ade.
laide School of Mines, with apparently highl y satisfactory
results. The shale from various outcrops is reported to
ha.ve given from 44 to 65 gallons of crude hea.vy oil per
ton. This ma.teria.l was of an extremely dark colour and
viscid character. It bas been represented that the sulphur
and refra.ctory bitumens were removed without difficulty,
and thus formed no obstacle to the successful distillation
of the viscid crude oil. The average return of oil from
the sha.le bas been giV(,D as 60' 2 gallons per ton, with a
specific gravity of 0·932, as against 0·892 of the oil from the
well·known &catch shales. Various grades of lubricating
oils which a.re said to be of commercial use for specific
purposes were obtained by Mr. Esdaile by fractional
distillation; the final results showing a totaJ (If 64 per
cent. lubricating oils, 25 per cent. lighting oil, and ] 1
per cent. benzine and benzoline. It was reported that
1 ton of the shale yielded as much crude oil in these
experiments as 2} tons of the Scotch shale. Mr. Thomas
Esdaile, A.O.S.M., also states that the following shale
by-products could be produced if working on a large scale,
viz. : (1) ResiduesKnife polish in various grades.
Brasque bricks.
Firebrick material.
(2) Rdftne!y /J!I-prodlt,c t ~Sludge oils, saleable for rope oils.
Bases for manufacture of dyes.
Cresols.
Drugs for certain purposes for which valuable
applications have already been found.
Substitutes for linseed oil in making certain
kinds of paints.
Oils suitable for making certain useful cementing materials by I·eason of their power of
combining with various metallic hydroxides.
(S) R efinery and Distillation Sludyt IVaters_
Ammoniacal hases for making sulphate of
ammonia.
Several organic acids (which require further
investigation).
(4) The Pitchy R esidutsVaseline and heavy oils.
An thracenes.
Valuable minera.l waXe6.
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" Japan " black suitable for giving a lustrous
black coating to wood or iron work.
In the Mersey petroleum, compared with other
petroleums, there are: (1) A very much greater proportion of heavy viscous
oils suitable for lubricating oils.
(2) A greater proportion of the higher hydrocarbons.
(3) A greater proportion of nitrogenised bodies, from
some of which azo-colouring matters and other
val uable by-products will be obtained.
(4) A larger proportion of olefines and napthenes in
the oils.

325 TENNANTITE (Sulpharsenide of Copper and Iron).
A variety of fahl-ore containing As.
It is dark in
colour, inclining to iron-black; lustre opaque~ metallic;
and has a brittle, uneven fracture. " The arsenical variety
(of fahl·ore) is also found at Mt. Lyell, in the rich second.
ary vein in th~ Mt. Lyell Mine. associated with hornite"
stromeyel'ite, a.nd chalcopyrite, " (R , Sticht,)
Analysis of a sample from No.4 adit, Mt. Lyell Mine: Ag
Cu

=

A,

Pel' Cf'nt.
0'54
16'17
13'82

Sb

Fe
S

17'l0
16'39
30'n
94'79

Respecting the occurrence of this mineral at Mt, Lyell
Mr. R. Sticht supplies the following notes :-" This occurs
in the Mt. Lyell open-cut in the heart of the ore-body, and
appears to be contaminated with a little iron pyrites or
copper pyrites. The general analysis was as follows: Per cent.

Insoluble re . . idut;>.,

i.e., silicu
Iron
Copper
Zillc

Arsenic
Sulphu r
Antimony

Calcium oxide

=

0'15
3'05
41'4
6' 5
16'55
28'3
0'35

O'S
90'6

The difference from 100 per cent. is surmised to be water
or moisture. However, the sample analysed was dried at

L
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1000 C. Discarding the solubles and traces of antimony
and lime, it would a.ppear that this mineral, per se, has
the following composition:Iron pyritE's (Fe S,)
Copper

=

Per cent.

6°82
(3°21
17°28
25°91
6°79

Arsenic

Sulphur
Zinc

100°01

This separation is on the assumption that the pyritlic
mineral which is visible in the mass with the ordinary
glass is chiefly iron pyrites. The a.ppearance of it, however, would lead one to think that it was at least cupriferOUS, if not sfu-aight chalcopyrite.
Howevpr, r~ht through
the larger specimen there is a. flat vein i-inch thick of
solid iron pyrites, associated with a very little chalcopyriteo Abiding by the assumption that the main foreign
material is iron pyrites as above, the composition, per Bt,
of the pure mineral would be:Per cent.

Copper
Arsenic
Sulphur
Zinc

46°"6
18 '5.1

27·80
7-29

100°00

Now, taking the original analysis, and dividing by the
atomic weights to get the number of atoms present, we
find the following: Atoms.
Copper
2::
12
Tron

_

Arsenic

:z:::

Sulphur
Zillc

_
-

1
4

16
2

This corresponds to a percentage composition as follows:Per cent.

Copper

Iron
Arsenic
Sulphur
Zinc

=
=
=

43°34
3°19
17°07
29°12
7°28
100°10

and a formula as fonows:Fe S, (6C", S + Zn S2 As, S,
Fe S, [( (<.:u, Zn) SA" S.l

or
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The percentage composition of the mineral mixture is then
6'84 per cent. Fe S, and 93'16 per cent. of a. mineral containingP er cent.

Copper
Ars~nic

Sulphur

46'52
16'32
27'34
7'82

=

Zinc

100'00

This last composition is that of the tennantite portion
of the above formula, and corresponds remarkably closely
with the percentage composition derived from the original
a.nalysis, on the assumption that the only impurity in the
mineral is iron pyrites. In other words, the mineral is a.
zinciferous tennantite, and the name of kupfer-blende
probably correctly applies to it.
" Analysis o.f a second sample: Per cent.

Insoluble residue

Cu
Fe

-

=
=

As

S
Zn
Sb
C.O
Nat determi ned

-

=

0'2
41'0
4'34
17'63
26'96
5'6
0"24
0'2
3'83
100'00

The undetermined is probably HI! 0, as the water was
not driven off at 1000 C." (R. Sticbt.)

326.

TENORlTE.

(See

MEL ACONITE.)

327. TEPHROITE (Ortho.iiicafJe of Mangan''').
Occurs in crystallieed masses of a dark reddish-brown
colour and greasy lustre. Blythe River.
328. TETRAHEDRITE (Sulphide 0/ Copper, Antimony, &;c.).
This mineral is . also known as grey copper are, and as
" fahl. " The latter is the common appellation in Tasmanian mining fields, but the term is rather ambiguous, as
it is indiscriminately applied to· ores with the general characteristics of this mineral. It is isometric in crystallisa-
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tioll, with all the habit of the regular tetrahedron which
the crystals usually present. The regular tetrahedron
is commonly levelled on the edges by planes of the threefaced tetrahedron.
Although tetrahedrite may be essentially a sulphantimonite of copper, the copper may be partiaIly replaced
by zinc, iron, or silver, whilst the antimony may be
replaced by arsenic. When isomorphous silver is present,
the ore is known as freibergite 1 and when much arsenic
has replaced the antimony it is known as tennantite. Mercury and bismuth may also be present in limited quantity.
As occurring in this island, fabl ore is justly notEd for the
somewhat unusually large returns of silver it gives on
assay; this remark applies to its occurrence at all the
mining localities. It is not only an important are of silver
on account of the high value for that metal, but also from
the established fact that it has been proved to live to
great depths, as has been shown by the deep levels of the
more celebrated mines of Saxony. At the\\Testern Mine,
Zeehan, it was obtained in beautifully bright, well-forrr::ed
crystals, extremely rich in silver, from the deep:st workings. A small quantity was obtained intermixed with
pyrite at the old Penguin Silver Mine ; at the Long Tunnel Mine. Heazlewood, it has been found intermixed with
sphalerite, galena, and jamesonite; at Mt. Lyell it occurred
in close association with cupriferous pyrites, and afforded
r emarkabl y high returns for silver, and also for gold;
at the Hercules and adjacent mines at Mt. Read it occurs
in limited quantity, often assaying at the rate of 2000 to
3000 oz. of silver per ton, and at the mine named nice
patches of crystals have been obtained; at the South Curtin and Davis and other mines at North-East Dundas it
is commonly associated with bladed bisrnuthinite. Crystals
are occasionally found, but they are by no means abundant. In the Zeehan silver-lead mining field it very often
occurs spari ngly, accompanying galena and pyrites, sometimes in the form of crystals implanted on brownish
siderite. The Oonah Mine has afforded some fairly good
crystal groups. It is the staple form of nearly all the
product of th e North-East Dundas silver mines, very commonly occurring, as at the Ring Valley and Curtin-Davis
Mines, as an amorphous lode-mineral, with siderite as the
prevailing gangue. In the majority of cases it is remark·
able for its consistent purity and satisfactory silver con
tents.
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V ariety- F1·eibergite.
Analysis of a pure sample from the Hercules Mine, Mt.
Read:9' 82 per cent. = 3201 '32 ozs, per ton
Ag
'0019
11
13 dwts.
Au
=
"
29'76
Cu
2·69
A,
4·56
Fe
S
= 27'21
94·7319

Balance, insoluble matter.

329.

r

(Hydrated Silicate of Aluminium and
Calcium) .
A zeolitic mineral occurring in oasalt rock, Sheffield, in
small vughs, but the identification is somewhat doubtful,
as the samples are small and indistinct; occurs in clusters
of microscopic crystals, which are of a yellow colour, coat..
ing the clefts of lode material.
Hampshire Silver Mine, Hampshire Hills. In bunches
of white capillary fibres coating vughs in the nephelinite
of the Shannon Tier.
THOM SON fTE

330. TOPAZ (Fluo8~licate of Aluminium).
This mineral crystallises in the orthorhombic system.
The crystals have a distinct and characteristic habit, the
prisms being always striated longitudinally, with a perfect basal cleavage. They affect very pale tints, ranging
from water-clear colourless gems to pale-blue, and thence
to a sea-green shade. A cursory inspection might give
the impression of quartz, but the form of crystal, cleavage,
and striation is very distinct and characteristic. T opaz is
also harder than quartz, coming next in the scale of hard ness to sapphire. It is an accessory mineral in the granitic rocks, and may in some cases ·be an original constituent.
In the majority of occurrences it is of secondary origin,
resulting usually from the alteration of felspar; it is therefore presumed to be of pneumatolytic origin. It bas been
shown by Penfield and Minor C' On the Chemical Composition and Related Physical Properties of Topaz," American
Journ. of Science, Vol. XLII., p. 387, 1894) that th~ fluorine constituent in the mineral may be partially replaced
by hydroxyl. Such a medium as hydrofluoric acid may be
able, under favourable conditions, to effect the conversion
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of felspar to topaz. Although topaz may be of secondary
origin, it may l-el:1d itself to decomposition, and then pass
into kaolin, miCaceous minerals, or prosopite, with
which latter minera.l it is Dot uncommonly associated.
It is obtained at several of the tin -mining districts of the
island, <f of the finest water, and of a brilliancy scarcely
inferior to the diamond " (Bristow II Glossary of Mineralogy," 1861 , p. 383). It is found of all sizes. Specimens
have been obtained nearl¥. 8 inches in length, and of perfect transparency. At Kdliekrankie Bay, on t:he west side
of Flinders Island, it occurs in gr.eat profusion, both as
waterworn pebbles, and more rarely in fine, well-defined,
clearly-cut crystal forms. It occurs in stanniferous alluvial
drift, resulting from the detrital granite rock. Several
other minerals are common with it, including quartz) zircon,
and black tourmaline. The topaz is but rarely found in
8itu; it occurs in fissures and vughs associated with crystals
of felspar and quartz. The late C. Gould, a.t one time
Government o.,ologist (Pro. Roy. Soc. Tas., 1871, p. 60)
wrote that the topaz originated from pegmatite bands) varying in width from 1 to several feet, composed of the ordinary Tertiary granite minerals highly magnified, the size of
the individual minerals being enormously increased, so
that the blocks of felspar) quartz, and even mica, occur up
to several feet in dimension. These ~ppea.r to be the
scene of the most abundant source of the topazes, which
have crystallised out iuto natural cavities, from whence
they have been delivered by erosion." At Mt. Cameron
and vicini ty they are a.bundant, although generally much
water worn, in the alluvial tin workings. They occur more
.or less abundantly all through the north-eastern tin-produeing districts, Thomas' Plaiu, Moorina, and the Weld
River being noted localities. At Bell Mount and vicinity,
in t he Middlesex district, topaz has been obtained somewhat abundantly, both in sitU and in the tin drift. The
samples obtained in the porphyritic rock are usually
beautifully crystallised, with bright well-cut facets. They
often occur in bunches and groups interspersed with the
tin crystals. They are not in this locality so large as
many found in the vicinity of Mt. Cameron or at Flinders
Island. At the Shepherd and Murphy Mine they occur
in the lode-filling in close association with bismuthinite,
cassiterite, and wolframite, with abundance of highly
In the
coloured fluorite and green talcose blooumene.
granitic alluvial wash of the &tanley River tinfield topazes
with sapphires are sometimes found, together with tin ore,
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and there is a great deal of monazite with them in the
form of heavy yellow sand. At Long and Brown Plains,
between the Heazlewood and the Pieman Rivers, small
glassy particles and ill· formed crystals of the mineral
occur in the sandy drift of the watercourses. Topaz is
not now much in request for the jeweller's art, but the
stone as occurring in t his State is not rarely seen cut and
mounted.
The crystals have been described by Dr. C.
Anderson, M.A. C' Records of t he Australian Museum/'
Vol. VI., Part 2, 1905), who states, <I At Mt. Cameron
topaz is abundant in t he stanniferous drift, but has not
been found in situ.
It is usually much worn, but some
crystals we ll suited for crystallographic determination
were sent to me by Mr. Petterd.
Two crystals were
determined in t he goniometer, one a crystal measuring
12 mm. It is fairly rich in prism faces, having m (110),
M (230), V (120), and q (130) present; V predominates,
but all are well marked faces, and give fairly good images.
The terminal faces are rather dull , only one face of 0
(221) is present.
.
" From another lot of small, clear, colourless crystals one
was selected and its face determined. It measures 7 mm.
x 5 mm. x 5 mm., and in general habit resembles the
last, but has fewer prism faces, a.nd has t he rather rare
pyramid ,. (243) fairly well developed, but dull. The
prism faces are striated, and give only fair signals. "
Referring to t he topaz from Flinders IslLnd, the same
mineralogist writes, Topaz from Flinders I sland was first
mentioned, I believe, by the late Rev. J. J. Bleasdale, D.D.,
who wrote :- ' This may be said of these (i.t., t.opaz crystals) from Flinders I sland, that they possess very great
fi re and beauty when cut, and are nearly all of a pale-yel·
lowish shade in t he rough.' "
The best account of t,he occurrence is that of the late
C. Gould, Government Geologist of Tasmania, who observed
it whilst making a geological reconnaisance of the islands
in Bass Straits (Pro. Roy. s.,c. Tao., 1871, 1872, pp. 60.
61) . The following paragraph gives &Il abstract of hi.
observations: _ I< It occurs in crysta.ls and pebbles in grea.t
variety of form, colour, and size, associated with zircon,
tourma.1ine J cassiterite, &c. It is d-erived from the granite,
·and may occasionally be obtained in fine crystals in situ
along with crystallised quartz and felspar. I t is abun·
dant on the nort h-east side of Killikrankie Bay in a cr eek
descending from the ra.nges, and upon the beach. It also
occurs in other parts of Flinders Island. The topaz hM
jj
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evidently been formed in veins of pegmatite, which traverse
the granite, and vary from 1 to seve ral feet in diameter
The colour varies from pure limpid to various shades of

blue, pale-pink, yellow, &c. Crystals are found up to several inches in diameter. A fine crystal measuring 7 mm.
x 9 mm. x 7 rum., and perfectly clear and colourless,
was measured on the goniometer. As the faces are very
irregularly developed and one side of the crystal is broken.
the crystal is drawn in ideal symmetry, but so as to show
the habit as nearly as possible. The prisms m (110) and
v (120) are about equal in size and striated, but the images
are good.
The brachydomes
(021) and y (041) are
reiativ,ely small~ while the macrodome d (20 1) is unusually
large and brilliant. The base is large and smooth. The
pyramid 0 (2 1) is small , -u (111 ) a nd i (223) large and
bri11iant."
From Bell Mount, " Topaz occurs at Bell Mount in a
very decomposed quartz-porphyry, also as pebbles weathered out in the drift ; it has n ot previously been recorded
from this locality.
Two crystals, both colourless and
transparent, wen;! examined; one is muc h worn
and broken, and unsuitable for goniometric determination.
The other has good prism and dome faces, but the pyramids
are dull, and were measured in the position of maximum
illustration. The base is absent. The crystal measures
13 mm. x It) mm. x 11 mm. The coordinate angles are
.calculated in all cases."
Variety- Pycn ite.
This mineral is distinguished from normal topaz by its
<:olumnar habit and very compact structure. rhe fracture
is conchoidal to uneven; it is translucent at the edges, with
a vitreous lustre on the cleavages.
It is pyro-electric,
infusible before the blowpipe, but blisters more readi ly
than topaz proper. In hardness it is 7'5, that of true
topaz being 8. It has the faces a tn, and a perfect cleavage
parallel to the face c, with planes of union sometimes
parallel and sometimes making an angle with c. It is
found in parallel columnar aggregates at the tin mines of
Altenberg in Saxony, and of Schlackenwald, Bohemia..
The occurrence of the local variety of topaz was apparently
easily recognised as occurring at Mt. Bischoff, but was not
recorded. The topaz-quartz-por phyry of this locality is in
all probability the most extensive, and mineralogically the
finest development, of t h e va.riety pycnite of topaz proper
that has hitherto been investigated.

t
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A detailed paper upon the subject, entitled " On tbe
Topaz-Quartz-Porphyry or Stanniferous Elvan Dykes of
Mt. Bischoff," by Mr. W . H. Twelvetrees and the writer,
has appeared in the Pro. Roy. &oc. Tas., 1897, from
which the following is taken: " That dykes of an acidic porphyritic rock traverse the
Palreozoic slates and sandstones al Ut. Bischoff is weI;
known. This rock carries topaz both crystalline ii'1d
amorphous, and that m ineral at Mt. Bischof}' appears
always to be associated with cassiterite. Professor Krause,
alluding to these dykes, says: < The white porphyry composing the summit of Mt. Bischoff contains in a felsitic
base crystals of quartz and an abundance of fine-grained
amorphous topaz, with here and there a cavity lined
with groups of radiating acicular crystals of topaz.
Pseudomorphs of topaz after quartz are also not uncommon.' This, perhaps, is the latest description of the rock
in question, but it applies to only one variety of a very
variable rock. In prosecuting our investiga.tions our aim
has been to obtain samples as little altered as possible, in
the hope of being able to detect the presence of minerals
of the parent rock. We have succeeded in finding specimens showing constituents which have not succumbed to
the obliterating process of topazisation.
When sliced
they reveal quartz felspal and ntk& as porphyritic constituents. The felspar outlines are mostly filled in with
talc and radiating crystals of topaz (pycnite). This
explains the rarity of felspar in the altered rock. Topaz
crystals settle in the interior of a crystal of felspar, replace
its substance t and finally its outline is lost in the groundmass of the rock. In t.his way many phenocrysts are now
indek-rminable.
This topazisation is what Rosenbusch
calls a pneumatolytic phenomenon, viz., the development
of topaz and tourmaline in r ocks proceeding from granite.
Fluoric and boracic vapours, giv.e n off at the time of
intrusion and co nsolidation of the vein-matter, are recognised as agents competent to effect the observed results.
These solfataric vapours under hydroplutonic conditions
act upon a magma protruded from a deep-seated rockmass contai ning the elements of a granite. The protruded
rock-vein thus becomes topazised and tourmalinised. It is
hardl" possible to separate physically the moments of
topazlsation and final consolidation. for we must conceive
of this process being at work while the veinmass was, as
a whole, still viscous. The phenocrysts of felspar were
probably attacked a.nd digested during their pasaage from
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below. The Mt. Bischoff rock is essentially a vein-rock, and
we are disposed to refer it to the elvan group as a topazised elvan-rock (now topaz-quartz-porphyry).
In the Mt. Bischoff rock the f.lspar of t he groundmass has
been replaced by topaz. The analysis recorded by Von
Groddeck showed no alkali, and the rock consisted practically of quartz and topaz; but this would naturally be the
case in parts of t he rock when the topazisation process had
proceeded to its ultimate st.age. In certain of our slides
the substance as well as the form of the felspar has survived, and we are thus able to diagnose the original rock
as containing porphyritic crystals of quartz, felspar , a.nd
mica floating in a groundma.ss which is sometimes composed of granular allotriomorphic quartz, sometimes of
crypto-crystalline or felsitic matter, but usually besprinkled
with scales of a.luminous talc, derived from felspar and
mica. When the dykes contain less topaz, as on the North·
Valley side, we have detected a felsitic groundmass. We
may here mention that the survival of felspar is a rare
occurrence. What petrological observers have seen hitherto
have been crystal forms only; and what is pointed out to
t.he visitors at the mount as kaolin is really a white decomposed product of pseudomorphous topaz and tourmaline.
The quartz phenocrysts are idiomorphic, sometimes with
perfect outlines, or with rounded corners and indentations.
Fluid inclusions are present, with fixed and moving
bubbles.
A very interesting feature is the con·
version of quartz to topaz, which is visible in hand specimens. A quartz-sintery-Iooking rock, composed of quartz
in hexagonal prisms, shows its individual crystals bordered
with a white cloudy marginal zone of pseudomorphous
topaz. Heated in the open tube it.s vapour etched glass.
This topaz effervesces slightly when treated with H el,
owing to the unexpected presence of lime, derived possibly
froI\l the alteration of sphene and apatite.
We
witness here a second conversion-that of topaz into prosopite, a d ouble fluoride of calcium and a.luminium. When
this change is effected topaz loses its transparency, becomes
cloudy and opaque, its hardness diminishes, and its specific
gravity becomes less. Von Groddeck describes this pseudo.
morphism fully in his paper, I On the Tin-ore Deposits of
Mt. Bischoff, Tasmania,' 1886. Sandberger quotes this
rather peculiar mineral from Altenberg, Geyer, and Hengsteverb, in &axony J and mentions that he has often
remarked pseudomorphoses of prosopite aggregates after
pycnite and crystalline topaz. Vauqulin had previously
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noticed the presence of calcium and water in pycnitA:l from
Altenberg, which is explicable upon the conversion theory."
A.t the Shepherd and Murphy Mine, Middlesex, a
most interesting and remarkable form of what may be
presumed to be altered topaz occurs. In portions of the
mine it is apparently fairly abundant, forming in part
the cassiterite-wolframite-bearing gangue of the lode. A
still more advanced alteration occurs in quantity. This
extreme change has reached the final homogeneity, and
will be referred to later. The substance is commonly
massive and granular, but crystals are not rarely met
with. They usually exhibit interlocked growths, and are
thus rough and irregular in development. The common
habit of the crystals is prismatic, short, and irregularly
st'riated, much distorted and compressed; the system is
apparently 'Orthorhom bic. The mineral has a slightly
lamellar structure, the cleavage is fairly perfect, and the
surfaces of cleavage faces are inclined to be pearly. Fracture crystalline, uneven, though with a glimmering lustre.
Colour greenish-gray to almost olive-green, and distinctly
translucent at the edges.
Crystals and irregular patches of cassiteri te, and more
rarely wolframite, are enclosed or attached with disseminated fluorite of various tints, but this mineral is
usually pale-purple with an almost colourless nucleus,
and ma.y be pseudomorphous after beryl, judging from
the crystallographic outlines. The least unaltered portion is not uncommonly enclosed and surrounded by a.
substance which is the more advanced alteration product.
The hardness varies from 3'5 to 4; specific gra.vity = 3'4
3'5. Optically, refraction and double refraction strong.
In thin micro sections it a.ppears to be perfectly homogeneous. When tested in closed tube it gives off water
with an acid r eaction U pOD the insertion of a strip of
litmus paper. \Vhen strongly heated it: shows sporadic
phosphorescence in small patches, which may be caused by
disseminated particles of fluorite. On strongly heating it
becomes dull and somewhat paler in colour. In forceps
it is infusible. In powder on platinum wire it glows and
gives the flame of Ca. On coal in powder it does not fuse
or intumesce.
With N&2 COs there is no perceptible
reaction.
With borax bead a very slight trace of F e is
observa.ble. With nitrate of cobalt, gives fairly distinct
reaction for aluminium. In matrass the powdered mineral gives a distinct reaction for H'l 0, showing the sub,tance is hydrated, leading to the supposition that it may
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be rela.ted to the hydrated fluorine compound s fluellite
and prosopite.
(Ga F. 2 AI (F 1 OH 1 R.) It may be
remarked t hat a. pale g reen-coloured variety occ urs in
Utah. (See Hillebrand, Am. G. Se .. 7, 53, 1899.)
Under t he influence of the emanation of radium brom ide
this altered topaz exhibits some peCUliarities which are
w.)rthy of note.
With radium bromide (of 1,800,000
intensity), using a t hin sheet of metallic a luminiu m as a
filte r to the natural glow of the preparation which is
interposed betwee n t h e assay and the cell contain ing the
radium, a. pale but very distinct greenish light is observed
This is apparently characteristic, as all the specimens thus
examined gave the same r.esult; but after t he mineral
was strongly heated in the platinum forceps it did not
iu any manner respond to t he radium emanations. The
substance under examination continued to show the phosphorescent light for a considerable period after removal
from the vicinity, and consequent influence of t he radium.
Although in all t he numerous tests made. this reaction
was thoroughly constant a nd satisfactory, the glow emitted
was not nearly so strong or decidedly green in colour as
that from t he variety of fluorite known as chlorophane.
This altered form of topaz differs from zoisite in not
fusing to a light-coloured slag, in giving off more B '2 0 in
rnatrass, in being less hard, and in not gelatin ising with
Hel after fusion. Epidote has nearly the same composition as 7.oisite. but contains as an esse ntial much F e, and
thus affords a black slag by fusion on coal. Wollastonite
is easily decomposed by Hel with the separation of 8i, but
does not form a jelly. I t is also easily fusible to a glassy
globule; it therefore cannot belong to this species. In
additi on th ere exists a dissimilarity in both hardness and
specific gravity. It has a strong outward resem blance to
spodumene, and has been considered one of the alteration
products of t h at species.
As the substance presented so many unu sual characters,
a specimen was submitted to Mr. R obert Sticht. who generously ha.d most careful analyses made, and as his report is
replete with scientific data of considerable mineralogical
interest it is herewith produced in full.
Mr. Sticht
remarks :.. The results on No.1 are as follows: - The contaminations were knocked off, and only the clean material was
analysed. However, it was quite obvious that even this
con.tained an admixture of fluorite, which could not very
'1
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well be separated, so that it has undoubtedly affected the
analytical results.

The latter are as follow: -

In!lolul}le portio II
Soluble por~iQn

=

Per cent.

85'4

AI1 O~
Cft F1
Loss on ignition
101 '16

This has t o be explained as follows: - The insoluble portion was that part not affected by acids. The soluble
portion was extracted by treatment with aqua regia, but
.as the' solubles' and ' insolubles' did not aud up 130 per
cent. a special test was made by subjecti ng the stuff to a
fairly high beat. In this treatment, not alone whatever
water may ha.ve been present there was driven out, but
doubtless also a. certain portion of fluorine, and, as it may
have been present, some hydroxyl, which is now considered
to be present in topaz. F or this reason the determination
of the' solub les' is probably slightly incorrect. K evertheless, the errors do not affect the general acceptation of
the material 'as topaz. It is only a moot point whether

t he soluble alumina is to be added to the insoluble alumina or not. As far as concerns the calcium fluorite,
which was found in the soluble portion, this may be
r egarded as being extraneous matter, but it is uncertain
how much fluorine may be included in the ignition loss.
The insoluble portion analysed for itself gives the follow ing results: -

Si

Per Ctlnt.

()~

AI, O.
F

=
=

29 '6
47'0
12'6

89 ' 2

"'fhe analysis as a whole may therefore be arranged as
IolIows, allowing a small discrepancy in the fluorine: Found totalPer cent.
Si 0 1
29'6
=
51'0
AI 2 Os
=

C.

a·.57
15'9

F
J~niti o n Jo~s,

i .•,.,

H 1 0, HO, F, &c.=

100'07
"8
104'87
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" Rearranging according to solubility, we have as follows:lnsolubles found Per cent .
29 ·6
Si O ~
47 ·0
A1 ~ U J
F

12 ·6

89·2
Solubles foundA1'J O.
ea F ,

=
10·99
100·19

" I h ave a.llowed a sma.ll disparity to creep in here in
the fluorine. The amount actually found in the " insolubles ' was 12'6 per cent. ; the total was 15"9, lea.ving for
the soluble part F 3·3 per cent. The 3·57 per oont. Ca,
however, require 3"42 F , giving a total of 6"99. To simplify matters, and in view of the difficulty of determining fluorine, I have taken this 6-99 rather than leave any
of the Ca.O free, which would be an unnecessary complica.tion.
" Taking t he' insoluble' portion a.lone, we fi nd that its
percentage com po,ition is---Per cent.

Si 0 ,
AI , O.

33· 19
62·69
14·12

F

100·00

Now, it is quite possible that ODe is acting correctl y in
adding the 'soluble' alumina to that in the ' insoluble,'
for t he reason that doubtless topaz is affected by acids,
just as it is affected by heat, so as to suffer a decrease in
weight. If the ' soluble' and 'insoluble ' alumina are
tn ken together, a.nd t he CaF 2 Is excluded, then t he figures
become as follow:Per cent.
29·6
Si O~
=
61·0
12 · 6

A] ~ 0 ,

F

AS '2
Ca

F~

L{l88, H , 0,
HO, F

=
=

6·99
100·19
4·8
104·99

<
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The percentage composition of the first portion isPer cent.

Si 0,
AI, 0,
F

81'76

=

-

~4'72

18'52
1()()'OO

If this is brought to the 107 per cent" which is the usua.!

result of a topaz analysis, we get--Pel' cent,

33'98
68'55
14'47

=

=

This shows the effect of a deficiency of fluorine, as com·
pared with the analyses in Dana.
U Assuming
that topaz is a silicate of alumina, with
portion of the oxygen in the aluminium oxide replaced by
fluorine, then the composition becomes the following :Per cent.
Insoluble~-

=

Si 0,
AI,O

AI, F.
Admixed C<J.

-

29'6
89'78
18'54

=

87'92
"'99

F~

H,O, HO, F, &0.

=

94'91
4'80
99'71

The final conclusion is that, .. on the whole, it may be
stated that the ana.lysis presents a remarkable likeness to
Dana's No.8 from the Mt. Bischoff massive topaz " (vide
Dana, .. System of Mineralogy," pa.ge 494).
Alteration Product--AcHLUSITE (Fluosilicate 01 Aluminium and Sodium + E , 0 ) ,
This extreme homogeneous deriva.tive of the last-men·
tioned a.ltera.tion product of topaz is genera.lly of a rich
oil-green colourJ showing from somewha.t pa.le to da.rk-
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green shades. Occasionally it is bright-green
It has a
waxy to resin-like lustre , with a smooth and unctuous feel,
with much the general appearance of ordinary steatite. It

is always opaque, but shows slight translucency at the edges.
There are numerous irregular cleavages, the surfaces of
which are usually extremely smooth and polished. AU
indications of crysta11 ine structure are perfectly masked.
The hardn ess is much lowered = 2 - 2'5 . The substance
does not respond to the emanations of radium bromide.
This may be classed as a member of that most unsatis-

factory group known as the hydro-micas, but distinguished
by the high sodium contents, as shown by the analysis so
kindly undertaken by Mr. Robert Stieht. It apparently
occurred in quantity in following the lode at the
Shepherd and Murphy Mine associated with considerable
fluorite, a.nd not rarely with embedded cassiterite, wolframit.e, and nonnal, well-developed, small crystals of topaz,
which were in no respect altered.
The following are the analysis and remarks afforded by
Mr. Sticht, viz. : <I The analysis of this presented
no such difficulties as
No.1, and is as follows: Total
"
"
"
"

Si
AI',I
Mg
K ',I

0
03
0
0
Na~ 0

P er cent.
40·6 (nearly all insoluble)
_

=
=
=
" Ctt F2
Loss on ignition =

37'0
0 ·72

2·29
6'32
5']

8'4

This 1111alysiR al~o show..:; the p,'esence "f Huorite, as wp,1f
as a fairly heavy amount of vohtile matter, together
with which, however, may likewise be included HO, F, &c_
There was a.bout 73 par cent. of insoluble residue , which
included nearly a.ll of the silica and most of the alumina.
It only contained a trace of F , so that the dissociation
of the original topazisation was complete j but very 1ittle·
of the silica went into the portion soluble in acids, 8 per
cent. of the alumina accompanying it, together with some
of the ot.her elements."
Although topaz is presumed to originate in the acid
rocks, such as granite, by pneumatolytic action, and in
some cases to be of secondary origin, it may itself suffer
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extreme alteration and decomposition by substitution and
hydration, and by this means, as before stated, pass into
such substances as the hydro·micas.
331 .

I

~

,

(Silicate 0/ AZ'lImini um, Borofl, and other
Elem entsj.
This species belongs to the hexagonal system of crystallisa.
tion, but commonly assumes the form of three·sided prisms.
which are strongly striated longitudinally, and ha.ve rhombohedral faces at the crystal extremities. The opposite
extremes of the crystals are dissimilarly terminated, henoo
they are hemimorphic; they are also pyro·electric to a
marked degree. This mineral affects commonly a. columna.r
habit, which is often st'rongly radiating or divergent. It
varies in colour to an infinite degree. In this island it is
only known to occur black, brown, and green. Many of the
highly.coloured kinds are valued as gems, such as the
ruballite or red variety, the indicolite or blue variety;
but the green, puce, and other colours are also highly valued
when clear and transparent. Tourmaline of the black
or schor! variety is a most persistent companion of tin
ore, and with the exception of quartz the most abundant
associate. It is often minutely disseminated throughout
tin·bearing rocks. Rocks are almost always tourmaliniferous in the t in.mining districts here as elsewhere. It
is generally supposed to have been formed by the action
of boron a.nd fluoric vapoun acting on the felspathic and
micaceous constituents of the acid stanniferous rocks.
Rosenbusch says (" Microscopical Physiography," p. 184)
that, " Tourmaline is not directly secreted out of the erup·
tive magma. in eruptive rocks, but resulted from the action.
of .fumaroles. carrying fluorine and boron, on the eruptive
rock, especially on its felspar and mica." The common
black variety occurs abundantly in drift at Moorina, and
in the vicinity of Mt. Cameron, the undivided prisms some·
times measuring over 2! inches in diameter; at Killi·
krankie Bay and the south end of Flinders Island it occurs
of large size, penetrating the altered granite as well as in
free lumps j in the tin·wash it occurs wWh topaz and large
quartz crystals; at Heemskirk it is remarkably plentiful,
often in radiating bunches of considerable size.-the crystals have been found penetrating and enclosed in quartz.
At Ben Lomond it is equally abundant, and generally on
the eastern tinfields; a.t Schouten Main ; Granite Tor; Mt.
Ca.meron; Housetop; Cape Barren Island; Pieman
River ; Meredith Range; at Mt. Ramsay; in the stan·
TOURMALINE
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niferous granite abutting on to amphibolite; and at Bell
Mount, Middlesex. In short, it is extremely rare to find
tin ore unaccompanied by this mineral. Green tourmaline,
or zeuxite, is a local form, which at Mt. Bischoff is
extremely abundant, and practically constitutes a rockmass in portions of t he mine. The crystals are small, and
so interwoven as to partake of the nature of a felted mass.
The crystals rarely exceed an inch in length, being commonly quite minute. They sometimes form fine tufted
masses of radiating acicular crystals in small cavities. It
varies at the Bischoff to a greyish-blue colour, but the
green is the most abundant. The finest development of
this variety occurs at the Stanley River, at which locality
the individual crystals are often larger than those so
abundant at Bischoff, and the colour is more intense. It
also occurs sparingly at one or two places on Mt. Heemskirk, and at all localities it appears to accompany tin
ore. Brown tourmaline occurs in somewhat small prisms
arranged as radiating bunches in a quartz matrix at Mt.
Ramsay; while at Glanora, near the Gap at Mt. Heemskirk, it occurs rather abundantly of a distinct dull hairbrown colour. The common black form is also known
under the Cornish vernacular name of "schorl." Pbeudomorphs of the green-coloured variety after orthoc1as.a are
fairly common at the Stanley River, and also occasiona.lly occur at Mt. Bischoff. The light greyish-blue, dense,
and more massive tourmaline of Mt. Bischoff was analysed
by Dr. H. Sommerlad in the laboratory of the Royal
Mining Academy of Clausthal, Hartz, with the foll owing
results :--Silica, 26'86; a.lumina, 36'72; boron trioxide,
10'56; iron protoxide, 5'66; manganese protoxide, 0'66 ;
lime, 0'34; magnesia, 3'92; potassa, 1'11; soda, 3'57 ;
water, 1'16 ; fluorine, 0'61; total, 101'17. Spec. grav.,
3'042. At Mt. Ramsay this "schorl " variety occurs as
lon g, intensely black prisms, of t he characteristic form ,
penetrating and embedded in solid white quartz. The
individual prisms are at times up to nearly 3 inches in
length and well formed.
" One of the most noteworthy occurrences of tourmaline
in Tasmania is that which is developed in the granite of
Mt. Heemskirk. The normal granite has a reddish hue,
and contains areas in which the colour is notably paler.
The ratter variety is charact1erised by the presence of an
enormous number of spheroidal nodules composed of
quartz and tourmaline, the majority of which range in
diameter from 2 to 5 inches. They prove more resistant
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than the granite enclosing them to the process of weathering, and therefore stand out in relief upon the exposed
faces of the rock. The nodules usually show a radial
arrangement of their constituents. Those areas in the
granite in which these nodules are developed ca.rry the
stanniferous lodes." (L. K. Ward.)
This mineral, which characterises a common modifica.tion of the acid rocks, more notably near the selvage of
contact, or may more rarely permeate rocks adjacent
to the granite, and whose presence depends upon the actua.l
introduction of boron and fluorine emanations, has been
obtained in the vicinity of Mt. Lyell, at a locality in
proximity to the original mine workings, on what is now
the property of the Mt. Lyell Mining Company; but the
exact spot cannot now be detected. It was reported to
afford a remarkably high assay return for gold, but that,
judging from the specimens now in collections, is open to
doubt. It occurs as a closely interwoven, fibrous, and
matted mass of a dark-green colour, tlhroughout which
are interspersed pa.tches and irregular granulary milkwhite quartz. The tourmaline, both green and brown,
is often in the form of extremely fine, almost micro, hemihedral needles which not rarely show a distinctly divergent
and radiating grouping, the needles often embedded and
penetrating the quartz granules. The general colouration
and character of the occurrence separa.te it from any
other known form of the species occurring in the island,
although it has some resemblance to that so abundant at
the Stanley River, and still more distinctly fu the wellknown occurrence at Mt. Bischoff.
As tourmaline has not previously been recorded from
Mt. Lyell or vicinity, the occurrence is of some special
interest. It ma.y be noted that the distinctly acid mineral
mol ybdenite has been detected, but in extremely small
quantity, on the Lyell Tharsis Mine, which is in the neigh.
bourhood of the reputed locality from which tbe specimens
of tourmaline now in question were obtained, and about
which occurrence no doubt can exist.
~~2. T UNGSTITE

(Tung.te" Trioxide).
Occurs as pulverulent, earthy, and, more rarel y, semicrystallised ~atches and bands of a more or less intease
yellow colour. It is commonly adherent to and coating
wolframite, from the decomposition of which it is derived.
Ben Lomond. It has occurred with wolframite and scheelite in a quartz matrix at the North Pieman Heads.
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(Hydrous Sesquioxid e).

An iron ore with the genera.l aspect of fibrous hornstbne, with a. red streak. Hardness = 5, 6. Localities:
Blythe River; at the Comet Mine, Dundas; the Manganese
Hill, Zeehan; at the Magnet it is fairly plentiful as a portion of the lode outcrop.
This is a common ore of iroD l which is often mistaken
for limonite. It ma.y be distinguished by its pronounced
decrepitat ion. It contains 5'3 per cent. of H 2 O.

334.

(Pseudomorphou8 Amphibolite, WitlL the
<xternal form 0/ A ..g'ite).
This secondary mineral has been optically detected in
petrographical work, and in the limurite rock of the Colebrook its presence is very pronounced. It is derived from
the alteration of a.ugite, which in the limurite is often further advanced to actinolite.
URALITE

335. VANADlNITE ( Vanadat e 0/ L ead).
Obtained in extremely limited quantity as small
implanted globules and thin incrustations on siderite, with
minute crystals of galenite and sphalerite. It is of a reddish-yell ow colour normally, but weathers yellow, and again
fades to a dirty-brown. Bell's Rewa rd Mine, Heazlewood,
and at the Hampshire Silver Mine. Occurs in groups of
hexagonal prisms of a deep reddish-brown , with a resinous
lustre, Magnet Mine.
(136.

( Hydrou s Phosphate 0/ Aluminium).
As incrustations, often with a uniform surfa.oe. General
character somewhat dull, but of a bright emerald-green
colour, and thus sometimes mistaken for an ore of copper .
.Associated with wavellit6, Back Creek; a.nd implanted on
the clea.vages of quartz, Lefroy.
VARISCITE

337. VAUQUELINITE (Chromate 0/ L ead and Copper).
This is a rare mineral, which hitherto has been considered peculi;:t.r to the silver-Iea4 mining districts of
Siberia. The mineral as occurring here has a peculiar
siskin-green colour. It is Iound in an amorphous, somewhat mammillated, mass, of a dull appearahce. Before
the blowpipe and in mtric acid it gives all the characteristic results. It has been ohta.ined in moderate quantity
with galena a.nd arsenical pyrites, near George 's Bay; in
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minute particles with crocoisit.e, Adelaide Proprietary Bil·
ver Mine, Dundas.

338.

V,V,AN,TE (Pho.phat. of Iron).
In groups of crystals, which are occasionally nearly half
an inch in length; from cleavage planes in rock , adit, Mt.
Bischoff; in blue and green amorphous c1ay.like mass,
Waratah River; in crystallised bunches, No. 1 North
Pioneer &ef, at Waterhouse; as a soft clay impregnated
with the phosphate, Supply Creek ; of a dark-blue colour
in fibrous radiating bunches, with granular quartz, Lucy
Creek, Pieman River; in large quantity disseminated in
decomposing argillaceous shale, North Bischoff.

339. VOLTZITE (O x ywlphid. of Zinc).
Formed as an incrustation of a thin lamellar structure,
and globular; colour, clov.frbrown ; very rare.
Silver
Crown Mine, Zeehan. Also in small quantity at t.he Her·
cules Mine, Mt. Read.

i
1

340. WAVELLITE (Hydrat ed Ph os 1} ha t~ oj 4.lumill-ium).
This is a.lways in a.ll known localities a. rare mineral.
It has been discovered in a rock·cutting in a greyish-green
clay slate.
The mineral occurred in the cleavage planes
of the rock in the form of flaky radiating discs and hemispherical forms of a. white and glistening appearance,
which are usually under an inch in diameter.
Australasian Slate Quarry, Back Creek; on the F orth
River, south of the Van Diemen's Land Company's block in
1864. associated with galena and blende (James Smit h);
at Mt. Ramsay, as white circular patches with a strongly
radiating structure and glistening surface, implanted upon
hornblende; of small size in altered slate at Mt. Bischoff ;
also at the Den, near Lefroy.
This mineral was first noticed by Professor G. H. F .
Ulrich, a.bout 1876, on the occasion of an inspection of, and
report upon, the Australasian Slate Quarry, Back Creek,
for Messrs. Lyell and Gowan, Melbourne.
Many fine
examples were then collected, a series of which Professor
Ulrich placed in the min-era.l collection of the Technological
Museum, Melbourne. Occurs in small white discs, with
the char~teristic radiating struct.ure implanted on the
cleavages of sandstone; Ballast Quarry, Zeehan-Comstock
Line ; also a.s small globula.r aggregates of a pale yellowishgreen, in cavities in limestone, Mole Creek.
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'VEL DI'fE (S1"licate 0/ AlnminiuTn alld Soda).
" Am orphous; under the microscope, cr yptocryst.alli ne;
optically negative; H = 5'5; G = 2"98. Lust're, vitreous
or pearly, opaque, white ; in thin splinters, subtranslucent;
tough ; fracture even. Comp-silicate of alumina and soda,
with traces of lime and ammonia. Before blowpipe fuses
at 3 with int.umesce nce to a blebby glass.
From the
unequal distribution of free silica and the presence of
ammonia, it is probable that the substance is t he product
of t ransmutation of a felsitic or kaolinitic rock. If it can
be shown from its mode of occurrence that it is n ot merely
an altered r ock , then it is undoubtedl y a new mineral
species, to which the appropriate name of weldite might
be give n. (Note by Professor F. M. Krau s~, of the Ballarat Sc hool of Mines, in the Proceedings of the R oyal
Society of Tasmania, 1884.)
Locality, Weld River , Upper IIu on (C. Glover). Mr.
F. Stephens states /I It may be described as a mas~ ive
band interstratificd with bands of quartzite and other
altered rocks; and Mr. Glover has traced it for a mile in
the direction of its strike " (loc. rif.).

341.

\VI LLEMITE ( A n hydrous Silicate 0/ Z inc).
Obtained in small compact patches, yellow-b rown colour
and dull lustre. Bell 's Reward , V\Thyte River , and at the
Heazlewood Silver-lead Mine, Heazlewood River.
This mineral bel ongs to the hexagonal system, but is only
kn own to occur in this island in the amorphous form.

342.

W U LFENITE ( Molybdate 0/ L ead).
A somewhat rare salt of lead. It cry stallises in the
tetragonal system, but affects thin tables, which a l'e often
extremely so and quite clear. It varies much in colo ur,
being often bright orange-yenow, or again brown , and
occasionally green.
" Occurs, though rarely , in the lode of the Hampshire
Hills Silver Mine, associated with very fine-grai ned galena
and sphalerite. The crystals are of a brownish-yellow
colour , and square, t hin , tabular, with rounded basal plane,
and hemihedral planes of the octagonal prism are distinctly recognisable round the edges." (Ulrich.)

343 .

344. \VOLFRAMITE ( Tungstate 0/ I ron and M angallf'se J.
This mineral crystallises in the monoclinic system.
although its common mode of occurrence is in the massive
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state. It is usually in opaque, brownish-black, cleavable
masses; more rarely in distinct, more or less radiating
blades, with a brilliant lustre and brown streak.- It is a
common associate of tin ore, the separation from which
The
causes considerable inconveni ~D ce to the miner .
usual method successfully adopted for t he separation of the
tin ore from the contaminating wolfra m is to u se one of
the several magnetic processes. The specific gravity of the
two min erals so closely approximates that separation by
gravitation is rendered practically impossible. W olframite
has become of great economic importance, as a small proportion of tungstic acid has been found to increase the
hardness a nd tenacity of steel; hence, when used in this
way, the resulting acetate is known commercially as tungsten steel. It is one of a group of min erals constantly
co nnected with t he acid erupt.ive rocks, consequently the
associated gangue is almost invariably quartz. The pure
mineral contains approximately 60 per cen t. of the metal
tungsten, or , as the ele ment is sometimes called, wolframmm. A nearly pure Mn W0 4 , named hiibnerite, is fairly
well kn own as occurring under similar conditions a nd
associations as wolframite, but it has not been detected
in t his State. It is known to occur in New England, New
South W ales. It is brownish-re d to brown in colour, with
small bladed ha bi t, a nd may be easily overl ooked. From
a commercial point of view this fonn is equally as valua.ble as wolframite, but: has not been found so abundant in
nature. The rare tetragonal species reinite is only known
as from K ei t Japan.
Ferberite, a presumed F·e WO 4 ' with a small amount
of manganese, has been described from Spain. The physical characters of this variety exactly agree with the min eral occurring at the Oonah Mine, Zeehan. It is massive,
granular, with some imperfect planes of crystallisation,
with an imperfect vit reous lustre, and submetallic. I t is
sparingly fou nd closely mixed with stannite and pyrites
in what is known as the stannit.e lode. At the All Nations
Mine, Middlesex, some remarkably nne crystals have been
obtained. They were large, extremely black, and lustrous,
rivalling those from the classic localities of the Zinnwald
and Schlaggenwald . They occurred implanted on the side
of a cavity in a quartz lode, the crystals of quartz being
almost equally well developed.
A t the Shepherd an d
Murphy Mine, at the same locality, similar crystals are
not infrequent, but they are somewhat sm aller in size,
occasionally showing interesting terminations and modifica.--

t
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tions. In this mine they accompany, besides the usual
quartz, small topaz crystals, with cassiterite, bismuth (sui·
phide and carbona.te), fluor and talcose spodumene. At
the mineral sect ion originally known as the Mt. Black
Prospecting Association, at Mt. Dundas, it occurs in small
patches in a. dense mass of fluorspa.r and chalcopyrite, with~
more rarely, blades of bismutbinite, and in tensely black
radia.ting bunches of tourmaline.
About 1 mile a little east of south of the Mayne 's Tin
Mine, at H eemskirk, on the extreme west, a very interesting find of partially pseudomorphous wolframite has been
made. The crystals of the original mineral are extremely
well-formed, of the normal character, and fairly large in
size. The whole mass of the crystals is mor€' or less altered
to scheelite. Sometimes the planes are faced by a thin
layer of t he tungstate of lime of a glistening pale-yellow
colour, and more rarely one-half of the crystal will appear
to be thus transmuted. At the Bischoff Min e, wolframite.
i s remarkably rare, a nd when found it is in but comparatively small patches attached to the topaz-porphyry so
characteristic of the mine. It is stated by the late Professor Ulrif:h to occur pretty fr equently in t he 'Vest Bisch off tin lode in aggregations of rather ill-developed
crystals, also impregnated in small patches an d irregular
grains. The matri."C is generally quartz, but sometimes an
intimate mixture of apatite and topaz occ urs, and in hollows of such specimens the rare mineral monazite is found.
At Storey's Crook and other places in t he vicinity on
Ben Lomond a considerable quantity has been min ed and
exported. It occurs with cassiterite, with quartz , in some·
what altered granite impr.egnated with white muscovite
mica. Ot her localities are the Ethel Mine, Blue Tier ;
North Pieman River ~ near the coast; Black Bluff Mountain; Mt. Thomas, near Mt. Claude j Great Mussel R oe
River ; Mt. Rex Tin Mine; and other places of less
importance.

345 WOLLA STON ITE (Silica te 0/ Calcivm) .
Also known as " tabular spar. " It is doubtfully referred
to t he pyroxene group.
It belongs to t he monoclinic
system of crystallisation, and is common to metamorphic
lImestone fonnations, and in regions of gra nite, as a COIlstant alteration. I t occurs at Hig hwood, south of the
H ampshire Hills, where it apparently gradually merges
into a crystalli ne rock much r esembli ng a variety of
diallage . Here it is white and granular, with individual
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fibrou s structure. At the Shepherd and Murphy Mine,
Bell Mount, it is found in patches and veins in the garnet
rock.
346.

WURTZITE

(Hexagonal Zinc Sulphide).

A rare zinc mineral, differin g in crystallisation from
sphalerite. It. is hemimorphic in habit, and by t hat char·
acter may be recognised when in crystals.
Usually it
occurs in columnar masses. Hercules Mine, Mt. Read ;
and Magnet Silver Mine, Magnet.

347.

YANTHOSIDERITE

(Hydrou8 Sesq'u ioxide 01 Iron).

This oxide of iron is found as an incrustation, often in
silky needles of a bright· red colour, but usually occurring
in a powdery fonn. It is abundant coating the vughs in
and on the harder portions of the gossan capping the lode
at the Magnet Mine. It is often found exuding from the
roof and walls of old mine workings, as is. the case at the
Farrell Mine, at Tullah.

348.

YTTROCERlTE

(Hydrofluoride 01 Calciwm, Yttri um,
and Oerium).

This is a rare mineral, occurring in amorphous mas&es
of small size, which usually exhibit a subcrystalline surface.
It is reddish·brown in colour, and occurs imbedded in the
amphibolite rock peculiar tc Mt. Ramsay. (W. R. Bell.)
In writing about this mineral t he late Professor Ulrich
remarked, " I have a suspicion that this mineral has
probably been mistaken by Mr. Bell for either axinite or
titanitel both of which I identified in the Mt. Ramsay
amphibolite."

349. ZARATITE (Carbonate 0/ Nickel).
This mineral is also termed" emerald nickel," from its
beautiful green colour. It occurs as varnish·like coatings,
a.nd as thin incrustations on chromite a.nd ma.gnetit:e, being
constant to one Or the other. It more rarely forms mammil·
lary or stalactitic crusts on the sa.me minerals. Although
containing 59'6 per oent.. of nickel protoxide, it is too
uncommon in nature to be of any commercial importance
as an ore of the metal. It is probably more profuse at its
only known loca.lity in this isla.nd, in a high hill on the

I
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nort h side of the H eazlewood River , t han at any other
recorded locality. It is found at the Heazlewood in con·
nection with t he serpentine of t he locality, coating the
walls of irregula.r fractures a.nd incrusting the minerals
connected with t hat rock, and always more or less in
association with a highly nickeliferous va.riety of pentlandite.
It has been reported to occur in limited quantity
at TexM, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. ; in Galicia, in Spain; at
U nst, Shetland Isles ; and a few other localities.

350.

ZEOLI TES.

These are a well-marked series of crystalli ne hydrated
silica.tes, all containing aluminium, but in the great
majority a proportion of calcium or sodium, or in many
cases both, are present. They result from the alteration
of fe lspathoid minera.ls and felspars. Ma.ny are somewhat
unst able, and sometimes merge inio each other.
The
hydrat ion may occur as water of crystallisation, but also
as hydroxyl belonging to the silicate molecule. They are
r,emarkably plentiful , both as to quantity and species, in
basic amygdaloidal rocks, although they are not unkn own
in mineral veins. The nephelinite of the S'hannon Tier
produced several fine speci es, all of an immaculate milkwhite. The basaltic rocks of Middlesex, P atersonia. D erby,
Bischoff, and e lsewhere in the island a.re rep1ete with more
or less fine examples of these model crystallisations. The
Mesozoic diabase, which is so pronounced a feature in the
geology of the island is not without interest from a zeolitic
aspect. The phonolitic complex of Port Cygnet affords a
few forms, a nd the same is t he case with r espect to the
trach ydolerite of T able Cape and Circular Head.
See ANAL CITE, C H ABAS ITE, GMELI NITE, H YDRO NE PHELlTE,
LA UMONITE . MESOLITE, NATROLITE, PHACOLITE,
S I TE, SCOLEC ITE, S "rIL B I TE, THOM SONITE.

351.

PHILLI P-

Z EUXll'E ( Perriferous Tourmaline).
A peculiar variety of tourmalin e of a dark-green colour
and tufted habit. It is remarkably characteristic of thc
tin occurrence at Mt. Bischoff, where it is found in vast
abundance, often forming rock masses of considerable size.
I ts common habit is as short acicular cr ystals, which are
irregularly interlaced together. It is found at the Stanley River Linfield in considerable quantity, and it has also
occu rred at. one or two localities at North H eemskl rk in
connection with t he tin lodes there. At t he Stanley River
it is also found pseudomorphous after orthoclase felspar.
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352.

Z[NC[TE (O xide of Zinc) .
Only known to occur as small amorphous patches on
siderite, quartz, and other veins tone.
The colour is a
somewhat bright red. Heazlewood Silver-lead Mine.

353.

l

(Silicate ot Zi1·conium ) .
This mineral is isomorphous with cassiterite. It forms
when cut and polished a beautiful gemstone, for which
purpose the Tasmanian specimens are peculiarly adapted
on account of their high lustre, in which respect they perhaps excel those from all other localities, although they are
not, as a rule, so highly coloured as those obtained in
Northern New South W'a les and Southern Queensland.
As occurring here they are usually more or less transparent. In colour they vary through many shades of
brown to red, and although occasionally fine clear stones
of good colour are obt.ained, they are usually much clouded
with darker tints.
The zircon presents three distinct
varieties of colour, viz., the jargon, yellow-brown; t he
hyacinth, bright red; and that termed zirconite, whi.ch is
almost opaque, and reddish-brown in colour. All three
are fairly abundant here. In this island it has not apparently been obtained in situ, but doubtless originates from
the detritus of the granite rock. It is abundant in the
stanniferous drifts of the North-East Coast, where it occurs
with topaz, pleonaste, and quartz. Well-developed crystals
are of extreme rarity, as they are generally much watkrworn. The specimens from near Table Cape are, as a rule,
darker and brighter in colour than those occurring on the
tinfields; but they are commonly more fractured, although
fairly good crystals are not nearly so rare.
It has been found clear and colourless at t he Blythe
River; in beautiful glassy and lustrous crystals, ranging
from one-eighth of an inch in length to extremely minute,
Meredith Range and North Pieman; in many colour&-···
yellow, green, and red, to colourless-Boat Harbour, near
Table Cape; in many variations of colo ur, including bright
clear red! Flinders and Long Islands, Bass Strait; in large
numbers, often of considerable size, in drift, Moorina, Weld
River, Thomas' Plains, and other places on the Northeastern tinfield.
Abundant as a constituent in hornblende-gneiss, from
the Forth River. It occurs as grains and elongated prisms
which often penetrate the hornblende.
Respecting the zircons from Boat Harbour, Dr. Anderson writes (" Records of the Australian Museum," Vol. VI. ,
ZIRCON
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Part 2, 1905) :-" Mr. Petterd is of opinion that the
mineral is a. product of contact metamorphism in gra.nite
country. The zircon is accompa.nied by blue sapphires,
menaccanite, and other detrita.l minerals. One fairly welldeveloped, doubly-terminated crystal was determined.
The forms present are a (100), m (110), p (111), v (221),
'" (331), and x (131), of which a and p predominate. The
crystal is dark-red in colour, and shows a striated area ~n
Olle part. All the forms are present with the full complement of faces, except u, which has but two. The crystal
measures approximately 10 mm. in diameter. Sp. g., .
4'57."
354. Z1NKEN1TE (Sulphantimoniate of Lead).
Although this mineral is known to crystallise in the
orthorhombic system the crystals are rarely distinct, and
are extremely rare. It occurs plentifully in the massive
form at the BOuth workings No. 1 level, Magnet Mine.
It is constantly semiMfibrous, with an uneven fracture,
metallic lustre l and steelMgrey colour. As occurring at the
loca.lity mentioned it is highly argentiferous, often conM
taining hundreds of ounces of silver to the ton. It is
associated with ga.lena., pyrites, and dolomite. In its
fractures and joints there occurs a peculiar secondary
mineral, which is exdusiv-ely derived from its decomposition. This secondary mineral assumes the form of very
small discs composed of divergen t milk-white spicules,
which are commonly clustered togeib€r in radial form.
They have a bright shining lustre, and hardness of about
1'5. They are closely attached to their base, and of such
extreme tenuity tha.t it is practically impossible to secure
enough material for a satisfactory analysis. A minute
quantity before the blowpipe gave the qualitative reactions
for sulphur, antimony, and lead, with H2 O. It appears to
be a. basic sulphate of the metals mentioned, and is in all
probability a new compound closely allied to lamprophanite.
355. ZI NNWALDITE (L1·thia Mu sco-v ite).
This is the characteristic white mica of the stanniferous
granites, and as such it occurs in the old tin-mining localities, such as Zinnwald, Altenberg, and similarly in Cornwall. It is consequently abundant throughout the tinbearing granites of the east coast mining district, and the
same applies to the Ben Lomond, Heemskirk, and other

-
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localities. Before the bl0'vpipe it fuses with intumescence,
colouring the flame purplish-red ; and also reacts for iron.

356 ZOlSITE ( Ba$ic Silicate 01 Calcium and A lum-inium).
This orthorhombic mineral is of unusual occurrence
microscopically, but it is an essentia.l constituent of the
zoiste-amphibolite which occurs as a. schistose rock-belt near
the township of Hamilt:on, River F orth, and the Collingwood valley.
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LIST OF THE MINERAL SPECIES
TO OCCUR IN TASMANIA.

SYNOPSIS.

I.

II.

NATIVE ELJ.:MENTS.

SULPHIDES,
TELLURIDES ,
SELENIDE8,
MONIDES, BISMUTHIDES.

ARSENIDES,

ANTI·

III. COMPOUNDS OF CHLORINE, B .' ROMINE , IODINE .

IV.
V.

FLUORINE COMPOUNDS.
OXYGEN C OMPOUNDS.

1. Oxides, QT Binary Oxygen Compound$.
(i) Oxides of Elements of Gold, Iron, and Tin Groups.
(ii) Oxides of E lements of Arsenic and SuipnuT
Grou p s.
(iii) Oxides of Elements of Carbon-Silioon Group.
11. Ternary (Jx'ygell Compounds.
1. Silicates.
A. Anhydrous SiliC3U!6.
(i) Bisilicates.
(ii) Unis ilicates.
(iii) Subsilicates.
B. Hydrous Silicates.
(0 General Hydrous Silicates.
(ii) Zeolites.
(iii) Margarophyllite Section.
2. Tantalates, Columbates.
3. Phosphates, Arscnates, An timonates, Nitrates.
• A. Phosph ates, Arsenates, Antimonates.
0) Anhydrous.
(ii) Hydrous.
B. Nitrates.
4. Borates.
5. 'l'ungstates, Molybdates, Vanadates.
6. Sulphates, Chromates, Tellurates.
(i) Anhydrous .
(ii) Hydrous.
7. Ca rbonates.
(i) Anhydrous.
(ii) Hydrous.
8. Oxalates.
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VI.

HYDROOARBON COMPOUNDS.

1.

NATIVE ELEMENTS.

Iron
Lead
l\1ercUl'Y (?)
Osmiridium
Platinum (?)
Silver
Sulphur

Antimony
Arsenic
Bismuth
Copper
Diamond
Graphite
Gold

II . SULPHIDES, ARSENIDES.
(Tellurides and Selenides are not known to occur.)
Sulphides.
Molybdenite
Argen tite
Mariatite
Bournonite
Millerite
Bismuthinite
Plagionite
Benhierite
Przlbramite
Boulnngerite
Pentlandite
Bornite
Pyrargyrite
Breithauptite
Pyrrhotite
Chalcopyrite
Slegenite
Covellite
Sphalerite
Chalcocite
3tannite
Dufrenosite
Stephanite
Freibergite
Stibnite
Galenite
~ternbergite
Huascolite
Stromeyerite
Histrixite
Voltzite
Lillianite
'Vurtzi'te
Jamesonite
Zinkenite
'Marcasite

-.

Arsenopyrite
Cobaltlte

Sulpharsenides .
P roustite
Glauoodote

Chloanthite
Leuoopyrite

Arsenides.
Niccolite
Smaltite

III. COMPOUNDS OF CHJ,ORlNE, BROMINE,

Atacamiw
Cerarlo'!:yrite

Embolite

IV.
Ch lorophane
Fluorite
Prosopite

AND

Halite
I odyrite
Matlockite

FLUORINE COMPO UNDS.

Pycnite
Yttrocerite

IODINB.
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V. OXYGEN COMPOUNDS.
l. Oxides, 01' Binary Oxyg en Compounds.
(i) Oxides of the Elements of Gold, iron , and Tin Groups.
Asbolite
Lillloni~
Anatase
IHagnetite
Beauxite
l\:[anganite
Braunite
l\f assicot
Brookite
l\1 el:l~onite
Brucite
Menacca nite
Ca.,;siterite
Minium
Chalcophanite
PCl'iclasite
Chalootrichite
Picotite
Chrysoberyl
Pleonaste (Sp inel)
Chromite
P silomela ne
Corundum, vars, Sapllyrolusite
phire, Oriental Topaz
Rutile
Cuprite
Stichtite
Diaspore
Stilpnosiderite
Fr:l.Jlklinite

Goe thite
Hematite
H Cl'CYlllte

TUI'g ite

Wad
Xanthoriderite
Zincite

(ii) Oxid~s of the Elements of Arsenic and Sulphur Group.
ArS4:'llOlite
Senannontiie
Bismite
Stibioonite
Cel'vantite
Vnlentinite
Kermesite
Wolfrnmite
l\folybdite
(iii) Oxides of the Elements of Carbon-Silicon Group.
QuartzA. Vitreous Val's.
Rock Crysta l.
Smoky.
B. Crypto-cryshlline Val's.
Basanite, Chalcedon.v, Cornelian, Prase, Sinter,
Chert, Jasper, and others .
C. Other Va rs.
Common Opal , Resin, Wood and Setm-opal,
Hvdrophane Cacholong. MellliIte H yahte,
Geyserite, a'nd Infusorial Earth.

II. Ternary Oxyge n Com pounds.
L Silicates.
A, Anhydrous Silicates.
(i) Bisilicates,
Arh-edsonite
Hornblende
Actinolite
Hyp ersthene
Augite
T,e 1100T'hanlte
Asbesros
Pectolite
Pyroxene
Aegeri tR
Beryl
Schillerspar
Cossyrite
Tl'emoiite
Diop side
Uralite
En statite
'Wolla"tonite
Hedenbergite
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(ii) Unisilicates.
Adularia
Ilvarit.e
Agalmatoli'te
Iolite
Anorthite
I vaarite
Anorthoclase
Lepidomelane
Allanite
Labradorite
Aximte
L epidolite
Biotite
Litbomarge
Chrysolite (Olivine)
Microcline
Damourite
Muscov ite
Elreol ite
Melili te
Epidote
Marialite
Eulytine
l\1izzonite
Fayalite
Nephelite
Garnet, vars. Almandite ,
Oligoclase
Aplome ,
Grosularite,
Orthoclase
Scapolite
Johnstonotite, Melanite
Gilbertite
Smithsonite
Hatiynite
Zill ilwaidite
Idocrase
Zi rcon

(iii) Suooilica tes.
Al1da.Iusit.e
Carpholite
Collyrite
Danburite
Datolite
Hisingerite
Kyanite

P~'c nite

SIllim an ite
Titanite (Sphene)
Topaz
Tourmaline
Zeuxite
Zoisite
B. Hydrous Silicates.

(i) General Section of H ydrous Silicates"

Allophun€
Chrysocolla

Restonnelite
(ii) Zeolite Section"

Analcime
Chaba7.ite
Gmelinite
Laumontite
:Mesolite
NntroHte

Phillipsite
Phacolite
Scolecite
Stilbite
Thomsollite

(iii) "Marj!;urophyllite Section.
Batchelorite
Plin't hite
Prochlorite
Chlorite
Pyrophyllite
Clinochlore
Dewey-lite
Pimelite
Fahluni te
Rhodochrome
Halloysite
Saponite
Kaolini te
Steargillite
Leuchtenbergite
Serpenti ne, val'S. ChrysoMargarita
tite , Marmolite, PicroMiloschinite
lite, Picrosmine, Ret inaMontlnovillonite
li"te, Sicioliophite
Nontronite
Sericite
Ochre-chrome
Smectite
Pennini te
Steatite
T alc
Pholerite
Pilotite

I

I

I
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2. Tantalates and Columbates.
Rinkite

3. Phosphates, Arsenates, Antimonates, ,a nd Nitra't€8.
A. Phosphates, Arsenates, Antimonates.
(i) Anhydrous.
Aliplte
Monazite
Apatite
Pharmaoosiderite
Plumbogummite
Bellita
Carminite
Pyromorphite
Dufren ite
Scorodite
Endlichite
Oi) Hydrous.
Pitticit.e
Annabe~ite
Barrandlte
~'ymplesite
Varicite
Bindbeimite
Vivianite
Erythrite
Evansite
'Vavellite
Leuoochalcite
B. Nitrates.
(Not known to occur.)
4. Borates. (Not known to occur.)
5. Tungs'ta1:.es, Molybdates, and Vanadates.
Wolframite
Scheelite
Vaofl.dinite
'Vulfemite

6. Suiphates, Chromates, and 'fellurates.
(i) Anhydrous.
Glauberite
Anglesit.e
Leadhillite
Barite
Melanochroite
Crocoisite
Vauquelinite
Beresowite
(ii) Hydrous.

Alunogen
Copiapite
Epsomite
Goslarite
~psum (Selenite)
Halotrichite

Ankeri't e
Aragonite
'Bismutospherite
Calcite
Calamine
Cerussite
Dolomite
Magnesite

Knoxvillite
Melanterite
Morenosite
Phlogopite
Sclerospatbite
7. Carbonates.
(i) Anhydrous.
Pennite
Phosgenite
Plumbocalcite
Rhodochrosite
Siderite
Smithsonite
Spherosiderite
Strontianite
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Azurite
Bismutite
Cyanosite
Dundasite
Hydrooerussite
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(ii) Hydrous.
Hydromagnesite

Hydromanganocalci~

Malachite
Selbite
Zaratite
8. Oxalates.
(Not known to occur.)

VI.
Asphaltum
Coal
Copalite
Kerosene Shale
Lignite

HYDROCARBON COMPOUNDS.

Pelionite
Retinite
Shale
Tasmanite

INDUSTRIAL RETURNS OF MINING IN TASMANIA.

1898
lS99
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

Decennial Return of the Gold-mining Indu stry.
Year.
Quantity.
Value.
oz.
dwt.
.£
74,233 0
291 ,496
,,' ." " ....
33,992 0
327,545
".
81,175 0
316,22~
". ".
69,491 0*
295,176
...
70,996 O·
301 ,573
".
59,891 0*
254,403
".
65,921 O·
280,015
",
73,540 10*
312,380
" . ".
60,023 8'
254,963
...
65,354 5'
277,607
".
726,617 3
£3,01l,408

*Fine Gold.
DeceMl-ial Return of the Coal-mining Ind1Utry .
Value
Year.
Quantity.
'1'0118.

1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

" . ".
".
".
...
."
."
".

£

47 ,678
42,609
50,633
45,438
48,863,
49,069
61,109
51,993
52,8951
58,891

38,256
38,349
44,227
38,451
41,533
41,709
51,942
44,194
44,962
50,057

509,1791

£433,670
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Decennial Return of the Tin-rni'nillg Industry.
Year.

Quantity.

Value.

Tons.

£
142,046
278,323
269,833
212,542
237.828
300,098
255,228
382,670
557,266
5Ul,681

1898 _._
1899 ._
1900
1901
1902 .. ,
1903
1904 ...
1905* ._ . . . .
1906* .. .
19tJ7* .. _

1972
2239.
2029
1789,
19581
2376 /,
2171,
3891,

4472i
4342!

27,242 ~

£3,077,9lti

·Tin ore produced; Customs having ceased to i&lue
returns.

Decennial Return
Year.

0/

the Silver-lead Mining Industry.
Quantity.
Value.
Tons.

1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907 ..

15,320
31,519l
26,564
28,774
46 ,480
42,422
51 ,138
75,270,
87,1l7!!
8g,762!

£
188,892
250,331
279 ,372
207 ,228
218 ,864
192,492
203 ,702
246,888
462,443
572,560

494 ,3701

£2,822,772

DeC61l11-ial Ret1lT1'I; showing the Qua ntity and Value oj
Year.

1898
1899
1900
1901
1!102
1909
1904
1905

1906
1907

Bhsfer Copper produced.
Quantity.
Ton ~ .

4905!
8598
9449
9981
7745
6684
BB7l

8610
8708
8217
81 ,378!
·Yrdue cf gold contained is deducted.

VaJue.

£

400.668
735,305
907,288
879,625
462,151*

478,023*
582,540*
704,287*
862.444*
832.691*

£6,372.871
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~

Decennial Return &howing the Quantity 01 Copper Ore
produced.
Year.
Quantity.
Value.
TOils.
£
1898
394
8128
1899 '"
1695
26,833
1900
4221,
63,589
1901
1l,221
130,412
1902
5994
65,270
1903 .. .
102
790
1904 , ..
104!
1640
19G5
1150i
52,939
1906
2234,
72,480
1907
788t
58,975

---

II

27,9031

£539,056

Return showinp Ouantitv and Value 01 llJ-inerals a1ld Metals
raised Ul 1asman1a from 1880 to 1907 incltuive.
Mineral or Metal.
Quantity.
Value.
Gold , ......
Silver-lead Ore
.... ..
Blister Copper ....... ,'
Copper and Copper Ore
Copper MatI<!

1,530,676 oz.
604,260 tons

Tin .............. .

Iron Ore '"
Coal ..... .
Wolfram
Bismuth '"
Asbestos ." ... ,
Unenumerated
1894 .. ,

prior

86,090

,.

28AOl4
0227

..
"
"
"
"
"
"

89,5V5

to

39,162
992,150
165
41
374

£
6,030,671
4,057,364
7,163,767
462,326
133,736
8,589,181
24,101
850 165
11:551
866
521
31,988

Total value...

£27,361,237

The above returns are taken from the Report of the
sPrretary for Mines for the year ending December 31. 1907.
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SYSTEMS OF CRYSTAL FORMS.
No. 1.

known as the Cubic, Tesseral, Regular,
and Monometric.
All forms having three equal axes at right angles
to each otlier are referred to this system.
Represented by:
Galena, sphalerite, garnet,
diamond, fluorite, tetrahedrite, spinel, pyrite, magnetite, and cuprite.

ISOMETRIc-also

No. II.

TETRAGONAL-al so

Dimetric.

known

as

't he

Pyramidal

and

Includes all forms which have three rectangular
axes) of which the two lateral are equal, and the
vertIcal Olle either shorter or longer.
Represented by : Cassiterite, zircon, idocrase,
rutile, scheelite, and chaloopyri'te.

No . III. HExAGoNH- also known as the Rhombohedral.
Includes all fonus having four axes, three equal
lateral axes in a common plane intersecting at
angles of GOo, and .a. vertical axis at right angles.
Represen t ed by: Quartz, beryl, apatite, calci't e,
pyromor phite, siderite, hematite, tounnaline, and
dolom ite.

No. IV. ORTHouHoMBIC-also known as the Trimetrit, Pris.
matic , and Orthotype.
Includes all forms which have "three unequal axee
at right a ngles to each other.
Represented by: Baryte, stibnite, arsenopyrite,
anglesite. topaz, and cerussite.

No. V. MONOcLINIc-also known as the Oblique and Hemi.
orthotype.
Includes all forms having three unequal axes
with one of the axial inclinations oblique.
Represented by: Gypsum , orthoclase,
hornblende, muscovite, and crocoisite.

augite,

No. VI. 'l'RIcLlNIc- also known as the Anorthic, Double
Oblique, and Anorthotype.
Includes all forms which have three unequal axes,
with all their in't ersections oblique.
Represented by: Axinite, labradorite, cyanite,
rhodonite, albite, and anorthite.

[
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PRINCIPAL ECONOMIC MINERALS.

The f<lllowing is 3. list of the more important ores of t he
,Principal econ omic m etals recorded in this catalogue. For
as to their occurrence see under t he headings of
the respecti"e minerals: Manganese-AlltimonyAsbolite
Antimony. Native
Pyrolusite
Cervantite
Psilomelane
Stibn i"te
I nforma tion

BismuthBismuth, Native
Bismuthinite
Bismite
Bismutite
Cobalt-Asbolite
<Jobaltine
Glaucodote
Smaltine
CopperCopp~r. Native
Cupnte
Covellite
Chalcopyrite
Bornite
Chalcocite
Malachite
Melaoonite
lrOIl-

Hematite
Limonite
Magnetite
Siderite

LEad-

Anglesi'te

Croooisite

Cerussite
Galenite
Huascolite
Jamesonite
Massioot
Pyromorphite
Bindheimite

NickelAnnabergite
Heazlewoodite
Millerite
Niccolite
Pentlandite
Zaratite
TinCassiterite
Stannite
SilverSilver, Native
Argentite
Cerargyrite
Embolite
J amesonite
Stromeyerite
Sternbergite
Tetrahedrite
Stannite
Blenda
Tennantite
Bindheimite
Galenite
Proustite
ZincCalamine
Huascolite
¥ariat ite
S'p halerite (Blende)
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OF TASMANIA,

HARDNESS.

(MORB' . )

Degree.
L
Talc
2.
Gyp sum
3.
Calcite
4.
Fluorite
5.
Apatite (crystallised. variety )
6.
Felspar (Adularia)
7.
Quartz
8.
Topaz
9.
Corundum
10.
Diamond

SCALE

OF

FU S rBILITY.

(VON KOBELL ' S.)

1. Sti bnite. - Fu sible in candle flame in coarse splinters.
2. Nat rolite.- Fusible in candle flame in fine s plinters . Ea sily
fu sible before the blowpipe in coarse fragments.

3. Almandine, o r Iron Alumina Garnet. - Infusible in cand le
flame, quite fu sible before t he blowpipe in coarse frag-

men ts.

4. Acti ll olite.~Fu s ibility less than Almandine and g reater
than No. 5 j fu sible in coarse splin ters,
5. Orthoclase. - Fu sible in fine splinters.
6. Bronzite .- Onl y rounded on the edges in very fine spl inters .

---,--

)~

~

PRINCIPAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE

A8UNDANT

AND

IMPORTANT

MIN E RAI ,S OCC URRING IN

TASMANIA.

(From " Frazer's Tables for th e Dt'terruination of :Mineral s.")

StreRk.

Colour.

Nilme.

Specitic

Hardn ess.

Gravity.

-----...

Arsenopyrite
Barite

...

Calcite
Cassiterite

...
...

...
...
...

Cha.lcopyrite
Gillen",

Gold

...
...

...
...

Hemlltite
Jamesonitfl ...
Limonite

Molvbd eni te
Pyrite
...
P y rrhotite ...
Qua.rtz

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

.. Swel-grey to iron-black

...

.

... Black lcud-grey to steel-grey
... Brown
... L....d-grey
... Pale Lrass-yellow
... Brollze-yellow
.. . Colourless, white , und most colours
... Black-brown
... Yello w to bro wn

...

...
...

White

5'5
3

White

3

Light grey-brown

6';)

BIRe k
rale-red aud

... Alfellow
culours, USUttlJy white
.. . Black , yellow, brown, and red
... Rmss-yt!ll o w
... Lead-gre?'
.. . Gold-yel o w

Rutilu
Siderite
...
Silver
Sphweri1e l Zinc·blendt'),.,
Stibnite
...
...
...
Tetrahedrittl (Fahl.. rz )
Wolframite

Tin-whi te
All colourd, principally

<Treen-hluck
Greyish-black
Gold-yellow
R ed

IGrey-black
Yellow

Grey or green
Black

Silver-white
Bltlc k to browll

B1llc k
White, when coloured
the same, but paler
Light-brown
Light-brown
Silver-white
Brownish-bltt.ck

Lead-grey

BI""k

LetuI-grt'y to hrown-Llack

Black in part i inclined
to cherry.red
Hed -bro wn

Black

•

2'75
2'5
6'5
2
4'5
1'5
0'5
4 '5
7

6
.'8104 ' 7
2'6
6'8
"2
7'5
15' 6 to 19'5
4' 8
5'7
8'7
4'6
5
,'5
2'7

6'25
4

"2

3'8
10 '5
4
4'5

a

4
2'5
8'5
5

4'5 to 5' 1

I

7'2

....

TJ.BLE

Of'

THE

PHINCIPAL

EI.EMENTS,
GRAVITIl!:S,

WITH

TH EIR

SnfBOLS,

A'I'OMI C

WJ<: lOHTS,

SI'RCIFIC

AND PItINCIPAL SOURCE .

to

00

M etals.
Names.

Altlluiniunl ............................ ... . '
AnlimollY .... ............. ....... .. ..... ..
Arseuic .... .. ... .. .................... ..
Sa-nulu ................... . ........... . .. .
Bi91Iluth ...... .. ........... ... ............. ..
Cu.drniuln ............................. .. ..
CoesiUlll ............... ................... .
Valciulll .................... . ............. ..
CeriUln .................................. .
Chrorniurn ............................. ... .
Cohalt ....... . .... .. ............... ..... .. .
CorP'" .......... •..... .......... .....•. ...
Didymium ... ........ . ...... .. ......... .
Erululli ............................... .
Gli.l1iulU ............................... ..
Gernuluiulll ....... .... ..... ..... ....... .
Gillclnllm ................................ .

Gold ...................... ... ............ .
IluJiUln ............................ .
Iridiulll ........................... .. ... . .. .

Atomic Weig ht.

I

AI

27

Sb

120

I
I

Symbols.

As
B.
Bi
Cd

Cs
C.
Ce
C,
Co

Cn

J)i
1l
Ga.

G.
GI
An
In
I,

\

Sp."CiHc G",vity· 1

~

132'9

2'56
6'72
5'67
"0
9'S
S'6
I'SS

40

\'6

75
137'2
207' :>

112
140'2

52
58'07
63'2
142
166
69'9
72'3
9'1
196 8
liS"
19S '2

PrincipuJ SOlln'e.

5'5
5'9---6'S
S'957
S'S
6'5
5'95
5"69
2'1
19'32
7'4
22"

=

~

Bpltllxite
Stibnitc
Pyrites
Hfltt.vy spu.r
Bismuthinite
Blemle
Mineral wu.ters
Lil1l esto lle
Allanite
Cbrolllite
Smu.ltine
Sulphides
Y ttroceri te
Gadolillite
Bleude
Argyruditc
Be ryl
Ntt.tlve
Bl ende
Osmi ridi u m

•

~

z

~

"...
~

'"0
~

~

~

'">

II:

z

F

...

I

•

13S'2

7'S6
6'2

PO

206'4

11 '37

Li

7

'58

24

1'74

Iron ....................................... ..
Lanthanum ... ...... .. ................. .
Lead ..................•••... ... ....... .....
Lithium ....... . ....... .................. ..
Magnesium ........................... ..
Mangtlnese .......... . ............. . .... ..

Fe
La

~~~~~~~~;;; :~:.:: ::: :::.::::: ::::::: :::J

Hg
Mo
Ni

Osmiunl ........................ .. ........ ..
Palladium
.................. .... ... ..
Platinum ............................... .
Potassiunl ............ " ...... .... .... ..
Radium ........................... . ..... .
Rhodium ............................ ....... .
Rubidium ................... ... .......... ..
Ruthenium ......................... .... ..
Silvf'r .............................. ........ .
Sodium .................. .. ............... .
Strontium ........................... ... .. .

Os

~ ~~tf~~··.··.::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: I

~~~fli~::.. ::::::""::::::::::::::::,:::::::::I

1'hori um .... ..... ... ... .... ..... ...... .. .. .
Tin ...... ............ ... .............. ...... .
Titllniuln ... ...... .................. ....... ..
Tungsten ............... ............... .. .
UrHllium ..................... ............. ..
Vl:lnadiutn ............................... ..
Yttnunl .................................. .

Mg

Mn

No
Pd

PI
K
Rh
nb
Ru

66

54'S

200

96
6S·6

S

13'59

S'6
S'S

94
192

6'27
22"

106'i
194'3

21'5

S9'1
225
103·1
S5'4

II . 4

'S65
12'1
1'52

104

n·,

Ag
Ntt
Sr

107·6

10'53
'972
2'6

T.

182'S

TI
Th
Sn
Ti
W
U
V

Y

23

S7'5
203·64

232

14·0S
U'S
U'I

117'4

7'S

4S'1
184
239
61
S9

IS
IS'7
5'5

HematitA
Allanite
Galena
Lepidoliw
Magnesite
Manganite
Cinnabar
Molybdenite
Penthllldite Hnd Gl1rnierite
Colombite
Osmiridium
Platinoid s
Native
Cl$rnallite
Pitchblende
Plu.tinoid s
Lepidolite
Osmiridium
Galena and other ores
Hltlite
Strontianite
Tantalite
Pyritf's
Monazite and 'J'horite
Cussiterite
Rutile
Wolframite u.nd Scheelite
Pitchblende
Patronite
Yttrocerit6

TABLE OF THE PRl NCIPA I .

Names.

Symbols.

Zin c ........................... ... ... .... .... .

7.n

ZirconiulIl " .. .. . _•......•.................

Z,

Atomic

ELEMEN'I's-rontinued.

~e~~ I_s_pec_i_H_'C_G_'_r_a v_it_Y_'I ____P__"_"_>C_i_P._l__8_0_u_rc_'o_,_

Afef"is-contillucd.
65

90'7

I

Blende
Zircon

.

Non-A-letols.
Argon ...................................... .
Boron ... .. ..... .. ....................... "
Bromine ......... .......... .
Graphite .................... .
Carbon
,_, ............................ .
Diamond .................... .
Chlorine ... ..... .. ......................... .
F lu orine ..... ........ .. ....... ..•.... ........
Hyurogen .... .. ..................... ..... .
Heliuln ...... .. ............... . .... .. .. .
Iodille ..... ........... ..... ... . ....... .. .. ... .
Nitrogen ... ... ....................... ... .
Oxygen .................................. .
Phosphorus .. ............ ......... " ...
Selenium ........... ....... .... ............. .
Silicon ............ ........ .... .. ... •. .......

l

""""'1

Sull,hu,
........ " .. ...... " ......
Tel uriulIl ............. ..... .... .... ..... ..

20
II

Dor..

79'76

Cttrmtllite

C

12

Cl
F

35'5

H

He
I
N

o

p
Se

1
\

1'8-2 ' 1

4'3-4'8

28

2'47

32

Te

125

"
=
~

Ntltivt\

....."'
0

>

"'J(

>

I Atmosphere

79

8i
S

J(

Z

Hydrochloric acid
Fluorite
Water
Atlnospht're
Aigre or kelp, ltlld Nitre

19
1
2'13

126-54
14
16
31

=
"

AtliJOsphcro

1 '97-2 '07
6' I

"
F

Atmosphere
Bones
Selenidcs
QUltrtz
Ntttive tt.lul pyrite"
Tellurides

'I'htl AtVlwj(' lI"t'igllt i~ the weight of an elem ent compared with the weight of hydrogen.
The 8p(·l·~/i(' Oral'it!! ill the weight of an element compared with water.

-,

;

.-

)

,

1'111-: PRI NCIPAL CHARACTRHS OJ.' TH"; M OHE IMPORTANT COaofPL EX M ETAI,L I C SULPH IIH;., AND
SUJ.PHARSEN I DES CONTA ININ G SB. AND

.

a Ii• i·
'"
8t¥!oo :t"•• 'E f
c!..~
_.c
•

_0·

";j p., .....

• • >.

I

0--

d

.~

o.~

~

~

O)Iour.

.;

PH.

I

Streak.

~

'" "- '"" --" ----- ------ --- --- --- -------,,;

<SO

Zinkenite .

......

Pris.

:)'35\ 5'3044'0031-84

...

22-00

---

---

-------- ----Steellead-gl'ey Sam ..
c " lnUI'

.-

Jam eson ite.
Pris.
Plagionlte -- --- Oblique
Boulangerlte ...
Geocronite ...... Pri.r.
Berthlerile ...... ---

21'78 --21-00 --"
19 -00
3-00 6'00125 ' 0063 ' 00
--"
2 -50 5-S0 16-00 6'-00 - - 1-6017'00 Little Lead-gl'OY
2 '6() 4'0054 '00
12 -00
30-00
Iron-hlaek

Wolfsber gite ... Plill.

3 -50 '-7+6-001

Dutreyno)'lite ...
Bournonile ......
Wolchlte .........
Kobt'liite ..... ,
Tennantite
Terrahedrile --Patrenite. _.....

Cubic
Cubic
Pri8.

5-50 --- 57'2 1
2':>0 :>'70 26'04 41'80
3-0() :>'70 16-GS 20-00
___ 6-30 0'26 40'12
' -00 4-30

Mfllleghin ite

PI'is,

---

---

Cubic
Pris.
Pri•.

---

2-251 5-6013,,-0000-00 3-00
2-50 5-4037-00'0-00 ___

'-00

23'00

36'73

2-60 6-34 18'60 6'-00

"
Dark er"

••

Britt le, radiating, columnar
SediJa, fl l'l1'ou&, diverging

IG,..nul., .,."e• . c'-y,t.l.

Si lky, lIrlttl e, fihrous
Conch oidal, brittle
Uneven, with red or yellow
tarni.h
1
Dark
lead-grey
Dlack
Conchoidal to uneven, cleaver1 -30 24 -00 26 -00 --age perfect
22' 10 20-69 Stl:lfl! -gre:-Red-brown
Un6ven. bl"ittle
Learl-grey
Uneven, brittle
12 ' 70 19'37
Sam e
1 '40 17 -35 'S-60 6-00 Black lelld_grey Same
Im perfect, conchoidal
3-00
l1 -SO
Lead ·grey
BhlCk
Bi 27, radiating, flbroua
3'50 48 -5°121- 719 -10 Block I••d-g<ey Reddish-grey Uneven
Black.-re.1
Conchoidal, uneven, brittle
'-00 88'0026'00 2'10 Steel-grey
10-9416-57 ___ \ mackl.ad-g<ey, SaIDe
Di88ellu llated Hi 36
tarnish red
17 '40 ... 11 lack lead-gl'ey Bla..:k
Fibrou ~ and 8lemler crystal,

---

r~'~-~

Remarks.

I

"-- -

I

,

-
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